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PREFACE 

The northern area of Pakistan occupies a unique position on 
the cultural and historical map of the world. Its cultural diversity 
and ethnic richness make it one of the most fascinating areas for 
researchers and scholars. It is, however, its multi-lingual 
character that concerns the present study. 

These five volumes of the Sociolinguistic Survey of 
Northern Pakistan are devoted to the study of its multi-lingual 
features. It is slightly more ambitious than the usual studies of 
this nature: it attempts to study the various languages and 
dialects of this area from a synchronic descriptive approach with 
regard to the issue of language versus dialect. In order to verify 
the diversity and similarity within these languages and dialects, 
linguistic and sociolinguistic data has been used to throw some 
light on the relative levels of diversity within and between the 
identified varieties. This has been done particularly in the cases 
of Gujari with Hazara Hindko, Indus and Swat varieties of 
Kohistani and Shina with its linguistic neighbours. 

At a macro level, this work is definitely an improvement 
over Grierson's Linguistic Survey of India and the subsequent 
studies by various scholars. However, though ambitious in scope, 
the study does not claim to be exhaustive and comprehensive in 
every respect. The study also discusses the impact of external 
linguistic families on the linguistic evolution of this area. The 
unmistakable imprint of Tibeto-Burman languages, the Iranian 
languages, the Indo-European family and the Indo-Aryan family 
testify to the fact that the northern areas of Pakistan serve as a 
bridge between South Asia, Central Asia, China, and Iran. 

Another dimension has also been added to the study of so 
many languages and dialects in close proximity: degree of 
proficiency in the neighbouring languages. This has been done 
through interviews, questionnaires, tests, and observations. The 
patterns associated with the proficiency of the neighbouring 
languages and the national language, Urdu, are treated in terms 
of inter-ethnic contacts, the regional dominance of certain 
linguistic groups, and the impact of education and media. It is 



quite visible that the old generation of these linguistic groups did 
try to preserve the originality of their culture and civilization. But 
communication links and the availability of modern techniques 
and instruments have their own impact upon the people of these 
areas. The new generation of these areas, showing a trend 
towards advancement and modernization, may in the long run be 
affected, and the preservation of centuries old culture and 
civilizations can become a difficult task. 

It is hoped that this survey will inspire some studies of this 
unique multi-linguistic region of the world. The scholars deserve 
congratulations for this painstaking work, which could not have 
been completed without requisite enthusiasm, expertise and skill. 
This study, of course, will open new avenues for future 
researchers. The important point to be kept in mind for future 
researchers is, however, to find ways and means of preserving 
this centuries old culture and civilization. 

Work of such a magnitude is not possible without 
cooperation and devotion on the part of scholars and experts in 
this field. The National Institute of Pakistan Studies, Quaid-i-
Azam University, Islamabad acknowledges with gratitude the 
assistance and cooperation of many who helped the team to 
conduct this survey. The Institute acknowledges the commitment 
of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (the co-sponsors of this 
project), the Ministry of Culture — Government of Pakistan, and 
the National Institute of Folk Heritage for providing all sorts of 
help to complete this study. The Institute feels honored for 
having such association with these institutions as well as the 
scholars of repute who devoted their precious time and expertise 
in preparing this important study. 

The National Institute of Pakistan Studies will feel happy in 
extending maximum cooperation to the scholars interested in 
exploring further studies in the field. 

Dr. Ghulam Hyder Sindhi 
Director 

National Institute of Pakistan Studies 
Quaid-i-Azam University 

Islamabad, Pakistan 



 



 



 



 



 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Northern Pakistan is a land of geographic and ethnic 

diversity, one of the most multilingual places on the face of the 
earth. Spectacular mountain ranges and mighty rivers segment 
the area, providing natural barriers which often serve as 
isoglosses separating linguistic varieties. Centuries of people 
movements across this crossroad of South and Central Asia have 
left a complex pattern of languages and dialects, fertile ground 
for sociolinguistic investigation. 

Twenty-five named languages from within northern 
Pakistan are dealt with in the volumes of the Sociolinguistic 
Survey of Northern Pakistan. Most languages of the region have 
been classified as part of the large Indo-Aryan (or Indic) family. 
Two of these have been called members of the “Central Group” 
according to the scheme established in Grierson’s Linguistic 
Survey of India: Gujari, subgrouped with other Rajasthani 
languages, and Domaaki, not even mentioned by Grierson, but 
classified as Central by Fussman (1972) and Buddruss (1985). A 
third named language, Hindko, was originally included within 
the Northwestern Group of Indo-Aryan, among those varieties 
which were given the label “Lahnda” (LSI VIII.1). The various 
forms called Hindko have been particularly difficult to classify 
(Shackle 1979, 1980), showing a wide geographic range, much 
linguistic divergence, and some convergence with Panjabi, which 
has been classified in the Central Group. 

The largest number of Indo-Aryan languages dealt with in 
these volumes belong to the Northwestern Group, Dardic branch: 
Shina, and its historical relations, Phalura and Ushojo; Indus 
Kohistani, and its smaller neighbors, Chilisso, Gowro, and, 
presumably, Bateri (which has not been classified); the Swat 
Kohistani varieties, Kalami and Torwali; the Chitral group of 
Khowar and Kalasha; and the Kunar group, including Dameli 
and Gawar-bati. The Nuristani branch accounts for some 
languages spoken on the northwestern frontier; within Pakistan 
that group is represented by Eastern Kativiri and 
Kamviri/Shekhani. This classification outline for members of the 
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Dardic and Nuristani branches is based on several scholarly 
contributions (Fussman 1972, Masica 1991, Morgenstierne 
1932), but primarily follows Strand (1973). 

There are also members of the larger Iranian family 
(classification following Payne 1987). Some come from the 
Southeastern Iranian group, the major example being Pashto, but 
also including the more divergent Wan 4eci. Others are from the 
Southeastern Iranian Pamir subgroup: Wakhi and Yidgha. 
Ormur 4i has been classified as a Northwestern Iranian language 
but shows the influence of being surrounded by Pashto. 

Finally, a few linguistic relics remain from outside the 
larger Indo-European family, notably the westernmost Tibeto-
Burman language, Balti, and the isolate, Burushaski. 

The distinction between language and dialect is always a 
fuzzy one, but particularly so in this part of the world. Scholars 
have long acknowledged the immense dialect continuum which 
characterizes the South Asian region, particularly among the 
Indo-Aryan varieties. The difficulties in drawing language 
distinctions are compounded by the terminological confusion 
found when local speakers use identical names to label their very 
different spoken varieties (e.g., Kohistani) or apply the name of a 
larger and more prestigious language to cover a very wide range 
of speech forms (e.g., Panjabi). 

Rather than focussing on linguistic classification or on the 
historical relationships between languages, the Sociolinguistic 
Survey of Northern Pakistan has taken a synchronic descriptive 
approach to this issue of language versus dialect. Linguistic and 
sociolinguistic data to verify the diversity and similarity within 
the varieties have been collected for all twenty-five named 
languages. These data include a consistent 210-item word list 
from several locations within a language group. In addition, oral 
texts have been recorded and transcribed from many locations; 
often these texts have been used to assess the intelligibility of 
spoken forms among speakers of divergent dialectal varieties. 
Word list comparisons have been made across named languages 
in some cases (e.g., Gujari with Hazara Hindko, Indus and Swat 
varieties of Kohistani, Shina with its linguistic neighbors), to 
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give some perspective on the relative levels of diversity within 
and between named varieties. These comparisons of linguistic 
data are balanced by information gathered through interviews 
and orally-administered questionnaires regarding ethnic 
identification, dialect group contacts, and perceived linguistic 
similarity and difference. Although few sharp boundaries are 
evident, groupings of relatively similar varieties can be 
demonstrated according to the criteria of lexical similarity, 
indications of intelligibility, patterns of within-group contact, and 
dialect perceptions of the speakers themselves. 

The investigation of local language names has provided a 
perspective on the linguistic identification of its speakers. Where 
it is possible to use the locally preferred name without ambiguity, 
those local names have been chosen to designate the linguistic 
varieties described in these volumes. Where further clarification 
is necessary, language names have included regional 
designations or have incorporated the labels given by previous 
scholars even though they were not found to be used by the 
speakers themselves. 

In addition to questions of diversity within languages, there 
are higher levels of sociolinguistic variation which are evident in 
the prevalence of multilingualism throughout the area. In 
general, it seems that members of most language groups in 
northern Pakistan exhibit pragmatic attitudes toward adoption of 
languages of wider communication. With so many languages in 
close proximity, it is commonplace for persons to acquire one or 
more of their neighboring languages to some degree of 
proficiency. Some studies included tests of proficiency in the 
national language, Urdu, or in a regional language of wider 
communication such as Pashto or Hindko. Other reports have 
investigated reported proficiency and use of other languages 
through interviews, orally-administered questionnaires, and 
observation. The patterns associated with the use of other 
languages are related to such social phenomena as inter-ethnic 
contacts, the regional dominance of certain groups, and the 
promotion of Urdu through education and the media. A few 
language groups indicate signs of declining linguistic vitality and 
the preference for more dominant neighboring languages among  
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the younger generations within those groups (e.g., Domaaki, 
Chilisso, Gowro, Yidgha). But, for the present, most of the ethnic 
languages of northern Pakistan are well-maintained by their 
mother-tongue speakers as the most frequently used and 
apparently valued means of communication. 

A major contribution of the Sociolinguistic Survey of 
Northern Pakistan is the collection of the standard 210-item word 
list; combining the lists from all twenty-five languages yields a 
sum of 127 regional speech forms represented. The phonetically 
transcribed lists for the reports covered in each volume are 
presented in the relevant appendices. Story texts for the 
languages represented are presented as well, with a rough word-
for-word gloss and a free translation. In total, there are forty-nine 
transcribed texts in these volumes. This fieldwork has not 
undergone thorough grammatical and phonological analysis; it is 
included to support the conclusions presented in each report and 
as data for future scholarship. 

In terms of methodology, this research makes a contribution 
as well. A multipronged approach was utilized in each study, 
combining some or all of the following: participant observation, 
interviews and orally-administered questionnaires, testing of 
second language proficiency, testing of comprehension of related 
varieties, and the comparison of word lists by a standardized 
method measuring phonetic similarity. Overall, the data show 
great internal consistency, with many types of self-reports from 
questionnaires and interviews corresponding well with more 
objective measures such as test results and lexical similarity 
counts. 

Each report reflects a slightly different focus. Some 
emphasize interdialectal variation and intelligibility (e.g., Balti, 
Burushaski, Pashto, Shina, Wakhi); others include this focus, but 
concentrate more than the rest on assessing the proficiency and 
use of other languages (e.g., the reports on the languages of 
Indus and Swat Kohistan, Gujari, Hindko). The high 
concentration of languages in the Chitral region make 
multilingualism and ethnolinguistic vitality a primary concern in 
that volume. Issues of declining vitality are of critical concern for  
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Domaaki. One language included in this research has not been 
previously described or reported: Ushojo, a variant of Shina 
located in the Chail Valley of Swat District. 

It has been a privilege to work with representatives of each 
of these ethnolinguistic groups in carrying out this survey 
research. These volumes are offered in the hope that they will 
provide a wholistic overview of the sociolinguistic situation in 
northern Pakistan and will stimulate further such work in the 
years to come. 

Clare F. O’Leary 
Series Editor 
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BALTI 

Peter C. Backstrom 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The primary objective of this survey of Balti was to 
determine if there is significant dialect diversity from one part of 
Baltistan to another, and to get an idea of the nature and extent of 
the diversity if it exists. In order to accomplish this objective, 
word lists from six different important regions within Baltistan 
were collected and compared. A seventh list was also taken from 
a Purki speaker in Skardu, to get a general idea of how this 
closely related language compares with Balti. Several Balti 
speakers from different parts of Baltistan were also interviewed 
to see how they viewed their language as a whole, and whether 
they perceived there to be any important dialect variations within 
Baltistan. 

A secondary objective of this study was to get a glimpse of 
the sociolinguistic context in which Balti is spoken. The intent 
was to gain at least a basic understanding of the degree and 
nature of any bilingualism which may exist among Balti 
speakers, and of their attitudes toward their own language, and 
other languages with which they have contact. Information 
pertaining to these sociolinguistic factors was obtained primarily 
through observation and through interviews which were 
conducted with eight Balti speakers from five different locations 
throughout Baltistan. Since this objective was secondary to the 
main focus of the research, it was not explored as thoroughly or 
as systematically as would be possible in a full-scale 
sociolinguistic study. The results will therefore be presented here 
only in general terms, and should not be regarded as the 
complete or final word on the subject. 
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Fieldwork for this study was conducted in October 1989 in 
Skardu and Khapalu, and in November 1990 in Skardu. 

 

2. GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 

Balti is a Tibetan language spoken in Baltistan district of the 
Northern Areas of Pakistan. It is closely related to Ladakhi, the 
majority language of the adjacent Ladakh district of Jammu and 
Kashmir in Indian-held territory. Baltistan is generally said to be 
comprised of five major valleys: Skardu, Rondu, Shigar, 
Khapalu, and Kharmang. Three of these, Kharmang, Skardu, and 
Rondu, are actually separate sections of the Indus Valley which 
runs the length of Baltistan from southeast to northwest. Skardu 
is the central section, and the town of Skardu is the district 
headquarters of Baltistan. Rondu is located downstream, to the 
northwest of Skardu, while Kharmang lies in the opposite 
direction, and extends up to the international cease-fire line. The 
Shigar Valley lies to the north of Skardu, and Khapalu to the 
east, on the Shyok River. In addition to the five major valleys, 
there is also the high, sparsely populated Gultari Valley in the 
south, separated from the rest of Baltistan by the famous Deosai 
Plains. 

Purki, an intermediate speech variety between Ladakhi and 
Balti, and often considered a form of the latter (Rangan 1975:5), 
is spoken in Kargil tehsil of Ladakh district, which borders 
Baltistan on the southeast. Most of the Purki speakers are 
concentrated in the valleys of the Suru and Dras Rivers, 
tributaries of the Indus, which lie a little upstream from 
Kharmang. 

Although Balti is the dominant language throughout 
Baltistan, there are settlements of Shina speakers in several of the 
valleys as well. Notably, Shina-speaking villages may be found 
in Rondu, Kharmang, and in some of the smaller side valleys 
near Skardu. Balti speakers refer to these people as Brokpa, and 
to their language as Brokskat. It is reported that most of the Shina 
speakers living in Baltistan can also speak Balti. 
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3. A BRIEF HISTORY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON 
BALTI 

If one considers the number of people who speak Balti, and 
the size of the geographic area they occupy, it is surprising that 
more has not been written about this language. In 1866, H.H. 
Godwin Austen, the famous surveyor of the Karakoram 
mountains, became the first European to publish a vocabulary of 
Balti. George Grierson included a somewhat more precise, 
though small, vocabulary and some notes on the grammar of both 
Balti and Purki in Volume III of his Linguistic Survey of India 
(1908:32-50). T. G. Bailey added a more detailed grammatical 
outline and vocabulary of Purki in 1915. In 1934, A. F. C. Read 
published the most extensive grammar of Balti to date, along 
with a vocabulary of well over 2,000 words. Some forty years 
later, K. Rangan added a phonology and grammar of Purki 
(1979). From the point of view of phonetic notation, Rangan’s is 
the most accurate work, since his predecessors were apparently 
unaware of the nature of certain sounds found in Balti and Purki, 
particularly the palatal nasal [n3] which they variously recorded 
as [n], [K], [ny], or [Ky]. 

4. HISTORY OF THE BALTI PEOPLE 

4.1 Name of the people and language 

Balti speakers refer to both themselves and their language as 
Balti [bVlti]. The origin of this name is unknown, but it is 
apparently of great antiquity. Ptolemy, the second century 
Alexandrian astronomer and geographer, recorded and preserved 
the name as Byltae (Afridi 1988:9). The name Purki [pUrki] 
comes from the regional name Purig, or Purik [purIk]. 

4.2 History 

The people of Baltistan, like those of Ladakh, are originally 
of Mongolian/Tibetan stock. The Baltis have intermarried 
extensively with the Aryan Dard population who came to the 
area from the south and west, so that modern Baltis are a mixed 
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race. Tibetan features are still evident to a greater or lesser 
degree, however, in most of the populace. 

In ancient times, Buddhism was the common religion of 
both Baltis and Ladakhis, as well as most of the other peoples of 
the area. According to Afridi, Buddhism was introduced into 
Ladakh during the reign of Asoka, around the middle of the third 
century B.C. (1988:21). It later spread to Baltistan and was 
widely practiced there by A.D. 400 (1988:23). 

The Baltis are believed to have been first converted to Islam 
by one Syed Mohammad Noor Bukhsh around the middle of the 
fifteenth century (Afridi 1988:26). Some fifty years later, Mir 
Shamsuddin Iraqi converted many Baltis to the Shiah faith, 
which the majority of them still profess. The Ladakhi people, 
however, did not convert to Islam, and most of them practice 
Buddhism to this day. This religious divergence has helped keep 
the two groups separate, thus contributing to the divergence of 
their languages as well. Nonetheless, although the extent of 
intelligibility between Balti and Ladakhi has not been formally 
investigated, it seems that the two languages are still partially 
intelligible with one another. Many Balti speakers today, 
especially those from eastern Baltistan, report being able to 
understand radio broadcasts in Ladakhi. 

When lines of control were established after the fighting 
which followed the partitioning of India in 1947, most of the 
Balti-speaking area was under Pakistani control, and Ladakh was 
under Indian control. The Muslim Purkis found themselves on 
the Indian side of the line, although many migrated to Baltistan 
to join their Muslim kinsmen. 

4.3 Influence of other languages on Balti 

Despite the presence of Shina speakers around and within 
Baltistan, and the influence of Urdu through governments and 
schools in the area for a number of years, the common Balti 
vocabulary so far shows relatively little influence from these or 
other Indo-Aryan languages. The standard list of 210 words used 
in this study shows only seven words which are apparent Urdu 
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loan words, and nearly all of these are nouns referring to objects 
or concepts not native to Baltistan. Only one apparent Shina loan 
word was found. 

 

5. PRESENT SOCIAL CONDITIONS 

 

5.1 Agricultural and economic factors 

Geographically, Baltistan is a spectacular region of 
immense rugged mountains, glaciers, icy rivers, and deep 
valleys. Most of the land is either too high, too steep, or too 
rocky to offer much agricultural potential. The Skardu Valley, 
though wide and long, is mostly barren sand dunes and a flood 
plain for the Indus River. These physical constraints, combined 
with the general dryness of the climate, have tended to limit the 
agricultural productivity of the land, and therefore its population. 
Nonetheless, with the help of irrigation water channeled from the 
many mountain streams, a number of excellent cereal, fruit, and 
vegetable crops are grown in the area. As in Hunza and other 
parts of the Karakoram, apricots are particularly abundant. Herds 
of goats, sheep, cattle, and dzo, a cross between a cow and a yak, 
are also kept for their meat, milk, hair, and hides. The dzo are 
also used for plowing and for transporting goods. 

While the vast majority of Baltis secure their livelihood 
from agriculture, there are also many craftsmen and merchants, 
especially in Skardu, the economic and governmental center of 
the region. Most modern services and a growing tourist industry 
are also found in Skardu, adding to the economic growth of the 
area. The beautiful scenery and high mountains draw many 
foreign as well as some Pakistani tourists to the area for trekking 
and climbing. Many Baltis are hired as guides and porters for 
expeditions of all sizes, particularly in the summer and fall 
months. Tourism may be the largest factor in exposing the world 
to Baltistan, and Baltistan to the world. 
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5.2 Religious and political factors 

Baltistan forms a single political district of the Northern 
Areas of Pakistan, and the great majority of the people are Shiah 
Muslims, so there are no major political or religious boundaries 
dividing the people internally. They are, of course, separated 
from their Purki-speaking brothers by the Pakistan-India cease-
fire line. This effectively cuts off most communication between 
the two closely-related groups. People on both sides, however, 
are able to hear daily radio broadcasts made in Balti from both 
Skardu and Srinagar in Kashmir. 

The Baltis’ closest neighbors within Pakistan are the Shina 
speakers of Gilgit District, with whom they have generally 
amicable relations. Pashtoons and Panjabis may also be found 
working and living in Skardu and enjoying friendly relations 
with the Balti people. As of yet, however, these other Pakistani 
languages, though they are more dominant on a national level, 
seem to have had no noticeable effect on the vocabulary of Balti. 

5.3 Population 

According to the government census, the total population of 
Baltistan district in 1981 was 223,662. Although the 1991 census 
figures were not available at this writing, it is probably safe to 
say that the population is by now approaching 300,000.1 Of that 
total, probably ninety percent have Balti as their mother tongue 
(Afridi 1988:281). 

5.4 Education 

The Pakistani government has provided primary schools in 
most of the villages of Baltistan, and middle or high schools in 
the bigger towns. A local educational administrator reported that 
in 1989 there were thirty-eight middle schools in Baltistan, and 
seven high schools. Skardu also has a two year college for boys. 

                                                 
1 The United Nations estimate of the birth-death rate for Pakistan between 

1980 and 1985 is 3.6 percent. 
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School attendance is regrettably low in most parts of Baltistan. 
Based on figures made available by the administrator, it appears 
that only half of the school-age boys throughout Baltistan attend 
school regularly, and probably less than ten percent of the girls. 
Economic pressures, along with cultural and religious values, 
often prevent families from sending their children, especially 
girls, to school. In addition, since Balti is completely unrelated to 
Urdu, the usual language used in the schools, it may be that some 
children find it difficult to learn at the start, and therefore drop 
out of the schools early. 

 

6. LINGUISTIC SETTING 

Balti belongs to the Western Tibetan branch of the Tibetan 
language family, which is part of the larger Tibeto-Burman 
language family. Its territory is situated at the extreme western 
end of the chain of Tibeto-Burman languages, where it butts up 
against languages belonging to the Dardic group of the Indo-
Aryan language family. These include Shina, which surrounds 
Balti’s western flank and overlaps it to some extent, and 
Kashmiri, to the south. Purki and Ladakhi, Balti’s closest 
relatives in the Tibetan family, are spoken just to the east and 
southeast of Balti territory. Urdu is the most important non-local 
language in the area, both in Pakistan, where it is the national 
language, and in Indian-held Jammu and Kashmir, where it is the 
state language. It is used not only in government affairs, 
education, and mass media, but also frequently as a trade 
language with outsiders. 
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7. DIALECT VARIATION 

Compared to some other non-literary languages2 which are 
spread over a similar range of mountainous territory, Balti shows 
a surprising degree of uniformity in its vocabulary throughout 
Baltistan. There is some regional variation, to be sure, but in 
general, it consists more of slight pronunciation or usage 
differences than of actual lexical differences. These differences 
are very rarely significant enough to hamper communication 
between Balti speakers from even the widest spread parts of 
Baltistan. 

There are differences of opinion as to whether Balti and 
Purki should be considered different languages or simply 
different varieties of the same language. Interviews with both 
Balti and Purki speakers in Skardu indicated that they consider 
them to be separate, but quite similar languages. According to 
these interviewees, when a speaker of either variety first comes 
into contact with the other, he has some difficulty understanding 
it. After a fairly short time, however, he is able to catch on to 
some of the distinguishing features of the other’s language and 
understand what is being said. The two varieties share a large 
percentage of common vocabulary. There are, however, some 
differences in noun and verb morphology and postpositions, as 
well as a few pronunciation and usage differences.3 

                                                 
2 Balti is remarkably similar to classical Tibetan and there are a handful 

of educated Balti speakers who are able to read and understand the classical 
literature in the Tibetan script. A few people have also produced some Balti 
literature using either the Persian or the Roman alphabet. Neither alphabet is 
particularly well suited for use with Balti, and a standard script has not yet been 
agreed upon. For most practical purposes, therefore, Balti is still a non-literary 
language. 

3 See, for example, the data included in Grierson (1908), Bailey (1915), 
and Read (1934). 
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7.1 Relationship by word list comparison4 

Word lists were elicited from Balti speakers from each of 
the five major areas of Baltistan, as well as from Chorbat, a 
section of the Shyok Valley beyond Khapalu proper, which 
extends to, and beyond, the international cease-fire line. (See 
map 3.) Several people reported Chorbat to have a divergent 
variety of Balti. In addition to these six locations, a word list was 
also elicited from a Purki speaker who had immigrated to Skardu 
from a village near Kargil about the time of the partition of India. 
He is part of a community of Purki speakers who have settled in 
Skardu, as well as other parts of Baltistan. Most of them have 
adopted the local Balti speech variety, but some of them still 
speak Purki among themselves.5 After comparing the elicited 
forms from each location with those from every other location, 
the following table of percentages of same or similar words was 
derived: 

 
(1) Lexical similarity percentages 

  Rondu Balti 
  99  Shigar Balti 
 100  99  Skardu Balti 
  93  94  95  Khapalu Balti 
  90  91  91  92  Kharmang Balti 
  87  89  89  91  93  Chorbat Balti 
  79  78  81  78  81  85  Skardu Purki 

 
 
As these figures show, all six Balti locations have a fairly 

high level of lexical similarity. With the exception of Chorbat, all 
the locations register similarity percentages of at least 90 percent 
with each other. Even Chorbat, the easternmost Balti location, 
                                                 

4 See discussion of word list elicitation and comparison methods in 
appendix A.1. The complete word list data are presented in appendix B.1. 

5 The man who provided the word list claimed to be giving the original 
Purki words. However, after living in Skardu for forty years, it is likely that his 
memory of them is somewhat hazy and perhaps mixed to some extent with 
Skardu words. The list is included anyway, for general comparison purposes. 
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does not fall far below 90 percent with any location. It is not 
surprising that its lowest similarity figure is with Rondu, the 
farthest west location; yet it is still a fairly respectable 87 percent 
similar. In general then, these findings tend to support the 
hypothesis that Balti is a relatively, though obviously not 
perfectly, homogeneous language throughout the rather wide 
area in which it is spoken. 

This is not to suggest, however, that there are no discernible 
patterns of variation in Balti speech forms from one part of 
Baltistan to another. In fact, from the above table it seems 
reasonable to divide the six Balti locations into a western and an 
eastern group, based on lexical similarity. The western group 
would include Rondu, Shigar, Skardu, and marginally, Khapalu. 
Kharmang and Chorbat would form the eastern group. Based on 
lexical similarity alone, Khapalu could quite reasonably be 
considered an intermediate variety between the two groups. 
However, when certain phonological patterns (to be discussed in 
§6.2) are taken into consideration, it seems somewhat more 
accurate to include Khapalu in the western group. For the 
purposes of that discussion, Skardu Purki will be included in the 
eastern group, since it generally follows the phonological 
patterns found in Kharmang and Chorbat. 

In any case, while the three westernmost Balti locations 
display almost complete lexical agreement, averaging 99 percent 
similarity between them, the more easterly locations, plus Skardu 
Purki, are somewhat more loosely associated, and may perhaps 
be better considered as points on an east-west language 
continuum. Skardu Purki has significantly lower similarity 
figures than any of the Balti locations have with each other. It is 
most similar to the Chorbat variety of Balti. This is not 
completely unexpected, since Chorbat is the easternmost Balti 
location and Purki is spoken to the east and south of Baltistan. It 
is a little surprising, however, that the Kharmang variety is not 
the most similar to Purki, since Kharmang is slightly closer 
geographically to Kargil, the center of the Purki-speaking area. 
Kharmang and Kargil both lie in the Indus Valley, whereas 
Chorbat lies on the other side of a ridge of mountains, in the 
Shyok Valley. The fact that Chorbat is the most similar Balti 
location to the Purki list seems to suggest that the apparent 
language progression from Balti to Purki to Ladakhi follows a 
similar course in the parallel valleys of the Shyok and the Indus, 
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and that Chorbat finds itself in a position in that progression 
which is slightly closer to Purki than does Kharmang. In fact, one 
of the men who gave the Chorbat word list stated that he 
considered his language to be nearly identical even to Ladakhi. 
This indicates that, at least in some areas, there are probably no 
clear cut boundaries between Ladakhi, Purki, and Balti, but 
rather they grade into one another.6 

Whatever the relationship between Balti and its eastern 
neighbors, however, the evidence from the lexical similarity 
counts seems in general to support the perceptions of Balti 
speakers that there is only relatively minor lexical variation in 
Balti itself, as spoken throughout Baltistan. 

 

7.2 Phonological variations 

Considering the rather high degree of lexical similarity 
between the Balti varieties spoken in Baltistan, there are a 
surprising number of phonological variations of various types 
between them. Many of these variations become apparent as each 
word list entry from each Balti location is carefully compared 
with those from every other location. Only those consistent 
variations which occur in at least three or more of the 210 words 
on the word list will be mentioned here. 

Some of the variations involve the composition of the initial 
consonant clusters that are a feature of many Balti words, as well 
as of the classical Tibetan words from which they have 
descended. The classical Tibetan forms contain numerous 
consonantal prefixes (Jaschke 1881:XII), so that many words 
begin with two or three consonants. In many modern Tibetan 
                                                 

6 An exact determination of the relationships and/or boundaries between 
Balti, Purki, and Ladakhi is beyond the scope of this study. However, since the 
time of the partition of India, the cease-fire line between Pakistan and India has 
been generally considered to be the dividing line between Balti and Purki. This 
is probably fairly accurate in general, and may be becoming more so due to the 
prohibition against travel across the cease-fire line. Historically, however, and 
in the minds of many of the inhabitants of the area near the cease-fire line, the 
boundaries between Balti, Purki, and perhaps even Ladakhi, may not be so clear 
cut. 
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languages, most of these prefixes have been lost, but in Balti, 
Ladakhi, and Purki a great number of them have been preserved 
(Grierson 1908:15-16), although not always in the same form as 
the original, or even in a consistent form from one location to the 
next. Note, for example, the following words:7 

                                                 
7 In the word lists in appendix B.1, some of these words are listed with an 

unstressed vowel, either before the initial consonant of the consonant cluster or 
between the consonants. These have been eliminated here for clarity and 
because they do not seem to be essential parts of the words. They are never 
included when the words are written by native speakers. They are not uniformly 
pronounced, even in the same location, and probably disappear entirely in fast 
speech. 
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(2) 
 157. seven 158. eight 164. hundred 196. ran 
Rondu Bdun gyVt BgyV bgyuks 
Shigar Bdun BgyEt BgyV Bgyuks 
Skardu bdun gyEt bgyV bgyuks 
Khapalu bdun bgyVt bgyV bgyuks 
Kharmang bdun BgyVt BgyV BgyUks 
Chorbat rdun rgyEt rgya rgyuks 
Skardu Purki rdun rgyEt rgyV — 
Literary Tibetan8 bdun brgyad brgya brgyugs 

 
In these examples, most of the Balti locations have 

preserved the /b/ prefix, either as the stop [b] or the bilabial 
fricative [B], but not the /r/, while the two easternmost 
representatives, Chorbat and Skardu Purki, have either replaced 
/b/ with [r] (number 157), or preserved the original /r/, but not 
the /b/. A related example is given in (3). 

(3) 
 4. face 96. snake 50. rainbow 
Rondu GdoK rbUl9 — 
Shigar GdoK GbUl — 
Skardu GdoK GbUl — 
Khapalu GdoK GbUl GzV 
Kharmang GdoK Gbul GzV 
Chorbat rdoK rbUl rzV 
Skardu Purki rdoK rzbul — 
Literary Tibetan gdoK sbrul *ja10 

 

                                                 
8 The literary Tibetan forms included here and in the following figures are 

taken mostly from Jaschke’s Tibetan-English dictionary. A few come from the 
list included in Michiyo Hoshi’s Zangskar Vocabulary: A Tibetan Dialect 
Spoken in Kashmir, 1978. 

9 Rondu’s use of [r] in 96 is a rare exception to the general east-west 
patterns of phonological change. In general, Rondu is a very solid member of 
the western group. 

10 The * here represents a Tibetan character which denotes a basis for an 
unspecified, prefixed vowel. 
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In these examples it is not [b], but [G], that alternates with 
[r] as the initial consonant. Again, Chorbat and Skardu Purki 
prefer the [r], while the others use [G]. See the examples in 
figure (3) above. 

Perhaps the most intriguing of the phonological differences 
between the Balti varieties, and one which clearly distinguishes 
the western (Rondu, Shigar, Skardu, and Khapalu) from the 
eastern (Kharmang, Chorbat, and Purki) group11, is the one 
illustrated in (4) below. Here we see the correspondence between 
word initial [kr] (or [khr]) and its unexpected western alternate 
[C7], and also between their voiced counterparts [gr] and [J].12 

The eastern locations, Kharmang, Chorbat, and Skardu 
Purki, have generally maintained the literary Tibetan /kr/ and 
/gr/. Meanwhile, the western locations, Rondu, Shigar, Skardu, 
and usually Khapalu, have replaced them with the retroflexed 
affricates [C7] and [J] respectively. Rondu has taken things a step 
further and simplified [J] to [Z7]. 

The only instance of initial [kr] or [gr] found in any of the 
western locations is that shown in (4), below, for ‘village’, where 
Khapalu agrees with the eastern locations. Khapalu, as was 
previously mentioned, can in some ways be considered a border 
location — a link between the western and eastern Balti groups. 

No occurrences of [C7] or [J] were found in any word in any 
of the eastern locations. In word number 14 ‘elbow’ we get a 
clue as to how these sounds might have evolved in the western 
locations. The [kr], [khr] and [gr] apparently first changed into 
[tr], [thr] and [dr] respectively. A. F. C. Read mentions 
encountering these variations in the vicinity of Skardu in the 
early part of this century (1934:3). 

 
 

                                                 
11 There is a significant amount of evidence which shows the 

phonological differences between the two groups, although the boundary 
between them varies somewhat, depending upon the feature under 
consideration. 

12 These and other so-called retroflexed sounds in Balti are not generally 
retroflexed to the same degree as in Urdu or many other South Asian languages. 
They are articulated at or just slightly back of the alveolar ridge. 
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(4) 
 22. blood 69. wheat 14. elbow 
Rondu C7Vq C7o C7Imok 
Shigar C7Vq C7o thrImoK 
Skardu C7Vq C7o thrImoK 
Khapalu C7Vq C7o thrimoK 
Kharmang khrVq kro — 
Chorbat khrVq kro khri'o3K 
Skardu Purki khrVq kro khrimoks 
Literary Tibetan khrag gro gru-mo 
 
 25. village 34. knife 137. cold 
Rondu Z7oK Z7i Z7Vxmo 
Shigar JoK Ji JVxmo 
Skardu JoK Ji JVxmo 
Khapalu groK Ji JVxmo 
Kharmang groK Gri grVxmo 
Chorbat groK Gri grVxmo 
Skardu Purki — gri grVxmo 
Literary Tibetan groK-pa gri graK-mo 
 

From these forms the sounds continued to change, and may 
be still changing in some areas, to their present forms. 
Apparently, the word for ‘elbow’ has at present completed the 
shift to [C7] only in Rondu. However, in the other western 
locations, the [thr] of [thrImoK] was pronounced with some 
affriction and with the tongue tip slightly back of the normal 
dental position so that it could nearly be mistaken for [C7ImoK]. 
The changes may be spreading from west to east, perhaps due to 
the influence of Dardic languages, particularly the close neighbor 
Shina, which make much use of retroflexed affricates and 
fricatives. 

In a phenomenon similar to the above, initial [tr] is replaced 
by [c] in Khapalu, but usually by the retroflexed [T] in Skardu 
Purki.13 Note the examples in (5): 

                                                 
13 Word number 120 is an exception to the latter rule. It is quite possible 

that this word may not have been remembered accurately by the man who gave 
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(5) 
 138. right 156. six 120. noon 136. hot 
Rondu trVK truk trobar — 
Shigar trVK truk trobVr — 
Skardu trVK truk trobVr — 
Khapalu cVK cuk cobVr — 
Kharmang trVK trukh trobVr — 
Chorbat trVK truk trobVr thrUnmo 
Skardu Purki TaK Tuk trobar Thonmo 
Literary Tibetan draK14 drug — dron-mo 

 
Another distinction between the two groups is their varying 

use of [l] or [r] following initial bilabials. The eastern Balti 
locations, plus Khapalu in this case, generally maintain the /r/ of 
the literary Tibetan forms.15 In Rondu, Shigar, and Skardu, a 
general shift to the use of laterals following bilabials seems to 
have occurred. It will also be noticed that the lateral tends to 
assimilate to the voicing of the preceding stop, so that those 
which follow [p] will be voiceless. Some examples from the 
word list are given in figure (6). 

                                                                                                  
this word list, since he had been living in Skardu, removed from his Purik 
homeland, for 40 years. 

14 It is interesting that a meaning shift has taken place here. The Tibetan 
word meaning ‘right, correct’ has become the Balti directional word meaning 
‘right’ as opposed to ‘left’. The Tibetan word with the latter meaning is 
gyas-pa. 

15 Except in the case of word number 13 ‘arm’ where the literary Tibetan 
form has an /l/ and no bilabial preceding it. It is included here because, in the 
Balti locations, the pattern of using [l] or [r] following bilabials seems to 
generally follow that of the other words in the example. 
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(6) 
 11. chest 71. rice 104. child 13. arm 
Rondu blVK blVs plƒu plƒVqpV 
Shigar blVK blVs plƒu prVqpV 
Skardu blVK blVs plƒu plƒVqpV 
Khapalu brVK brVs phru prVqpV 
Kharmang brVK brVs phru prVqpV 
Chorbat brVK brVs phru plVqpV 
Skardu Purki blVK bras phru lVqpV 
Literary Tibetan braK bras phru lag-pa 

 
The Balti spoken in Kharmang exhibits a few minor, but 

interesting, phonological variations from the forms found 
elsewhere in Baltistan. One of its innovations is the substitution 
of an alveopalatal fricative, either [}] or [{], for the original /r/, 
before bilabials. See the examples in (7) below. 

 
(7) 

 132. wet 148. white 150. red spider web16 
Rondu }ErPà kàrpo màrPo drIbyV 
Shigar x}ErPV kàrPo màrPo — 
Skardu x}ErPV kàrPo màrPo rbV 
Khapalu }Irpà kàrpo màrpo — 
Kharmang }V}pV kV}po mV}po {bV 
Chorbat }Erpà kàrpo màr0po rbV 
Skardu Purki }erpà kàrPo màrpo — 
Literary Tibetan g}er-bà dkàr-bà dmàr-po — 

 
Similarly, both Kharmang and Skardu Purki have generally 

substituted [}] for the literary Tibetan /r/ in word initial position 
before nasals, while the other Balti locations have substituted [s]. 
(See the examples in figure (8) below. Note that in figures (8), 

                                                 
16 Although this word does not normally occur in the word list, it was 

given in these four locations while eliciting word number 100 ‘spider’. It is 
included because it appears to follow the phonological patterns of the other 
examples shown here. 
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(9), and (10) Kharmang and Skardu Purki have been placed next 
to one another to better display their similarities.) 

(8) 
 6. ear 128. old 93. tail 
Rondu snà sn3iKmV — 
Shigar snà/n0à17 n30in3mV — 
Skardu snà sn3iKmV — 
Khapalu snà sn3Œ†KmV — 
Chorbat snà n30in3pà sn3VmV 
Kharmang }nà }n3Œ†mV — 
Skardu Purki }nà sKiKmV }n3àKmà 
Literary Tibetan rnà-bà rn3iK-pà rKà-mà 

 
Due to the proximity of Kharmang to the Purki homeland, it 

is not surprising that they share some other features in common 
as well. For example, where most of the Balti locations are now 
using the velar nasal [K] intervocalicly, Kharmang and Skardu 
Purki have usually maintained the bilabial nasal [m] of the 
literary Tibetan forms. It is likely that this phonological shift is 
still in process in various parts of Baltistan, which may account 
for the fact that some of the locations are not entirely consistent 
in their use of either [m] or [K]. See the examples in (9) below. 

                                                 
17 The man who gave the original Shigar word list consistently used the 

voiceless alveolar nasal [n0] in word initial position where other people used the 
sequence [sn] or [xn]. Similarly, he used the voiceless palatal nasal [n30] where 
others used [sn3] or [xn3]. Examples may be seen in word list numbers 6, 7, 21, 
43, 48, 75, and 128. The man from Shigar who rechecked the list used a 
voiceless nasal only once, that being on word number 43. Elsewhere he used 
[sn] or [sn3]. He did, however, recognize the voiceless nasals as optional 
pronunciations. The voiceless palatal nasal [n30] was also used by the man who 
gave the original Chorbat word list on word number 128. A voiceless nasal also 
occurred in the Skardu Balti text (found in appendix B.2). 

These voiceless nasals did not occur as mere variants of voiced nasals. 
They were always substitutes for the word initial combination of a voiceless 
fricative followed by a voiced nasal. It may be that they occur primarily in fast 
speech, as is the case in the Skardu text. The man from Shigar, however, used 
them consistently even in slow speech. 
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(9) 
 62. leaf 54. sand 106. mother 91. milk 
Rondu loKà byVKà àKo oKà 
Shigar loKà byVKà àKo oKà 
Skardu loKà byVKà àKo oKà 
Khapalu luKà byVKV àKo omà 
Chorbat loKà byVKà VKà oKà 
Kharmang lomà byVmV Vmo omV 
Skardu Purki lomà byVKà Vmà oKmà 
Literary Tibetan lo-mà bye-mà à-mà o-mà 

 
In other cases, however, Kharmang’s apparent reluctance to 

use the velar nasal causes it to become less conservative of the 
original Tibetan forms than other Balti varieties. See, for 
example, the words in figure (10), in which Kharmang has 
eliminated the original /K/, apparently replacing it with 
nasalization on the preceding vowel, when it is followed by a 
syllable beginning with [m]. 

 
(10) 

 128. old 134. long 145. light 181. all 
Rondu sn3iKmV riKmo yàKmo gà3KmV 
Shigar n30in3mV riKmo yàKmo gàKmV 
Skardu sn3iKmV riKmo yàKmo gàKmV 
Khapalu sn3Œ†KmV riKmo yVKmo gàKmà 
Chorbat n30in3pà riKbo yVKmo gàKmà 
Kharmang }n3Œ†mV rŒ†mo yà3mo gà3mà 
Skardu Purki sKiKmV riKmo yà3mo gàKmà 
Literary Tibetan rn3iK-pà riK-bà yàK-po gàK-mà 
 
A lot of variation was encountered in the use of the uvular 

fricative [x] in all of the locations. It frequently occurs in the 
place of the uvular stop [q], especially in fast speech, but in 
some cases it seems to have replaced [q] even in slow speech.18 

                                                 
18 The man who gave the Khapalu word list was particularly likely to use 

[x] rather than [q] (for examples, see words 15, 100, 101, 113, 119, 141, and 
175 in the word list in appendix B). 
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There are also a number of occurrences in which [x] has been 
preserved as the initial consonant of a consonant cluster by some 
dialects but not by others, as well as instances in which [x] 
alternates with [s] or [M] in the initial position of a consonant 
cluster.19 It is difficult, however, to see any clear or consistent 
dialectal patterns in these variations. 

As we have seen, however, the majority of the consistent 
phonological variations seem to support the hypothesis that, at 
least with respect to certain phonological phenomena, there is 
some sort of an east-west dialectal distinction in spoken Balti. 
While this distinction is interesting from a historical linguistic 
point of view, it is apparently not of such a wide scope as to 
seriously hinder either communication or the feeling of social 
and linguistic unity between Balti people from either end of 
Baltistan. These matters will be discussed further in the next 
section. 

7.3 Reported comprehension between different varieties 
of Balti 

While it is true that there are several fairly consistent 
phonological changes between the eastern and western varieties 
of Balti, as well as a number of strictly local variations in the 
pronunciation of various Balti words, these factors do not in 
general appear to be of such a magnitude as to significantly 
hinder communication between Balti speakers from any of 
Baltistan’s various regions. Most of the Balti speakers we 
interviewed seemed to have a general awareness of some of the 
regional speech variations, but considered them to be fairly 
minor and unproblematic. A typical comment was that they 
could easily understand Balti speakers from any part of Baltistan, 

                                                 
19 Examples of the first type of variation usually occur where there was 

an original Tibetan prefix (usually /g/, but in the case of word number 51, /r/) 
before another continuant consonant. Some locations have retained the prefix as 
[x], while others have dropped it altogether. Shigar, Skardu, and Kharmang 
have usually, but not always, retained the [x], whereas Chorbat and Skardu 
Purki never have, at least in the words in our limited collection. To see 
examples, you may refer to the following words in the word list in appendix 
B.1: 40, 51, 60, 132, 139, and 153. To see examples of the second type of 
variation (in which [x] alternates with [s] or [M] in the initial position of a 
consonant cluster) please see words 7, 23, and 43 in the word list. 
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with the possible exception of “one or two words” that may be 
peculiar to a particular area. There seemed to be only one 
noteworthy exception to this, among the eight men interviewed. 
A man from Chorbat reported having difficulty understanding 
the people in the upper Shigar Valley when he ventured through 
the area as a porter for a mountaineering expedition. He said 
their pronunciation was quite different from his and that he could 
only understand about half of what they said. This is probably an 
extreme case. It shows what can happen when people from 
opposite ends of a dialect spectrum, with little or no previous 
experience of the other end, meet and talk for the first time. 

As has been mentioned, comprehensibility between Balti 
and Purki, seems to depend at least partially on experience. A 
well educated Balti speaker reported that Purki was quite easily 
intelligible with Balti, and that the Purki speakers in Skardu were 
easily understood by their Balti-speaking neighbors. It is 
doubtful, however, whether any of them still speak pure Purki. 
The Purki speaker who gave the Skardu Purki word list stated 
that when he first arrived in Skardu from Purigistan, as he called 
his native area around Kargil, he had some difficulty 
understanding Skardu Balti. Now, however, most of the Purki 
population in Skardu is reported to have forgotten their original 
Purki, and to be speaking Skardu Balti almost exclusively. 

7.4 Attitudes toward different varieties of Balti 

When people from various parts of Baltistan were asked 
where the best Balti was spoken, the most frequent response was 
“Khapalu”. The reason usually given was that Khapalu Balti is 
“pure”, that is, it has not adopted many words from outside 
languages like Urdu or Shina, as has reportedly happened to a 
certain extent in some parts of Baltistan. Skardu, being the 
district government headquarters as well as Baltistan’s primary 
center of trade, is particularly exposed to the influences of Urdu. 
While Urdu is generally looked upon very favorably in its own 
right, the Balti people also value the purity of their own 
language. Similarly then, although no one expressed any strong 
negative opinions about any local Balti varieties, a few people 
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disclosed their mild distaste for the Balti of certain areas where 
Shina has become an influence, such as Rondu, Kharmang, and 
Gultari. Since our word lists revealed almost no trace of Shina 
influence in Rondu or Kharmang, it is quite possible that the 
offending speech is actually that of native Shina speakers from 
these areas who introduce words of their own language when 
speaking Balti, since nearly all of them are reported to be 
bilingual. Or, it may be that the influence of Shina on the Balti of 
these areas is to be found in domains not covered in our word 
list. 

Although the Balti of Khapalu is widely acclaimed for its 
purity, it was not necessarily thought to be the most widely and 
easily understandable of all the varieties. That honor belonged to 
Skardu. Khapalu was the second choice. This is probably due to 
the fact of Skardu’s central location and its importance as a 
business center where people from all parts of Baltistan 
converge. The fact that Balti radio broadcasts originate in Skardu 
may also have an effect by increasing the exposure of that 
variety. 

 

8. ATTITUDES TOWARD THEIR OWN 
LANGUAGE IN GENERAL 

Balti people generally expressed positive attitudes to their 
own language and thought that their children would continue to 
use Balti more than any other language when they grew up, at 
least in their home area. All of the Balti men interviewed also 
expressed interest in learning to read their language. Most of 
them indicated that they would buy literature, especially poetry, 
in Balti if it was available. It is interesting, however, that 
generally, those interviewed thought that Balti would be difficult 
to learn to read and write, whereas they considered Urdu to be 
easy. This attitude may be a result of the fact that the Perso-
Arabic script in use in Pakistan is very difficult to adapt to 
Tibetan languages.20 

                                                 
20 Either a Roman-based script or the Tibetan script itself would probably 

be better suited for use in writing Balti. Unfortunately, this would not at the 
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9. ATTITUDES TOWARD OTHER LANGUAGES 

The Balti people seem to have positive attitudes to all 
languages, including those of neighboring language groups, and 
especially to Urdu. All of the questionnaire respondents stated 
that they thought Urdu was an easy language to speak. Most 
people considered Urdu to be better than their own language for 
literature, because of the greater opportunities for advancement 
and learning which it provides, and because it is a much more 
widely used language. 

 

9.1 Attitudes toward language shift or change 

Although Balti is probably still spoken in much the same 
way as it has been for hundreds of years, and seems to have been 
less affected by Urdu and other neighboring tongues than most 
Pakistani languages, some changes are occurring. More people 
are learning and using Urdu, and as they do so they are adopting 
some of the Urdu words into their Balti speech. Up to now these 
trends have not reached major proportions. As more of the 
population becomes educated, however, borrowing of Urdu 
words into everyday Balti speech will undoubtedly accelerate. 
Although the Balti people take pride in their language and 
appreciate its purity, most do not seem concerned about these 
changes. As one man said stolidly, “Some mixing (of languages) 
is inevitable.” 

 

10. BILINGUALISM, LANGUAGE USE AND CONTACT 

10.1 Bilingualism 

No formal bilingualism testing was done among the Balti 
people. However, some general information on this subject was 
gained through the use of questionnaires, interviews, and 
observation. 

                                                                                                  
same time help promote literacy in Urdu, another worthy goal of most Balti 
speakers, since the two languages would then be using different scripts. 
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The level of bilingualism in Urdu varies greatly from place 
to place within Baltistan depending mostly upon the availability 
of education, and the degree to which the educational 
opportunities available have been utilized by the local 
population. Some areas report fairly high levels of bilingualism 
in Urdu, but generally among men and schoolchildren only. In 
most areas, very few girls go to school. Since formal education 
and contact with non-Balti speakers are the normal means by 
which Baltis learn Urdu, most women, and others with little or 
no education or contact with outsiders, generally have little 
knowledge of Urdu. Skardu probably has higher percentages of 
bilinguals than most outlying areas of Baltistan, due to more 
widespread education, as well as exposure to the many non-Balti 
speakers who come there. 

According to our interviewees, most Balti men travel at 
least occasionally outside of Baltistan. This also affords them an 
opportunity to learn or improve their proficiency in Urdu or other 
local languages, depending upon their destination. 

The radio is another source of contact with Urdu for many 
people in Baltistan. Daily broadcasts in Urdu offer even those 
people living in remote areas an opportunity to improve their 
Urdu comprehension skills. 

Because of the dominance of Balti throughout Baltistan, 
most Balti speakers do not need to learn any other local 
languages. However, those who live in proximity to Shina 
speakers, as well as those who travel frequently to Gilgit for 
business or other reasons, often acquire some proficiency in 
Shina. 

After Urdu and Shina, the next most common response to 
the question, “What other languages do you speak?” was 
English. Since English is taught in schools, particularly at the 
higher levels, there are moderate numbers of people who can also 
speak English to some degree of proficiency. Some people also 
learn or improve their English through contact with the European 
and American tourists and trekkers who visit the area. The total 
number of Balti people who have an opportunity to learn English 
well, however, is a very small minority, especially outside of 
Skardu. 
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10.2 Government, economics, and language use choices 

Urdu is used in most government offices in Baltistan as it is 
elsewhere in Pakistan. It is also used in many businesses, 
particularly those that involve contact with non-Balti speakers. In 
Skardu there are a number of Pashto- and Panjabi-speaking 
merchants who generally speak to the Balti people in Urdu. 

Here, as elsewhere in Pakistan, both English and Urdu are 
seen as languages which can provide opportunities for 
advancement and better jobs. This provides strong motivation for 
many people to learn them, especially Urdu, because of its 
widespread usefulness throughout the country. 

 

10.3 Education and language use choices 

All government schools use Urdu as their medium of 
education. In addition to these, there are two private schools in 
Skardu, one primary and one middle school, that use an English-
medium. The vast majority of the school teachers in Baltistan are 
local Balti speakers, which means they are able to help the 
younger students by explaining things to them in their mother 
tongue at first, until they acquire a basic understanding of Urdu. 
In addition to Urdu, English is also taught as a subject. 

 

11. CONCLUSION 

In summary we can say the following about dialect diversity 
in Balti: 

1. On the basis both of the lexical similarity counts and of the 
views of the Balti people themselves, it appears that 
there is only relatively minor lexical variation in Balti as 
it is spoken in the various parts of Baltistan. The most 
divergent locations are those farthest to the east, 
especially Chorbat. Even Chorbat still averages nearly 
90 percent lexical similarity with the other Balti 
locations, however. 
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2. In spite of the relatively high lexical similarity figures, 
there are a number of phonological variations between 
the various Balti locations. Most, though not all, of these 
variations can be divided along geographic lines; that is, 
there is a tendency for western Balti locations (Rondu, 
Shigar, Skardu, and usually Khapalu) to share one 
phonological trait, while the eastern locations 
(Kharmang and Chorbat, along with Purki) share 
another. Generally, the boundary between these two 
groups may be said to fall between Khapalu and Chorbat 
in the Shyok Valley, and between Skardu and Kharmang 
in the Indus Valley. This varies somewhat, depending on 
the feature under consideration, however. For example, 
while Khapalu generally fits in with the western group, it 
occasionally agrees instead with the eastern locations. 

3. While many Balti speakers recognize that there is a certain 
amount of dialect variation from place to place in 
Baltistan, in general they do not consider these variations 
to be obstacles to communication between Balti speakers 
of the respective locations. 

 

11.1 Questions for further research 

The matters of bilingualism and language shift and change 
were only dealt with briefly and somewhat superficially in this 
study. These factors will inevitably become more evident in the 
years to come. Deeper research into these issues as they affect 
Balti would therefore be desirable. 

With respect to the larger picture of the relationship of Balti 
to Purki and Ladakhi, several questions remain. A full lexical 
comparison, as well as comprehension testing between these 
three closely related languages would make valuable 
contributions to our knowledge in this regard. An historical 
comparative analysis of these languages with respect to their 
relationship to classical Tibetan would also be a worthy goal of 
further research. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The primary objective of this study of Burushaski was to 
determine the extent of the differences between the Hunza, 
Nagar, and Yasin varieties of the language, and to gauge the 
impact of these differences, as well as that of other 
sociolinguistic factors, on mutual intelligibility. Secondary 
objectives included determining if there is any significant 
dialectal variation within each of the three areas, and assessing 
the language use patterns and attitudes of the Burushaski-
speaking people. The primary tools used to achieve these 
objectives were word lists, questionnaires, and recorded text 
tests.1 

Field work for this study was done in August 1989 in Hunza 
and Nagar, in June 1990 in Hunza, and in July 1990 in Yasin. 

2. GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 

Burushaski is spoken in the central Hunza Valley as well as 
in the valley of the Nagar river, one of the primary tributaries of 
the Hunza river. The language is also spoken in a slightly 
different form in the Yasin Valley, located in the extreme 
northwest of Gilgit district. Since Yasin is separated from Hunza 
and Nagar by many miles of very rugged mountain terrain, the 
language has developed rather differently there. The Yasin 
variety of Burushaski is sometimes called Werchikwar. In 
Hunza, Burushaski is found in the central, westward flowing, 
section of the river, between the Shina-speaking area on the 
south, and the Wakhi-speaking area on the north. The north bank 

                                                 
1 See discussions on word lists and recorded text testing in appendix A. 
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of the river, from Chalt in the west, to Ataabad in the east, with 
the exception of Nasirabad (formerly known as Hini) and 
Mayon, is Burushaski-speaking. In addition, there are a few 
settlements of Burusho (Burushaski speakers) farther north in the 
valley, interspersed among the Wakhi villages. These include 
Khudaabad, Nazimabad, and Misgar, as well as the mixed-
language village of Khaibar. 

In Nagar, Burushaski speakers are found in the Nagar 
Valley itself and on the south side of the Hunza river, roughly 
paralleling the Burushaski area across the river. In Minapin, and 
most of the villages below it, Shina is the predominant language, 
with the exception of Sikandarabad, where Burushaski is spoken. 

In Yasin, Burushaski is spoken throughout most of the 
valley, but is particularly prominent in the region from Yasin 
village northward to Darkot. The southern part of the valley 
consists of mixed settlements of Burushaski and Khowar 
speakers. Darkot is a mixed village of Burushaski and Wakhi 
speakers. 

In addition to these areas, the village of Barjangal in 
Ishkoman is also predominantly Burushaski-speaking, and there 
are a few scattered pockets of Burusho elsewhere in the 
Ishkoman and Gilgit Valleys. 

 

3. A BRIEF HISTORY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON 
BURUSHASKI 

Contemporaries Dr. G. W. Leitner and Colonel John 
Biddulph were the first Europeans to investigate and write about 
Burushaski after separate visits to Hunza and Nagar in the late 
19th century. Biddulph recorded a sizeable vocabulary and a 
brief grammatical description in his 1880 work, Tribes of the 
Hindoo Koosh. Leitner’s vocabulary and other notes on the 
language were published in The Hunza and Nagyr Handbook in 
1889. Both works refer primarily to the Nagar dialect. 

The next significant contribution was the landmark work by 
Lt. Col. D.L.R. Lorimer, The Burushaski Language, published in 
three volumes from 1935 to 1938. It contained a number of texts 
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and a large vocabulary, in addition to a grammar which has 
remained the standard for over 50 years. 

Since the publication of his material, several other scholars 
have used it as the basis of their own research on various 
linguistic aspects of the language. Georg Morgenstierne, for 
example, used Lorimer’s material as well as that of Biddulph and 
others, in his Notes on Burushaski Phonology (1945), the first 
attempt at a systematic description of the Burushaski sound 
system. 

In 1941, Siddheshwar Varma published the article Studies in 
Burushaski Dialectology, which compares and contrasts the 
Hunza and Nagar dialects, concluding that, though they have 
“historically important” differences, they “are not separate, but 
closely allied” dialects (Varma 1941:133). 

In recent years a number of others have made additional 
contributions to our knowledge of Burushaski grammar, 
phonology, and typology. V. N. Toporov has published two 
important works about the typology of Burushaski: About the 
phonological typology of Burushaski in 1970 and Burushaski and 
Yeniseian languages: some parallels in 1971. The most 
noteworthy recent work in Burushaski has been done by the 
German linguist Dr. Hermann Berger (1966, 1985). He has 
published a grammar of Yasin Burushaski (1974), and also 
revised and expanded Lorimer’s grammar and vocabulary, 
although at this writing it is still unpublished. 

 

4. HISTORY OF THE BURUSHASKI-SPEAKING 
PEOPLE 

4.1 Name of the people and their language 

The Burushaski-speaking people refer to themselves as 
Burusho [bU'ru}o], and their language as Burushaski 
[bU'ru}aski] or Mishaski [mi'}aski]. The label Hunzakut is also 
used to refer to persons from Hunza. In Nagar, Khajuna 
[khaju'na] was given as an alternate name for their language, and 
in Yasin, Werchikwar [wVrcIkwar] was given as a name which 
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outsiders have used for their language. This name is Khowar in 
derivation (Lorimer 1935:XLIX), and was used by most of the 
early linguists when referring to the Yasin dialect. 

 

4.2 History 

 
Very little is known of the history of the Burusho or their 

language. Some have supposed that Burushaski was once spoken 
over a much wider area, and that it has since been restricted to its 
present narrow confines by pressures from surrounding linguistic 
groups (Lorimer 1935:XXXIII). Burushaski itself is a language 
isolate, and as yet there is no conclusive evidence relating it to 
any language family. Various theories have been put forward in 
this regard. The most frequently heard theory puts Burushaski 
together with the Caucasian languages and with Basque. V.N. 
Toporov, citing various lexical and morphological similarities, 
goes a step further and proposes that the Yeniseian languages of 
eastern Siberia, most of which are now extinct, may also be 
included in the same ancient family. He suggests these languages 
may be the only remnants of a language chain which once 
“stretched in the latitude direction, from the Atlantic deep into 
Central Asia” (1971:109). 

Be that as it may, it is safe to say that Burushaski is quite 
unrelated in origin to its Dardic, Iranian, Indo-Aryan, and 
Tibetan neighbors. Nonetheless, centuries of contact, particularly 
with Shina, have not been without effect. The phonological 
systems of both languages are nearly identical (Buddruss 
1985:31). They share a number of borrowed words as well as 
some syntactical and idiomatic constructions (Lorimer 1935:L). 
Out of the standard list of 210 words collected in this survey, 
Hunza Burushaski and Gilgit Shina shared twenty-seven words 
in common, or thirteen percent of the total. Nagari has been even 
more influenced by Shina, due to the greater number of Shina 
speakers in Nagar, and its relative proximity to other Shina-
speaking areas downstream. The dialect of Uyum Nagar shared 
thirty-five words in common with Gilgit Shina, out of the 210 on 
our list. Some of these are original Shina words, a few may be 
original Burushaski words; the remainder are words that both 
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languages have borrowed, primarily from Persian, Panjabi, and 
Urdu. The pace of such borrowings will probably continue to 
increase as transportation and communication increases between 
the Northern Areas and the rest of Pakistan, and as Urdu-medium 
education makes further inroads into the society. 

The dialect of Yasin is similar to Hunza in numbers of 
Shina and Urdu loan words. It has had a similar history of close 
contact with Shina, which is spoken well up the Gilgit Valley, 
and also by a few households in Yasin itself. In contrast 
however, is the important influence of Khowar in Yasin. Khowar 
has long been the most prestigious language in Yasin, being the 
language of the Chitrali Khushwaqt family which ruled the area 
from the mid-seventeenth century until the present century. 
Schomberg wrote early this century, “in Yasin [town] itself and 
in other villages there is a tendency for Khowar, which is 
regarded invariably even in Gilgit as the language of the polite 
world, to drive out Burishashki … and to displace even Shina, 
especially in Ghizr” (1935:171-2). While his predictions of 
Burushaski’s demise in Yasin may have been ill-founded, 
Khowar’s prestige still seems to be intact today. Even though 
Burushaski is the more common mother tongue in Yasin proper, 
it is reported that all Burushaski speakers there can also speak 
Khowar, whereas not all Khowar speakers can speak Burushaski. 
Fifteen words out of the 210 on our word lists from the Yasin 
Burushaski dialect seem to be direct loan words from Khowar. 

 

5. PRESENT SOCIAL FACTORS 

 

5.1 Agricultural and economic factors 

Hunza, Nagar, and Yasin, like most of Pakistan, are 
predominantly agricultural areas. Cereal crops and a great variety 
of fruits, nuts, and, to a lesser extent, vegetables are grown in 
each of the areas. Hunza is particularly well known for its 
apricots which are eaten fresh or dried, including the nut, and 
which form an important part of their diet. Cows, sheep, and 
goats are also kept and help to supplement their diet. 
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While each of the three areas has its own small bazaars, 
Gilgit is the primary economic and trading center for all three. 
Since all three areas are located in Gilgit District, Gilgit is also 
the headquarters for most of the government offices pertaining to 
them. Gilgit, therefore, is influential not only as a center for the 
dissemination of goods, services, and ideas, but also as a contact 
point for people of several diverse languages. 

 

5.2 Religious and political factors 

Perhaps the most important factor differentiating the Hunza 
people from their neighbors across the river is a religious one. 
While the Nagar people are orthodox Shiah Muslims, Hunzakuts 
belong to the Ismaili sect. These religious preferences result in 
numerous differences in customs, and tend to limit social 
relations between members of the two communities, particularly 
in regards to marriage patterns. The majority of the Yasin 
population are also Ismailis, and so have somewhat closer 
relations with Hunza than Nagar, although contact with either 
area is fairly limited due to the distance and difficulty of travel 
involved. 

5.3 Population distribution 

According to government census figures, Hunza subdivision 
had a population of 28,436 in 1981, while Nagar subdivision had 
47,376. Because census figures are not given by language, the 
numbers of people speaking any particular language as their 
mother tongue can only be approximated. Based on our best 
estimates of the relative proportions of Shina, Wakhi, and 
Burushaski speakers in each of the areas, it may be reasonable to 
say that there were approximately 18-22,000 Burushaski 
speakers in Hunza in 1981, and probably slightly more than that 
in Nagar.2 Gupis-Yasin Subdivision had 38,402 residents in 

                                                 
2 In 1931 there were 9,938 Burushaski speakers in Hunza and 10,362 in 

Nagar (Lorimer 1935:XXXIII). At that time there were also 7,518 Burushaski 
speakers in Yasin of a total population there of 8,084. About a third of these 
were bilingual in Khowar, but only 230 were reported as mother tongue 
Khowar speakers (1935:XLVII). 
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1981, of which perhaps 15,000 or more were Burushaski 
speakers. The total number of Burushaski speakers for all areas 
in 1981, therefore, was probably between 55,000 and 60,000. 

 

5.4 Education 

Education in Urdu-medium government schools is available 
in most of the villages of the Burushaski speaking areas. In 
addition, Hunza and Yasin each have several private schools 
sponsored by the Agha Khan Foundation. Hunza, for example, 
has twenty Agha Khan schools in Burushaski-speaking areas, 
and twelve government schools. Two private English-medium 
primary schools have also been opened recently. Hunza has one 
of the best school-attendance records of any rural area in 
northern Pakistan, with reportedly ninety percent of children, 
both boys and girls, attending school, at least at the primary 
level. Yasin is not far behind, with reports of eighty percent of 
children attending school. 

 

5.5 Economic development 

Besides government development projects, the Agha Khan 
Rural Support Programme runs several development projects in 
Hunza and Yasin, including construction of irrigation channels 
and roads, immunization of farm animals, and help with 
marketing of agricultural products. The Agha Khan Health 
Services also provides medical clinics and other services to 
supplement those provided by the federal government. 

The opening of the Karakoram Highway in 1975 has had an 
important economic impact on both Hunza and Nagar, through 
which it travels. Not only has it greatly facilitated travel and 
trade between these areas and the rest of Pakistan, but it has also 
opened up the area to increased tourism. Tourism has become an 
important source of income in these areas as many people come 
from all over the world to trek, climb the mountains, and enjoy 
the culture and beautiful scenery. 
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6. LINGUISTIC SETTING 

The linguistic diversity of the region in which Burushaski is 
spoken, along with some of its ramifications, has already been 
mentioned in §4.2. While Burushaski is an unclassified language, 
its neighbors belong to several different families. Shina and 
Khowar, spoken to the south and west, respectively, of 
Burushaski areas, belong to the so-called Dardic sub-class of 
Indo-Aryan languages. Wakhi, spoken in the northern parts of 
both the Hunza and Yasin Valleys, as well as in the intervening 
Ishkoman Valley, is an archaic Iranian tongue. Balti, spoken to 
the east, is a Tibetan language. Finally, there is Domaaki, a 
language spoken in the village of Mominabad in the midst of 
Burushaski-speaking Hunza, and in another village by the same 
name in Nagar. Domaaki is generally classified as a central Indo-
Aryan language originating from north-central India (Buddruss 
1985:29). 

 

7. DIALECT VARIATION 

As may be expected, dialect variation exists in varying 
degrees between the three Burushaski-speaking areas and, to a 
lesser extent, within each of the areas as well. Although the 
Hunza and Nagar dialects are quite similar, they display several 
“historically important” differences of various types, which are 
summarized by Varma (1941:133). According to him, the Nagar 
dialect preserves many older phonological and grammatical 
forms, while the Hunza dialect has innovated more and formed 
many contractions. He also gives many examples of slight 
phonetic differences of various kinds as well as lexical 
differences in various specialized domains. As has already been 
mentioned, the Nagar dialect has been more influenced lexically 
by Shina, while the Hunza variety has preserved more of the 
original Burushaski words. 

Much more significant than the differences between the 
Hunza and Nagar dialects however, are the differences between 
both of them and the Yasin dialect. Centuries of separation have 
given opportunity for divergence to the point that speakers of the 
Hunza and Nagar dialects have considerable difficulty 
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understanding Yasin Burusho and, perhaps to a somewhat lesser 
extent, vice versa. The differences between the dialects are of 
various kinds, including both grammatical and phonological, as 
well as lexical differences. For a more detailed look into these 
various kinds of differences, the works of Lorimer (1935-8), 
Berger (1974), Varma (1941), and Vogt (1945) should be 
consulted. Here we shall look only at the lexical similarity 
percentages between the dialects and a few phonetic differences 
that became apparent from a comparison of the word lists from 
various Burushaski-speaking localities. 

7.1 Relationship by wordlist comparison 

A standard list of 210 words was elicited from Burushaski 
speakers from five separate locations in the Hunza Valley, two 
locations in the Nagar Valley, and two in the Yasin Valley.3 The 
five Hunza locations included Murtazabad, Haidarabad, and 
Ganish from central Hunza; Hussainabad, a mixed Burushaski- 
and Shina-speaking village from western Hunza; and 
Nazimabad, located in Gojal, the predominantly Wakhi-speaking 
northern part of the Hunza Valley. Uyum Nagar and Hoper were 
chosen to represent the Nagar dialect since they are located in the 
Nagar Valley proper, and thus may be less influenced by contact 
with Hunza than those parts of Nagar which are in the Hunza 
Valley. Hoper is the more remote of the two villages. To 
represent Yasin, the dialects of Thui, considered to be the purest 
Yasin Burushaski, and that of Yasin town proper were chosen. 

After comparing the elicited forms from each of the nine 
locations with those from every other location and determining 
their similarity based upon specified criteria measuring phonetic 
divergence versus sameness,4 the following table of percentages 
of same or similar words was derived: 

                                                 
3 The word lists may be found in appendix C.1. 
4 The criteria are designed to distinguish between those pairs of words 

which are likely to be recognized as the same word by speakers of one of the 
dialects who have had little or no contact with the other dialect, and those 
which are not. See discussion of word list methodology in appendix A.1. 
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(1) Burushaski Lexical Similarity Percentages 
Hussainabad 
96 Murtazabad 
94 97 Haiderabad 
96 98 98 Ganish 
96 98 97 99 Nazimabad (Upper Sust) 
91 93 94 95 94 Uyum Nagar 
92 93 93 93 93 97 Hoper 
70 70 68 70 72 68 71 Yasin Center 
67 68 67 69 69 67 70 96 Thui (Yasin) 

 

7.1.1 Lexical uniformity within each of the three areas 

The five Hunza locations show a high degree of uniformity, 
ranging from 94 percent to 99 percent lexical similarity with 
each other. The location showing the most divergence within 
Hunza is Hussainabad, with an average of 95.5 percent similarity 
with the other Hunza locations. While the difference between 
Hussainabad’s average similarity and those of the other Hunza 
locations is small enough that it may be attributable to elicitation 
problems or other error, it may also reflect the fact that 
Hussainabad is a mixed village, located in the western part of 
Hunza where the Shina- and Burushaski-speaking areas overlap. 
The village itself is about equally divided between speakers of 
the two languages, and most of the residents, including the man 
who provided the word list, are fluent in both languages. 

Perhaps more surprising than the very slight divergence 
evident in Hussainabad is the lack of divergence in Nazimabad. 
Situated at the extreme northeastern end of Hunza, and separated 
from the main Burushaski-speaking area by Wakhi territory, one 
might expect some significant differences to occur in the dialect 
spoken there. That there seem to be none is probably attributable 
to the fact that Nazimabad, along with Khudaabad and Misgar, 
the other northern Burushaski outposts, were established by 
settlers from Hunza proper quite recently, that is, within the 
present century. In addition, the greater historical prestige of 
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Burushaski in the area, as compared to Wakhi, has meant that 
most Burusho perceive no need to learn Wakhi, with the result 
that their language has not become mixed to any noticeable 
degree. 

The internal uniformity of speech forms within Hunza is 
very nearly equaled by that displayed within each of the two 
other dialect areas, Nagar and Yasin. The two Nagar locations 
show 97 percent similarity with each other, making them very 
nearly identical. The Yasin locations also show a good degree of 
lexical agreement between them, with 96 percent similarity. 

 

7.1.2 Lexical similarity between Hunza and Nagar 

Although, as Varma has pointed out, there are numerous 
examples of vocabulary differences in various specialized 
domains, including “forest and agricultural life, natural and 
physical phenomena, and the various ‘secondary’ activities of 
man” (1941:158), it seems clear that on the level of basic 
vocabulary, the dialects of Hunza and Nagar are very similar, 
though not identical, to each other. Calculations based on our 
word list data show that comparing both of our Nagar locations 
with all of the Hunza locations yields a lexical similarity range of 
91 to 95 percent, with an average of 93 percent. This is a 
remarkably high level of similarity which, even granting some 
leeway for the differences found in more specialized domains, 
would not seem to indicate any serious difficulties in 
communication between speakers of these two varieties of 
Burushaski. 

 

7.1.3 Lexical similarity between Yasin and Hunza-Nagar 

As expected, the lexical similarity percentages between the 
Yasin variety and those of Hunza and Nagar are significantly 
lower than those between the latter two. Central Yasin averages 
70 percent similarity with Hunza locations, with all comparisons 
within two percentage points of this average. The counts are 
similar between Central Yasin and Nagar with scores of 68 
percent and 71 percent, for an average of 69.5 percent. The 
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numbers for Thui, the more remote of the two Yasin locations, 
are very slightly lower, averaging 68 percent with Hunza 
locations, and 68.5 percent with Nagar. Taken as a whole then, 
the two Yasin locations average 69 percent lexical similarity with 
both Hunza and Nagar. 

As was mentioned in section 3.2, part of the lexical 
divergence in Yasin Burushaski is attributable to the presence of 
numerous Khowar loan words there. This, however, only 
accounts for about 28 percent of the words counted as not similar 
in our data. The majority of the differences between the 
vocabularies of the dialects therefore, may be explained simply 
by the normal processes of language change and divergence 
which have occurred since their geographic separation. 

These similarity figures are low enough to arouse questions 
about the mutual intelligibility of these dialects. Some of these 
questions will be addressed further in the following section, 7.2, 
and especially in section 7.3. 

 

7.2 Phonetic differences 

Although the pronunciation of words was fairly uniform 
from one location to another within each of the three major 
dialect areas, a few minor phonetic variations were found in 
each. Some of these may be village-specific variations but most 
are probably idiolectal variations5 or possibly free variation. For 
example, there may be a certain amount of free variation between 
the voiced uvular stop [g$] and the velar fricative [G] in word 
initial position in both Hunza and Nagar. Most speakers in these 
areas favored the stop. A few, however, at least occasionally 
employed the fricative. 

While no significant phonetic differences were found 
between Hunza and Nagar, other than those mentioned by Varma 
(1941), several were found between Hunza-Nagar and Yasin. 

                                                 
5 The word list informant from Ganish in Hunza never used the velar 

nasal [K] intervocalically, and used it only once in final position. He substituted 
an alveolar nasal where most speakers used the velar. This is almost certainly 
an individual, not a regional variation. 
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Taking the example just mentioned above, Yasin speakers 
invariably used the fricative [G] in initial position, rather than the 
[g$] favored by those in Hunza and Nagar. Examples of this can 
be seen below in figure (2). 

(2) 
 3. hair 60. gold 78. onion 134. long 139. left 
Hussainabad g$uyVK 'g$VniS7 g$Vg$}u g$o'sànum 'g$àXpà 
Murtazabad — 'g$EniS7 g$àg$}u g$o'sànum 'g$àXpà 
Haidarabad g$uyVK 'g$EniS7 g$àg$}u g$o'sànum 'g$àXpà 
Ganish g$uyVn 'g$EnIS7 g$àg$}u g$o'sànum 'g$àXpà 
Nazimabad g$uyVK 'GEniS7 Gàg$}u Go'sànum 'GàXpà 
Uyum Nagar g$uyVK 'g$EnIS7 g$àg$}u g$o'sànum 'g$àXpà 
Hoper g$uyVK 'g$EniS7 Gàg$}u Go'sànum 'g$àXpà 
Yasin Town GoyVK 'GVndIS7 Gàg$}u Go'sànum 'Gààmo 
Thui GuyeK 'GEndIS7 Gàg$}u Go'sànum 'Gààmo 

 
Another striking difference is the presence in Yasin of the 

voiceless lateral fricative [M]. It occurs before voiceless dental 
and alveolar consonants in the Yasin dialect, but is unknown in 
Hunza and Nagar where only the voiced [l] is used. A few of the 
examples from the word list are shown below in (3). 

(3) 
 5. eye 22. blood 154. four 163. twenty 
Hussainabad 'IlcIn mul'tVn 'wààlto 'àltVr 
Murtazabad 'Ilcin mul'tVn 'wààlto 'àltVr 
Haidarabad 'Ilcin mul'tVn 'wààlto 'àltVr 
Ganish 'Ilcin mul'tVn 'wààlto 'àltVr 
Nazimabad 'Ilcin mul'tVn 'wààlto 'àltVr 
Uyum Nagar 'Ilcin mul'tVn 'wààlto 'àlthàr 
Hoper 'Ilcin mul'tVn 'wààlto 'àlthàr 
Yasin Town 'IMcIn muM'tVn 'wààMte 'àMtVr 
Thui 'IMcIn muM'tVn 'wààMte 'àMtàr 

 
Also noteworthy is the absence in Yasin of the unusual 

phone [X], present in both Hunza and Nagar, and described 
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variously as an allophone of [G] (Varma 1941), and as an 
independent phoneme (Toporov 1970). 

This phone functions as a consonant although it seems to be 
articulated as a retroflexed, high, back, unrounded vowel. When 
it occurred at the end of a word, it sometimes seemed to be 
accompanied by very slight friction. For a further description of 
the sound, Lorimer (1935), Varma (1941), and Toporov (1970), 
may be consulted. Some words containing the sound may be seen 
in (4). Where there are comparable corresponding words in 
Yasin, they have apparently either lost the sound without a trace 
(this may be the case in word number 186), or have marked its 
former place with [h] (number 70), or a slight lengthening of the 
preceding vowel (numbers 138, 139). This is a subject which 
may warrant further investigation. 

 
(4) 

 70. millet 138. right 139. left 186. thirst 
Hussainabad bVX 'doXpà 'g$àXpà gu'uX 
Murtazabad bVX 'doXpà 'g$àXpà gu'uX 
Haidarabad bVX 'doXpà 'g$àXpà gu'uX 
Ganish bVX 'doXpà 'g$àXpà gu'uX 
Nazimabad bVX 'doXpà 'GàXpà gu'uX 
Uyum Nagar bVX 'doXpà 'g$àXpà gu'uX 
Hoper bVX 'doXpà 'g$àXpà gu'uX 
Yasin Town bVh 'doomo 'Gààmo gu'ànum 
Thui bVh 'doomo 'Gààmo gu'ànum 

 

7.3 Reported comprehension between dialects 

Of the six people interviewed in Hunza, only one, a 22 year 
old man from Hussainabad, reported any difficulty understanding 
the Nagar dialect. He said he could understand most, but not all, 
of it. None of the three Nagar people interviewed reported any 
problems understanding the Hunza speech. Although the number 
of interviews is rather small, these subjective evaluations of 
intelligibility between Hunza and Nagar correspond nicely with 
what would be expected in light of the high lexical similarity 
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counts and the contact patterns due to geographic proximity. No 
comprehension testing using recorded texts was done between 
these locations. 

Comprehension between Yasin and Hunza-Nagar, on the 
other hand, is not quite so straightforward. Of eight people from 
Hunza or Nagar who were asked how much of the Yasin speech 
they could understand, two replied, “most”, three replied, “about 
half”, and three replied, “only a little”. Comprehension in the 
other direction does not seem to be quite as problematic, 
however. Of the five men questioned in Yasin, three said they 
could understand “all” of the Hunza-Nagar speech, one said, 
“about half”, and one differentiated between the two speech 
forms, saying “half” to Hunza, and “only a little” to Nagar. 
Religious affiliation and social contact between Yasin and 
Hunza, as opposed to Nagar, probably accounts for this reported 
difference in comprehension levels, more than actual linguistic 
differences between the Hunza and Nagar dialects. 

Likewise, it is not known whether there are linguistic factors 
which might account for the inequality in bi-directional 
comprehension between Yasin and Hunza-Nagar, but it is not 
difficult to speculate about possible sociolinguistic factors. 
Hunza-Nagar’s greater population and more accessible location, 
at least since the construction of the Karakoram Highway, 
together with its popularity as a tourist attraction, have combined 
to give the area, and consequently its language, greater prestige 
and exposure than that of Yasin. The latter, on the other hand, 
has long been overshadowed by the prestige of Khowar, the 
language of the powerful neighboring Chitralis. These factors 
make it more likely that a Yasin Burusho will be familiar with 
the Hunza form of the language than vice versa. He will also be 
more likely to try to use the Hunza forms in conversation with a 
Hunzakut, than the latter would be to try to use the Yasin forms. 
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7.4 Results of Recorded Text Testing in Yasin 

Recorded text testing6 was done in Yasin with a narrative 
text from Hunza, to get an idea of the actual, as opposed to self-
reported, comprehension levels. One of the goals of the testing 
was to estimate the inherent intelligibility of the two dialects. 
Inherent intelligibility denotes the degree to which two language 
varieties may be mutually comprehensible simply because of 
their inherent similarity, as opposed to other factors, such as 
acquired understanding due to contact. Another purpose of the 
testing was to evaluate the effect of previous contact with the test 
dialect on comprehension levels. 

Of the eleven Yasin men and boys tested, two claimed that 
they had never spoken with people from Hunza, and two claimed 
to have done so only once in their life. Five claimed to have a 
moderate amount of contact with speakers of the Hunza dialect, 
averaging at least three or four brief contacts per year. Two 
claimed that they have now, or have had in the past, frequent 
contacts with Hunza people.7 The results of the testing are 
summarized in (5). 

 
(5) 

Test location Text Mean Score Standard Deviation 
Yasin Yasin 97% 4.6 
Yasin Hunza 84% 7.1 
Hunza Hunza 100% 1.6 

 
The mean score for all Yasin test subjects on the Hunza 

recorded text was 84 percent correct, with a standard deviation of 
7.1. The mean scores and standard deviations for the hometown 
tests in each location are also shown for comparison purposes. 
                                                 

6 For a description of the methodology, see appendix A.2. For the 
Burushaski texts used in the testing, see appendix C.2. 

7 These levels of contact are probably not representative of the total adult 
male population of Yasin since we purposely tried to test a number of boys and 
young men who had had little or no contact with the Hunza dialect in order to 
get a better idea of inherent intelligibility, rather than acquired understanding. 
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The two Yasin test subjects who claimed no previous 
contact with the Hunza dialect achieved scores of 73 percent and 
82 percent. The two who had only had one previous experience 
with the dialect both scored 82 percent. Of the five with a 
moderate amount of experience, four achieved scores of 82 
percent, and one scored 100 percent. Finally, the two subjects 
with the highest level of previous contact with the Hunza dialect 
both scored 91 percent. 

These figures show at least three things. First, the overall 
scores are high enough to show reasonably good comprehension 
of a simple, but unfamiliar, narrative text in the Hunza dialect, 
even among those with little or no previous experience in 
listening to this dialect. Second, there appears to be a relationship 
between the amount of previous contact with the dialect and the 
level of comprehension. Those with more contact tend to 
perform better in terms of the comprehension testing. Third, even 
those who had had more regular contact with people from Hunza, 
while showing better comprehension than those who had not, 
still did not show a level of comprehension comparable to that of 
the Hunza subjects on their own text. 

None of these conclusions are particularly surprising, except 
perhaps the relatively high overall performance. One would not 
normally expect scores above 80 percent between dialects with 
only 70 percent lexical similarity, unless there was more 
widespread and frequent contact between the two groups. It 
would appear in this case that even those in Yasin with little or 
no personal contact with Hunza people can at least follow the 
gist of a simple story in the Hunza dialect, and that their level of 
understanding will increase rather rapidly with exposure to the 
dialect. This may help to corroborate the opinion given by 
several people, both in Hunza and in Yasin, that the Yasin people 
can more easily understand the Hunza dialect than the Hunza 
people can understand that of Yasin. 

 

7.5 Attitudes toward different dialects of Burushaski 

With few exceptions, Burushaski speakers from each of the 
three areas consider their own dialect to be the ‘best’ and the 
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‘purest’. However, one of the three men interviewed in Nagar, 
and one of the five from Yasin ventured to say that Hunza might 
be the ‘best’ variety overall. Another man from Nagar thought 
that perhaps the Yasin dialect was the ‘purest’, an attitude echoed 
frequently by those in Yasin itself, who consider their dialect to 
be the ‘original’ one. Nonetheless, it is interesting that four of the 
five men interviewed in Yasin stated that the Hunza dialect is the 
only one that people from all Burushaski-speaking areas would 
be able to understand. The fifth said that none of the dialects 
would be intelligible to all Burushaski speakers. All of the people 
questioned in Hunza and Nagar agreed that their own dialect 
would be more understandable to Yasin people than the Yasin 
speech would be to Hunza-Nagar people. 

There did not seem to be any strongly negative attitudes 
toward other dialects on anyone’s part. However, mildly negative 
attitudes were expressed by one person from Hunza and three 
from Yasin towards the Nagar dialect. The most common 
explanation given was simply that it was “different” from their 
own dialect. One Yasin man added that “we don’t understand it”. 
As was mentioned previously, this kind of statement probably 
reflects an underlying attitude towards the speakers of the dialect 
and a lack of social contact with them, as much or more than 
actual linguistic differences, though the latter obviously exist as 
well. Religious affiliations help to give residents of Hunza and 
Yasin a certain feeling of affinity for each other, despite their 
geographic separation, which is decidedly lacking in their 
attitudes toward Nagar.8 It is not surprising that these attitudes 
are sometimes transferred from the people themselves to the 
dialect that they speak. 

 

8. RELATIVE DOMINANCE OF BURUSHASKI IN 
COMPARISON TO OTHER LANGUAGES 

In all three areas, attitudes were very positive toward 
Burushaski. No one foresaw their language dying out, even in 

                                                 
8 There has also been a history of enmity between Hunza and Nagar 

which no doubt plays a role in their attitudes toward one another. 
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Yasin where Khowar is very strong. Nearly everyone thought 
that their children would use Burushaski more than any other 
language when they grew up, at least in their own village. 

A few poems and stories have been written in Burushaski by 
authors from Hunza, using a modified Perso-Arabic script. 
Hunza Burusho seem to be generally aware of these and many 
have read them. Most people in Nagar and Yasin, on the other 
hand, did not seem to know of the existence of any literature in 
their language. Interview subjects, including those unaware of 
the extant written materials in Burushaski, expressed interest in 
reading and writing in their language, and were in favor of the 
production of Burushaski literature, especially poetry and 
historical and religious materials. More than half said they would 
send their children to a school which used Burushaski as the 
medium of instruction if one were available. 

Burushaski is the dominant language in every known 
domain in Burushaski-speaking areas except, of course, when 
speaking to non-Burusho. It is used, however, when speaking to 
the Domaaki speakers of Mominabad, in Hunza. In fact, the 
Doma people have adopted Burushaski to the point that their 
own language almost certainly faces extinction within the next 
few generations. Domaaki has already adopted large numbers of 
Burushaski words. In Gojal, many Wakhi speakers who live in 
proximity to Burusho have learned Burushaski, whereas the 
Burusho are less likely to have learned Wakhi. 

The acquisition of Burushaski by the Doma community and 
some of the nearby Wakhi speakers supports the interpretation of 
Burushaski as a relatively dominant minority language in the 
greater Hunza-Nagar area. This hierarchy contrasts with the 
picture in Yasin, where Khowar is relatively more dominant. In 
Yasin, Burusho generally speak Khowar to Khowar speakers, 
rather than vice versa, while maintaining their own language for 
in-group use. 
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9. REPORTED SECOND LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY 

Although no formal bilingualism testing was done in 
Burushaski-speaking areas, the following information was 
obtained on the subject of bilingualism from questionnaires and 
informal interviews. 

In both Hunza and Nagar, most men are likely to know at 
least some Urdu, and probably some Shina as well. Young men 
are particularly likely to know Urdu, since they are more likely 
to have gone to school, Urdu being the common medium of 
instruction. The high figures for school enrollment, around 
eighty to ninety percent, support the subjective reports of 
widespread Urdu proficiency for the younger generation. Older 
men frequently have picked up Urdu from their school-going 
children, from radio, and from encounters with speakers of 
various languages in Gilgit and other parts of Pakistan, where 
Urdu is a common lingua franca. 

Many Burusho live in close proximity to Shina speakers in 
the southern and western parts of both Hunza and Nagar. Most of 
those living in these areas, whether their mother tongue is Shina 
or Burushaski, can speak both languages to some extent. In 
addition, other Burusho also learn Shina due to frequent travel to 
Gilgit, where Shina is prevalent. 

In Yasin, Khowar is by far the most common second 
language among Burushaski speakers. It is reported that in Yasin 
town all the Burusho can and do speak Khowar with their Kho 
neighbors, not Burushaski, even though the Burusho are in the 
majority. Urdu has a similar status in Yasin to that in Hunza and 
Nagar, although it may be slightly less commonly known due to 
somewhat less widespread education. The status of Shina is also 
similar here to that in Hunza and Nagar. Many Shina speakers 
are scattered throughout the southern part of the Yasin Valley, 
and they predominate in the nearby Gilgit Valley. Those who 
live near them or have business dealings with them generally can 
speak Shina in addition to their other languages. 

As one would expect, given the much more limited contact 
that women and children have with outsiders, their level of 
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bilingualism is reportedly lower than that for men in almost 
every category. There may be two exceptions. School-going 
children, especially those who continue beyond primary 
education, may in many cases have a proficiency in Urdu which 
surpasses that of their unschooled elders. Secondly, it is possible 
that women in Yasin are equally or nearly equally as bilingual in 
Khowar as are the men, since the two language groups 
intermarry and socialize rather freely with each other. 

 

10. SECOND LANGUAGE USE CHOICES 

 

10.1 Economic factors and language choice 

Business is generally conducted by Burusho in the language 
of least resistance, that is, the best-known language shared by the 
parties concerned. The normal pattern of language choice would 
be: Burushaski for in-group business contacts, Shina or Khowar 
for out-group local business where the participants’ proficiency 
levels are adequate, and Urdu otherwise. 

Desire for advancement, good jobs, and better business 
opportunities is a powerful motivating factor in language use 
choice. Urdu and English are generally seen as the keys to these 
opportunities since they will open up a much broader market 
than would be afforded by any local language. Of these two 
languages, Urdu is far better known, much easier to learn in their 
environment, and also the most useful for Pakistanis in general. 
Nevertheless there is a widespread desire to learn English as 
well, for its perceived economic benefits, and many of the 
merchants, hotel owners, and guides that cater to the European 
and American tourists that flock to the Northern Areas in the 
summer can speak it surprisingly well. These same economic 
factors are no doubt responsible for the recent opening of two 
private, English-medium primary schools in Hunza. Parents hope 
that an English-medium education will qualify their children for 
the best colleges and job opportunities in the future. 
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10.2 Education and language use choices 

Urdu is the medium of education in nearly all the schools in 
Burushaski-speaking areas, as it is throughout Pakistan. Most of 
the teachers in government as well as Agha Khan schools are 
from the local area, which means they are better able to help 
students by explaining things in the local language until they 
have an adequate grasp of Urdu. Interview subjects expressed 
positive attitudes toward Urdu, citing its practicality as a written 
medium, its role as the national language, and their perception 
that it is easy to learn. 

In addition to Urdu, English and Arabic are taught as 
subjects in the schools. English is a major language of higher 
education in Pakistan, being used as a medium of instruction and 
for textbooks in universities and colleges throughout the country. 
Only a small proportion of the Burusho people reach university-
level education, but having this high status reinforces the 
position of English as a prestigious language, and one which 
most people would like to learn. Arabic is also very prestigious, 
since it is the language of Qur'anic education. Most people aspire 
to learn it, but few actually succeed to the point of good 
comprehension. 

10.3 Marriage patterns and language use choices 

Although the vast majority of all Burushaski speakers marry 
within their language group, it is by no means unheard of for 
them to marry outside it. This is especially true in Yasin where 
marriage between Burushaski and Khowar speakers is quite 
common. Since married couples generally live with or near the 
groom’s parents, their children will usually grow up speaking the 
father’s language in cases of cross-language marriages. 

10.4 Contact with other languages through travel 

Most men travel at least occasionally outside of Burushaski-
speaking areas for various purposes including purchasing of 
supplies, education, and to find work. Women travel less 
frequently. When they do, it is usually for medical reasons or to 
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visit relatives. Travel is a common source of exposure to other 
languages, and often contributes to increased levels of 
bilingualism. Urdu was most often cited as a language used when 
traveling to other areas, followed by Shina, which is used very 
commonly by people traveling within the Northern Areas. 

10.5 Indications of language shift or change 

Language change can be seen in the increasing trends 
toward bilingualism in Urdu, and in Khowar in the case of 
Yasin,9 as well as in the growing numbers of loan words from 
these languages being adopted into Burushaski. Although no-one 
expressed grave concern at these trends, there is an underlying 
pride in their own language and a desire to maintain it and keep it 
from becoming too mixed with other languages. 

Direct questions concerning language mixing yielded 
negative opinions of that practice, and a preference for language 
purity. In practice, however, there seems to be no hesitance in 
any of the three areas to use borrowed words in normal 
Burushaski conversation. 

 

11. CONCLUSION 

Although there are certainly noticeable differences between 
the Hunza and Nagar varieties of Burushaski, the most 
significant dialect differences, in terms of lexical inventory, 
phonology, and inherent intelligibility, are found between the 
Yasin variety on the one hand, and Hunza and Nagar on the 
other. Yasin shares an almost identical relationship with both of 
the other locations in terms of lexical similarity, sharing about 69 
percent similar words with each. In spite of that rather low 
figure, Recorded Text Testing reveals that even subjects with 
little or no previous experience with the Hunza dialect can at 
least follow the main points of a simple narrative text in that 

                                                 
9 Lorimer reported that in 1931 about a third of the Burushaski speakers 

in Yasin were bilingual in Khowar (1935:XLVII). Now, they are reported to all 
be bilingual. 
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dialect, and that subjects with more experience tend to display 
higher levels of comprehension. 

In all three Burushaski-speaking areas, bilingualism in Urdu 
seems to be increasing. In Yasin, virtually all Burusho are 
reported to be bilingual in Khowar. In addition, it is likely that 
the practice of borrowing words from these languages will 
continue to bring change to Burushaski itself. However, the 
language attitudes and use patterns of the Burusho seem to 
indicate that Burushaski is a very vital language. It seems very 
unlikely that it will be displaced by any other language in the 
foreseeable future. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The primary objective of this brief survey of the Wakhi 
language was to determine whether there is any significant 
amount of regional variation in the language as it is spoken in 
Pakistan. Word lists and questionnaires were the primary tools 
used to accomplish this objective. Word lists were collected from 
Wakhi speakers from five different Wakhi-speaking areas in 
northern Pakistan. These word lists were compared using the 
methodology explained in appendix A. To try to assess the 
opinions of the Wakhi people about regional variation in their 
own language, questionnaires were asked of six people from four 
different Wakhi villages. The questionnaires also contained 
questions designed to get information about the extent of 
multilingualism which exists among Wakhi speakers, and their 
language use patterns, as well as their attitudes toward other 
languages in which they may have some proficiency. Because 
these factors were not the primary focus of the survey, however, 
and because of the relatively small number of questionnaire 
respondents, information related to these sociolinguistic factors 
will only be presented in general terms. 

Field work for this study was carried out in June 1990 in 
Passu, Gojal, and in July 1990 in Gahkuch, Punial. 

 

2. GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 

Wakhi is spoken in the sparsely populated upper portions of 
four of the northernmost valleys in Pakistan: Hunza (Gojal), 
Ishkoman, Yasin, and Yarkhun. The latter is located in Chitral 
District while the others are in the Northern Areas (see map 2). 
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Gojal, the part of the Hunza Valley from Gulmit northwards, 
upstream of Burushaski-speaking central Hunza, has the largest 
Wakhi population of any of the four areas. It may be considered 
to include the tributary valleys of Shimshal and Chapursan. 
There is also a relatively smaller population of Burushaski 
speakers in Gojal. The Wakhis of Ishkoman live primarily in the 
Karambar Valley, in and above the town of Imit. In Yasin, they 
live mostly in the vicinity of Darkot, and in Yarkhun they are 
found in Baroghil and a few other small villages in the high, 
upper portion of the valley. 

The name Wakhi derives from Wakhan, the name of the 
narrow corridor of Badakhshan province in Afghanistan which 
separates Pakistan from Tajikistan. The Wakhan area is, as far as 
is known, the original homeland of the Wakhi people and 
language. The Pakistani Wakhis migrated to their present 
locations from the Wakhan region at varying times, beginning in 
the latter part of the nineteenth century (Lorimer 1958,v.1:7-11). 
In addition to Pakistan and Afghanistan, Wakhi speakers may 
also be found in the adjacent parts of Tajikistan, along the Pamir 
River and the Ab-i-Panja, and in the nearby Sarikol area of 
China.1 

 

3. A BRIEF HISTORY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON 
WAKHI 

 
The first European to examine the Wakhi language at length 

was R.B. Shaw. In 1876 he published “On the Ghalchah 
Languages (Wakhi and Sarikoli)”, which included outlines of the 
grammar, texts, and an extensive, combined vocabulary of both 
languages. 

In 1938, Morgenstierne published a more up-to-date 
description of the language. It includes discussions of the 
phonetic system and morphology, as well as a vocabulary and a 
short text. 
                                                 

1Morgenstierne quotes a source as saying there was also a community of 
Wakhis as far east as Guma “on the upper reaches of the Yarkand Darya” in 
Chinese territory (1938:435).  
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Lorimer contributed a large amount of material on the 
sounds, grammar, and vocabulary of Wakhi, as well as additional 
texts, in his two volume set, The Wakhi Language, published in 
1958. It includes a helpful introduction which summarizes much 
of what was then known about the Wakhi people and their 
environment. His linguistic analysis is based primarily on 
material he collected from Wakhi speakers in Hunza. 

A few Russian scholars have also made significant 
contributions in the study of the Wakhi language, as it is spoken 
in Tajikistan. Both Morgenstierne and Lorimer make reference to 
S.I. Klimchitskiy’s Wakhi texts, vocabulary, and notes on 
phonology and morphology (1936:75-124). More recently, T.N. 
Paxalina (1975) and Grjunberg and Steblin-Kamenskij (1976) 
have added to this wealth of knowledge. 

 

4. HISTORY OF THE WAKHI PEOPLE 

4.1 Name of the people and language 

Wakhi people refer to themselves in their own language as 
[x½ik], and to their language either as [x½ik] (Morgenstierne 
1938:433) or [x½ikwar]. The English terms Wakhan and Wakhi 
come from the Persian names for the area and its language 
(Morgenstierne 1938:433). These names are also recognized, and 
sometimes used, by the Wakhi people themselves. 

4.2 History 

The Wakhi people have long lived in the high, cold Wakhan 
region of the Pamir mountains where few other people could 
thrive. Before the advent of tightly controlled international 
boundaries, they would often cross the high passes which 
surround the Wakhan Valley, into the upper parts of the 
surrounding valleys, in search of summer pasture lands for their 
animals, which are their main source of livelihood. Sometimes, 
when they found suitable, unoccupied land, they settled 
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permanently in these new territories. In this way, Wakhi people 
came at different times to live in Hunza, Yarkhun, and Yasin. 

The first group of Wakhis to settle in what is now Pakistan 
may have come for another reason, however. Around the year 
1880, according to Lorimer, a group of Wakhis led by Ali 
Mardan Shah, the Mir of Wakhan, “fled the country before the 
agents and forces of the Amir of Afghanistan, the redoubtable 
Abdur Rahman Khan” and was eventually given land in 
Ishkoman by the ruler of Chitral (1958:8). 

Around the same time or shortly thereafter, the first group 
of permanent Wakhi settlers arrived in upper Hunza. Lorimer 
quotes reports from the early part of this century which give 
approximate dates for the first Wakhi settlements in various 
valleys (1958:7-11). According to these reports, a few Wakhi 
households had been established in the Yarkhun Valley by the 
turn of the century. A few decades later a more sizeable influx 
occurred higher up the valley. The first Wakhis to settle in upper 
Yasin apparently came about 1935, and another small group 
around 1940. In more recent years, some of those who had 
previously settled around Baroghil in Yarkhun have relocated to 
Darkot in Yasin.2 

 

5. PRESENT SOCIAL FACTORS 

 

5.1 Agricultural and economic factors 

The Wakhi people are traditionally pastoralists. They keep 
herds of sheep, goats, cows, yaks, and, in some places, camels 
(Lorimer 1958:10,11). If the climate and land allow, they also 
grow barley and a few other crops. They must trade for most of 
the other foodstuffs and necessities which the animals do not 
provide. 

                                                 
2 Such was the case with our word list informant from Yasin. He reported 

that his family had moved there from Baroghil approximately twenty years 
earlier, perhaps about 1970, along with several other families. 
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Recently, due to improved education, many Wakhi people 
have also entered various other professions and service jobs, 
including government service, the medical profession, teaching, 
and engineering. 

For Wakhis living in Gojal, Ishkoman, and Yasin, Gilgit is 
the primary center for trade and services, including government 
services. There they come into contact with speakers of various 
other languages, especially Shina and Burushaski. Urdu is often 
used as a trade language between those who do not share one of 
the local languages. For Wakhi people living in the Yarkhun 
Valley, Chitral is the major trade and service center. 

5.2 Religious preference 

Most Wakhi people, like most of the other peoples who live 
in close proximity to them, belong to the Ismaili sect of Islam. 

5.3 Population distribution 

It is impossible to say exactly how many Wakhi speakers 
live in Pakistan. It would probably be accurate to say that the 
number lies between 7,500 and 10,000. Of these, the greatest 
number live in Gojal, Hunza. According to available census 
figures, there were 28,436 people living in Hunza subdivision in 
1981. Based on estimates of the relative proportions of Wakhi, 
Burushaski, and Shina speakers, the number of Wakhis there in 
1981 was probably between 4,500 and 6,000.3 

The number of Wakhi people in Ishkoman is probably 
around 2,000 or more. The 1981 census gives a population of 
2,249 for Imit Tehsil. This area is stated to be predominantly 
Wakhi. In addition, there are some Wakhi speakers in other parts 
of the valley, and it is probably safe to assume that the 
population has continued to grow since the date of the census. 

                                                 
3 The 1931 census reported that there were 2,411 Wakhi speakers in 

Hunza, 9,938 Burushaski speakers, and 1,184 Shina speakers, for a total 
population of 13,533 (Lorimer 1935). 
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According to Inayatullah Faizi, the Wakhi population in the 
Yarkhun Valley of Chitral is around 900.4 The majority of them, 
504 according to the 1981 census, live in the Baroghil area, the 
rest being scattered throughout the valley. 

Yasin has the smallest Wakhi population of the four areas. 
According to our Yasin word list informant, there are 25 
households of Wakhis in Darkot. Lorimer also mentions a few 
Wakhis living farther down the valley as far as Barkulti (1958:9). 
It might be reasonable to estimate a total of 200 or more in all of 
Yasin. 

M. Nazif Shahrani estimated in 1980 that there were about 
7,000 Wakhis in Badakhshan province of Afghanistan 
(1984:145). Most or all of these are presumably in the Wakhan 
region.5 

The Wakhi population of the former Tadzhik S.S.R. was 
estimated to be between six and seven thousand in 1960 (Akiner 
1983:377). There are said to be 26,000 Tajiks in China, of which 
sixty percent live in Taxkorgan (Tajik) Autonomous County in 
Xingiang (Uygur) Autonomous Region (Xin Jiguang, 1987). 
Some, if not most, of these are probably Wakhi speakers. 

5.4 Education and development 

Based on questionnaire responses, the percentages of 
children going to school in Gojal and Imit, Ishkoman seem 
encouragingly high. In fact, all respondents from Gojal, 
representing Passu, Khaibar, and Shar-e-savz, Chapursan stated 
that 100 percent of the children in their villages were going to 

                                                 
4 From a newspaper article entitled People of the Wakhan, The Frontier 

Post, May 6, 1988. 
5 In the course of field work in northern Pakistan, I heard rumors that all 

the Afghan Wakhis had fled the Wakhan after the Soviet invasion of the area. 
These rumors were probably false, unless such an exodus occurred later than 
1984. Shahrani states that the Wakhis there did not resist the Soviet troops, 
thereby allowing the latter to be “peacefully installed in at least this small area 
of Afghanistan.” This led to media reports “that the Wakhan Corridor (had) 
been annexed by the Soviet Union.” Shahrani does not report any exodus of 
Wakhis from the area, although he does state that many of the Kirghiz people, 
who were less numerous than the Wakhi, left the area (1984:163). These reports 
may have been the basis for the rumors heard in northern Pakistan. 
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school. In Imit, the percentage was said to be about 70 percent. It 
is not known if the level in other areas was equally high. The 
Wakhi people in general seem to be quite progressive with 
respect to education, and are taking full advantage of the 
educational opportunities available to them. Both government 
and Agha Khan schools are operating in Wakhi areas. 

Besides government development programs, the Agha Khan 
Rural Support Programme (AKRSP) also operates in most, if not 
all, of the Wakhi-speaking areas. The AKRSP generally works in 
such projects as construction of irrigation channels, 
immunization of farm animals, and help with the production and 
marketing of agricultural products. Agha Khan Health Services 
also provides their medical services to Wakhi areas. 

One type of development which will have an effect on the 
amount of contact some Wakhis have with neighboring peoples 
of their own or other groups, is road building. Within Gojal, 
Shimshal has been more isolated geographically than either the 
Hunza Valley proper or the Chapursan Valley. It is about a five 
day walk from Passu in the main valley to the main village of 
Shimshal. The Shimshal people have contact with outsiders 
primarily when they come out for supplies. The Agha Khan 
Rural Support Programme is building a jeep road into Shimshal 
which should soon make transportation much easier for the 
people of that area. 

 

6. LINGUISTIC SETTING 

 

6.1 Linguistic affiliation 

Wakhi belongs to the Pamiri branch of the Iranian (Persian) 
language family. Other languages in this group include Sarikoli, 
which is spoken in China, and Shugni, Rushani, Ishkashimi, 
Yazgulemi, Zebaki, and Sanglechi, which are spoken in the 
Pamir regions of Tajikistan and Afghanistan. Wakhi is 
considered to be “one of the most archaic … of living Iranian 
dialects” (Morgenstierne 1938:431). It has survived in relative 
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isolation for a long period, thus preserving many forms which 
have since been lost in other Iranian languages. 

 

6.2 Linguistic environment 

Besides the Pamiri languages, a number of other languages 
are spoken in proximity to Wakhi territory. Those found within 
Pakistan will be mentioned here. In Hunza, Burushaski is 
Wakhi’s closest neighbor, being spoken in some villages of 
Gojal, as well as further south in Hunza proper. In Ishkoman, 
both Khowar and Shina speakers are nearby. Khowar is also 
present in both Yarkhun and Yasin. In the latter location, 
Werchikwar, or Yasin Burushaski, is also prevalent. Both 
Khowar and Shina belong to the Dardic group of the Indo-Aryan 
languages. Burushaski, on the other hand, is an unclassified 
language. 

Neither Burushaski (Lorimer 1958:11) nor Shina 
(Morgenstierne 1938:441) have apparently had much influence 
on the vocabulary of Wakhi. Khowar, however, has had some 
effect. More surprising, perhaps, is the effect Wakhi has had on 
Khowar. Morgenstierne cites examples, both of Khowar loan 
words in Wakhi, and of Wakhi loan words in Khowar 
(1938:441). The latter are said to be more numerous. This mutual 
influence probably predates the relatively recent move of Wakhi 
speakers into Chitral. Morgenstierne hypothesizes that the Kho 
people may at one time have also lived in Wakhan, giving them 
ample opportunity for contact with Wakhi speakers (1938:442). 

Since Urdu is the national language of Pakistan, as well as 
an important regional trade language, it also has an influential 
role in the present linguistic environment of Wakhi, at least 
within Pakistani territory. As Wakhi people have become more 
and more exposed to Urdu, they have already begun to borrow 
some of its words into their language. This trend is only likely to 
accelerate as more people continue to learn Urdu through 
education and contact with outsiders who use it as a lingua 
franca. 
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7. REGIONAL VARIATION IN THE WAKHI LANGUAGE 

 
Very little is known about definite patterns of regional 

variation throughout the extended geographic range in which 
Wakhi is presently spoken. Morgenstierne notes a couple of 
morphological differences separating “Western Wakhi” from 
“Eastern Wakhi”, suggesting that a line dividing the two varieties 
might be drawn between the Wakhan villages of Yamg and 
Khandut (1938:442). Before the present study, however, no 
information had been made known about Wakhi regional 
variation within Pakistan. 

 

7.1 Relationship of Pakistani Wakhi varieties by wordlist 
comparison 

In order to get a basic idea of the degree of lexical similarity 
between the various local varieties of Wakhi spoken in Pakistan, 
our standard list of 210 words was elicited from Wakhi speakers 
from five villages, representing five different areas.6 These were: 
one from Passu, representing central Gojal, one from Chapursan, 
one from Shimshal, one from Imit, Ishkoman, and one from 
Darkot, Yasin. Unfortunately, time did not permit travel to 
Yarkhun, and no Wakhi speakers from there who could have 
given a wordlist were encountered elsewhere. However, the 
young man who gave the Yasin word list stated that his family 
had come to Yasin from Baroghil in Yarkhun, along with ten to 
twelve other families, about twenty years ago. These families 
must therefore comprise a very substantial segment of the Yasin 
Wakhi population. For this reason, and because the Wakhi 
people of both Yarkhun and Yasin are fairly recent immigrants 
from Wakhan, it seems unlikely that there is any great difference 
between the speech forms of these two areas. 

After comparing each elicited word from each of the five 
locations with those from every other location, and determining 

                                                 
6 The word lists can be found in appendix D.1. 
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their similarity,7 the following table of percentages of identical or 
similar words was obtained: 

 
(1) Lexical similarity percentages 

Passu 
98 Shimshal 
96 95 Chapursan 
90 89 88 Yasin 
84 82 84 91 Ishkoman 
 

It can be readily seen that the three Gojal locations, Passu, 
Shimshal, and Chapursan, display only a very small amount of 
lexical variation. Based on their high similarity percentages, it is 
almost certainly safe to assume that there are no dialect 
differences between these three locations great enough to cause 
intelligibility problems between them. 

The matter does not seem quite so clear for Yasin and 
Ishkoman. It can be seen that Yasin Wakhi is quite similar 
lexically, both to the Gojal locations, and to Ishkoman, staying 
very close to the ninety percent similarity mark with all 
locations. Meanwhile, Ishkoman and the Gojal locations have 
diverged from each other to a somewhat greater degree. This 
may seem surprising at first, considering that Ishkoman, not 
Yasin, occupies the most central position geographically. When 
looked at from the historical point of view however, these 
findings become less mysterious. Yasin Wakhis are the most 
recent immigrants from the Wakhan. It is likely then that their 
speech is the most similar to the original language from which 
both the Gojal and Ishkoman varieties have been slowly 
diverging for the past century. Not surprisingly, their divergence 
has left them slightly more different from one another than either 
is from the original. 

                                                 
7 Similarity determinations are based on criteria designed to distinguish 

between those pairs of words which are likely to be recognized as the same 
word by uninitiated speakers of one of the varieties in question, and those 
which are not. See the discussion on word list methodology in appendix A.1. 
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It is difficult to make accurate predictions about 
interdialectal intelligibility based on lexical similarity 
percentages in the low to mid eighties, which is exactly where 
Ishkoman finds itself relative to the Gojal locations. It can 
probably be safely said that there will be some words and phrases 
which uninitiated speakers of one variety will not immediately 
understand when hearing the other variety for the first time. On 
the basis of these figures alone, it is not clear, however, whether 
the differences are sufficient to create any serious 
communication problems for Wakhis from these two areas. 

In §7.3, the opinions of the Wakhi people themselves will 
be discussed, with regard to interregional intelligibility in Wakhi. 

 

7.2 Phonological differences 

Although, as we have seen, there is some wordlist 
dissimilarity between the Gojal, Ishkoman, and Yasin varieties of 
Wakhi, it is remarkable how few phonological differences there 
are. In fact, while there are a few, apparently random, 
pronunciation differences from place to place for some words,8 
there is almost no evidence of any differences in the actual 
phonological system from one location to another. There may be 
one minor exception. 

The young man who gave the Yasin word list seemed to be 
shifting away from the use of interdental fricatives, at least in 
slow, emphatic speech. When he was saying a word quickly and 
unselfconsciously, he would usually pronounce the fricative, but 
generally with the tongue not fully extended between the teeth, 
so that its effect was more like that of a dental fricative or 
affricate. In slow, pedagogical speech, such as language helpers 
are sometimes forced to adopt with their slower foreign students, 
he would usually articulate the sounds as stops. A few of the 
examples from the word list may be seen below in figure (2). It 

                                                 
8 For example, the Wakhi men who provided the Ishkoman word list were 

amused to discover that while they pronounce the word for ‘tail’ (number 93), 
['bIckàm], people in Passu pronounce it ['mIckàm], and those in Shimshal say 
['kIckVm]. 
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will also be noticed, in the last two examples shown, that the 
Ishkoman pronunciation occasionally follows that of Yasin in 
using a stop rather than a fricative. 

 
(2) Replacement of interdental fricatives with stops in Yasin 

 141. far 98. mosquito 120. noon 123. today 156. six 
Passu åer pI'èiu mE'åeri wUåkh }àå 
Shimshal åer pI'èiu mE'åeri wUåkh }àå 
Chapursan åer pI'èIu mä'åär wUåkh }àå 
Ishkoman åir pI'èiu mé'åér wUdkh }àd 
Yasin der/d_zer pI'diu mé'dér wUtkh }àt 

 
In constrast to the examples above, in figure (3) we see two 

words in which the interdental fricative found in Gojal and 
Ishkoman has been replaced in Yasin, not by a stop or an 
affricate, but by a grooved dental fricative, both in slow and fast 
speech. 

 
(3) Replacement of interdental fricatives with dental 

grooved fricatives in Yasin 
 136. hot 160. ten 
Passu èin åVs 
Shimshal èin åVs 
Chapursan èin åVs 
Ishkoman èin åVs 
Yasin sin zVs 

 

7.3 Reported comprehension between different varieties 
of Wakhi 

 
All of the six Wakhi interviewees from Gojal and Ishkoman 

reported that they could easily understand Wakhi speakers from 
all of the Wakhi-speaking areas in Pakistan. Since there seems to 
be a significant amount of travel between these areas, it is quite 
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probable that most Wakhi people have been exposed to the other 
regional varieties of their language. This would help to explain 
their reportedly perfect interdialectal comprehension, in spite of 
the fact that lexical similarity comparisons show that there is 
some potential for less-than-perfect intelligibility between the 
Ishkoman and Gojal varieties of Wakhi. 

For older Wakhi speakers, the travel factor has even broader 
implications. Three of the questionnaire respondents were older 
men who remembered the days when they could travel freely 
across the international boundaries to Wakhi-speaking parts of 
Afghanistan, Tajikistan, and China. They reported that they 
could easily understand the varieties of Wakhi spoken in those 
areas as well. Two of them also said they could understand all or 
nearly all of the closely related Sarikoli language, spoken near 
the border of China and Tajikistan. 

 

7.4 Attitudes toward different varieties of Wakhi 

Everyone expressed generally positive attitudes to all 
varieties of Wakhi. Two Gojalis said they thought Gojal Wakhi 
was the best and purest, although one Gojali and one man from 
Ishkoman selected Ishkoman Wakhi for those distinctions. One 
Gojali thought that the purest and best Wakhi could be found in 
Wakhan, because that is the original home of the language. One 
man said that all the varieties are good even though none are 
completely pure anymore, since they all have become mixed to at 
least a small extent with one or another of the surrounding 
languages. No one expressed any strong negative feelings about 
any variety, although two of the six men interviewed had mildly 
negative attitudes to Gojal Wakhi, which they felt was mixed 
with other languages. 
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8. USE OF WAKHI VERSUS OTHER LANGUAGES 

8.1 Use of the mother tongue 

As far as is known, Wakhi is the dominant language in 
every traditional domain of Wakhi life. The only likely exception 
would be occasions when Wakhi are speaking with non-Wakhi 
people, in which case they would probably use Urdu, or 
whatever other language they may happen to share in common. 
No other language is threatening to displace Wakhi as the 
language of the Wakhi home and village. Bilingualism in Urdu 
is, however, becoming more widespread through the 
advancement of education in the Wakhi communities of 
Pakistan. 

8.2 Use of Wakhi by other language groups 

Wakhi is reported to be the dominant trade language in Imit, 
Ishkoman, although there is a sizeable Khowar-speaking 
minority there, so it is apparent that at least there, a community 
of non-Wakhis has learned some of the Wakhi language. It is not 
known if this has happened anywhere else. Generally, it seems 
that it may be slightly more common in most areas for Wakhi 
speakers to learn the languages of their neighbors rather than 
vice versa. Wakhi may be relatively less prestigious than its 
numerically more dominant neighbors like Burushaski, Shina, 
and Khowar. 

8.3 Multilingualism among the Wakhi 

No formal bilingualism testing was done in Wakhi areas. 
However, some information on the subject was obtained through 
the use of questionnaires. 

The language most likely to be known and spoken as a 
second language in most Wakhi areas is Urdu. Knowledge of 
Urdu is generally obtained through formal education, which has 
recently become quite widespread, especially in Gojal where it 
was reported that virtually all children, both boys and girls, are 
now going to school. The availability and widespread use of 
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Urdu-medium education, however, is a fairly recent 
development. Many, if not most, of the older Wakhi-speaking 
people have no formal education, and therefore speak little Urdu, 
if any. There are exceptions of course, because formal education 
is not the only means by which people learn Urdu. Many have 
obtained at least a basic understanding of spoken Urdu from 
contact with other Urdu speakers, either from their own 
community or from outsiders, merchants, government officials, 
etc. Increasingly, large numbers of Wakhi people are traveling 
outside of Wakhi areas for education, business, employment, or 
simply to purchase goods. These generally gain at least a basic 
working knowledge of Urdu, and frequently become fluent in it, 
unless their travels are restricted to an area where another local 
language, Burushaski for example, will serve them better. 

The four questionnaire respondents from central Gojal 
(Passu and Khaibar) generally agreed that the majority of people 
in their villages could speak Urdu. The respondents from 
Chapursan and Ishkoman indicated that only a minority of people 
in their areas could speak Urdu. They shared a feeling that this 
was changing however, since most of the children in both areas 
are now going to school, and therefore learning Urdu. 

In each location, the estimated percentage of women who 
are able to speak Urdu was significantly lower than the number 
for the population as a whole. Estimates ranged from fifteen 
percent to “most of the women” in central Gojal. The respondent 
from Ishkoman estimated that ten percent of the women in his 
village could speak Urdu, while the man from Chapursan said 
there were exactly three women in his village who knew Urdu. 
The reasons for the disparity between men’s and women’s levels 
of bilingualism are basically the same here as elsewhere in the 
region. Generally, women are less likely to be educated than 
men, and also have fewer opportunities to learn Urdu through 
contact with outsiders, since they travel less frequently and have 
fewer business dealings than do men. 

In addition to their own language and Urdu, many Wakhi 
speakers can also speak one or more of the other local languages 
to be found in their area. In Gojal for example, a number of 
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Wakhi people have learned Burushaski from their Burusho 
neighbors. This is especially true in mixed villages, such as 
Khaibar and Sust, where both languages are spoken. A 
respondent from Khaibar reported that all the Wakhis of his 
village could also speak Burushaski. Even in pure Wakhi villages 
like Passu, older people are very likely to know Burushaski, 
whereas children and younger adults are not. This is probably 
due to the strong political and economic influence which the 
Burusho exercised over the area for many years. This influence 
has been reduced somewhat in recent years by political reforms. 
As a result, most of the young people in pure Wakhi villages are 
reportedly no longer learning Burushaski. 

While Wakhi speakers in areas outside of Gojal are not 
likely to know Burushaski, they may well know one or more of 
the other local languages in their areas. In Ishkoman for example, 
many of them can speak either Shina, Khowar, or both. In Yasin 
they may know either Khowar or Yasin Burushaski or both. We 
do not, however, have any data or estimates which show the 
levels of bilingualism in these areas or languages. 

 

8.4 Language use patterns among the Wakhi 

Urdu is used in the schools and government offices, and 
often when speaking with outsiders, whether in a casual contact 
or when doing business in the Gilgit bazaar or elsewhere. When 
speaking with someone from a neighboring language group, the 
language that is best known to both parties will generally be 
used, whether that is Urdu or one of the local languages. With 
few exceptions, Wakhi is used in all other circumstances. 

Knowledge and use of Urdu is gaining ground here, as it is 
throughout the Northern Areas, through education and increased 
contact with non-Wakhi people. Economic factors provide a 
powerful motivation for many people to learn and use Urdu, 
since Urdu can open doors to better employment opportunities. 
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8.5 Marriage patterns and language use choices 

Most Wakhi speakers marry within their own language 
group. In cases of cross-language marriages however, the 
primary language of the children will generally be determined by 
the location where they settle, usually the father’s home area. 

9. ATTITUDES TOWARD WAKHI AND OTHER 
LANGUAGES 

Wakhi people in general seem to have a very positive 
attitude to their language. Some, including the school headmaster 
from Passu, even expressed enthusiasm about such ideas as 
learning to read and write their language or sending their 
children to a school which used Wakhi as the medium of 
instruction. In spite of their pride in their own mother tongue, 
however, the Wakhi people are also practical, and are well aware 
of the desirability of learning and using other languages. They 
have particularly positive attitudes toward English, Urdu, and 
Farsi, the three languages they consider to be most useful for 
literary purposes. English was the language mentioned most 
often in this connection. It is highly valued because it is an 
international language. Urdu is valued because it is Pakistan’s 
national language, and most Wakhi people consider it easy to 
learn. Farsi is considered to be a “sweet” language, and very 
good for poetry. The historical relation of Wakhi to Farsi may 
also contribute to their appreciation of the latter. None of the 
Wakhi people interviewed gave any hint of a negative attitude to 
any language. 

There is only limited evidence regarding the attitudes of 
Wakhi people to language shift or change. There seems to be a 
desire to maintain the use of their language, and to keep it in a 
pure form, without borrowing many words from other languages. 
At the same time, there is a desire to gain fluency in languages of 
wider communication, like Urdu. Indeed, the knowledge and use 
of Urdu is clearly increasing in most Wakhi areas. This 
advancement of Urdu did not seem to be perceived as a threat to 
their own language, however, nor did most people seem overly 
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concerned about the almost inevitable increase in Urdu or other 
loan words in Wakhi. 

 

10. CONCLUSION 

Although Wakhi, as spoken in Pakistan, does display some 
variety in its vocabulary from one valley to another, particularly 
between Ishkoman and Gojal, neither the opinions of the people 
themselves, nor our word list data seem to indicate that this 
variation is great enough to cause significant mutual 
comprehensibility problems. 

Though the numbers of Wakhi speakers may be relatively 
small compared to many of the other languages of Pakistan, the 
language attitude and use patterns of the Wakhi people seem to 
indicate that Wakhi is a very vital language which will continue 
to be spoken in its high mountainous homeland for many years to 
come. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It has for some time been suspected by various scholars that 
the Domaaki language may not survive much longer (e.g., 
Lorimer 1939:21). Fussman states it yet more strongly: 
“Domaaki is a dying language … After a few generations, the 
proper Domaaki language will have entirely disappeared without 
leaving any detectable trace on the neighboring Burushaski and 
Shina; later the foreign origin of Doms will also be forgotten.” 
(1989:51,54). 

The primary purpose of this very brief look at Domaaki, 
then, was to explore its viability as a language. The tools used in 
this study to try to achieve this goal were questionnaires, 
observation, and the collection of a word list. The word list, 
which may be found in appendix E, is only a small sample of the 
language, by no means the most comprehensive sample available 
in published literature. It was used primarily to compare with 
word lists from the neighboring languages, Burushaski and 
Shina.1 Although Domaaki is not closely related to either of these 
languages, it has, over the course of many years, borrowed large 
numbers of words from both. 

Field work for this study was conducted in the summer of 
1990 in Gilgit, Oshkandas (near Gilgit), and Mominabad, Hunza. 

2. GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION AND POPULATION 

Domaaki is the language of the Doma who continue to 
reside as a rather small linguistic community in the Hunza valley 

                                                 
1 Word lists from these two languages may also be found in this volume, 

in appendices C.1 and F.1, respectively. 
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and a few other scattered locations. Schmidt describes them as 
the traditional musician caste or community among the peoples 
of northern Pakistan: 

Doms are the musicians; in Gilgit they also work 
as blacksmiths. In Gilgit they play musical instruments 
— kettledrums, drums, clarinets and flutes — but do 
not sing. In Kohistan, they used to sing and dance as 
well but have been prohibited from practicing their 
arts by the mullahs. There are no Doms in the Tilel 
Valley. Where Doms still practice their traditional 
profession, their performances are an essential feature 
of weddings, polo matches or official tours by 
dignitaries of all sorts. (1984:681) 
Residents of Gilgit and Hunza report that traditionally, the 

musicians performed in groups of three: one played the small 
drums, one the large drums, and one the oboe-like reed wind 
instrument. They were paid for their services with flour or fruit 
or milk. The musicians worked as blacksmiths as well, during the 
times that they were not playing music. In the days of the mirs, 
those traditional rulers would allot land to the Doma in return for 
services rendered. Nowadays there are only a few groups of 
musicians who perform professionally and also only a few who 
practice the trade of blacksmithy. With the advent of modern 
technology into blacksmithing and related professions, they have 
become technicians. With the general availability of government 
education and development programs, the restrictions of vocation 
have ended and the Doma are participating in many different 
fields of employment from driving to engineering to government 
administration. 

The Doma have largely assimilated the languages of the 
communities where they have settled. Nevertheless, Domaaki is 
still spoken in the village of Mominabad in Hunza, as well as by 
several households in a village by the same name in Nagar. Both 
of these settlements are surrounded by much larger Burushaski-
speaking communities. It is reported that there are also a few 
speakers of Domaaki residing in Shishkat, in Gojal, in Dumial in 
Gilgit, in Oshkandas (east of Gilgit), and in a village called 
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Bakor in Punial.2 Presumably these have all migrated to these 
locations from Hunza or Nagar within the last generation or two. 
Whether all of these people are still regularly speaking the 
language in their homes is not certain. It has been reported that 
most of the Doma living outside of their two current primary 
villages in Hunza and Nagar, at least those who have been there 
for more than one or two generations, no longer speak their 
original language, having adopted the local language, be it Shina, 
Burushaski or something else, as their mother tongue. 

Mominabad in Hunza reportedly has the largest 
concentration of Domaaki speakers, with approximately 70 
households; Fussman (1989:50) reports 500 residents. It is there 
that the language is most viable. 

 

3. HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 

 
The early history of the Doma, especially that before their 

arrival in Hunza and Nagar is rather difficult to ascertain. 
Linguistic clues seem to point to an origin in north-central India, 
and a gradual migration to their present location, during which 
their language absorbed certain elements of other languages 
including, according to Buddruss, “words from a ‘Dardic’ 
language not identical with present Shina” (1985:30). A large 
number of Shina and Burushaski words were also adopted into 
their vocabulary. For more details of the history of these 
interesting people and their unique language, please refer to the 
works of Buddruss (1983, 1984, 1985), Fussman (1989), and 
Lorimer (1939).3 

Until recently, the Doma in Hunza have remained quite 
distinct socially and occupationally, as well as linguistically, 
from the Burusho community in which they lived. In fact, it is 
reported that in ancient times, the ruler of Hunza forbade the 
                                                 

2 There is also a Domial village in Satpara valley in Baltistan, presumably 
an historical site of Doma settlement. 

3 Fussman (1989:51) cautions, however, that Lorimer’s book should not 
be read without previously consulting the notes and corrections found in 
Buddruss’ works. 
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Doma to speak Burushaski. Nevertheless, with the passing of 
time and the easing of such strictures, the traditional occupations 
of the Doma as musicians and blacksmiths gave them regular 
contact with the Burusho community and afforded them 
opportunity to learn the difficult Burushaski language. Lorimer 
reported that, in his time, the Doma men, but not the women, 
were bilingual in Burushaski (1939:14). It is now reported that 
they all, men, women, and children, can and do speak Burushaski 
regularly, while maintaining their own language in their homes. 

4. CLASSIFICATION OF DOMAAKI 

Although Domaaki has absorbed some of the elements of 
the Dardic languages with which it has come into contact, as well 
as many words and phonological elements of Burushaski, it is 
not itself a Dardic language. According to Buddruss, it 
“originally belonged to the so-called ‘Central Group’ of Indo-
Aryan languages somewhere south of Kashmir” (1985:29). 

5. INFLUENCE OF BURUSHASKI AND SHINA ON 
DOMAAKI 

The vocabulary and, to some extent, the phonology 
(Fussman 1989:51) of Domaaki have been very strongly 
influenced by its close neighbors, Burushaski and Shina. In fact, 
Buddruss reports that “up to 80 percent of all (Domaaki) words 
recorded” are loan words from Shina and Burushaski (1985:30). 

Of the standard 210 words collected as part of the present 
study, Domaaki shared 40 percent with Gilgit Shina and 23 
percent with Hunza (Murtazabad) Burushaski. The words were 
also compared with a standard Urdu word list. The results are 
shown in (1).4 

There may be several reasons why these percentages of 
similar words from either Shina or Burushaski do not indicate the 
80 percent mentioned by Buddruss. 

                                                 
4 For a description of our word list comparison methodology and the 

Urdu word lists, see appendix A.1. The entire Domaaki word list may be found 
in appendix E.1. 
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(1) Lexical Similarity Percentages 
Domaaki5 
27 Urdu 
23   7 Burushaski (Murtazabad) 
40 18 13 Shina (Gilgit) 

 
The primary reason is probably that many of the 210 words 

on the standard list used in this study are so basic to the 
vocabulary of a language that they are less likely to be replaced 
by loan words from another language. More peripheral parts of 
the vocabulary are likely to have higher percentages of borrowed 
words. Nonetheless, these figures do show that borrowings from 
Burushaski and Shina make up a very significant part of the 
vocabulary of Domaaki. 

The 27 percent similarity with Urdu shown here probably 
reflects the common Indo-Aryan lexical heritage shared by these 
related languages, more than it does recent borrowings, although 
there is little doubt that the latter exist in Domaaki as well, due to 
the influence of Urdu medium in education. 

In spite of the heavy influence of Burushaski and Shina on 
the vocabulary and phonology of Domaaki, they have apparently 
had little effect on its grammar. Buddruss states that “Domaaki 
has a characteristic morphology and syntax of its own, hardly 
influenced by the neighboring languages” (1985:30). 

6. LANGUAGE ATTITUDES 

The general attitude of the Doma people, at least of those 
interviewed, toward their own language seems to be one of 
indifference at best, or outright rejection at worst. There was 
great reluctance on the part of most of them to even talk about 

                                                 
5 The Domaaki word list used in this comparison was elicited from a man 

in Mominabad, Hunza, and is assumed to be representative of the language in 
general. None of the Doma questionnaire respondents reported that there is any 
dialect variation in any of the locations where Domaaki is presently spoken. 
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their language.6 There is very little doubt that the former low 
social status of the people, as well as their position as a very 
outnumbered minority, are important factors in the development 
of their negative attitudes toward their own language.7 

No one expressed the least interest in developing their 
language, either for use in education or for literature. For these 
purposes, they far preferred Burushaski or Urdu. They would 
prefer to be incorporated into the wider society, and they seem to 
see their language as a hindrance to that. Burushaski and Urdu, 
on the other hand, offer them some hope of advancement as 
individuals and as a community. 

 

7. LANGUAGE USE 

The Doma people of Mominabad report themselves to be 
one hundred percent bilingual in Burushaski, including the 
women and children. They say they use Burushaski even in their 
own homes, in addition to their own language.8 

As further evidence that bilingualism in Burushaski is very 
pervasive among the residents of Mominabad, some of the 
children were overheard talking among themselves in Burushaski 
while playing in the streets of their village. 

                                                 
6 This is part of the reason for the brevity of this investigation. It was very 

difficult to find people willing to give an interview about their language. Some 
of those in Mominabad who were asked, declined to give an interview, saying 
they no longer spoke the language. 

7 No doubt because of the stigma of the old social restrictions, 
questionnaire respondents hesitated to call their own language Domaaki, 
preferring to label it the “Mominabad language”. Similarly, they chose to refer 
to their own people by clan names, rather than by Doma. These terms are used 
in this report, however, for communication purposes with the wider audience, 
because of the traditional use of these names for the language and people in the 
literature and the surrounding communities. No offense is intended to the 
people of Mominabad. 

8 While interviewing a Doma man in his home during the course of this 
investigation, his wife was overheard speaking to their children by my 
Burushaski-speaking co-worker. He informed me later that at first she was 
speaking to them in Burushaski. Later on, however, after she had presumably 
forgotten about the presence of strangers in her home, she was speaking to them 
in Domaaki. 
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In spite of the high levels of bilingualism among the Doma, 
mother-tongue Burushaski speakers in Hunza report that the 
proficiency of the former in Burushaski is somewhat less than 
perfect. Whether this is because they have not mastered that 
difficult language completely, or simply because they speak it 
with an accent which the Burusho do not appreciate is not clear. 
This opinion is evidently held mainly toward the speech of 
adults, however, since some Burusho reported that the young 
people in Mominabad speak Burushaski no differently from their 
own children. 

One of the Doma interviewees, a man who no longer lived 
in Mominabad himself, reported that most of the people there 
were no longer using their own language, even among 
themselves, having replaced it with Burushaski. The other 
interviewee, a man who still resided in the village, said that they 
still do use the language when speaking among themselves, 
although they all also know Burushaski well, and speak it 
regularly with Burusho, and sometimes among their own people. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

Based both on observations made during the course of this 
investigation, and on the questionnaire responses of the 
interviewees, it seems that the Domaaki language is still being 
used and maintained in at least some, if not all, of the homes of 
the village of Mominabad. In the few, isolated, other locations 
where the language is spoken, it is probably less viable than it is 
in Mominabad, simply because the numbers of speakers are even 
smaller in those locations, and they are therefore even more 
dominated by another surrounding language. 

Although Domaaki is still being maintained by many of the 
people of Mominabad, the high levels of bilingualism there, 
combined with the desire of the people to use and be associated 
with Burushaski, rather than their own language, seem to indicate 
that the predictions concerning the demise of Domaaki may well 
come to pass. 
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Carla F. Radloff 
 

CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION TO SHINA 

As compared to many languages spoken in northern 
Pakistan, much appears about the Shina language in the 
literature, primarily in the first decades of this century. The place 
of Shina in the emerging language classification Dardic, the 
relationship of Shina and other Dardic languages to Sanskrit and 
other ancient languages, the existence or non-existence of so-
called cerebral sounds in Shina — all are discussed and re-
discussed in the journals of British academia of that day. In 
addition, however, much practical work was done in the 
description of Shina, primarily the Gilgit dialect, including 
outlines of its phonetics cum phonology, the vagaries of its 
transitive verb system, and even a complete grammar.1 One of 
                                                 

1 For discussion of the cerebral issue see Grierson 1924, 1925, Lorimer 
1924a, Bailey 1924b, 1925a, 1925b, 1928-30b. The phonology of Shina was 
described and discussed by Grierson 1919, Lorimer 1924a, 1924b, Bailey 
1924a, 1924b, 1923-25, 1928-30a, 1928-30b. Aspects of the grammar were 
covered by Wilson and Grierson 1899, Grierson 1919, Bailey 1924a, Lorimer 
1923-25a, 1923-25b, 1927. Shina was compared with other Dardic languages 
by Bailey 1925c, 1927, Din 1906, Grierson 1927, 1930-32, Turner 1927. Shina 
was included in more general descriptions of the languages and history of the 
area by such researchers as Cunningham 1853, Leitner 1893, Biddulph 1880, 
Barth and Morgenstierne 1958, Schomberg 1935, Morgenstierne 1932, 1945. 
Ethnological studies included Franke 1907, Muhammad 1905, Lorimer 1929. 
The dialects of Shina were discussed by Leitner 1893, Biddulph 1880, Grierson 
1919, Bailey 1924a, Lorimer 1923-25b, 1927. 

More recent studies would include the following: The phonology of Shina 
is described and discussed by Ramaswami 1975, Schmidt and Zarin 1981, 
Rajapurohit 1983. Aspects of the grammar are covered by Namus 1961, 
Ramaswami 1982, Schmidt 1985a, Hook 1990. Shina is compared with other 
Dardic languages by Edelman 1983, Koul and Schmidt 1984, Shahidulla 1964, 
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the main areas of study, however, remained largely unanswered, 
that of how many dialects of Shina were spoken. 

What dialects of Shina actually exist, where are 
they current, and how do they stand related to each 
other? 

This question was asked by D.L.R. Lorimer in the first 
quarter of this century (1927:719), as he examined the 
differences in transitive verb forms among eight varieties of 
Shina. He could not find any consistent patterns of relationship 
among them or any systematic differences that would group them 
on that basis, and his conclusions echoed a previous statement of 
his: “Beyond the Gilgit dialect extends a vista of other dialects 
the number of which has not even been determined” (1923-
25a:830). 

In that 1927 investigation, Lorimer qualified his choices by 
calling them eight dialects, or “groups of dialect variants”. He 
mentions specifically the Chilas area, saying that he found a 
“considerable degree of differentiation” in the verb forms due to 
the isolation of the settlements (1927:721). In a similar vein, 
Bailey (1924a:viii) talks of additional “minute variations” in his 
description of several dialects of Shina. 

Over the years, many authors have ventured to list the 
dialects of Shina, and while the major variants are recognized by 
all, each list demonstrates the “minute variations” that 
characterize the dialects themselves. Lorimer (1927:719) based 
his research on dialects which are “definitely recognized as such 
by the local public.” More recently, others, such as Schmidt 
(1981, 1984, 1985b), have also made lists based on their field 
research, while some have based their lists on investigations 
reported in the literature (e.g., Fussman 1972). Schmidt has 
 

                                                                                                  
Skalmowski 1985, Voegelin and Voegelin 1965, Zograph 1982. Shina is 
included in more general descriptions of the languages and history of the area 
by such researchers as Jettmar 1980, Gardezee 1986, Parkin 1987, Vohra 1981. 
Ethnological studies include Buddruss 1964, Nayyar 1984, Snoy 1975, Zarin 
and Schmidt 1984. The dialects of Shina are discussed by Namus 1961, 
Fussman 1972, Koul and Schmidt 1984, Schmidt 1984, 1985b, Fitch and 
Cooper 1985, Voegelin and Voegelin 1977. 
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probably addressed this question more comprehensively than 
others;2 however, no field study has exclusively devoted itself to 
defining the dialects. 

Lorimer left off his investigation of the transitive verb forms 
of eight Shina dialects with the following: 

The conclusion is that, if any definite scheme of 
relationship between the dialects exists, and is 
reducible to a statement, it must be sought and worked 
out on a broader basis than that afforded by the verb 
alone. (1927:739) 
It is proposed that such a “broader basis” would profitably 

be a sociolinguistic investigation. This type of investigation 
would examine the dialects of Shina from the viewpoint of their 
speakers — assessing their ability to comprehend the speech of 
their dialect cousins, calculating the similarity between their 
vocabulary choices, probing their opinions toward their own and 
neighboring dialects and their usage of and attitudes toward other 
languages spoken in that area. A sociolinguistic investigation 
into the dialects of Shina would present a picture of the language 
in situ, a portrait of the language in relationship to its social 
context. 

Accordingly, a sociolinguistic survey of the Shina language 
was undertaken in 1988, with field work extending through 1990. 
Presentation of the results and conclusions of this survey is the 
focus of the present report, giving a sociolinguistic answer to the 
puzzle echoed in Lorimer’s questions: 

What dialects of Shina actually exist, where are 
they current, and how do they stand related to each 
other? 

1.1 Goals of the sociolinguistic survey of Shina 

Several questions characterized the goals and design of this 
sociolinguistic survey of Shina. The basic underlying question, 
of course, was how many dialects of Shina are there? Are there 

                                                 
2 See, for example, Schmidt (1984) — an excellent, concise summary 

which touches on the history, dialects, religion, sociology, and economy of the 
different peoples having the Shina language in common. 
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patterns of similarity and/or intelligibility among the different 
locations where Shina is spoken which indicate obvious dialect 
centers? The primary goal of the survey was to investigate this 
question. 

Several secondary questions provided further direction to 
the survey: Is the variety of Shina spoken in Gilgit indeed the 
recognized standard dialect? Programs for Radio Pakistan are 
produced in this dialect, some literature has begun to appear in 
this dialect, and, most especially, Gilgit is the center for trade 
and government in the Northern Areas. Because of factors such 
as these, can Shina speakers from other areas easily comprehend 
the Gilgit dialect? What attitudes do these speakers hold toward 
their own dialects as opposed to the Gilgit dialect? Lorimer noted 
in his 1927 study of verb forms that Gilgiti is regarded as the 
“standard speech” by people in Gilgit, “but how far the claim can 
be considered legitimate, or is recognized by the exponents of 
other dialects, is doubtful” (1927:719). The present survey 
proposed to investigate this question. 

An alternate question concerned the dialect spoken in 
Chilas: Chilas is more central to the geographical region 
encompassing Shina; also, residents of many of the outlying 
valleys where Shina is spoken cite Chilas as their ancestral home. 
Because of factors such as these, is this dialect more easy to 
comprehend than the Gilgit dialect for Shina speakers from other 
areas? Are there other political and social dynamics currently 
operating in the Northern Areas that interact with linguistic 
factors in fostering or discouraging intelligibility between Shina-
speaking areas? The significance of such factors is considered 
particularly in regard to a comparison between the Gilgit and the 
Chilas dialects. 

To pursue the answers to such questions, this sociolinguistic 
investigation utilized several different survey techniques. Word 
lists from different locations where Shina is spoken were 
collected and compared to obtain counts of lexical similarity. 
Recorded text tests were utilized to give a measure of the ease or 
difficulty with which Shina speakers understand varieties of their 
language spoken in other areas. Sociolinguistic questionnaires 
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were administered through interviews to investigate attitudes and 
opinions, patterns of travel and language use, points of contact 
and similarity between the different areas where Shina is spoken, 
and points of divergence. 

These techniques and other aspects of the methodologies 
employed in this survey are described in detail in appendix A. 
They are also briefly described in chapter 2, along with the 
locations from which data were collected. Chapters 3 through 7 
explore the results obtained through this study and the 
conclusions to be drawn from them. But first, it is appropriate 
that this interesting language be introduced more fully — its 
geographical setting, its historical setting, and its dialects. 

 

1.2 Geographical setting 

 
Shina is a major language in the political division of 

Pakistan called the Northern Areas. The majority of the speakers 
live in the Gilgit and Diamer Districts of the Northern Areas, 
with additional communities found in Baltistan District. The 
Kohistan District of the Northwest Frontier Province also 
contains a major population of Shina speakers. Additionally, 
some Shina speakers are found in valleys on the India side of the 
ceasefire line in Kashmir. 

An estimate of the total number of speakers of the Shina 
language would be from 450,000 to 500,000, based on 
population figures from the 1981 census of Pakistan. This total 
would comprise some 300,000 speakers in the Northern Areas 
and 150,000 to 200,000 speakers in the Kohistan District. An 
estimate for those on the India side would be around 20,000.3 

The Shina-speaking area is shown in maps 2, 3, and 4. 
Punial marks the westernmost concentration of Shina, as seen in 
map 2, with scattered communities still farther west beyond 
Gupis, at the mouth of Yasin. Beyond Punial, as one nears 
Chitral, the Khowar language becomes more predominant. 
                                                 

3 Rajapurohit (1983) estimates 10,000 Shina speakers in Dras, one of the 
communities on the India side of the ceasefire line. 
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The northern limits are set in the Hunza River valley, just 
before that river turns south for its final run to Gilgit. Nasirabad 
is the northernmost Shina-speaking community in Hunza; 
villages around Thol and Minapin mark the northern boundaries 
on the Nagar side of the valley. Burushaski is the predominant 
language in Hunza and Nagar. 

To the east, map 3, Shina remains the dominant language 
through Haramosh up to the Rondu area; from that point on Balti 
predominates. However, many small side valleys in Baltistan are 
home to communities of Shina speakers; the easternmost is 
probably Kharmang. The Dras valley on the India side of the 
ceasefire line, marks the southeastern limit of Shina-speaking 
locations. 

Map 4 delimits the southern Shina-speaking areas. Shina 
continues to be spoken on both sides of the Indus through the 
Diamer District, Northern Areas, until just beyond Sazin, where 
the Indus makes its final turn to the south. Shina is then found 
only on the east side of the Indus in District Kohistan of the 
Northwest Frontier Province. Indus Kohistani is the language of 
the west bank in that area. The southern reach of Shina ends after 
the Kolai valley. 

 

1.3 Historical and other influences on the dialects 

Biddulph gives an accounting of the peoples of the Hindu 
Kush and western Himalaya in his circa 1880 work. He 
chronicles the mention and research of Shina and the Dardic 
peoples in Western literature: “Notice was first drawn to the 
Dards in modern times by Moorcroft” (1880:8). He describes 
that Vigne subsequently travelled through Kashmir and Baltistan 
in 1835, but was kept from going to Gilgit. Cunningham 
gathered information in 1846, but never went to the area. Young 
and Vans Agnew went beyond Gilgit even, in 1847, but their 
report was never published. In 1866 Leitner reached Gilgit. “Dr. 
Leitner was the first to bring into prominent notice the existence  
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of an Aryan race of great ethnological interest in these remote 
valleys” (Biddulph 1880:8).4 But Biddulph’s own report stands 
as the classical standard for description of the people, their 
customs, languages, and areas of population. 

Biddulph also proposed a theory for the introduction and 
spread of the Shina language. He suggested that the Shin 
conquerors came up the Indus valley and occupied an area that 
included Gilgit and Baltistan, and extended almost as far as Leh 
in Ladakh. They either replaced the original inhabitants or 
imposed their language upon them. This left the original 
language, Burushaski, to be spoken only in the high, inaccessible 
valleys such as Yasin, Hunza, and Nagar. The original 
inhabitants of the Gilgit valley were Yeshkuns, the same race 
who inhabit those high valleys. They remain as the majority in 
Gilgit, but speak Shina. Lorimer (1923-25a) echoes (without 
referencing) Biddulph’s proposition that Burushaski was the 
original language of the Gilgit area and was pushed out or 
superseded in Gilgit. More recently, based on his archeological 
studies, Jettmar finds no record of invasion from the south, but 
hypothesizes a peaceful joining of kingdoms (1980:29), an 
outgrowth of which was the spread of the Shina language. 

Biddulph (1880) also mentions that Gilgiti is mixed with 
Burushaski. And Lorimer, in the same article as above, goes on 
to list a number of ways in which Burushaski and Gilgiti Shina 
are similar, primarily in vocabulary and “manner of speech”, as 
opposed to morphology (1923-25a). Such assimilation as the 
retaining of much vocabulary and the “manner of speech” could 
be expected as the original Yeshkuns adopted a new language, 
Shina, with its own morphology. Indeed, geographical proximity 
and intermarriage have continued the contact between the two 
languages over the centuries to the point that Buddruss proposes 
that Burushaski and Gilgiti Shina have almost identical 
phonologies (1985:31).5 

                                                 
4 See Cunningham 1853, Leitner ca. 1880. For information on Young and 

Vans Agnew, see Keay 1979. 
5 Regarding the sharing of features by geographically proximate 

languages, Masica (1991) compiles a vast amount of research and reiterates his 
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An outworking of this relationship between Burushaski and 
Gilgiti should have ramifications in the present-day 
sociolinguistic situation. Any investigation into the relationship 
between the dialects of Shina probably would find Gilgiti (at 
least) separating itself from the other dialects in regards to 
influence from Burushaski. Aspects of this relationship through 
shared vocabulary are discussed later in this report (see §4.2.1). 

An historical scenario similar to that proposed for the Gilgit 
area probably occurred in Baltistan, when those whom Biddulph 
terms “the Tarters” came down the Indus from the east at some 
time later and established power in Skardu (1880:49). This 
would have repeated the phenomenon of pushing or leaving the 
original inhabitants, in this case Shina speakers, in the upper, 
usually high, river valleys such as around Garkhon and Dah, etc. 
Additionally, Biddulph (1880:46) records that Shina speakers 
were brought to Baltistan as prisoners from Astor and Chilas 
during the time of the Balti rulers.6 He also names the villages 
where the Shina speakers settled and the Shina dialects of their 
descendants living there at the time of his study.7 Leitner (ca. 
1880) also lists villages in Baltistan populated by Shins (and, by 
extension, Shina speakers). Schmidt (1984) reports that there is 
convergence with Balti in the pockets of Shina speakers scattered 
throughout Baltistan (as well as those in Ladakh). One aspect of 
the sociolinguistic study was to examine some of the long term 
effects of living as a minority people in these Balti-speaking 
areas. Such discussion is presented, for example, in sections 4.1, 
6.1, and 7.5.1. 

Historically, religious and geographical barriers have also 
marked major divisions between the dialect areas. The mountain 
Nanga Parbat, near the junction of the Gilgit River with the 
Indus, marks the basic dividing line between the areas of 
majority Shiah population to the north and Sunni to the south 
 
                                                                                                  
previous work on areal influences on Indo-Aryan languages. Bashir (1990) 
applies areal principles specifically to Dardic languages, namely Khowar. 

6 In the course of the present survey, residents of Satpara and Gultari 
stated that the ruler brought in those people because he knew they were “brave 
people” and could protect his kingdom. 

7 See also section 2.2 for further discussion on more recent immigrations 
to Baltistan by Shina speakers. 
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(Schmidt 1984). Schmidt suggests that “sectarian differences 
between the Gilgitis and their Shina-speaking Sunni neighbors 
have undoubtedly contributed to the differences in dialect, as 
they have intensified the isolation between Gilgit and its 
neighbors” (1984:680). It is also the dividing line for Urdu 
influence to the north and Pashto influence to the south (Koul 
and Schmidt 1984). The influence of Pashto on the southern 
dialects of Shina is examined in sections 4.2.1 and 6.4. The 
influence of political and social differences is touched upon in 
section 7.5. 

 

1.4 Dialects of Shina 

1.4.1 Divisions of Shina in the literature 

Leitner (ca. 1880) was probably the first Western scholar to 
enumerate some of the dialects of Shina. Grierson (1919) and 
Lorimer (1927) also offered lists of the different varieties of 
which they were aware. Bailey (1924a), however, was the first to 
present an in-depth study of the grammar and phonology of 
Shina. Based on his studies, he proposed three main types of 
Shina: Gilgiti, Kohistani, and Astori. More contemporary 
scholars, Namus (1961) and Schmidt (1985b), also recognize 
three main groups of Shina, Schmidt following Bailey’s 
nomenclature and Namus offering Chilasi in place of Kohistani. 
A compilation of these listings is presented in (1). For clarity, a 
uniform system of spelling and place names has been utilized. 
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(1) A Comparison of Listings of Dialects of the Shina Language 
(Uniform spelling and place names have been utilized) 
 

Schmidt Namus Lorimer Bailey Grierson Leitner 
(1985b) (1961) (1927) (1924) (1919) (ca. 1880) 
1. Gilgiti 1. Gilgiti 1. Gilgiti 1. Gilgiti 1. Gilgiti 1. Gilgiti 
 a. Gilgiti     
  2. Kuhi    
 b. Puniali 3. Puniali  2. Puniali*  
2. Kohistani 2. Chilasi  2. Kohistani   
a. Chilasi a. Chilasi 4. Chilasi a. Chilasi 3. Chilasi 2. Chilasi 
b. Kohistani b. Kohistani  b. Kohistani        (Gor) 
   i. Jalkot    i. Indus     
  ii. Palas      Kohistan    3. Kolai & 
 iii. Kolai           Palas 
c. Tangir-  ii.Tangiri  5. Tangiri   4. Darel & 
      Darel iii. Dareli 6. Dareli         Tangir 
3. Astori 3. Astori  3. Astori   
a. Astori a. Astori 7. Astori a. Astori 4. Astori 5. Astori 
b. Guresi b. Guresi 8. Guresi b. Guresi 5. Guresi 6. Guresi 
c. Drasi c. Drasi 9. Drasi* c. Drasi 6. Drasi 7. Drasi 
4. Brokskat 4. Brokskat 10.Brokskat* 4.Brokskat* 7. Brokskat 8. Brokskat 
*Mentioned, but not described. 

 
Puniali is the only other variety of Shina named as part of 

the Gilgiti group by the researchers cited. Grierson (1919) does 
not identify it as Puniali, rather, as a reported “Northwestern” 
variety. Lorimer (1927) also includes Kuhi, designating the 
variety spoken west of Punial and extending beyond Gupis. 

The Chilasi or Kohistani group includes the dialect spoken 
around Chilas, that in the Tangir and Darel valleys, and in Indus 
Kohistan. The three valleys Jalkot, Palas, and Kolai comprise the 
Indus Kohistan sub-group. 

Astori, Guresi, and Drasi make up the Astori group. These 
three locations were mentioned consistently by the cited scholars. 

The three groupings of Shina, based as they are on linguistic 
factors, correspond to those resulting from the survey, which 
examined sociolinguistic factors. These are further discussed in 
the next section. 
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Brokskat, a fourth type of Shina, is at least mentioned in all 
the lists. Brokskat is the name given to a variety of Shina spoken 
in Ladakh, on the India side of the ceasefire line in villages 
around Garkhon in the Indus valley between Kargil and 
Khalatse, map 3. Leitner (1880) brought it to the attention of the 
British Empire in his writings as Shina of Dah-Hanu, the names 
of two villages where it was spoken. Ramaswami (1982, also 
1975) reports that the inhabitants of Hanu only speak Ladakhi; 
reports by area residents to Joldan (1985) indicate that those 
Hanu villagers gave up speaking Brokskat quite some time ago, 
but retain other aspects of their distinct culture. Brokpa is the 
name given to these Buddhist Dards by the Ladakhis, meaning 
people who live in the high places; Brokskat is the language they 
speak.8 Because of extended isolation from the other dialects of 
Shina and convergence with Ladakhi and/or Purki, Brokskat is 
not intelligible to speakers of Shina (Ramaswami 1982, Schmidt 
1984). Brokskat was not included in this sociolinguistic survey. 

 

1.4.2 Results of the sociolinguistic survey 

The results of the sociolinguistic survey, presented in this 
volume, support the division of Shina into a series of four 
overlapping geographical clusters of dialects. They are termed, 
for the purposes of this report, Northern, Eastern, Diamer, and 
Kohistan clusters. These divisions, based initially on lexical 
similarity counts, are further supported by tests of 
comprehension and opinions stated by Shina speakers in 
response to the questionnaires. 

                                                 
8 Shina speakers in Baltistan are called Brokpa by speakers of Balti and 

have been for centuries (cf. Biddulph 1880:46). Their variety of Shina has also 
been called Brokskat by scholars (for example, Schmidt 1984:680). Because 
participants in the sociolinguistic survey from Baltistan indicated that that name 
holds some negative connotations for them, and because that variety of Shina 
groups easily with the other locations in the Eastern cluster (see §4.1), the terms 
Brokpa or Brokskat have not been used in this study to describe the Shina 
speakers of Baltistan or their language. Ramaswami (1982) notes that the Shina 
of Dras is no longer called Brokskat, reserving that term for the variety spoken 
around Garkhon in Ladakh. Rajapurohit (1983) confirms this in his study of 
Drasi Shina. 
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These clusters are not unlike the types of Shina listed above 
in (1). In a general sense, the Northern cluster corresponds to 
what has been called the Gilgiti type. The Eastern cluster 
corresponds to the Astori type. The Chilasi type is represented by 
two clusters: the Diamer and the Kohistan. 

Geographically oriented names were chosen rather than the 
traditional Gilgiti, Astori, Chilasi/Kohistani designations. They 
were considered to be more fitting to the nature of the attitudes 
and opinions expressed in the course of the survey. As will be 
seen, the Shina-speaking people in the Eastern cluster, for 
example, do not look to Astor for their language identity unless 
they happen to be from Astor. The Shina speakers in the Satpara 
valley express an affinity for the Astoris, but center their identity 
in their own area, labeling their language Shina and calling 
themselves Saspari [sVspV'ri]. As another example, the Shina 
speakers of the Kohistan cluster call their language Kohistani and 
do not really differentiate the Shina spoken in Chilas from that 
spoken in Gilgit. 

The presentation of the data from this sociolinguistic survey 
and discussion of the analyses are organized according to these 
four geographical clusters of dialects. The make up of the 
clusters and rationale for their boundaries are presented in 
chapter 4 and expanded upon in chapters 5, 6, and 7. Locations 
for data collection are organized around these cluster divisions in 
chapter 2. A general study of language identity, which sets the 
stage for the geographical divisions, is presented in chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

METHODOLOGIES AND LOCATIONS 
FOR DATA COLLECTION 

In this chapter the methodologies used in the sociolinguistic 
survey are introduced and the locations where data were 
collected are described. 

2.1 Methodologies 

Three primary methodologies were employed to examine 
the extent and similarity of the dialects of Shina — word lists, 
recorded text tests, and questionnaires. 

2.1.1 Word lists 

An identical list of 210 words was collected from twenty-
seven Shina-speaking locations. Locations were chosen to 
represent the recognized areas where Shina is spoken. This was 
decided on the basis of reports in the literature and opinions 
expressed by a sampling of Shina speakers from different areas 
encountered in Gilgit bazaar. Analysis of these word lists 
provided a basis for selection of sites for recorded text testing 
and administration of the sociolinguistic questionnaires. These 
word lists are presented in appendix F.1. Urdu glosses (and 
rarely, Pashto) were used to elicit the local equivalents in Shina. 
These are listed in appendix A.1. 

Similarity between the lexical choices for the various 
locations was counted according to the method explained in 
appendix A.1. The only exception to the application of that 
counting method was that similarity was examined according to 
sets, that is, for all the locations at once, rather than pair by pair. 

2.1.2 Recorded text tests and post-test questions 

A recorded text test, as originally described by Casad 
(1974), consists of a short narrative text and approximately ten 
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questions covering different aspects of the text content. Such 
testing aims to asses how well a given text is understood by 
speakers of different varieties of the test language. The questions 
are translated into the home dialect of the subject. Based on the 
recorded text test results, inferences are drawn concerning the 
intelligibility of recorded speech forms to speakers from different 
regions. The texts used for testing in this study are presented in 
appendix F.2. Further explanations of the recorded text test 
technique are given in appendix A.2. 

Recorded text tests were constructed in the speech forms 
peculiar to six Shina-speaking locations: Gilgit, Chilas, Kolai 
(Mahrin), Astor, Satpara, and Hunza-Nagar (Nasirabad). These 
represented six commonly recognized varieties of Shina: four 
were considered to be at the geographical extremes of the Shina-
speaking area, and two, Gilgit and Chilas, were considered to be 
central dialects. 

The test sites for testing comprehension of the six recorded 
text tests were Gilgit town, Chilas town, Kolai and Jalkot (both 
in Kohistan), central Astor Valley (Polo Ground), Satpara (near 
Skardu), and Nasirabad (or Hini) in Hunza. In each of the six 
locations chosen for recorded text testing, a recorded text test in 
the home dialect was administered for validation and subject 
screening. In addition, both the Gilgit and Chilas tests were given 
in each location in keeping with the secondary goals of the study 
outlined above. In Gilgit, the hometown test as well as the five 
other tests were all administered. In Chilas, the Gilgit and Kolai 
tests were administered. 

Follow-up questions were asked after the administration of 
each recorded text test. These questions focussed in on the 
subjects’ opinions about the speech variety used in the text: 
whether they thought it was “good” Shina, where they thought 
the man who told the story was from, how much of it they 
understood, how different they thought his dialect was from their 
own, how much contact they had with people from that area, etc. 
These questions were presented in Urdu, although there was 
occasional need for the interviewers to have the questions further  
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translated into Shina or Pashto. A sample post-recorded text test 
questionnaire is included in appendix F.3.1. 

2.1.3 Sociolinguistic questionnaire 

A sociolinguistic questionnaire was prepared which covered 
many different aspects of language use and attitudes, travel and 
other patterns of contact between the Shina-speaking areas, 
language identity, and dialect opinions. Oral responses to this 
sociolinguistic questionnaire were elicited at all the test sites for 
the recorded text tests (as listed above), as well as from residents 
of Punial Valley, Kachura Valley, Tandal village, Rondu, Bunji, 
Sazin and Harban, and from Jalkot and Palas. A sample 
sociolinguistic questionnaire is included in appendix F.3.2. These 
questions were usually asked in Urdu. In Kohistan, several of the 
respondents preferred Pashto, and on a few occasions the 
interview was conducted in Shina. 

 

2.2 Locations chosen for data collection 

The locations chosen for data collection are described in this 
section. They are organized according to the four geographical 
clusters of dialects further discussed in section 4.1. A brief 
description of the area is included for the lesser known sites, and 
some attention is paid to mentions of locations in the literature. 
All the word lists collected for this survey are included in 
appendix F.1. The texts are presented in appendix F.2. 

2.2.1 Northern cluster 

The Northern geographical cluster of dialects includes those 
of Gilgit, Punial, Hunza-Nagar, Bagrote, Haramosh, Rondu, and 
Bunji. 

Gilgit 

Akhtar (1987) lists Gilgit as the governmental center for the 
Northern Areas, as well for the tehsil and district of Gilgit. For 
this survey, a word list was elicited and independently checked in 
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Gilgit. A text was also obtained which was used for recorded text 
testing. Gilgit was a key location for both recorded text testing 
and obtaining responses to the sociolinguistic questionnaire. 

There are many references in the literature to Gilgiti as the 
main dialect or standard of Shina. Biddulph (ca. 1880) notes: 
“The Gilgit pronunciation of Shina is supposed to be more 
refined than the dialects spoken in neighbouring valleys, but of 
late it has received a large infusion of Cashmeri, Dogri, 
Hindustani and Punjabi expressions” (1880:20). And again, the 
Gilgit dialect “is still considered the most refined, but it is much 
mixed with Boorishki, and of late with Cashmeri” (1880:36). 
Bailey states, “Gilgit is the real home of the Shina language, and 
there it is spoken with the greatest purity” (1924a:vii). Lorimer 
describes Gilgiti as “the premier dialect” (1927:723), and the 
“best-known dialect” (1923-25:467). Schmidt recognizes the 
Gilgiti dialect as the original center of the language and “the only 
one with standardizing influence” (1984:679). 

Biddulph (ca. 1880) was among the first to describe in detail 
the boundaries of the Shina language in the Gilgit area. He 
included the Gilgit River valley; Chaprot, Mayoon, and Hindi or 
Hini in the Hunza River valley; the Bagrote Valley; and in 
Haramosh. Lorimer (1927) describes the area where Gilgiti is 
spoken as being in Gilgit proper, up the Gilgit Valley for some 
twenty miles including Sherot and Shakiot on the Punial border, 
down the Gilgit Valley to its junction with the Indus, at Nomal 
fifteen miles up the Hunza River, in the Bagrote Nullah below 
Gilgit, at Haramosh up the Indus Valley, and in the Sai Nullah. 

 

Punial 

Akhtar (1987) lists the Punial area as being in District Gilgit 
of the Northern Areas, tehsil or sub-division Punial. For the 
purposes of the current survey, a word list was taken and 
independently checked by individuals from three Punial villages 
near Gakuch at the mouth of the Ishkoman Valley. (See map 2.) 
Two sociolinguistic questionnaires were administered to Punial 
residents. 
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Grierson (1919) identifies the variety of Shina spoken in 
Punial at first as simply an unknown “north-western dialect” 
(1919:223). In the Addenda Minora to that volume, he identifies 
this dialect as Puniali, but does not describe it. Bailey (1924a:xi) 
notes Lorimer’s (1924a and 1924b) mention of Puniali, but had 
no acquaintance with it himself. 

Both Biddulph (ca. 1880) and Lorimer (1923-25b and 1927) 
focussed attention on Punial and its variety of Shina. Biddulph 
primarily described its boundaries and Lorimer examined the 
conjugation of the transitive verb. 

The second data collection location from this area was 
Gupis, located west of Punial, at the mouth of the Yasin valley. 
Akhtar (1987) lists tehsil Gupis in District Gilgit. A word list 
was taken from Gupis village in the present study, as a sample of 
this variety of Shina and that of Kuhi, which was also mentioned 
by Lorimer (1927), as indicated in (1).9 

 

Hunza-Nagar 

Akhtar (1987) lists tehsils Hunza, Nagar and Chalt in 
District Gilgit. For this survey, word lists were elicited from 
Shina speakers representing all three areas. Word lists were taken 
and independently checked in Nasirabad (Hunza), Thol (Nagar), 
and in Chalt village. These villages can be located on map 2. A 
text was obtained in Nasirabad and used for recorded text testing. 

                                                 
9 Biddulph records that along the Gilgit River above Yasin is what is 

called the Kho Valley. “More than half the population are Shins, who here 
reach their most westerly limit, and the language is Shina” (1880:57). Beyond 
this is Chasi, some 43 miles from the Punial frontier where Shina is not spoken. 
For the purposes of his study of the transitive verb, Lorimer (1927) includes the 
Kuhi variety of Shina, which he locates in the upper Gilgit River valley from 
Hopar for about 28 miles to Dahimal, 14 miles west of Gupis. Schomberg 
(1935) reports some Shina up in the Yasin valley. 

It is reported that in Chatorkhand and other areas in the lower Ishkoman 
valley (see map 2) there are both Shina and Khowar speakers. The Imit branch 
of the upper valley is Khowar- and Wakhi-speaking with a few Burushaski 
speakers. The Ishkoman branch of the upper valley is predominantly Shina-
speaking. These people report that their variety of Shina is more like that in 
Darel and Tangir, presumably their ancestral home. 
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Both recorded text tests and sociolinguistic questionnaires were 
given in Nasirabad. 

The former name of Nasirabad was Hini. It was so named 
because of the great amount of snow that falls in the area of that 
village, located, as it is, at the base of the Rakaposhi glacier. The 
Shina word for ‘snow’ is [hIn]. There is no intermarriage and 
infrequent business contact with Shina speakers on the Nagar 
side. 

Nasirabad is both the largest and the last Shina-speaking 
village in Hunza. The villages upriver from it are Burushaski 
speaking; the villages downriver from it on both the Hunza and 
Nagar sides have a mixed population of Shina and Burushaski 
speakers. The Karakoram Highway runs through Thol then 
crosses the river at Mayon to run through Nasirabad. The Chalt 
area is connected to the Karakoram Highway by a bridge. 

Biddulph (1880) seemed unaware of the extent of Shina in 
lower Hunza and Nagar. He recorded that only a few Shina 
speakers lived in the villages of Mayon and Nasirabad in Hunza 
and that “there are no Shins in Nager, nor is the Shina language 
spoken there” (1880:47). Namus (1961:95), however, knew of 
Shina-speaking villages in Nagar and reports the variety to be 
like Gilgiti. 

Biddulph (1880) located Shina in the four villages of 
Chaprot, which is up the nala (valley) from Chalt. Chalt was part 
of the historical Nagar kingdom (cf. Keay 1979, or Staley 1982). 

 

Bagrote 

Bagrote is in District and tehsil Gilgit (Akhtar 1987); it can 
be located on map 2, about halfway between Gilgit town and the 
Indus River. For this survey a word list was taken and 
independently checked from the upper part of the valley. A jeep 
road connects Bagrote with the rest of the Gilgit Valley. It is 
considered to be a “backward” area by many Shina speakers 
from other areas because of its isolated position. Both Biddulph 
(1880) and Lorimer (1927) mentioned Bagrote in their studies of 
the area. 
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Haramosh 

The Haramosh area is included in District and tehsil Gilgit 
(Akhtar 1987). A word list was taken and independently checked 
in Sassi, a village on the main road to Skardu. 

Biddulph (1880:46) noted that in Haramosh ninety-two 
percent of the population was of the Shin or Yeshkun castes and 
that they spoke the Gilgiti dialect. 

Rondu 

Rondu is located in District Baltistan, tehsil Skardu (Akhtar 
1987), map 3. The area extends along on both sides of the Indus 
from beyond Haramosh almost to the mouth of the Kachura or 
Shagartang Valley. For this survey, a word list was elicited as a 
sample of this variety of Shina. A sociolinguistic questionnaire 
was also given. 

Bunji 

Bunji is in District Diamer, tehsil Astor. It is located at the 
mouth of the Astor Valley (see map 3) on the historical route 
from Kashmir to Gilgit (cf. Keay 1979). For this survey a word 
list was elicited and independently checked. A sociolinguistic 
questionnaire was also given. 

 

2.2.2 Eastern cluster 

The Eastern geographical cluster of dialects includes those 
of Astor, Baltistan (Satpara, Kharmang, Kachura), and Dras. 
(Gures, also thought to be included in this group, was not 
investigated in this study.) 

Astor 

The Astor Valley lies in District Diamer, tehsil Astor 
(Akhtar 1987), map 3. For the survey, a word list was elicited 
and independently checked from the central valley. A text was 
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obtained and used for recorded text testing. Sociolinguistic 
questionnaires were also given. 

The historical route from Kashmir to Gilgit went through 
this valley,10 and thus it is included in many historical accounts 
of the languages of the area, for example, Leitner (1880), 
Biddulph (1880), and Lorimer (1927). Astori is recognized as a 
major dialect of Shina by such scholars as Schmidt (1984 and 
1985b) and Namus (1961), but was not described by either 
Grierson (1919) or Bailey (1924a). 

Grierson (1919) quotes Drew (1875) as saying Astori is the 
same as Drasi; in addition, he cites Leitner (1877) as saying it 
closely resembles Gilgiti, but also Gurezi.11 Koul and Schmidt 
(1984) report that Biddulph groups Astori with the Shina in 
Skardu and Rondu,12 whereas Bailey (1924a) groups it with 
Guresi and Drasi. 

The second data collection location from this area was the 
village of Dashkin. Dashkin is up on the mountainside, on the 
west bank, close to the mouth of the Astor Valley, that is, north 
of the main valley. A word list was elicited and independently 
checked. Sociolinguistic questionnaires were also given. 

Baltistan 

Several Shina-speaking locations are grouped under the title 
Baltistan for the purposes of this survey. They comprise Satpara 
Valley, Tandal, Kharmang, Kachura Valley, and Gultari. See 
map 3. 

The Shina-speaking area of Satpara Valley is above the 
Satpara Lake, which is located some five miles south of Skardu 
town. The local inhabitants call their area Saspur. The jeep road 

                                                 
10 Much travel still occurs across the Deosai Plains between Astor and 

areas such as Gultari and Satpara. 
11 Grierson refers to Drew’s 1875 work, The Jummoo and Kashmir 

Territories and to an 1877 work by Leitner, The Languages and Races of 
Dardistan. 

12 Biddulph (1880:46) reports that in Rondu and Skardu 13 and 8 percent, 
respectively, of the population are Shins and Yeshkuns who speak the Astori 
dialect. 
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up to the Deosai Plains runs past the six Shina-speaking villages. 
It is about an hour by jeep from Skardu to the Saspur area. The 
Satpara valley is isolated from the services available in Skardu, 
but men often go to Skardu to find employment, especially as 
porters for mountain climbing expeditions in the area. A word 
list was elicited and a text obtained for conducting recorded text 
testing. Sociolinguistic questionnaires were also administered in 
the Satpara valley. 

Tandal is a village located on the mountainside above the 
airport at Skardu. Its population is reportedly half Shina-speaking 
and half Balti-speaking. A sociolinguistic questionnaire was 
given in Tandal. 

Kharmang represents the eastern-most reach of the Shina 
language. Shina is spoken in villages in this area, but so is Balti. 
A word list was elicited in this variety. 

Kachura Valley is known locally as Shagartang Valley, 
named after the Balti-speaking village at the top of the valley. 
Kachura village is located at the mouth of the valley and is also 
Balti-speaking. Two villages in the central part of the valley, Jel 
and Istaktsan, have a mixed population of Shina speakers and 
Balti speakers. A pass connecting this valley with Astor is 
frequently used by residents. A word list was elicited in this 
valley. 

Gultari is located on the far side of the Deosai Plains from 
Skardu near the ceasefire line with India. It is isolated from other 
parts of Pakistan throughout much of the winter months due to 
heavy snowfall on the Deosai Plains. In the warmer months, the 
residents can travel to Astor and Skardu via jeep roads. There are 
some thirty small villages in the area, most of which are Shina-
speaking, but there are a few Balti- and Purki-speaking villages 
as well. A Gultari word list was obtained. 

Biddulph (1880:46) reported that in Skardu, eight percent of 
the population were Shins and Yeshkuns who spoke the Astori 
dialect. He further notes that in Kharmang thirty-five percent of 
the population speaks the “Chilas-Darel” dialect (1880:46). In his 
earlier work, Leitner (1880) also speaks of Shina-speaking 
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locations in Baltistan, including villages in Satpara, Kharmang, 
and Rondu (see above in Northern cluster). Grierson (1919) also 
noted the presence of Shina in Skardu and vicinity. Rulers of the 
Balti kingdom in the 16th century settled colonies of Shina 
speakers in the high valleys around Skardu and other areas (e.g., 
Dani 1989:221), ostensibly to provide a buffer against invasion. 
Descendants of these people still live in these valleys. 
Participants in the current survey, however, also stated that many 
Shina speakers have settled in these valleys in recent times as 
well — they came in order to find land for farming, or to escape 
from a feud, among other reasons. 

 

Dras 

The Dras Valley is located on the India side of the ceasefire 
line in Kargil District. A partial word list obtained from there 
was used for this survey.13 

Dras was also called Himbaps and Humas in former times.14 
Biddulph (1880:46) reports that in Dras sixty-five percent of the 
population speaks the “Chilas-Darel” dialect of Shina. Grierson 
(1919) quotes Drew (1875) as saying the Dras variety of Shina is 
the same as Astori. Bailey (1924a) notes the influence of 
Kashmiri on Drasi, and says it “closely resembles” Gurezi and 
Kohistani (1924:273). Rajapurohit (1983) reports some 10,000 
speakers of Drasi. According to Koul and Schmidt (1984), 
speakers of Drasi estimate sixty percent intelligibility with 
Gurezi. Those authors also note “striking agreements” between 

                                                 
13 The variety of Shina spoken in Gures was not included in the present 

survey. Gures is also located on the India side of the ceasefire line. It is in the 
Kishanganga or Neelum valley, north of Srinagar. Grierson (1919) says it 
resembles Chilasi and Drasi. Bailey (1924a) notes the influence of Kashmiri on 
Gurezi. Koul and Schmidt (1984) found eighty-one percent similarity in word 
lists from the Tilel variety of Gurezi with Gilgiti. 

14 These names relate to the fact that a great deal of snow falls there — 
the Shina word for ‘snow’ is [hIn]. 
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Drasi and Gilgiti and found eighty-five percent similarity in their 
cognate count.15 

 

2.2.3 Diamer cluster 

The Diamer geographical cluster of dialects includes those 
of Chilas (also Goharabad), Darel and Tangir, and Harban and 
Sazin, as representative of the Shina speech forms of the entire 
area. 

 

Chilas 

Chilas is the governmental headquarters for District Diamer 
and also for tehsil Chilas. Word lists were elicted from villages 
on both sides of the Indus River at Chilas — from Khinar on the 
north and Jelil on the south. Each is considered to be an 
independent check on the other and are counted as one for 
analysis purposes (see also §4.1). Recorded text tests and 
sociolinguistic questionnaires were administered in Chilas. 

Biddulph (1880) includes the surrounding nalas (valleys) 
and villages as part of Chilas. Grierson (1919) suggests that the 
Chilas dialect closely resembles Astori and records Chilasi as 
being spoken in the areas outlined as the Diamer cluster in this 
study. Lorimer (1927) locates Chilasi on both banks of the Indus 
for some seventy miles from the junction of the Astor River to 
the mouth of the Thor Nullah, which is about twenty miles down 
river from Chilas. 

A word list was elicited and a sociolinguistic questionnaire 
was given at Goharabad, which is located upriver from Chilas, 
on the north bank of the Indus. This valley was formerly known 
as Gor. Data from Goharabad were included in the survey as a 
sample of the northern extent of Chilasi. Biddulph (1880:14) 
observed that Goharabad also marked the northern border of the 
historical area of Yaghestan, or “land of the free” (as translated 
                                                 

15 The principles for determining lexical similarity in this study are 
explained in appendix A.1. The results are not necessarily comparable with 
Koul and Schmidt (1984). 
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by Jettmar 1980:40) — a designation given to the feudal 
kingdoms that comprised the area of present day Diamer district. 
Lorimer (1927) notes that Goharabad speech has some features 
resembling Gilgiti. Indeed, lexical similarity counts show it to be 
close to both Gilgiti and Chilasi. 

Darel and Tangir 

Both the Tangir and Darel valleys are in District Diamer, 
tehsil Darel-Tangir (Akhtar 1987). For the purposes of this 
survey, a word list was elicited and independently checked from 
Darel; a word list was also elicited from Tangir. 

Biddulph (ca. 1880) records the historical ties between 
Tangir and Yasin. He also observed that only a few villages in 
the valley had an exclusive Shin and Yeshkun population. Tangir 
still has a mixed population, with many settlers from other areas. 
Lorimer (1927) reports that Tangiri is said to resemble Puniali. 

Biddulph (1880) mentions that the mouth of the Darel 
Valley is some six miles up the Indus from that of Tangir. He 
noted roads leading to Tangir, Yasin, Punial, and Gilgit from 
Darel. Nowadays a bridge connects the secondary roads from 
these valleys with the Karakoram Highway, but presumably the 
traditional roads between the valleys are still used. These two 
valleys have a long history of habitation. Darel has been cited as 
the seat of the ancient Darada kingdom (cf. Jettmar 1980 and 
Dani 1989). 

Harban and Sazin 

The Harban and Sazin areas are located across the Indus 
from Darel and Tangir, respectively. They are both in District 
Kohistan of the Northwest Frontier Province governmentally, but 
have ties to other areas in District Diamer (see §7.4). Word lists 
were elicited from both locations. Sociolinguistic questionnaires 
were also given in both Harban and Sazin. 
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2.2.4 Kohistan cluster 

The Kohistan geographical cluster of dialects includes those 
of the Jalkot, Palas, and Kolai areas. 

Jalkot 

Jalkot is in District Kohistan of the Northwest Frontier 
Province, tehsil Dasu. Jalkot is some three kilometers from Dasu, 
the governmental center for that area. Residents of Jalkot have 
access to the Karakoram Highway where it crosses the Indus at 
Dasu. For the present survey, a word list was elicited and 
independently checked. Recorded text tests and sociolinguistic 
questionnaires were also given. 

Schmidt and Zarin (1981) report that Jalkoti has some 
variations from Palasi. Participants in the present survey from 
Jalkot reported frequent travel from their area to Palas and Kolai, 
but that their people do not intermarry with those from the other 
valleys. 

Palas 

Palas is in District Kohistan of the Northwest Frontier 
Province, tehsil Patan. Residents of Palas have access to the 
Karakoram Highway as it goes through Patan, via a footbridge 
and a vehicle bridge. For the current study, a word list was 
elicited and independently checked. Sociolinguistic question-
naires were also given. 

Biddulph (1880:10) records that Kolai and Palas are “often 
spoken of as forming a single tribe,” but were sharply divided by 
feuds at that time. He includes in the Palas dialect the villages 
above it on the left bank of the Indus, principally Jalkot 
(1880:12). Bailey suggests that Indus Valley speakers of Shina 
will “readily understand” those from Dras or Gures (1924a:xiii). 
Barth and Morgenstierne (1958) report that “about half the 
population of Palas and Jalkot … were asserted to speak the 
Patan dialect of Kohistani, while the remainder of the population 
were said to speak the language of Chilas, and were called Kuk 
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Manuq” (1958:120). Jettmar (1983) argues against this, noting 
that Indus Kohistani is spoken on the west side of the Indus only. 
This was confirmed by this current study: the population of the 
Jalkot and Palas areas is predominantly Shina-speaking, although 
they prefer to call their language Kohistani rather than Shina. No 
mention was heard of “Kuk Manuq” in any of the interviews 
conducted (see also §3.1). 

Palasi participants in the current study described Palas and 
Kolai as being essentially “one area”, but noted that they 
intermarry with families from Jalkot, not Kolai. The residents of 
Palas, as well as those of most of Indus Kohistan, practice 
transhumance, the migration to different elevations during 
different parts of the growing season (see, for example, Zarin and 
Schmidt 1984). 

Kolai 

Kolai is in District Kohistan, tehsil Patan. For the 
sociolinguistic survey, a word list was elicited and independently 
checked. Recorded text tests and sociolinguistic questionnaires 
were also given. Residents of Kolai have access to the 
Karakoram Highway via a footbridge which crosses near Jijal. 
As noted above, Palas and Kolai are geographically close. 

Biddulph recorded three languages besides Shina that are 
spoken within the Kolai area (1880:10): Batera, Gowro, and 
Chillis. These languages are discussed by Hallberg (1992a). 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

LANGUAGE IDENTITY 

Identity is relative, varying according to the context of 
questioning. Outside one’s country, it is common to take on a 
national identity, labeling oneself German or Pakistani or 
American. Within one’s country on a wider scale, regional16 or 
ethnic or political appellations often delimit one’s identity. The 
closer one gets to home, the narrower the classification, until 
family or clan names or local membership can be given to 
answer questions of identity. 

Leitner noted that “the Dards have no name in common, but 
call each Dard tribe that inhabits a different valley by a different 
name” (1880:59). A century later Schmidt provides this 
summary: 

Owing to an ambiguity in the distinction between 
ethnicity and linguistic affiliation among these people, 
an accurate estimate of their numbers is difficult to 
obtain, and census data are unreliable. Shina speakers 
generally refer to themselves by a geographical 
designation, such as Gilgitis, Kohistanis, or Drasis, 
and may not call their language Shina but rather use an 
adaptation of a geographical designation. (1984:678) 
Among the Shina-speaking people, geographical barriers 

such as mountains and rivers have long defined the limits of 
travel and communication. It is only logical that their identity, 
then, is often geographically oriented. Shaped by historical 
forces, the Shina language is spoken by different tribes and 
ethnic groups. Thus, it is not surprising that few define their 
identity solely by the speaking of their common language; yet the 
speaking of Shina is definitely part of their identity. 

                                                 
16 For example, Shina-speaking students attending college or university in 

other parts of Pakistan join with other students from the Northern Areas — such 
as Burushaski-speakers from Hunza and Balti-speakers from Baltistan — to 
form student organizations. These organizations often affix the name 
Karakoram to the front of their association’s title. The name of this mountain 
range symbolizes their identity on a regional scale. 
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As part of understanding what role the speaking of Shina 
plays in their identity, respondents to the sociolinguistic 
questionnaire were asked what they call their own language. 
They were also asked what they call their own people and what 
they call people who speak their own language. The general 
trend was to label their language Shina, but to give a name for 
their own people and other people who speak their language that 
reflected the name of their valley or area. There were, of course, 
some interesting exceptions to this. 

 

3.1 Names for language and people 

3.1.1 What do you call your own language? 

With the exception of those from Kohistan, all17 of the 
respondents from all of the locations said that the name of their 
language is Shina. Also, all of them said that they have no other 
name for their language. As mentioned, the only exceptions to 
this pattern were the responses by the Kohistan participants. 

Eight of the 15 Kohistan participants said Kohistani or 
Kohistyõ was the name of their language, 5 gave names relating 
to their individual area, such as Jalkoti. Shina was given as the 
primary name by only 2 respondents, but it was given as an 
alternate by 4 additional respondents. 

From this it appears that the primary language identity for 
the respondents from Jalkot, Palas and Kolai is toward Kohistani. 
That is, they appear to be more oriented to their home location as 
a descriptor for their language than to the name Shina. The fact 
that 6 of the 15 respondents gave Shina as at least an alternate 
name for their language suggests that there is an identification 
with the wider Shina-speaking community but to a limited  
 

                                                 
17 For this question there were 15 respondents from Chilas, 15 from 

Kohistan, 7 from Harban and Sazin, 9 from Baltistan, 13 from Astor, 13 from 
Gilgit, and 8 from Hunza. 
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extent. Their primary language identity seems to be focussed on 
the fact that they are part of the Kohistani community.18 

Among these Kohistan respondents, it was primarily those 
from Jalkot (one from Palas) who gave Shina as a possible name 
for their language. Since there were only 3 participants from 
Kolai among the 15 respondents, it is difficult to describe this as 
anything significant. Still, it is interesting to note that more of 
those respondents closer to the Shina-identified area could 
proffer Shina as an alternate name for their language. 

One other note from responses to this question is that 
speakers from Chilas and downriver from there often pronounce 
Shina as [S7In3à] or [S7Inyà].19 

 

3.1.2 What do you call your own people? 

Geographically oriented names were given in response to 
the question, “What do you call your own people?”, by all20 the 
participants from Kohistan and Astor. That is, they all gave 
names like Astori, or Jalkoti, or Kohistani. Eight of the 11 from 
Chilas gave similar responses, as did all but one each from Gilgit 
and Harban-Sazin. It is interesting that from the scattering of 
respondents who returned a clan or tribal name to this question, 
almost all said Shin. Some of these had also described 

                                                 
18 The name Kohistani is also used to describe their language by speakers 

of the language on the west bank of the Indus in Kohistan and by those in the 
northern Swat valley. See Hallberg (1992a) for Indus Kohistani and Rensch 
(1992) for Swat Kohistani. 

19 Indeed, the Shina author from Chilas, Al-Nasir-Chilasi (no date), 
represents the name of the language in the Urdu script as }Inyà. Taj (1989) and 
Zia (1986), on the other hand, both represented Shina in the Urdu script as 
S7 Inà. These latter two authors are both from Gilgit. 

The Chilasi pronunciation of Shina could be compared with Bailey’s 
recording of the pronunciation of the name as [S7INà] (1924a). It would appear, 
however, that in Gilgiti, at any rate, any retroflexion of the n would be more as 
a result of the /S7/ rather than a phonemic /N/ (cf. Schmidt 1985b:20). 

20 Responses to this question were given by 11 participants from Chilas, 
12 from Kohistan, 7 from Harban and Sazin, 2 from Baltistan, 7 from Astor, 8 
from Gilgit, and 6 from Hunza. 
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themselves as being from the Shin tribe or clan earlier in the 
questionnaire, but not all of them. 

At the beginning of the interview, questionnaire respondents 
had been asked what tribe or clan they belong to. About two-
thirds of the respondents from all the locations except Kohistan 
identified themselves with the traditional Dardic tribes or castes, 
Shin and Yeshkun. All of the respondents from Kohistan, on the 
other hand, gave khel or clan names that were quite different 
from the traditional Dardic tribes. When subsequently queried as 
to what they call their own people, however, they all gave 
location-oriented names. Ten of the 12 participants volunteered 
names relating to their own valleys, such as Jalkoti; the others 
said Kohistani. Schmidt (1984) intimates that the Kohistan Shina 
speakers are primarily Shins, as do Biddulph (1880:34) and 
Jettmar (1980). One might then conclude that these men 
probably take their Shin status as a given and the khel names 
represent their affiliation within the Shin community. 

A designation for their own people that was less 
geographically specific came from the Hunza respondents: 5 of 
the 6 replied that they call their own people Shinaki (the other 
one said Shin). Shinaki is the name given to the inhabitants of the 
area at the west end of the Hunza sub-district, that is, that area of 
the Hunza valley proper just before the river takes its last bend to 
the south. It is also the name of the governmental entity for that 
area. This area marks the northern extreme of the Shina-speaking 
area.21 

 

3.1.3 What do you call people who speak your own 
language? 

Shinaki is also used to describe the area of Diamer district 
west of Chilas, particularly the north bank of the Indus (cf. 
Akhtar 1987:152; Muhammad 1905:103; Bailey 1924a). In 
response to the question, “What do you call people who speak 
your own language?”, 3 of the 7 Chilas respondents said Shinaki. 

                                                 
21 Nasirabad is almost entirely Shina-speaking; the other Shinaki villages 

are mixed with Burushaski speakers (see also Backstrom, this volume). 
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Four of the 6 respondents from Hunza also replied Shinaki to this 
question. One Gilgit participant also volunteered Shinaki. 

The overall trend in response to this question was away 
from geographically-oriented labels and towards using the 
designation Shin or Shinaki, as in the case of Chilas and Hunza. 
The respondents from Kohistan were again the exception, 
replying exclusively with names relating to their own valley. 

 

3.1.4 Summary 

In summary, with the exception of Kohistan, identification 
of Shina as a language name is associated with a greater 
tendency to identify speakers of the Shina language from a 
broader group perspective as Shins or Shinaki. However, primary 
identification continues to be geographically oriented, both for 
their own people as well as for others who speak their language. 

Since the respondents from Kohistan usually identified their 
language by location-oriented names, with only a few 
mentioning Shina even as an alternate name, it is hardly 
surprising that they would give only such names for their own 
people and others who speak their language. In other words, 
although the overall focus of identity for all the Shina-speaking 
areas is geographically oriented, this orientation appears to be 
stronger for the Kohistan participants. Most respondents from 
other areas seem to view their language group, if not their people 
group, as extending beyond their own regional distinctiveness. 

 

3.2 List of geographically-oriented names 

Schmidt and Zarin (1981) provide a local taxonomy of 
language and place names used by residents of Palas and Jalkot 
in Kohistan. This listing, presented in (2), underscores the 
geographical orientation in naming; that is, the tendency to 
associate the name of the language or dialect with the town or 
area where it is spoken (1981:158): 
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(2) A local taxonomy for Kohistan 
(Schmidt and Zarin 1981) 

 
Place Name Language Name Inhabitant 
Jijal jaja'li: jaja'li: 
Kolai kolici'yo: ko'lo:c 
Palas kohis'tyo3: pal'so:c/kohis'tŒ†: 
Patan paT'no:c paT'no:c 
Jalkot kohis'tyo: jalko:'T/kohis'tŒ†: 
Seo si'wo:c si'wo:c 
above Seo S7uN'kyo: S7uNkoc 
 

Bailey (1924a) also lists the name [S7uNà3ki] as the name 
given by Kohistani Shina speakers for the Shina language spoken 
north of their area. He notes, as well, that in Kohistan, the Shins 
called their language [S7iNEà jib] or [S7iNEà mo3Z7i], the speaker 
of the language is called [S7iN], and the adjective is [S7iN] or 
[S7UNkocu]. 

The responses to the sociolinguistic questionnaire were 
generally given in Urdu. Thus, place and people names were 
usually recorded as Astori, Gilgiti, Kohistani, Chilasi, Jalkoti, 
etc. Occasionally, names were given in Shina, and so a rough 
transcription was made of these localized designations. A sample 
of these names and alternate pronunciations is exhibited in (3). 
This listing is presented as an adjunct to the taxonomy of 
Schmidt and Zarin. It is divided between what different 
respondents were recorded as calling their own people or 
language, and what participants from other locations called them. 
For the latter, those locations are noted.22 

                                                 
22 Throughout this report some locations are occasionally referred to by 

their three-letter location codes; this is especially the case in charts or figures. 
The most-used location codes are: Hunza (Nasirabad)=HUN, Gilgit=GIL, 
Astor=AST, Baltistan=BAL, Satpara=SAT, Chilas=CHL, Harban and 
Sazin=H-S, Kohistan=KOH. 
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(3) Language and people names offered in response to 
questionnaire 

 Call selves Others call 
Astor people VstorIji VstorI'je (BAL) 
Astor language  Vstor'{a (BAL) 
Punial people peyono  
Hunza people  hunzaje (GIL) 
Gilgit people gI'lite/gIli'tea S7UNokoc/S7UNoka/gIlte (KOH) 
  gI'litE/gIl'toce (NAS) 
  gI'lite/gIl'toce (BAL) 
  gI'lite (AST) 
Gilgit language gIltaa gIlti'a/gIl'to (BAL) 
  gIlta baS7/gIlti'a (AST) 
  gI'lito (CHL, H-S) 
  gIl'ti (KOH) 
  S7U'naki/S7o'Naki/S7i'Na (KOH) 
Chilas people S7inkoc S7UNokoc/S7UNoka (KOH) 
  cI'lasuøe (NAS) 
  cIla'si (BAL) 
  kVroce (AST) 
Chilas language S7inaa/S7iNia S7iNa/S7iNia/S7UnokoC7/gIlti (KOH) 
  cIla'sia (BAL) 
  kVroci (AST) 
Kohistan people  kUloce (GIL) 
Kohistan language  kIlija (GIL) 
Jalkot language kohIstio3/dVrli'o3  
Palas people palsoc/kohIstŒ†  
Palas language palsoci/kohIstio3  
Kolai people kVli'oc/ko'loc  
Harban-Sazin people sazina/harbaNŒ†/S7inkoc  
Satpara people sVspV'ri  
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CHAPTER 4 
 

PATTERNS OF SIMILARITY 

How many dialects of Shina are there? This main question 
of the sociolinguistic survey had as its adjunct question: Are 
there patterns of similarity and/or intelligibility among the 
different locations where Shina is spoken to indicate obvious 
dialect centers? 

In the next three chapters, the answers to these questions 
will be pursued from three different perspectives. One 
perspective is from the word lists — what patterns of similarity 
between the different varieties of Shina can be seen on the basis 
of lexical similarity? Another perspective is intelligibility — 
when presented with speech samples from other varieties, how 
much can Shina speakers comprehend? Still a third perspective is 
bilingualism — what effects have bilingualism in neighboring 
languages had on the different varieties of Shina and on patterns 
of language use? 

This chapter focuses on patterns of similarity found through 
examination of the word lists. Chapter 5 explores intelligibility 
and chapter 6 the effects of bilingualism. 

 

4.1 Patterns of similarity: word lists 

Word lists of 210 standard words were collected from 26 
locations where Shina is spoken. A partial word list (149 words) 
from Dras, a Shina-speaking valley on the India side of the 
ceasefire line, was also included in the similarity calculations, 
making 27 total locations. The percentage of lexical similarity 
between these locations is displayed in Table A (p.124). The 
locations are arranged in rough geographical order from north to 
east (down the Hunza and Gilgit Rivers then eastward up the 
Indus River) and then south (from Chilas southward down the 
Indus River). 

Two basic patterns emerge for grouping the locations on the 
basis of lexical similarity. One pattern is a series of four slightly 
overlapping geographical dialect clusters; the other finds the 
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locations grouped around two centers, Gilgit and Chilas. The 
members of each geographical cluster demonstrate 85 percent or 
above lexical similarity with each other. For the pattern of groups 
around the two centers, however, each location identifies 
individually with one center or the other at a threshold of 80 
percent similarity or above, without necessarily displaying such a 
high percentage with other locations within that group. The four 
geographical clusters pattern appears to be more productive for 
describing the similarity situation, especially when other types of 
sociolinguistic information are also taken into consideration. 
Nevertheless, the pattern with two centers offers some interesting 
insights. Both patterns are initially described in this section and 
then are used as a basis for investigating other aspects of the data 
in other sections. 

 

4.1.1 Four geographical clusters 

Table A presents percentages of similarity between the 27 
locations included in the word list analysis. Lines have been 
drawn in to emphasize the four clusters which emerge when the 
locations are arranged in an approximate geographical order. The 
clusters can be named Northern, Eastern, Diamer, and Kohistan, 
respectively. With few exceptions, each of these clusters is 
characterized internally by percentages of lexical similarity of 
eighty-five or above. In contrast, similarity with non-cluster 
locations is generally less than 80 percent. Each grouping, with 
its exceptions, is discussed below. 

 

Northern cluster 

The locations which border on the Gilgit Valley comprise 
the Northern geographical dialect cluster. It is outlined at the top 
of Table A. This Northern cluster evidences quite high similarity 
internally, with all percentages but one above eighty-five. This 
exception is the comparison between the word lists from the 
northern and eastern extremes in this cluster: Nasirabad in Hunza 
and Rondu in Baltistan District. 
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Punial is the valley west of Gilgit; Nasirabad (formerly 
known as Hini or Hindi) is in lower Hunza; Thol and Chalt are in 
lower Nagar; Sassi is in Haramosh to the east of the Gilgit valley, 
upriver in the Indus valley; Rondu is east of Haramosh, up the 
Indus River; Bagrote is a side valley in the main Gilgit valley; 
Bunji is just south of where the Gilgit River joins the Indus 
River, on the east bank. (See map 2.) 

The Gupis speech variety could be seen as a fringe member 
of this Northern cluster, with similarities in the low 80 percent 
range with other members. Gupis is west of Punial, upriver 
towards Chitral, probably marking the western extreme of the 
entire Shina-speaking area. Not surprisingly, the lowest 
percentages of similarity for Gupis are with the northern and 
eastern extremes of this Northern cluster, that is, Hunza and 
Rondu. Khowar, the language of Chitral, is also spoken in the 
Gupis area and perhaps has had some influence on that variety of 
Shina. Indeed, the Gupis word list contains several shared words 
with Khowar that the other lists do not have. Section 6.3 presents 
further discussion on the inroads of Khowar into Gupis Shina. It 
should be noted that the Gupis word list was not independently 
checked. Therefore it may contain less reliable data than 
recorded on the checked lists. The same is true for the Rondu list. 

Two other locations also showed similarity in the low 80 
percent range with the Northern cluster and could therefore be 
considered fringe members as well: Goharabad and Dashkin. 
Goharabad is south of Bunji on the Indus River, on the opposite 
bank, and Dashkin is in the lower (i.e., northern) Astor Valley, 
which opens out near Bunji. Both of these locations occupy 
rather central positions geographically, and, indeed, could be 
considered at least fringe members of the Northern, Eastern, and 
Diamer clusters, as is discussed below.23 This lends credence to 

                                                 
23 In fact, Goharabad, Dashkin, Astor, and Chilas could all group together 

at 85 percent similarity to form a separate cluster, overlapping with the other 
clusters. As will be seen, however, the four clusters as described in this section 
are a much more productive description of the dialects of Shina. 
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the observation that Shina comprises a series of overlapping 
geographic clusters, as introduced above.24 

Recorded text testing was done only between Hunza 
(Nasirabad) and Gilgit within this Northern cluster (see §5.1 
below). Because of the high similarity among the members of 
this group, such tests were limited to the northern geographical 
extreme (Hunza) and the main dialect (Gilgit). Sociolinguistic 
questionnaire responses were elicited in Gilgit and Hunza. 
Representatives from Punial, Rondu, and Bunji were also 
included. 

 

Eastern cluster 

The Eastern group also displays quite high internal 
similarity, with all locations above 85 percent with each other. It 
is the second marked cluster delimited in Table A. It must be 
noted that of this group, only the word lists from Astor and 
Satpara could be independently checked. 

Jel is in the middle Kachura valley, which is in western 
Baltistan, just east of Astor. Satpara valley (locally called 
Saspur) is immediately south of Skardu town. Kharmang valley 
is east and south of Skardu, upriver on the Indus, about midway 
between Skardu and the ceasefire line with India. Gultari is south 
of Skardu, on the far side of the Deosai Plains near the ceasefire 
line. Dras valley is on the India side of that line, east and slightly 
south of Gultari, near Kargil. (See map 3.) 

There are historical travel channels across the Deosai Plain 
which link Astor with Satpara and Gultari and on to Dras. The 
roads to Satpara and Gultari continue to be widely used to this 
day during the summer months when the snows are melted. 
There is also a pass linking the Astor valley with the Kachura 
valley. Responses to the sociolinguistic questionnaire and post-
recorded text test questions indicate that there is a sense of 
affinity among the people from these eastern locations (see §7.5). 

                                                 
24 Neither the Goharabad nor the Dashkin word lists could be 

independently checked; therefore, the strength of their similarities noted with 
the different dialect clusters may be greater or lesser than presented. 
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Goharabad could be considered a fringe member of this 
cluster since similarities with group members are all above 80 
percent. The same qualifications would also bring Chilas (Khinar 
and Jelil) into the group. 

Recorded text testing was carried out in Astor and in 
Satpara as representatives of this Eastern cluster. The tests 
administered were those from Chilas and Gilgit.25 (See §5.1, 
below.) Sociolinguistic questionnaire responses were elicited in 
Satpara and Astor, primarily, with an additional few in Kachura 
and other Shina-speaking areas around Skardu. 

 

Diamer cluster 

The Diamer dialect cluster consists of Chilas and the areas 
to the west of there, primarily four areas sampled, which are 
downriver on the Indus.26 The Darel and Tangir Rivers flow from 
the north to merge with the Indus River; the Sazin and Harban 
areas are opposite these valleys on the south side of the Indus. 
(See map 4.) Technically speaking, Sazin and Harban are not in 
District Diamer of the Northern Areas; they are in District 
Kohistan of the Northwest Frontier Province. However, the long 
run of the Indus River westward from above Chilas marks this 
area as separate from the Kohistan area which begins as the 
Indus turns beyond Sazin and starts its southward plunge to the 
ocean. Responses to the sociolinguistic questionnaire indicate 
that people from Harban and Sazin feel more affinity with Chilas 
and other areas in Diamer than they do with Kohistan (see §7.5). 

Again, all the word lists from the locations within this group 
are 85 percent similar and above with the exception of the 
Tangir-Chilas comparison which is slightly lower. The Chilas 
and Darel lists are the only ones that were independently checked 
in this cluster. 

                                                 
25 Unfortunately, testing of the Astor text in Satpara and vice versa could 

not be done. 
26 Technically, Astor is in District Diamer, but the word list from there 

clusters with the areas to the east, as is discussed above. Responses to the 
sociolinguistic questionnaire and post-recorded text test questions indicate that 
people from Astor feel more affinity with those eastern areas, as well. 
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The two word lists which represent Chilas were collected 
from opposite sides of the Indus at Chilas: Khinar is on the north 
side and Jelil on the south. They were elicited as checks for each 
other, but included separately in the analysis to investigate if 
location with reference to the side of the Indus made a difference 
in lexical choice. The high similarity between them and their 
close pattern of similarity with the other locations indicates that 
they are close enough to be considered as representative of 
Chilas. Comparisons to Chilas in the analysis of word lists refers 
to both of these locations as one. 

Possible fringe members of this Diamer cluster would be 
Goharabad and Dashkin since their general similarity with this 
group is in the lower 80 percent range.27 

Recorded text testing was carried out in Chilas, using the 
Gilgit and Kolai texts (see §5.1). Sociolinguistic questionnaire 
responses were gathered in Chilas and in Sazin and Harban. A 
representative from Goharabad was also included. 

 

Kohistan cluster 

The three valleys in the Kohistan group evidence the highest 
internal similarity percentages of any of the four geographical 
dialect clusters. All three valleys are on the east bank of the 
Indus as it heads south after emerging from Diamer. Jalkot is the 
farthest north, then Palas, and then Kolai, which represents the 
southern extreme of the entire Shina-speaking area. (See map 4.) 

As seen above in Table A, Jalkot and Palas could 
conceivably group with Chilas at 85 percent similarity, but then, 
the similarity of Kolai with Chilas is only slightly lower.28 The 
Kohistan trio of locations does not obviously group with any 
other areas, but the similarity percentages with the other 

                                                 
27 Dras could also qualify as a fringe member of the Diamer cluster based 

on percentages — 78 to 84. However, this higher similarity is a figment of the 
smaller base of words used for comparison; that is, closer inspection showed 
that the words included in the Dras list were largely those which tend to greater 
commonness within the Shina language. 

28 There are some historical communication routes between Jalkot and 
Palas and the valleys near Chilas town. 
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members of the Diamer cluster are in the upper 70 percent 
range.29 

Recorded text testing was carried out primarily with 
residents from Kolai, but a representation from Jalkot was also 
included. Sociolinguistic questionnaire responses were elicited 
from residents of all three valleys. 

 

An alternate ‘Southern’ grouping 

The Diamer and Kohistan clusters demonstrate the internal 
integrity which qualifies each to be included as a separate cluster. 
The fact that the Kohistan locations could actually group with 
Chilas at the 85 percent similarity threshold, however, suggests 
that a wider grouping could be posited. A southern grouping 
would, thus, include the Diamer and Kohistan clusters, 
specifically, the three Kohistan locations and Chilas. However, 
the similarity counts between the Kohistan locations and the 
locations at the western end of the Diamer cluster which are 
geographically closer to Kohistan — Darel, Tangir, Sazin, and 
Harban — are lower than those with Chilas. These western 
Diamer lists do not even average 80 percent similar with 
Kohistan. Thus, the grouping of the two clusters cannot be said 
to be complete. 

There are indications from the literature (cf. Schmidt 1985b, 
Bailey 1924a, etc.) that the type of Shina in Diamer and Kohistan 
is the same and contrasts with that of the other clusters, as 
discussed above in section 1.4. This is also discussed in section 
5.1.3, where Shina speakers from Gilgit grouped the Chilas text 
with the Kohistan text as being of the same type. In this report, 
reference is occasionally made to a Southern group when 
participants from the Diamer and Kohistan clusters respond 
similarly to questionnaire items. 

                                                 
29 Fitch and Cooper (1985) compared collected word lists and found 

similarity of approximately seventy percent for Kolai with Jalkot and Palas. 
This is significantly less than the similarity counts obtained in this survey; see 
appendix A.1 for the description of the methodology used to obtain similarity 
counts in this study. 
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Conclusion — Four geographical clusters 

As a conclusion to this section, a comparison between the 
four geographical clusters is presented in (4). This comparison is 
an average of all the lexical similarity percentages between the 
members of each geographical cluster (the number of member 
locations is represented by n). According to the 85 percent 
similarity threshold for inclusion in a cluster, neither Gupis nor 
Goharabad are full members of any cluster, therefore they were 
not included in this comparison.30 

 
(4) Comparison of the four geographical dialect clusters 

Average percentage of lexical similarity 
Northern n=9 
77% Eastern n=7 
72% 79% Diamer n=5 
63% 70% 79% Kohistan n=3 

 
Viewed in this way, the dialect clusters of Shina can be seen 

to form a type of chain which, beginning in the north, loops 
eastward, then back to the west and then to the south. Each link 
in this chain demonstrates about 80 percent similarity as a whole 
with the next link, about 70 percent similarity with the next link 
plus one, and the two extremes of the chain show about 60 
percent lexical similarity with each other. Examination of the 
individual locations as shown above in Table A, of course, 
reveals an equivalent picture. Looking at each cluster as a whole, 
however, makes the trend more obvious. 

                                                 
30 As noted above in the description of the Diamer cluster, the two lists 

for Chilas are treated as one, and therefore averaged for this comparison. 
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4.1.2 Two centers: Gilgit and Chilas 

Setting a lexical similarity threshold of 80 percent, an 
interesting division of the locations emerges. All the locations in 
the Northern cluster (plus Gupis) have similarities above that 
threshold with Gilgit. All the locations in the Eastern, Diamer, 
and Kohistan clusters have lexical similarities above that 
threshold with Chilas, forming what could be called a Chilas-
centered group. This configuration corresponds to what Schmidt 
(1985b:21) defines as the two basic types of Shina. Table B, 
below, highlights these percentages. 

Looked at in this way, instead of four geographical clusters, 
the locations appear to be grouped around two centers. The range 
of similarity percentages is slightly higher for those locations 
grouped around Gilgit — 81 to 98 percent — than for those 
grouped around Chilas — 80 to 91 percent, but it is difficult to 
assess the significance of this. 

The two locations, Goharabad and Dashkin, are the only 
borderline cases. Technically, they can group with either the 
Gilgit or Chilas centers; however, the similarity is higher for both 
locations with Chilas. 

Another interesting point is that the Punial word list 
consistently demonstrates slightly higher similarity percentages 
than does the Gilgit word list with all the locations within the 
Chilas-centered group. While it is impossible to explain such a 
phenomenon, one might conjecture that Punial, as a more 
isolated area, has perhaps been more able to conserve some of 
the vocabulary which is more common to the Shina language. 
Another possible contributor could be contact over the years via 
cross-mountain routes connecting Punial with Darel and other 
Diamer valleys (see also §2.2). 
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4.1.3 Conclusions — Word lists 

Two different patterns of groupings of the sampled Shina-
speaking locations emerge through examination of percentages 
of lexical similarity among the locations. One is four, rather 
homogeneous dialect clusters based on geographical proximity. 
The other pattern divides the locations sampled into two groups, 
one centered around Gilgit and one centered around Chilas. 

Each geographical cluster demonstrates an internal 
relationship of 85 percent similarity or above, with few 
exceptions. Contrastively, the similarities with non-cluster 
locations are generally below 80 percent. The alternate pattern, 
which sees the locations as centered around Gilgit or Chilas, has 
a threshold of 80 percent lexical similarity for membership in 
each group. 

There are two locations which are geographically located 
quite in the center of the Shina-speaking area. It is interesting 
that they both demonstrate a relatively high lexical similarity 
with all the other locations, which qualifies them to be 
considered at least fringe members in three of the four clusters 
and in both centered groups. The two locations are Goharabad 
and Dashkin. Note, however, that neither of these word lists was 
independently checked. 

Both types of lexical similarity patterns are supported by 
different aspects of the data. As was mentioned at the beginning 
of this section, however, the pattern of four geographical clusters 
appears to be the most productive in interpreting the data overall. 
Arguments supporting this conclusion will be presented in the 
following sections. 

 

4.2 Special notes on word lists 

Different aspects of the word lists — vocabulary choice, 
some consistent phonetic differences, shared lexis with a 
neighboring language — confirm that the geographical clusters 
of dialects are real groupings. 
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The large number of words identical for each location 
underline the unity of the Shina language. The exact same word 
was given at each location for about 80 of the 210 items. These 
are supplemented by another forty-some instances where the 
same word was recorded at all the locations, but the 
pronunciation varied somewhat, often along geographical lines. 
A third interesting result was that there are approximately 70 
additional words where the lexical choice cut sharply along those 
same geographical lines. 

The division of vocabulary choice or pronunciation along 
geographical lines illustrates the reality of the geographical 
dialect clusters defined by the overall percentages of similarity. 
Some of the instances where vocabulary choice illustrates the 
integrity of the different clusters are presented here in section 
4.2.1. It is a common occurrence that the unique vocabulary used 
within a given cluster is also shared with another language. 
Certain of the instances of such phenomena are also dealt with in 
this section. Additionally, a few examples of phonological 
differences extending along geographical lines are included in 
section 4.2.2. Those examples which seem to reflect borrowings 
due to the current influences of bilingualism are discussed further 
in chapter 6.31 

 

4.2.1 Vocabulary differences along geographical lines 

Shina shared vocabulary with Burushaski 

There are several avenues through which the phenomenon 
of shared vocabulary between Burushaski and Shina may have 
been realized, particularly the Northern cluster dialects. One of 
these is common historical origins of the people, which has been 
discussed above in section 1.3 on the historical setting of Shina 
and is approached again below. Another is the great amount of 

                                                 
31 Burushaski and Balti items used in comparisons in this section are 

taken from Backstrom (this volume). Kalami and Torwali items are from 
Rensch (1992). Khowar, Dameli, Phalura, and Gawar-bati items are from K. 
Decker (1992). Indus Kohistani items are from Hallberg (1992a). 
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time that these two languages have been in contact. A third might 
be current bilingualism which fosters the tendency to borrow 
vocabulary. 

There were a number of instances in the word lists where 
Burushaski shares vocabulary with Shina, sometimes only the 
Northern cluster, sometimes all the clusters. Interestingly, almost 
half of these instances concern food items. These items are listed 
in (5). Note that these lists of words contain those from other 
languages besides Shina. Note also that within each cluster, all 
locations gave the same word; that is why they are included as 
examples of the integrity of the four clusters. Any exceptions are 
noted. 

It could be suggested that such commonality of vocabulary 
between Burushaski and Shina might reflect a conjoint historical 
introduction for at least some of these foods, possibly ‘tomato’ or 
‘turmeric’, for example, both of which might have been 
introduced from regions to the south. Some of the items are held 
in common with more than just the Northern cluster, such as 
‘onion’, ‘tomato’, and ‘turmeric’.32 

The sharing of variants of a word such as ‘garlic’ by the 
Northern and Eastern clusters with Burushaski — as well as Balti 
— presents an interesting reflection of the extent of the ancient 
kingdom of Bolor, which included present-day Baltistan and the 
whole of District Gilgit (see §1.3). ‘Salt’ is another word the 
Northern cluster shares with Balti as well as Burushaski, 
presented in (5). 

It is interesting that in the Eastern cluster, particularly in the 
areas east of Astor where Balti is the dominant language, the 
Balti word for ‘salt’ is not used, rather, the same word as used in 
the Diamer and Kohistan clusters is employed. Respondents to 
the sociolinguistic questionnaire from those eastern locations 
often claimed that their ancestors originally came from “Chilas”. 
Biddulph (1880:46) noted that roughly half of the population in 

                                                 
32 Variants of the same word for ‘turmeric’ are also used by speakers of 

Indus Kohistani [hàliZ7] and Torwali [hQli}]. 
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Kharmang and Dras spoke the “Chilas-Darel” dialect. Perhaps 
this is an example of that early influence.33 

 
(5) Food words shared by Burushaski and Shina 

 78. onion 80. tomato 73. eggplant 
Burushaski gà'}u bà'logVn S7i'nà 'bàlogVn 
Northern kà'}u bàlu'gUn S7I'noo bolu'gUn* 
Eastern t_soK bàlugUn/pàGVn kiNo/moro/ 

jono bàlu'gUn 
Diamer kà'}u bàlu'gun 'kiNo bàlu'gUn 
Kohistan pi'àz bàtVgV'Ne 'kiNo 'bàtiKàR 

*Gilgit also has [moro], Rondu uses [kiNo] 
 

 76. turmeric 77. garlic 83. salt 
Balti  z'gokpV pà'yu 
Burushaski hà'liC7i* bUq'pV* bà'yu 
Northern hàliC7i/hàliZ7i bok'pà/gokpà pà'ju 
Eastern hà'liZ7i gok'pà/'gopkà 'luuni 
Diamer hà'liZ7u 'hugi luuNi/nuuNi 
Kohistan hà'liZ7u 'hugi 'lu8uNi 

*Not Yasin Burushaski 

Again in (5), special attention is drawn to the words used in 
the various locations for ‘eggplant’. All over northern Pakistan 
the label for this vegetable is commonly rendered ‘black 
tomato’.34 Burushaski and the Northern cluster of Shina are the 

                                                 
33 Bailey (1924a) describes Chilasi-Kohistani, Guresi, and Drasi as 

closely resembling each other, noting that Indus valley speakers will “readily 
understand” those from Dras or the Gures valley (1924:xiii). Grierson notes that 
Guresi is said to be most closely connected with Chilasi and Drasi (Wilson and 
Grierson 1899). 

34 Several examples of such renderings from other languages would be as 
follows; the first word in each case means ‘black’. 

Indus Koh. ki}o3 bVtiKgVRV 
Kalami ki}àn bàtiK'gEr 
Torwali kiS7Vn bàDigVn 
Dameli kVrnà bà'TiKgVR 
Pashto Tor bàTiK'gVR 
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only two who call this vegetable ‘Shin tomato’, or ‘tomato of the 
Shins’, perhaps reflecting its channel of introduction.35 

Additional words held in common between Shina, primarily 
the Northern cluster, and Burushaski are displayed in (6). 
Buddruss (1985:31) mentions the mutual borrowing of 
vocabulary between Burushaski and Shina, namely the Gilgit 
dialect, noting that it is often difficult to trace which language 
borrowed from which. Biddulph describes the Gilgit dialect as 
the “most refined, but it is much mixed with Boorishki” 
(1880:36). Morgenstierne (1945) also describes the influence of 
Shina borrowings on Burushaski words and in turn Burushaski 
loan words in Shina, as does Berger (1966).36 Such mutual 
influences are not surprising due to the historical contact between 
the two languages, as noted in the following comment from 
Morgenstierne (1945:94): 

But it is not only Burushaski which has borrowed 
freely from the neighbouring languages. We must also 
suppose that Burushaski, which was formerly spoken 
over a more extensive area, has left some traces in the 
vocabularies of Shina and Khowar. There is a large 
number of words in these languages which are also 
found in Burushaski, and which have no known Indo-
Aryan etymology. Many of them may be of  
 
 

                                                 
35 As introduced in section 1.3, the Northern cluster locations have a 

predominant population of Yeshkuns, the same ethnic group as the Burushaski 
speakers (who are called Burushos). These people have been posited to be 
descendants of the original inhabitants of the northern area, prior to the 
establishment of the Shina-speaking kingdom that spread that language; Shins 
are in greater number in the other areas (cf. Schmidt 1984; Jettmar 1980; 
Biddulph 1880). 

36 Parkin notes that the scheme of kinship terminology expressed in Shina 
is a “symmetric or two-line prescriptive pattern” (1987:158). This is more 
similar to that expressed in Burushaski, a language isolate, than would be 
predicted since Shina is an Indo-Eranian language (according to his 
classification) and Burushaski is not. Parkin suggests that this is because “over 
the centuries a considerable part of the original Burushaski-speaking population 
has switched to Shina, the language of the numerically few but jurally dominant 
and socially prestigious invaders. While this has involved an almost total 
transfer of lexis, however, the scheme of kin classification, viewed as a 
semantic whole, has largely been preserved” (1987:167). 
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Burushaski origin, but in most cases the derivation 
cannot be demonstrated. 
While tracing the origin of the words displayed in this 

section is not the focus of this study, still the amount of 
vocabulary held in common with Burushaski is interesting, 
especially considering the historical background as discussed 
above.37 This is also particularly noteworthy because current 
bilingualism in Burushaski among the inhabitants of the 
Northern cluster area is generally limited to those Shina-speaking 
people who live in the Hunza River valley. This latter 
phenomenon is discussed in more detail in section 6.2.1, below. 

Some non-food vocabulary items shared by Burushaski and 
Shina are displayed in (6). Some words, e.g., ‘fish’, ‘tree’, and 
the position of proneness in ‘lie down’ are common throughout 
all the Shina clusters as well as Burushaski (although, sometimes 
only Hunza-Nagar Burushaski). Other words, e.g., ‘roof’, ‘ring’, 
and ‘chicken’, are shared only with the Northern cluster. An 
interesting item which displays a different pattern of similarity, 
however, is the word ‘root’. All the dialect clusters except the 
Northern cluster share the same word with Burushaski. And the 
word used by the Northern cluster is not a word that is used by 
other languages in northern Pakistan. 

The remaining three examples in (6) — ‘rainbow’, ‘spider’, 
and ‘rice’ — illustrate where only Nagar Burushaski holds 
vocabulary in common with Shina. Nagar’s physical proximity 
with the Shina-speaking areas is greater than Hunza’s. There are 
also traditional communication routes via Bagrote and other 
valleys to Nagar. Such factors could help account for this type of 
vocabulary sharing. Again, attention is drawn to section 6.2.1, 
below, for examples of possible direct borrowing from 
Burushaski into Hunza (Nasirabad) Shina. 

                                                 
37 However, a similarity count between Burushaski and Shina, while not 

done, would reveal a very low overall similarity between the two languages. 
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(6) Additional words shared by Burushaski and Shina 
 61. tree 86. fish 188. lie down! 
Burushaski tom* 'chumo je'ek mà'nE* 
Northern tom** 'chumo/'chimo Z7ee5k boh 
Eastern tom 'chimo Z7ee5k/tààm boh*** 
Diamer tom 'cubo/'cIbo tààm/Z7eek bo 
Kohistan tom 'cubo Z7eek boh 

*Not Yasin Burushaski 
**Not Kachura or Dras 
***Not Kharmang 
 

 27. roof 40. ring 87. chicken 
Burushaski tE}i* bU'rondo qàrqà'àmut_s 
Northern tE}/tV}i bV'rono kàr'kàmo} 
Eastern }à'ron à'Kelo ku'kui 
Diamer }à'ron àK'sVri/hVgu'elo ku'kui 
Kohistan }à'ron hàk'sVri ku'kwŒ† 

*Not Yasin Burushaski 
 

 63. root 
Burushaski t_sI'riS7 
Northern mu'lŒŠŒ‡ 
Eastern 'cIrIS7/rVm'pà 
Diamer 'cIrIS7 
Kohistan 'cIrIS7 

 
 50. rainbow 71. rice 100. spider 
Nagar Burushaski bijo'on briu tVlV'buDo 
Northern bi'Z7oo5n briu3* tàl'buro 
Eastern bi'Z7oo5n briu3* C7V'Z7àà 
Diamer bi'Z7oon biu3 jo'là/'buRo 
Kohistan bi'Z7oon tà'luN jo'là 

*Nasirabad and Kharmang use [brVs] 
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Southern shared vocabulary with other Dardic languages 

There are many instances where speakers from the two 
Southern clusters, Diamer and Kohistan, are separate from the 
Northern and Eastern clusters in their choice of vocabulary 
items. These differences cannot be explained by the lexical 
sharing between the Northern and Eastern clusters and 
Burushaski, such as was illustrated above. On the contrary, the 
Kohistan and sometimes the Diamer clusters often share 
vocabulary with other Dardic languages which are spoken to the 
west of those areas, while the Northern and Eastern clusters use 
other forms, but not forms shared with Burushaski. Examples of 
this are presented in (7). Of course, there are many more 
instances in the word lists where Shina and the other Dardic 
languages to the west share vocabulary. However, these 
examples are given as illustrations of where there is a separation 
among the clusters, and where the Southern clusters group with 
the other Dardic languages. (The occurrence of vocabulary held 
in common between the Southern clusters and Pashto is 
discussed in §6.4, below.) 

The only one of these Dardic languages that has direct 
contact with the Southern clusters, particularly the Kohistan 
cluster, is Indus Kohistani, the language spoken on the west side 
of the Indus in Kohistan District. It is called Kohistani by its 
speakers. (See, for example, Hallberg 1992a, Barth and 
Morgenstierne 1958.) Shared lexical items between the Kohistan 
cluster and Indus Kohistani are further explored in section 6.5, 
below. Vocabulary common with Dardic languages farther west 
probably represents more historical linkage since there are no 
direct avenues of current contact. Kalami is a language spoken in 
Swat Kohistan. (See, for example, Rensch 1992, Barth and 
Morgenstierne 1958.) Phalura and Sawi are related to Shina. 
Their speakers cite Chilas as their ancestral home which would 
support instances of shared vocabulary. (See, for example, K. 
Decker 1992, Morgenstierne 1941, Buddruss 1967.)38 Gawar-bati 

                                                 
38 Ushojo is another language related to Shina; it was not included in the 

comparisons for this study. See S. Decker 1992. 
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and Dameli are Dardic languages spoken in western Chitral. 
(See, for example, K. Decker 1992, Morgenstierne 1932, 1974.) 

Vocabulary items presented in (7) demonstrate the 
commonness between the Southern clusters and the other Dardic 
languages. Since there is no direct contact with these other 
languages, other than perhaps Indus Kohistani, this sharing hints 
at a more historical connection. Words for ‘body’, ‘snake’, and 
‘bite’ illustrate how both the Diamer and Kohistan clusters share 
words with the other Dardic languages. Items such as ‘rice’ or 
‘little’, demonstrate instances where the Kohistan cluster alone 
separates from the other Shina-speaking areas in lexical choice. 

 
(7) Words shared by Southern clusters and 

other Dardic languages 
 

 1. body 96. snake 183. bite 
Northern DIm jon Z7Vn th– 
Eastern DIm jon Z7Vn th– 
Diamer DIm/su'rVt ju'drà/zEdu'rà cà'p– 
Kohistan su'rVt {u'drà/judrà cà'p– 
Indus Koh. su'rVt  cV'p– 
Phalura  jVnDU'rà  
Sawi  jànDVrào  
Gawar-bati   t_sep– 

 
 71. rice 143. small 
Northern briu3 'cuno 
Eastern briu3 'cuNo 
Diamer biu3 'cuNo 
Kohistan tà'luN 'lEku0 
Indus Koh. tà'lu3 lEku0/lVkh 
Kalami tE'lun lukuT 
Phalura  loko 
Sawi tàluN lào 
Dameli tV'lun  
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Darel and Tangir separate from other Southern locations 

Several vocabulary items from the word list particularly set 
Darel and Tangir apart from the other locations within the 
Southern clusters, both Diamer and Kohistan. Examples of these 
are displayed in (8). The words, or the variant pronunciations, are 
not used in the other Shina dialects, but are rather shared with 
some of the other Dardic languages introduced above, especially 
Phalura and Sawi, the divergent linguistic varieties historically 
related to Shina. The word for ‘girl’ shows a difference in 
vocabulary choice, whereas, ‘heart’, ‘he died’, and ‘he’ show a 
tendency to employ an intervocalic [R] where the other Shina 
dialects have two vowels or a lengthened vowel — these 
pronunciation differences set the stage for the next section on 
phonetic differences. The area including Darel, Tangir, Sazin, 
and Harban was under one ruler as recently as the first quarter of 
this century (Bailey 1924a). It is conceivable that such historical 
isolation from the other areas has contributed to the retention of 
some unique vocabulary. 
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(8) Words shared by Darel and Tangir 
with other Dardic languages 

 21. heart 116. girl 
Northern 'hio mo'lài 
Eastern 'hio mo'lài 
Diamer 'hio mu'lài 
Darel & Tangir 'hIRu phu'i 
Kohistan hio/hàlI'li mu'lài 
Phalura 'hIRo phài 
Sawi hERo phoi 
Khowar hVrdi  
Gawar-bati hERé  
   
 192. he died 205. he 
Northern oo/ro mu3u3 oo/ro 
Eastern oo/Z7o mu3o3 oo/ào/àà/ro 
Diamer so mu3 ài/eà/à'yo 
Darel & Tangir mu3Ro3 à'Ro 
Kohistan so mu3 à'so/àà/so 
Phalura mUro ERo/àRo 
Sawi mORo  
 

Conclusion — vocabulary differences 

Three avenues were recognized through which common 
vocabulary between Burushaski and Shina, particularly the 
Northern cluster, has come into use — historical origins, 
prolonged contact, current bilingualism. Current bilingualism is 
dealt with in section 6.2.1. The historical spread of the Shina 
language and the prolonged contact between the two languages 
has resulted in the sharing of certain vocabulary by all the 
clusters of Shina dialects and Burushaski, yet, understandably, 
more with the Northern cluster. 

Examples were listed where the Southern clusters share 
vocabulary with Dardic languages to the west. In other instances, 
there are words used in Pashto that are held in common by the 
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Southern Shina clusters and some of these Dardic languages; 
these are discussed below in 6.4. Examples were also given 
where the Darel and Tangir dialects use vocabulary in common 
with other Dardic languages that the other dialects in the 
Southern clusters do not use. 

 

4.2.2 Examples of phonetic difference on cluster level 

As stated above, the division of vocabulary choice or 
pronunciation along geographical lines illustrates the reality of 
the geographical dialect clusters defined by the overall 
percentages of similarity. Three instances of phonetic difference 
on the cluster levels are briefly discussed in this section. The first 
two involve pronunciation differences that appear to set off the 
Eastern cluster from the others. The third example separates the 
Diamer and Kohistan clusters from the Northern and Eastern. 

 

Differences in the Eastern cluster 

There are several instances where the locations of the 
Eastern cluster display a tendency to use an intervocalic [K] 
where the other clusters use [g].39 These are displayed in (9). 
Again, it should be noted that all the locations within the cluster 
used the word included in the example unless otherwise noted. 
The words for ‘finger’, ‘sand’, and ‘heavy’ show the greatest 
contrast between the pronunciation of the Eastern cluster 
locations and the rest of the clusters. For ‘long’, it is the far 
Eastern cluster locations — Satpara, Kharmang, and Dras — that 
use [K]. The words showing the contrast for ‘sky’ and ‘ring’ are 
less wide spread across the clusters; nonetheless, the Eastern 
cluster uses [K], while the other representatives use [g]. It is 
interesting that for ‘ring’, Chilas employs a pronunciation with 
[K], while Kohistan uses [g] for that word. 

                                                 
39 Dashkin is the sole exception to this pattern, in all cases using [g] like 

the other clusters. Also, it should be remembered that Dashkin can also qualify 
as a fringe member of the Northern cluster. 
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(9) Examples of Eastern use of -K- 
 16. finger 54. sand 
Northern hà'gwi 'sIgVl* 
Eastern à3'wi/àK'wi 'siKVl 
Diamer hà'gwi 'sIgVl 
Kohistan hà'gwi 'sIgVl 

      *Punial, Gupis and Rondu use ['siKVl] 
 

 144. heavy 134. long 
Northern hà'guro 'Z7igo 
Eastern àK'uro 'Z7igo 
Far Eastern  'Z7iKo 
Diamer hà'guro 'Z7igo 
Kohistan hà'guro 'Z7igo 

 
 43. sky 40. ring 
Northern às'màn/à'gài bV'rono 
Eastern à'Kài* à'Kelo 
Diamer às'màn hàgu'elo/hVgu'lelo/ 

hVgu'zVri** 
Kohistan às'màn hàk'sVri/hàg'sVri 
*Astor and Dashkin use [às'màn] 
**Chilas uses [àK'sVri] 

 
There were also several instances where the word lists from 

different Baltistan locations in the Eastern cluster recorded use of 
an intervocalic [R] where the word lists from the other clusters 
had [T]. As displayed in (10), the first three examples — 
‘firewood’, ‘leaf’, and ‘tail’ — show where only Kharmang of 
the Eastern locations separates from the others in the use of [R]. 
The next example, ‘all’, shows both Kharmang and Satpara using 
[R]. The last two examples, ‘knife’ and ‘broken’, show Satpara, 
Gultari, Kharmang, and Dras — the far eastern locations — 
using [R], whereas Astor, Dashkin and Kachura use [T] like the 
other clusters. 
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(10) Examples of far Eastern use of -R- 
 29. firewood 62. leaf 93. tail 181. all 
Northern juk/'cu8uni 'pVTo phà'coo5 'buTe 
Eastern 'kà8àTo 'pVTo là'muTo 'buTe 
Kharmang 'kààRo 'pVRo là'muRo 'buRe* 
Diamer 'kààTo 'pVTo là'muTi 'buTe 
Kohistan kàTh 'pVTho0 là'muTi 'buTe 

*also Satpara 
 

 34. knife 178. broken 
Northern kà'Tàà5r phu'Tido/phu'Tilo 
Astor/Dashkin/Kachura kà'Tàà5r phu'Tilo 
Far Eastern kà'Rààr phu'Rilo 
Diamer kà'Tàr phu'Tilo 
Kohistan kà'Tààr phu'Tilo 

 

Differences in the Southern clusters 

One of the more interesting phonetic phenomena seen in the 
word lists is a contrast between the tendency to use an 
intervocalic [h] in the Diamer and Kohistan cluster word lists 
and the contrasting tendency to use a long vowel marked by tone 
in the Northern and Eastern clusters. Several examples are 
presented in (11). Perusal of the word lists (appendix F.1) shows 
that tone is occasionally marked on words from these two 
southern clusters, yet for the examples shown, there is a tendency 
to use the [h] rather than tone. 

The phenomenon of tone in Shina was first recorded by 
Bailey (1924a). He described a low-rising tone in Gilgiti Shina 
which was not predictable by the historical loss of voiced 
aspirates, the sort of thing which could predict the presence of 
tone in Panjabi (1924:84).40 Masica (1991:119) states that 
Panjabi tone “has clearly evolved from certain kinds of 

                                                 
40 Morgenstierne (1932) observed tone phenomena in several other 

Dardic languages, but comes to the same conclusion regarding predictability. 
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aspiration, and is therefore found only in words whose 
equivalents in other NIA languages have voiced aspirates, 
aspirate nasals or liquids, or /h/ itself” (emphasis his). 

Schmidt and Zarin (1981) describe three contour tones in 
Kohistyõ or Kohistani Shina, primarily the variety spoken in 
Palas. Their conclusion is similar to Bailey’s in that they traced 
no predictive pattern for the tone from historical change; they 
observed, rather, that the tones could simply be considered a 
basic part of some lexical items (1981:173-4).41 In a later work, 
Schmidt states that most of the other dialects of Shina are also 
tonal to a greater or lesser extent, but suggests that the Gilgiti 
system is the “original one” for all the dialects of Shina 
(1985b:20). 

Zia (1986), under the mentoring of Buddruss, describes a 
falling, rising, and low-rising tone for Gilgiti Shina; the falling 
tone represents stress on the first mora of the long vowel, the 
rising tone represents stress on the second mora. Schmidt 
(1985b:25) cites a note from Berger in which he suggests that the 
rising and low-rising tones will be found to be one toneme. 

The examples in (11) are presented to illustrate an 
interesting trend in the word lists, that is, the differences shown 
in the pronunciation of words by speakers in the different 
clusters. In this case, the difference is shown between the word 
lists of the Northern and Eastern clusters and those of the Diamer 
and Kohistan clusters. As mentioned above, instances of the use 
of tone are found in the word lists on other words from locations 
in the Diamer and Kohistan clusters. But for these three glosses, 
there is a marked tendency to pronounce the words with an 
intervocalic h in the Diamer and Kohistan clusters, rather than 
tone, as occurs in the Northern and Eastern clusters.42 

                                                 
41 They also stress that this tonal system appears to be in a state of “flux” 

and suggest that the presence of tone in a language could arise because of 
nonlinguistic as well as linguistic reasons, that is, that such sounds are soft on 
the ear, etc. (1981:174) 

42 Geminate vowels represent length. The tone effect is marked on the 
first or second mora of the vowel: a falling mark on the first mora for falling 
tone, a rising mark on the second mora for rising tone; marking both moras — 
falling and rising — indicates the low-rising tone. 
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(11) Examples of -h- in the Southern clusters43 
 

 30. broom 
Northern lee5}i/la'e}i/lV'}i/'loo5}i 
Eastern 'loo5}i 
Diamer 'loo5}i/lV'hà}i/'làà}i/lo'à}i 
Kohistan lu'hà}i/lo'hà}/lVho} 

 
 145. light 
Northern 'loo5ko* 
Eastern 'loo5ko 
Diamer là'hokhu0/là'oko/là'huko 
Kohistan là'hoku 

 *Gupis uses [là'hUko]  
 

 150. red 
Northern 'loo5lyo/loo/luo/lou* 
Eastern 'lolo/'loo5lo 
Diamer lilo/lI'hilo/lu'hilo/lu'elo/lolo 
Kohistan lI'hilo 

 *Gupis uses [lu'hilo] 
 
In summary, three trends in the pronunciation of words were 

presented which illustrate division along cluster lines. Two 
examples show differences occuring in the Eastern cluster, one 
example shows a separation between the Northern and Eastern 
clusters and the Diamer and Kohistan clusters. In the next 
section, opinions about dialect similarity by Shina speakers 
themselves are explored. As will be seen, the patterning of their 
opinions demonstrates a psychological reality underlying the 
geographical clusterings of dialects. 

                                                 
43 Schmidt and Zarin (1981) record two of these words in Palasi Shina as 

pronounced by Mr. Zarin: /'lhà5ëS7i/ ‘broom’ and /'lhŒ‡ëli/ ‘red’. 
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4.3 Reported dialect similarities/boundaries 

Analysis of patterns of similarity in the word lists suggested 
the four geographical clusters of dialects focussed on in this 
report. This quantitative measure was complemented by a 
qualitative assessment — perceived similarity based on the 
opinions of Shina speakers themselves. 

Respondents to the sociolinguistic questionnaires44 were 
asked the questions: “Where is your language spoken just the 
same; a little differently; very differently?” The places given in 
reply were classified into nine different categories according to 
increasing distances from the home location of the respondents. 
These categories began with the respondents’ own villages and 
extended outwards in five increasingly distant stages within their 
cluster and three stages beyond the cluster. The cluster groupings 
are geographical, as defined in section 4.1. As might be 
expected, there was an overall trend to identify increasingly 
distant locations as where their language is spoken more and 
more differently. 

It is interesting that in response to the “same” query, all the 
respondents from all the seven questionnaire locations listed only 
places that are within their own cluster. For example, Baltistan 
people listed places which fall in the Eastern cluster, Chilas 
people named places which are part of the Diamer cluster. 

In response to the “little different” question, in general 
respondents named slightly more locations within their own 
cluster than beyond. But when queried about “very different” 
varieties of their language, they named at least twice as many 
locations which are outside of their own cluster than within it. 

In summary, these patterns of responses to such open-ended 
questions reinforce the psychological reality supporting the four 
geographical clusterings of dialects as identified by the word list 
counts. That is to say, people’s opinions of speech varieties being  
 

                                                 
44 Responding to these questions were seventeen respondents from Gilgit 

and surrounds, eight from Nasirabad, fifteen from Astor, nine from Baltistan, 
sixteen from Chilas, seven from Harban and Sazin, and fifteen from Kohistan. 
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the same or different from their own correspond surprisingly 
closely to comparisons of lexical similarity among those same 
areas. 

The opinions just discussed represent definite trends in the 
responses for the seven to seventeen respondents representing 
each location; they represent a consensus of opinion about dialect 
similarity. Also in the course of this study, informal interviews 
were conducted with various residents of these Shina-speaking 
locations. Comments made during these interviews were also 
noted. Several of these informal assessments of similarity are 
included here as further support for the geographical clustering 
of Shina dialects. 

In the Northern cluster, residents of Nasirabad report that 
their variety of Shina is a little different from that in Thol and 
Minapin on the Nagar side, mainly in terms of some different 
words and pronuncation. 

Informal assessments were also given by interviewees from 
the Diamer cluster: several men from Chilas stated that their 
language is spoken the same all over Diamer district. Also, 
speakers of Dareli, participating in the current study, reported 
that the varieties of their language spoken in Chilas and Sazin 
were only a little different from their own. That spoken in the 
Dasu area, near Jalkot, was still more different because of what 
they termed “mixture” with Pashto. 

Men from the Kohistan cluster also contributed opinions 
informally: participants from Jalkot claimed that Palasi was the 
same as their own language and the variety spoken in Kolai was 
only a bit different. They stated that they can understand the 
language at Sazin and Harban; some men said they could mostly 
understand Chilasi, others said not at all. Participants from Kolai 
claimed that the Palas language is the same as theirs and that of 
Jalkot is only a bit different. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

PATTERNS OF INTELLIGIBILITY 

This chapter continues pursuing the question — how many 
dialects of Shina are there? The conclusions of chapter 4 are built 
upon through the investigation of intelligibility among the 
different locations where Shina is spoken. The effect of 
bilingualism in neighboring languages upon Shina and the 
resulting patterns of language use is examined in chapter 6. 

 

5.1 Patterns of intelligibility: recorded text testing 

In pursuit of the answer to the main question concerning the 
identification of Shina dialects which underlies this survey, 
patterns of intelligibility were investigated. Results from 
recorded text testing and post-recorded text test questions gave 
insight into the ease or difficulty Shina speakers had in 
understanding samples of speech from different areas, as well as 
their attitudes towards these different varieties. 

Recorded text testing was carried out in six locations. These 
locations were selected to represent each cluster of dialects as 
well as the geographical extremes. In each location a hometown 
recorded text test was played, followed by the Gilgit and Chilas 
recorded text tests. All six recorded text tests were played in 
Gilgit. The Kolai text was played in Chilas. The recorded text 
test methodology is described in appendix A.2. 

As also described in appendix A.2, for the purposes of test 
validation and subject screening each text is played to at least 10 
speakers from the location where it was collected. This is termed 
a hometown recorded text test. Mean scores on the hometown 
recorded text tests for these six locations ranged from 96 to 100 
percent correct. Standard deviations for these scores were be- 
low 7 percent for all test locations. This indicates that good 
comprehension was demonstrated on the text from each home 
location and that the subjects displayed an adequate 
understanding of the recorded text test methodology. Figure (12) 
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displays the hometown recorded text test results as well as scores 
on the recorded text tests administered in the six test locations, 
which are discussed below. 

 
(12) Results from recorded text testing 

Combinations of 6 different tapes in 6 locations 

Recorded Text Test used for Testing Location of 
Testing Gilgit Chilas Kolai Astor Satpara Hunza 
Gilgit m=96 m=88 m=61 m=94 m=53 m=89 
 n=35 n=19 n=19 n=10 n=10 n=14 
 sd=6 sd=10 sd=15 sd=6 sd=20 sd=9 

Chilas m=89 m=100 m=83    
 n=21 n=21 n=10    
 sd=11 sd=2 sd=10    

Kohistan m=66 m=98 m=97    
 n=12 n=12 n=13    
 sd=14 sd=4 sd=7    

Astor m=90 m=90  m=99   
 n=11 n=11  n=12   
 sd=10 sd=8  sd=3   

Satpara m=93 m=88   m=100  
 n=10 n=10   n=10  
 sd=11 sd=14   sd=0  

Hunza m=96 m=70    m=97 
 n=12 n=12    n=22 
 sd=7 sd=15    sd=5 

 
m=mean score 
n=number of subjects 
sd=standard deviation 
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5.1.1 Gilgit and Chilas recorded text tests 

Part of the main question underlying the survey was to 
determine if either Gilgiti or Chilasi were a central dialect, which 
was easily understood by all the other Shina-speaking areas. This 
was the rationale for playing both texts in each one of the test 
locations. At least 10 people in each location listened to these 
texts, as displayed in (12). 

The average score on the Gilgit recorded text test for 
subjects from the other five locations was 89 percent correct or 
above, except for the Kohistan (Kolai and Jalkot) subjects whose 
mean score was 66 percent correct. This mean score was 
significantly different (p<.001)45 from the mean score attained by 
subjects from all four other test locations. None of the mean 
scores from the other four locations were significantly different 
from each other. 

A similar pattern emerges from the scores on the Chilas 
recorded text test. The mean score for subjects from all locations 
is 88 percent correct or above except for that of subjects from 
Hunza (Nasirabad). The mean score of the Hunza subjects, 70 
percent, is significantly lower (p<.01) than that from the other 
four locations. 

The patterns formed by the scores on the Gilgit and Chilas 
recorded text tests are quite similar. For each recorded text test, 
the mean score for subjects from all but one location is 88 
percent correct or above, and the mean for that one location falls 
significantly below the rest of the locations. In each of these 
cases, Kohistan for the Gilgit recorded text test and Hunza for 
the Chilas text, the isolated location is also at a geographical 
extreme — Kohistan is at the extreme south of the Shina-
speaking area and Hunza is at the extreme north. 

Based on these recorded text testing results, neither Gilgit 
nor Chilas can be seen as a clear-cut center for the entire Shina-
speaking area. Rather, the picture emerges of two overlapping  
 

                                                 
45 The Mann-Whitney U test, a non-parametric analog to the t test, was 

used for these tests of significance. 
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circles, representing two groupings of Shina-speaking areas. One 
grouping, represented by the speech variety of the Gilgit 
recorded text test, includes the northern geographical extreme but 
excludes the southern extreme; the other, represented by the 
speech variety of the Chilas recorded text test, includes the 
southern but excludes the northern geographical extreme of the 
Shina-speaking area. 

This is certainly in keeping with the Gilgit- and Chilas-
centered interpretation of the word list comparisons, discussed 
above in section 4.1. The difference is that, according to the 
picture presented by the word lists, the two groups are separate; 
whereas, the recorded text test results indicate two greatly 
overlapping groups, with only the extreme locations excluded. 

 

5.1.2 Gilgit subjects on recorded text tests from other 
locations 

It was possible to test all the texts in Gilgit town. Subjects 
were from a pool of 13 women and 21 men (subjects in all the 
other locations were men). There was no significant difference46 
between the scores of men and women on these five tests from 
locations outside Gilgit, so combined results are presented. 

As shown in (12), the number of subjects from Gilgit who 
responded to each recorded text test from the other five locations 
ranged from 10 to 19. The mean scores of the Gilgit subjects on 
the Kolai and Satpara recorded text tests were 61 and 53 percent 
correct, respectively. A test of significance was run on the scores 
from subjects who took all five tests. The mean scores for the 
Kolai and Satpara tests are significantly lower (p<.01)47 than the 
means on the other three recorded text tests — 88, 89, and 94 
percent. There is no significant difference between the mean 
scores of paired samples on the Kolai and Satpara recorded text 
tests. This indicates that the difficulty in understanding these two 
texts was of a similar magnitude for these Gilgit subjects. 

                                                 
46 A one-way analysis of variance was used for these tests of significance. 
47 The Wilcoxon signed-rank test, a non-parametric analog to the paired t 

test, was used for these tests of significance. 
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The low mean score by the Gilgit subjects on the Kolai 
recorded text test can be seen as the converse of the low score 
obtained by the Kohistan subjects on the Gilgit text. Such results 
support the conclusion that there is limited intelligibility between 
speakers of the Gilgit and Kohistan varieties of Shina. The low 
mean score on the Satpara recorded text test, on the other hand, 
comes as a surprise in light of the apparent lack of difficulty the 
Satpara subjects had in comprehending the Gilgit text. 

Contact with the Gilgit dialect on the part of the Satpara 
subjects could be seen as one possible reason they had little 
difficulty with the Gilgit recorded text test: 7 of the 10 subjects 
identified the text as being from Gilgit. Of those, 6 stated they 
had spoken many times with people from Gilgit, either by going 
there or speaking with those Gilgitis who came to the Satpara 
area. 

On the other hand, none of the Gilgit subjects who took the 
Satpara recorded text test expressed awareness of Satpara or that 
Shina was spoken there. They repeatedly expressed the opinion 
that the language of the text was very different from their own. 
Over half of the subjects suggested that the text was from some 
isolated area of Astor, which is not unreasonable. In fact, a high 
lexical similarity (93 percent) between Satpara and Astor was 
observed in the word list comparison. The fact that Gilgit 
subjects did quite well on the Astor recorded text test might be 
able to be attributed to any number of possible factors. One 
factor could be contact: 9 of 10 subjects correctly identified the 
location of the Astor text and all of them reported speaking with 
people from Astor. Another factor could be related to the 
difficulty of the text used — the Satpara text could be seen as a 
more involved narrative than the Astor text. 

 

5.1.3 Awareness of different Shina-speaking areas 

In general, most of the people who took part in recorded text 
testing were quite aware of the different major areas where their 
language is spoken. There is enough contact between the areas 
historically and currently to cause such knowledge to be quite 
wide-spread. For example, in this Muslim culture women 
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generally travel very little. Yet even in their protected positions 
the women in Gilgit town seem well aware of the differences in 
dialect which mark others as from Astor or Chilas or Hunza-
Nagar.48 

The geographically extreme Shina-speaking areas, however, 
were not widely known. Few people interviewed from Gilgit or 
Hunza-Nagar knew that Shina is spoken in Kohistan or Satpara. 
Similarly, people from Satpara and Astor were aware of Gultari 
and Kharmang as Shina-speaking areas, but did not know about 
Kohistan, with only a few being aware of Hunza-Nagar dialects. 

On the whole, however, the subjects who listened to the 
recorded text tests were able to give reasonable guesses about the 
area that the speaker was from. For example, although the 
majority of Gilgit subjects were evidently not aware of Kohistan 
or that Shina is spoken there, they often guessed that the speaker 
was from Chilas or a nearby area. Many of them proffered Darel-
Tangir as the speaker’s home location, while others ventured he 
was from Chilas, but from “back in”, up one of the side valleys. 
Similarly, the speaker from Satpara was located as being from 
Astor or some isolated valley back from there.49 

It was perceived that the Kohistan text was similar to the 
Chilas text and the Satpara text similar to the Astor. That is to 
say, the Gilgit subjects recognized two major types of Shina for 
classifying variants from their own: the Astor-type and the 
Chilas-type, or, according to the current classification system, the 
Eastern-type and the Diamer/Kohistan-type. These, then, could 
be seen again as psychological correlates of the geographical 
clusters identified through the word list analysis, as proposed 
above in section 4.1. This is also supportive of the types of Shina 
posited in section 1.4. 

                                                 
48 They cite the women’s hospital in Gilgit as one place where they are 

exposed to women from other areas. Also, occasionally families from other 
valleys rent homes in Gilgit for a time. There is also some intermarriage 
between Gilgit families and those from Astor or Hunza-Nagar (and infrequently 
Chilas) which brings female speakers of the different dialects into contact. 

49 One Gilgit woman remarked about the Satpara text, “This is something 
other than Astori, because I know how Astori sounds and this is something 
different!” 
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Because of their extreme-southern location, it is hardly 
surprising that Kohistan people are little aware of Hunza-Nagar 
or areas east of Astor as being Shina-speaking areas. And as 
would be expected from their far-southern location, the recorded 
text test subjects from Kohistan were not able to place the 
location of texts with much accuracy. For example, while all 
twelve subjects were able to identify the Gilgit text with that 
general area, less than half of them correctly located the Chilas 
text. 

 

5.1.4 Conclusions from recorded text testing 

The mean scores from the four outlying test locations50 on 
the Gilgit and Chilas recorded text tests tend to support the idea 
of there being two centered varieties of Shina, albeit greatly 
overlapping. The extreme northern location had difficulty on the 
Chilas recorded text test, the extreme southern location had 
difficulty with the Gilgit recorded text test. 

When the mean scores of Gilgit subjects on the other five 
recorded text tests are examined, however, it appears that the 
geographical dialect clusters hypothesis might be more 
descriptive of the situation. The Gilgit subjects had marked 
difficulty in understanding the Kolai recorded text test, the 
representative text from the Kohistan dialect cluster. This 
difficulty was reciprocated by the difficulty the Kohistan subjects 
had in understanding the Gilgit text. 

The Satpara recorded text test, a representative text from 
Baltistan in the Eastern dialect cluster, was also markedly 
difficult for the Gilgit subjects to understand. These Gilgit people 
had no apparent difficulty understanding the Chilas recorded text 
test, the representative of the Diamer cluster, but it should be 
noted that the Hunza subjects, who are part of the same Northern 
dialect cluster as Gilgit, did have marked difficulty with the 
Chilas text. 

                                                 
50 These outlying test locations are Nasirabad in Hunza, Satpara, Astor, 

and Kolai/Jalkot in Kohistan. 
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Examined in this way, the results of recorded text testing 
and the responses to the post-recorded text test questions 
(especially those concerning origin of the speech sample) seem 
to support the idea of four different geographical clusters of 
dialects, rather than two Gilgit- or Chilas-centered groups. This 
result is similar to that reached from evaluations of opinions of 
dialect similarity expressed through the sociolinguistic 
questionnaire, examined above in section 4.3. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

PATTERNS OF BILINGUALISM AND LANGUAGE USE 

The potential effects of bilingualism in neighboring 
languages upon different varieties of Shina was also investigated 
in the course of the present survey. The effects of bilingualism 
on vocabulary choice and patterns of language use are discussed 
in this chapter.51 

6.1 Balti use in the Eastern cluster 

The Eastern cluster was unique, not surprisingly, in the 
number of words appearing in the word list which are held in 
common with Balti. Judging, however, from the fact that, outside 
of Astor, the Shina speakers live as minorities among the Balti-
speaking majority community, there were surprisingly few words 
among the 210 that were identifiable as Balti. Schmidt (1984) 
reports that there is convergence with Balti in the pockets of 
Shina speakers scattered throughout Baltistan. Indeed, speakers 
from Satpara deprecated their own Shina as being “mixed” (see 
§7.5.1). This may prove to be more of a psychological effect than 
a real one, however, if the words given for the word lists are any 
indication. Only two Balti words were offered by speakers from 
all of the Eastern locations but one; Balti words were offered for 
several of the other glosses by those from one or two locations 
east of Astor.52 

All the locations in the Eastern cluster, except Dashkin, 
used [t_soK] for ‘onion’, the same word as used in Balti. This is 
presented in (13). Also shown is ‘egg’, for which all the locations 
except Kharmang offered [Thul]. Interestingly, this word for 

                                                 
51 Balti and Burushaski items used in comparison in this section are from 

Backstrom (this volume). Khowar, Phalura, Gawar-bati, and Dameli are from 
K. Decker (1992). Indus Kohistani items are from Hallberg (1992a). Pashto 
items are from Hallberg (1992b). 

52 It should be noted, however, that because the elicitation procedure 
isolates Shina as the language of interest, the word lists may present Shina for 
some glosses when Balti ones are actually more commonly used. 
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‘egg’ was not used in Balti, rather, it is used in Purki and 
Ladakhi, both spoken in Ladakh, across the ceasefire line in 
India. 

 
(13) Balti words in Eastern Shina 

 78. onion 88. egg 
Balti t_soK  
Purki & Ladakhi  thul/TuL 
Eastern t_soK Thul 
Northern kà'}u hà'nee5 
Diamer kà'}u hV'No 
Kohistan pi'àz hà'No 

 
Except for these two, the speakers from Astor did not offer 

words that were identifiable as Balti. This is not surprising since 
Astor valley is entirely Shina-speaking and there is no reported 
regular contact with Balti-speakers. The speakers from Kachura 
and Kharmang gave more Balti words than the other locations, 
but even this amounted to less than ten words out of 210. 
Kachura, Satpara, Kharmang, and Dras are all small valleys 
inside of Balti-speaking areas. It is interesting that there is so 
little intrusion of Balti into their basic vocabulary. 

It is not because they do not know Balti, however. The 
respondents to the sociolinguistic questionnaire from Baltistan all 
reported being able to speak Balti well. They also reported that 
all or most of the women could speak Balti, as could all children 
above the fifth class.53 This is in contrast to the respondents from 
Astor, who reported that few or none of the people in their 
villages spoke Balti. None of the Astori respondents reported 
speaking Balti themselves. Only three of the twelve listed Skardu 
as a place they traveled to, whereas for the Baltistan respondents, 
Skardu is their center for trade and government. 

Respondents to the sociolinguistic questionnaire reported 
the languages that they use for different purposes; they are listed 

                                                 
53 Only primary schools are in most of the small Shina-speaking side 

valleys in Baltistan; children must go to Skardu for education above fifth class. 
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in (14). Attention is drawn to the reports given by the 
respondents from the Eastern cluster, Astor and the Baltistan 
locations. They state that they use Shina almost exclusively for 
such purposes as talking with women and children, and telling 
jokes and stories. Half of these Eastern cluster respondents report 
using another language besides Shina for religious instruction at 
home. Closer examination shows, however, that the second 
language is Arabic, the language of Islamic faith, with 
explanations being given exclusively in Shina. Thus, of those 
domains explored in this study, there are basically four where 
Shina is reported to be the primary, if not the exclusive language 
utilized for communication. 

All but two of these Eastern cluster respondents answered in 
the positive when asked if their people marry with Balti-
speakers, although most qualified it to be only “sometimes” or 
“very few”. In such households both Shina and Balti would be 
spoken. About half of the respondents reported that there were 
Balti-speakers in their family. Nevertheless, they still considered 
Shina to be the primary language in the home, as described 
above. 

In comparison to the other locations where language use 
was examined, figure (14) reveals that these Eastern cluster 
respondents reported more use of a language in addition to Shina 
for singing. Here the respondents from Astor are separated from 
those farther east in that they reportedly use Urdu more in Astor 
and, understandably, Balti more in Baltistan. In fact, for all the 
domains where a second language was used, the Baltistan 
respondents reported greater use of Balti than Urdu, whereas 
those from Astor used Urdu almost exclusively. Additionally, the 
domains where other languages are used appear to be those 
outside the home where contact with people from other 
communities is more the norm, such as religious instruction in 
the mosque, political discussion, or obtaining a job. 

It appears, then, that in the Eastern cluster there is less 
convergence of Shina with Balti than intimated in the literature, 
even though east of Astor the Shina speakers live in areas which 
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are almost exclusively Balti-speaking.54 Rather, Balti is a widely 
used second language among the Shina speakers of Baltistan. 
Urdu is the most reported second language in Astor. The use by 
the Shina speakers of their own language appears to be strong, 
although there is reported use of other languages, namely Urdu 
and Balti, in non-home domains. 

                                                 
54 This separates the Eastern cluster of dialects from Brokskat, the 

language spoken by Buddhist Dards in Ladakh, India. Brokskat has so long 
been isolated from the other dialects of Shina, and has so converged with Purki 
and Ladakhi, languages close to Balti, that it is no longer intelligible with the 
other dialects of Shina. See section 1.4 and authors such as Bailey (1924a:xiv) 
and Schmidt (1984:680, 1985b:19). 
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(14) Reported language use by proportion of respondents55 

What language used for: GIL HUN AST BAL CHL H-S KOH 
speaking to women? 

Shina only 8/9 6/7 7/8 4/5 5/5 7/7 3/3 
Shina & other 1/9 1/7 1/8 1/5    
Other only        

speaking to children? 
Shina only 8/9 6/7 7/8 4/5 5/6 7/7 3/3 
Shina & other 1/9 1/7 1/8 1/5 1/6   
Other only        

for singing? 
Shina only 9/11 6/7 5/8 3/6 6/6 7/7 6/6 
Shina & other 2/11 1/7 2/8 3/6    
Other only   1/8     

for jokes & stories? 
Shina only 7/11 6/7 7/8 5/6 5/6 7/7 4/4 
Shina & other 3/11 1/7 1/8 1/6 1/6   
Other only 1/11       

religious instruction in mosque? 
Shina only 4/11 5/7  2/6 4/6 7/7 7/7 
Shina & other 1/11 2/7 6/8 4/6 2/6   
Other only 6/11  2/8     

religious instruction at home? 
Shina only 11/11 6/7 3/8 4/6 6/6 7/7 3/3 
Shina & other  1/7 5/8 2/6    
Other only        

for political discussion? 
Shina only 3/11 3/7 1/8 3/6 3/6 7/7 3/3 
Shina & other 3/11 3/7 2/8 2/6 1/6   
Other only 5/11 1/7 5/8 1/6 2/6   

to get a job? 
Shina only 2/11 4/7 3/8  5/6 7/7 3/3 
Shina & other 5/11 1/7 3/8 3/5 1/6   
Other only 4/11 2/7 2/8 2/5    

 

                                                 
55 Throughout this report some locations are occasionally referred to by 

their three-letter location codes; this is especially the case in charts or figures. 
The most-used location codes are: Hunza (Nasirabad)=HUN, Gilgit=GIL, 
Astor=AST, Baltistan=BAL, Chilas=CHL, Harban and Sazin=H-S, 
Kohistan=KOH. 
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6.2 Burushaski use in the Northern cluster 

Nasirabad (formerly called Hini) represents the 
northernmost extent of the Shina language and the variety of 
Shina spoken in that area. It is also the most completely Shina-
speaking village in Hunza; those villages downriver from it are 
mixed, with both speakers of Shina and Burushaski. Because of 
its position in Hunza, bilingualism in Burushaski is quite 
common. 

All six56 of those from Nasirabad responding to questions 
about other languages on the sociolinguistic questionnaire said 
that they speak Burushaski; half of those men reported that they 
speak it well. Questionnaire respondents also estimated that most 
or all of the men in their village also speak Burushaski. They 
further suggest that perhaps half of the women and children in 
their village speak Burushaski. 

In the face of this bilingualism, however, Shina is still 
reported to be the language of the home and personal domains, as 
displayed in (14). Those domains include conversation with 
women and children, singing, telling jokes and stories, religious 
instruction at home, and religious instruction in the mosque. 
Only for political discussions or obtaining employment did more 
than half of the seven respondents report using a language other 
than Shina, primarily Urdu and Burushaski. Furthermore, they all 
said that Shina is the language of choice for communicating a 
message to the people of their area. Nevertheless, questionnaire 
respondents reported that people in their village often marry 
outside their own language group, that is, with Burushaski-
speaking people. Over half the respondents indicated that there 
were Burushaski speakers in their family. 

Shina speakers in Nasirabad and other villages in Hunza and 
Nagar live in close proximity with Burushaski speakers. In light 
of this extensive contact and reported widespread bilingualism 
with Burushaski, as well as frequent intermarriage, it is not 

                                                 
56 Not all participants at a given location responded to all the possible 

questions; this is true for Nasirabad as well as all the other locations, for this 
and other topics investigated. 
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surprising that the word list recorded in Nasirabad included more 
Burushaski words than those obtained from other Shina-speaking 
locations within the Northern cluster. Some instances of this 
borrowing are presented in section 6.2.1. 

 

6.2.1 Evidences of vocabulary borrowing in Nasirabad Shina 

Three examples are presented in (15) which illustrate words 
that the Nasirabad dialect of Shina holds in common with 
Burushaski. Other dialects of the Northern cluster do not share 
these words with Burushaski. These are presented as possible 
evidences of the type of borrowing that occurs as a result of 
current bilingualism. ‘Rice’, ‘thread’, and ‘cloud’ are probably 
the clearest examples of this.57 

(15) Words shared by Burushaski and Nasirabad Shina 
 71. rice 37. thread 48. cloud 
Balti brVs/blVs   
Burushaski brVs* sàr** qu'ronC7** 
Nasirabad brVs sàr'doom ko'ronC7 
Northern briu3 'guu5ni 'àZ7o 
Eastern briu3* 'guu5ni 'àZ7o 
Diamer biu3 'guu5Ni 'àZ7o 
Kohistan tà'luN 'guu5Ni 'àZ7o 

*Nagar Burushaski uses [briu], Kharmang uses [brVs] 
**Not Yasin Burushaski 

                                                 
57 Two other words, ‘firewood’ and ‘dust’, perhaps reflect older 

borrowing since the words used in Nasirabad are not used in Hunza Burushaski, 
the variety of Burushaski which surrounds Nasirabad: the word for ‘firewood’ 
is only used in Nagar Burushaski and that for ‘dust’ only in Yasin Burushaski. 

 29. firewood 59. dust 
Burushaski cuuni* xorts** 
Nasirabad 'cu8uni 'khurVt_s 
Northern juk u'duu5 
Eastern 'kà8àTo u'duu5 
Diamer 'kà8àTo 'udVm/sum 
Kohistan kààT 'udVm/'duRV 

*Nagar Burushaski. 
**Yasin Burushaski 
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6.2.2 Other Northern cluster locations 

The other locations in the Northern cluster, represented by 
Gilgit in figure (14), show a contrasting pattern of language use 
to that in Nasirabad. Shina is still the overwhelmingly dominant 
language in the home and personal domains — conversation with 
women and children, singing, religious instruction at home, and 
for jokes and stories. However, due to the larger mixing of 
communities in Gilgit and other towns on travel routes (such as 
in Punial), there is greater reported use of Urdu in such public 
domains as religious teaching in the mosque, obtaining 
employment, and political discussions. 

There is localized bilingualism reported in Burushaski or 
other regional languages like Balti or Pashto. Estimates made by 
the sociolinguistic questionnaire respondents, however, limit 
such reported bilingualism in regional languages to less than half 
of the male population in any given area. In contrast, all the 
respondents indicated that they spoke Urdu, and all but one of 
them indicated that they spoke it well. Bilingualism in Urdu is 
further discussed in section 7.3.2, below. Conjecture would 
propose that there is incorporation of Urdu vocabulary in every 
day speech, especially among the more educated populace. 
However, there was no evidence of Urdu intrusion into the words 
included in the word list for these other Northern cluster 
locations, as was the case with Burushaski words used by Shina 
speakers in Nasirabad. 

 

6.2.3 Summary — Burushaski in Northern cluster Shina 

When the language use patterns reported by the respondents 
to the sociolinguistic questionnaire from Nasirabad are 
contrasted with those of respondents from other Northern cluster 
locations, a significant role played by the Burushaski language is 
revealed. Not only is Burushaski used in primarily public 
domains, widespread bilingualism is also reported. Additionally, 
Burushaski words have been incorporated into Nasirabad Shina 
that are not used in any other Northern cluster location. In the 
other locations, Urdu is the second language with the reported  
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greatest use. Nevertheless, in all the locations in the Northern 
cluster, respondents reported greatest use of Shina in all domains, 
both home and public. 

 

6.3 Khowar use in Gupis and Punial 

The four words presented in (16) illustrate the incorporation 
of Khowar words into the vocabulary of Shina speakers in Gupis. 
As mentioned above in section 2.2, the area west of Punial is 
increasingly Khowar speaking as one travels west to Chitral. The 
word list from Gupis could not be independently checked, so it is 
not known if the extent of Khowar is as great throughout that 
variety of Shina. The list from Punial was checked twice, 
however, and the Khowar word for ‘body’ was used by all three 
respondents, so some incorporation as far east as Punial is indeed 
a fact. 

 
(16) Khowar words in Punial and Gupis Shina 

 1. body 30. broom 
Khowar qàlip mà'jini 
Gupis kà'lIp mà'jini 
Punial kà'lIp là'e} 
Northern DIm là'e}i/leesi 
Eastern DIm loosi 
Diamer su'rVt/DIm loo}i/làà}i 
Kohistan su'rVt lo'à} 
   
 65. flower 77. garlic 
Khowar gVm'buri wrE{nu 
Gupis gVm'buri wE{'nu 
Punial phu'nàr bok'pà 
Northern phu'nàr 'gopkà 
Eastern 'phuS7o gok'pà 
Diamer 'phuRo 'hugi 
Kohistan 'phuRo 'hugi 
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Interestingly, Punial was mentioned more than once as an 
area where Shina is spoken the “best” or the “most purely” (see 
§7.5.1). It was elaborated by one man that Punial Shina is the 
most “sweet” and “polite” expressly because of the influence of 
Khowar upon it. Khowar is held to be a very poetic language. 

 

6.4 Pashto use in the Southern clusters 

Biddulph (1880:9) recorded that Pashto was “universally 
spoken” in Indus Kohistan. Lorimer noted that Pashto “has 
provided a considerable element in the vocabulary of the Chilas 
dialect of Shina, but not in that of its other dialects” (1923-
25:485). Schmidt also states that “Kohistani Shina has been 
influenced by Pashto, which is the carrier language in this 
region” (1985b:18). While these statements have truth in them, 
as will be demonstrated through examination of the word lists 
and language use patterns, it may be that the influence has not 
penetrated as deeply as they suggest. 

 

6.4.1 Shared vocabulary with Pashto 

A wider look at the language picture of northern Pakistan 
shows that at least some of these words shared with Pashto by 
the Diamer and Kohistan clusters are also shared with the Dardic 
languages introduced above in section 4.2.1. This suggests a 
wider pattern of assimilation and influence other than solely in 
the Kohistan cluster area. Examples are displayed in (17). 

The words for ‘hammer’, ‘garlic’, and ‘tomato’ are shared 
by Pashto, several of the other Dardic languages, and the Diamer 
and Kohistan clusters. The words for ‘(meat)fat’, ‘onion’, and 
‘noon’ demonstrate that the Kohistan cluster has relatively more 
words in common with Pashto than the Diamer cluster. The word 
for ‘husband’ is more illustrative of exclusive adoption of Pashto 
vocabulary by the Southern clusters. It should be noted that both 
the words ‘husband’ ['xàwànd] and ‘onion’ [pi'àz] are also 
used in Urdu. One would suspect a Pashto channel for the 
introduction of these words, however, considering the influence 
of bilingualism in that language as discussed in this section. 
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(17) Words shared by Southern clusters and Pashto 
 33. hammer 77. garlic 80. tomato 
Northern hà'toRà / 'Dàki bok'pà bàlu'gUn 
Eastern hà'toRà gok'pà bàlugUn/pàGVn 
Diamer hà'toRà / t_sVtVk 'hugi bàlu'gun 
Kohistan t_sàtVk 'hugi bàtVgV'Ne 
Indus Koh. sà'TVk   
Phalura t_sVTVk 'ughi bE'tiKgVlV 
Gawar-bati t_sVTVk   
Dameli t_sVTVk  bà'TiKgVr 
Pashto sà'TVk 'ugV sur bàTiK'gVR 

 
 113. husband 120. noon 
Northern bV'rào dà'yoo / dà'zoo 
Eastern bV'rio dà'zoo 
Diamer mu'}à/ 'xàwànd dà'zo 
Kohistan xà'wàn / bVri'o dà'zo / Gàr'mà 
Pashto xà'wVnd GVr'mV 

 
 85. (meat)fat 78. onion 
Northern mii kà'}u 
Eastern mii t_soK 
Diamer mii kà'}u 
Kohistan wà8àz* pi'àz 
Indus Koh  phiàz 
Pashto wàzdV piàz 

*Kolai uses [mii] 

6.4.2 Pashto use in Diamer and Kohistan clusters 

Bilingualism in Pashto is reported quite frequently in the 
Kohistan cluster and to a much lesser extent in the Diamer 
cluster. Responses to the sociolinguistic questionnaire were 
elicited in three primary areas in those clusters: Chilas and 
Harban-Sazin areas in the Diamer cluster, and Jalkot, Palas, and 
Kolai in the Kohistan cluster. 
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None of the 7 respondents from Harban and Sazin and only 
3 of the 10 respondents from Chilas indicated that they speak 
Pashto; and those 3 said they only speak a little Pashto. 
Additionally, they estimated that only a few, or “some” of the 
men in their villages speak Pashto and none of the women or 
children. Respondents from both of these areas gave consistent 
negative responses when queried if their people marry with 
Pashto-speakers. However, all but one of the Chilas participants 
stated that they do marry outside their language group, but half 
of those qualified it to just “sometimes”. Additionally, only 2 of 
10 respondents indicated that there were people from other 
language groups in their families. All 7 respondents from Harban 
and Sazin stated that they do not marry outside their language 
group. 

In contrast, respondents from the Kohistan cluster indicated 
a much higher incidence of Pashto bilingualism. Ten of the 12 
respondents to the question reported that they themselves speak 
Pashto, half of them saying that they speak it well. Furthermore, 
half of those respondents estimated that the majority of the men 
in their villages speak Pashto, an estimate considerably higher 
than that given by Diamer cluster participants. Also, most of 
them projected that at least a few of the children speak Pashto, 
but not the women. Two-thirds of the 12 respondents indicated 
that their people did marry with Pashto-speakers, but that in 
general, marriage with people outside their own language group 
was rare. All 8 of those responding to the question stated that 
there was no one from another language group in their family. 

In the face of this reported bilingualism in Pashto, 
particularly in the Kohistan cluster, the patterns of language use 
suggested by the responses displayed in (14), indicate very little 
intrusion of Pashto into the domains investigated through the 
questionnaire. Consistent “Shina only” responses to the language 
use questions were given by the respondents from both Kohistan 
and the Harban and Sazin areas. This is hardly surprising for 
Harban and Sazin since, as discussed above, only some of the 
men are reported to speak Pashto. But, although fewer men from 
Kohistan participated in answering these questions than others, 
still the fact that those who did reported sole use of Shina in the  
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public as well as the home and personal domains is significant. 
There are evidently situations where at least some proficiency in 
Pashto is necessary, otherwise there would not be such 
widespread bilingualism reported in Kohistan. But the fact that 
those men responding to the language use questions reported no 
use of Pashto suggests that the domains where it is indeed used 
are evidently quite limited. 

The respondents from Chilas indicate that in the public 
domains queried, there is some use of languages other than 
Shina. However, Urdu was the only one specified; Pashto was 
not mentioned. 

To summarize, within the Southern clusters it appears that 
the only area where at least half of the male population has some 
proficiency in Pashto is in the Kohistan cluster. But for the 
Diamer cluster as well, it appears that proficiency in Pashto is 
obtained by some in order to communicate in a limited set of 
domains. Pashto bilingualism is apparently not attained through 
interaction in the home because of intermarriage with Pashto-
speakers. Rather, it is acquired by men only as they interact with 
Pashto-speaking men, presumably in such public domains as the 
bazaar. 

 

6.5 Kohistan cluster shared vocabulary with Indus 
Kohistani 

There is considerable opportunity for speakers of Shina 
from the Kohistan cluster to have contact with speakers of the 
Indus Kohistani language58 spoken on the west bank of the Indus. 
The Karakoram Highway runs along that west bank the length of 
the area called Indus Kohistan. It crosses to the east bank at Dasu 
(map 4). There are foot and/or vehicle bridges connecting the 
                                                 

58 As noted above in chapter 3, Shina speakers from the Kohistan cluster 
locations generally refer to their language as Kohistani. The speakers of the 
language spoken on the west bank of the Indus in District Kohistan also call 
their language Kohistani. For this reason, the language on the west bank is 
referred to as Indus Kohistani in this report and the language of the east bank 
speakers as Kohistani Shina. Kohistani Shina speakers generally name the other 
language according to the location of the speaker, such as Patani, for the 
language spoken in Patan. 
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three Shina-speaking valleys on the east bank with the highway 
on the opposite side. Men from these valleys report frequent 
travel to the bazaars at Jijal or Patan or Komila on the west bank. 
In fact, travel from one of these valleys to another is faster using 
public transportation available on the highway as the link, rather 
than the traditional foot routes along the east bank. 

Not surprisingly, 4 of the 12 respondents from the Kohistan 
cluster volunteered Indus Kohistani as one of the languages they 
speak. Three men responded to more direct questions about 
speaking that language: all of them estimated that some of the 
men in their villages speak Indus Kohistani, but only one 
ventured that even a few of the women and children would be 
able to speak it, the other 2 respondents thought that none of 
them spoke Indus Kohistani. Only one of the 3 said that there is 
intermarriage with Indus Kohistani speakers.59 

The word lists from the Kohistan cluster are separate from 
those of the other clusters in a few vocabulary items shared with 
Indus Kohistani. Two examples, ‘elbow’ and ‘good’, are 
presented in (18). Additionally, these particular items are not 
used by other Dardic languages to the west; conjecture, then, 
could contribute direct contact as the basis of this sharing. 

 
(18) Words shared by Kohistan cluster and Indus Kohistani 

 14. elbow 130. good 
Northern bà'khuni 'mIS7To 
Eastern bà'khuni 'mIS7To* 
Diamer bà'khuni 'mIS7To** 
Kohistan Thu'guri mVRV'nài 
Indus Koh. thuK'guri màR'nVi 

    * Kharmang and Dras also use [S7à'boko] 
        ** Harban and Sazin also use [mVNV'ne] 

                                                 
59 Respondents from Chilas and Harban-Sazin estimated that some of the 

men in their villages speak Indus Kohistani, but that none of the women and 
children do. Also, they all reported no intermarriage with Indus Kohistani 
speakers. 
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6.6 Bilingualism and language use patterns — conclusion 

Proficiency in second languages is widely reported among 
Shina speakers. Urdu is the only second language reportedly 
spoken in all the geographical dialect clusters (see further 
discussion in section 7.3.2). Balti is the most common second 
language among the Shina speakers of the Eastern cluster, 
although it is limited to those who live east of Astor. 
Bilingualism with Burushaski is reportedly high among Shina 
speakers from Hunza, at the northern extreme of the Northern 
cluster. The incidence of Pashto bilingualism increases as one 
moves downriver through the Southern clusters, that is, more in 
Kohistan than in the Diamer cluster. 

All these second languages, however, play a subsidiary role 
to Shina when patterns of language use are examined. There is 
little question that Shina is the language of choice for the home 
and personal domains. Also in the public domains use of the 
Shina language dominates, and it is only in these public domains 
that any use of a second language is ever reported. The only 
exceptions to Shina as the sole language of the home would be 
limited to the extreme north and extreme east in the wider Shina-
speaking area. In these areas intermarriage with Burushaski- and 
Balti-speakers, respectively, is reported — this would bring these 
other languages into the home domains. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

IS GILGITI THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD? 

What evidence is there to support the Gilgit speech variety 
as the recognized standard for Shina? As outlined in section 1.1 
of this report, this was one of the secondary questions of the 
sociolinguistic survey which supported the main question — how 
many dialects of Shina are there? As discussed in section 2.2, 
many scholars have named Gilgiti as the main dialect of Shina 
based on historical and political considerations (Biddulph 1880, 
Lorimer 1927, 1923-25, Bailey 1924a, Schmidt 1984). Is this 
opinion held by Shina speakers from other areas? 

Several pieces of evidence were observed which could give 
credence to the supposition of Gilgiti as the standard for Shina. 
Research into these factors has shown, however, that not all of 
them turn out to be strong indicators. This chapter will examine 
how easily Gilgiti is understood; identification with Gilgiti, 
especially as it is broadcast on the radio; literature in the Gilgit 
variety; patterns of travel to Gilgit from outlying Shina-speaking 
areas; and general attitudes toward Gilgiti by Shina speakers 
from other areas. 

In addition, supporting or refuting evidence is also offered 
regarding the Chilas variety as an alternate standard. This was 
deemed important because of the historical ties that many 
outlying areas profess to have with Chilas — discussed above in 
the section on historical background (§1.3) — and the 
consequent effects on intelligibility. Also, the geographically 
central position that Chilas holds in the greater Shina-speaking 
area could be significant when contact is taken into 
consideration. Such aspects are also discussed below. 

 

7.1 Ease of comprehension 

Can Shina speakers from other areas easily comprehend the 
Gilgit variety of Shina? Or is Chilasi easier to comprehend than 
Gilgiti for Shina speakers from other areas? These questions are 
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addressed from several different perspectives in the following 
sections, but perhaps more directly in this section: the results 
from recorded text testing will be briefly re-examined, and 
opinions from the sociolinguistic questionnaire directly 
addressing ease of comprehension will be summarized. 

 

7.1.1 Recorded text test results 

As discussed above in section 5.1, narrative texts were used 
as the basis for the recorded text testing. The texts from Gilgit 
and Chilas were played in all six test locations, with the express 
purpose of comparing ease of comprehension between the two. 
Good comprehension of both texts was evidenced by subjects 
from all the test locations except the northern-most and southern-
most geographical extremes. The subjects from Hunza scored 
significantly lower on the Chilas text than subjects from the other 
test locations, and the subjects from Kohistan scored 
significantly lower on the Gilgit text. These are rather direct 
evidences of the difficulty that these people experienced in 
understanding these varieties of Shina. 

It thus appears that neither Gilgiti nor Chilasi emerges as 
more understandable for all the Shina-speaking areas included in 
recorded text testing. It is necessary to combine these results with 
additional factors, such as are discussed below. 

 

7.1.2 Opinions of ability to comprehend Gilgiti and Chilasi 

As a more indirect measure of comprehension, perceived 
ability to comprehend was examined. Respondents to the 
sociolinguistic questionnaire were asked, “If a man from Gilgit 
comes here, can everyone understand his speech? Even the 
women and children?” They were also asked the same question 
about a man from Chilas. 

The question about the intelligibility of a man from Gilgit 
received a resounding positive response from participants from 
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the Northern, Eastern, and Diamer clusters.60 Only one or two 
men from the different questionnaire locations even qualified 
their answers to “most” or “some”. In other words, over 80 
percent of the respondents from each location in these three 
clusters gave unqualified positive answers. A few more 
qualifications to the positive answers were given when the 
question was extended to women and children. Nevertheless, the 
vast majority from the three clusters gave unconditional positive 
answers even for that. 

The same questions about the intelligibility of a man from 
Chilas resulted in less unanimous answers. Only the respondents 
from Harban and Sazin — in the same Diamer cluster as Chilas 
— gave unqualified positive answers for the question on general 
ability to understand, as well as for the follow-up question 
regarding women and children. As representatives of the Eastern 
cluster, two-thirds of the respondents from Astor and only one-
third of the Baltistan respondents gave positive or unqualified 
opinions about the ability to understand a man from Chilas. In 
the Northern cluster, three-fourths of the Gilgit participants and 
half of the Hunza respondents also gave such positive, 
unqualified opinions. 

The proportion of positive, unqualified evaluations with 
regard to the ability of women and children to understand a man 
from Chilas remained at one-third for Baltistan respondents. 
However, half of the Astor respondents, one-fourth of those from 
Hunza, and half from Gilgit gave positive, unqualified 
evaluations about the ability of women and children to 
understand a man from Chilas — all these proportions are less 
than those for their responses about general ability for such 
understanding. Thus, it appears that there is somewhat greater 
perceived ability to comprehend Gilgiti than Chilasi, if the 
responses from men from the Northern, Eastern, and Diamer 
clusters are all taken together. 

The respondents from the Kohistan cluster displayed a 
different pattern of responses, as was often the case in the course 

                                                 
60 For these questions, there were 16 respondents from Chilas, 13 from 

Kohistan, 7 from Harban and Sazin, 9 from Baltistan, 15 from Astor, 8 from 
Hunza, 13 from Gilgit, and 4 from areas close to Gilgit. 
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of responding to the sociolinguistic questionnaire interviews. 
Almost three-fourths of those men gave negative or qualified 
answers to the question of people being able to understand a man 
from Gilgit. The proportion was about the same for the ability of 
women and children to understand. Just over half of the 
respondents gave a similar negative or qualified judgment for the 
ability of people to understand the speech of a man from Chilas, 
and slightly more for the women and children. This is only 
slightly better than the evaluations given for the speech of a man 
from Gilgit. From this it could be concluded that most Kohistan 
participants did not consider either Gilgiti or Chilasi easy to 
understand (but see below in §7.5). 

In other words, a clear assessment of the ability to easily 
understand the Gilgit speech form as opposed to that of Chilas 
was given by respondents from the Northern, Eastern, and 
Diamer clusters. In contrast, participants from the Kohistan 
cluster generally expressed the opinion that neither a man from 
Gilgit nor a man from Chilas would be easily understood by 
people in their area, women and children included. 

 

7.2 Identification with Gilgiti 

Schmidt and Zarin (1981:157) state that Kohistani Shina 
speakers, particularly inhabitants of Palas and Jalkot, do not 
regard their language as a dialect of Shina, but do report that they 
are able to understand the Gilgit variety.61 Investigation into the 
Kohistan community through administration of sociolinguistic 
questionnaires, however, suggests that at least a minority of east 
bank Kohistan inhabitants regard Shina as an alternate name for 
their language. As discussed above in section 3.1, one third of 
the respondents offered Shina as an alternate to Kohistani or 
Kohistyõ. If there is a certain amount of identification with Shina 
among these Kohistan residents, is there also some identification 
with the Gilgit variety of Shina? What about the other Shina-
speaking areas? In this section, factors influencing identification 

                                                 
61 Fitch and Cooper’s respondent from Jalkot also reported that the Gilgit 

speech is significantly different but understandable (1985:45). 
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with Gilgiti will be further explored for participants from 
Kohistan as well as the other areas — the Diamer cluster, the 
Eastern cluster, and locations outside Gilgit in the Northern 
cluster. 

 

7.2.1 Identification with Gilgiti on the radio 

Radio Pakistan broadcasts daily programs in the Shina 
language from both Gilgit and Islamabad.62 Transmissions from 
one or the other of these centers are received in all the Shina-
speaking areas. The Gilgit speech form has been chosen as the 
medium for these Shina programs. The standard of Gilgiti chosen 
for the Shina radio broadcasts is established by consensus among 
the script writers and those involved in programming. Dialectal 
differences are allowed for dramatic effect in special radio 
presentations, interviews and discussions, and for singing. As an 
intimation of the degree of identification with this variety, 
respondents to the sociolinguistic questionnaire were asked if 
their language was broadcast on the radio, and how much they 
could understand of the Shina broadcasts. 

Eleven of the 12 respondents from Kohistan said their 
language was not broadcast on the radio. Four of those 
elaborated that only Gilgiti was broadcast. Ten of the 12 stated 
the opinion that women and children would be able to understand 
little or none of the language used. However, responding to 
follow-up questions, 7 of the 11 men indicated that they could 
understand all or most of the (Gilgiti) Shina used in those 
programs and the other 4 reported comprehension of less than 
half. In other words, these responses suggest that the Kohistan 
participants do not necessarily identify with the Gilgit speech 
form as their own language, but most report that they are able to 
understand it (though not the women and children). This is 
similar to what Schmidt and Zarin (1981) reported, but contrasts 
somewhat to the comprehension difficulties expressed by the 

                                                 
62 Broadcasts in Shina from Islamabad/Rawalpindi reportedly began in 

1950; Shina broadcasts from Gilgit began in April, 1979. Daily programming 
includes those originating from both Gilgit and Islamabad. 
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Kohistan participants when asked the hypothetical question 
regarding communication with a man from Gilgit. 

On the other hand, there is an apparent high level of identity 
with Gilgiti among the respondents from the two representative 
locations of the Eastern cluster, Baltistan and Astor. All 7 of the 
Baltistan respondents identified the Shina used in radio 
broadcasts as “their language” and said they understood all of it. 
Six of the 7 said that women and children would also be able to 
understand all of it. Identical responses to these three questions 
were obtained from the 7 respondents from Astor. When queried, 
“Is your language broadcast on radio?”, one Astor man replied, 
“Yes, Gilgit”, underlining his belief that the language was the 
same. 

Similar responses were given by the participants from the 
Northern cluster, 7 men from Hunza and 7 from the Gilgit area. 
Nine of 10 from Chilas claimed the Shina on the radio as their 
own language and said that they could understand all of it, as 
would the women and children. It is interesting that among the 
other representatives of the Diamer cluster participating in these 
interviews — those from Harban and Sazin — only 4 of the 7 
said their language was broadcast on the radio. Nevertheless, all 
7 said they could understand all of the Gilgit radio broadcasts 
and so could the women and children. 

All the people who participated in the recorded text testing63 
from Gilgit, Satpara, and Astor reported listening to the radio at 
least sometimes, and the vast majority of those reported daily 
listening. Over half of the subjects from Hunza (Nasirabad), 
however, reported that they rarely or never listen to the radio. 
One-third of the subjects from Chilas and Kohistan gave similar 
answers. About half of the Kohistan subjects reported listening 
daily, but half also said that they usually listen to broadcasts in 
languages other than Shina. One-third of the Chilas subjects also 
reported listening more to other-language broadcasts. For all the 
other locations where recorded text tests were given — Gilgit,  
 

                                                 
63 Participants in recorded text testing included 13 women and 21 men 

from Gilgit, 22 men from Hunza (Nasirabad), 21 from Chilas, 13 from 
Kohistan, 10 from Satpara, and 12 from Astor. 
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Hunza, Satpara, Astor — the vast majority of subjects said that 
they listen to Shina broadcasts as well as those in other 
languages, primarily Urdu. 

 

7.2.2 Conclusions — identification with Gilgiti 

Most of the Kohistani Shina speakers interviewed 
apparently do not identify with the Gilgit variety of Shina as their 
own language. Nevertheless, the majority of them estimate that 
they understand most or all of it, as it is represented in radio 
broadcasts. They would not extend this ability to understand the 
broadcasts, however, to women and children. When asked if the 
language used in the broadcasts was “good Shina”, they 
responded positively, but one man summarized the prevailing 
opinion, “It is not our Shina, it is Gilgiti Shina.” 

In contrast, almost all of the respondents from the Diamer, 
Eastern and Northern clusters identified the Shina broadcast on 
the radio as their language and asserted that not only could they 
understand all of it, the women and children would be able to 
also. 

This is in keeping with the responses to the question about 
understanding a man from Gilgit, described above. It appears that 
for the Kohistan participants, however, responding to questions 
about a known speech form such as that on the radio, receives 
more positive responses than a question without immediate 
referents, such as that concerning the speech of a man from 
Gilgit. This may reflect attitudes toward Gilgit people (see also 
§7.5). 

The programming of Shina radio broadcasts in Gilgiti is a 
de facto instrument for establishing that variety as the standard 
for Shina. The fact that for most of the Shina-speaking area 
people identify easily with Gilgiti makes setting it as the standard 
non-problematic. There are intimations, however, that listening 
to the radio may not be a habit for a significant number of Shina 
speakers outside the Gilgit area. This, coupled with the reports 
that at least a minority, primarily from the Southern clusters, 
usually listens to non-Shina broadcasts, suggests that there are 
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limitations to the usefulness of Shina radio broadcasting as a 
means of establishing Gilgiti as a wider standard. 

 

7.3 Literature in the Gilgit variety of Shina 

Some literature has begun to appear in Gilgiti, primarily 
poetry and proverbs, but also initial attempts to standardize the 
orthography. (See, for example, Zia 1978, 1986 and Taj 1990.) 
The Karakoram Writers Forum, a literary organization based in 
Gilgit, lists several Shina poets and writers among its 
membership. Authors in this group publish their works both in 
written form and via the Radio Pakistan broadcasts. As described 
above in section 7.2, the standard for these works is the speech 
form used in Gilgit. An Islamic religious book has been 
published in the Chilas speech form (Al-Nasir-Chilasi n.d.), but 
this is believed to be the only literature available in that variety 
of Shina. 

As a measure of the penetration of such publications into the 
wider Shina-speaking area, respondents to the sociolinguistic 
questionnaire were asked if there were books published in their 
language. As a possible indicator of the reception such 
publications might have, respondents were also asked their 
opinions about the potential ease of reading their own language, 
what type of literature should be published, and whether or not 
people might buy such books. Additionally, evidence was sought 
through the responses regarding which variety might be 
considered standard for writing things in Shina. 

7.3.1 Awareness of and attitudes toward literature in Shina 

Most of the respondents from Chilas and Gilgit were aware 
that books have been written in Shina. Only about half of those 
from Kohistan, Baltistan, Astor, and Hunza were so aware. 
Almost all of the respondents from the Harban and Sazin area 
said they did not think that there were books written in Shina. 
Not surprisingly, the Chilas men noted the work by Al-Nasir-
Chilasi (n.d.) as the book they had tried to read. The Gilgit men 
mentioned no particular books, but replied that they had tried to 
read poetry and stories. 
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Figure (19) displays responses to questions probing 
respondents’ opinions about the ease or difficulty of reading 
Shina. Of the 52 men who responded to this question, two-thirds 
held the opinion that Shina would be easy to read. Closer 
inspection of the data, however, shows that there was a 
difference between the replies of respondents with four or more 
years of education, who presumably knew how to read Urdu, and 
those respondents with no formal education, who presumably did 
not know how to read Urdu. The vast majority of non-educated 
respondents projected that Shina would be easy to read, whereas 
only slightly more than half of the educated ones held that 
opinion. 

 
(19) Ease of reading Shina by awareness of books in Shina 

for educated and uneducated respondents 
 Educated men Uneducated men 
Books in your 
language? 

Easy Difficult Easy Difficult 

Yes  8 11  6  3 
No 11  3 10  0 

 
A particularly interesting factor in the formation of opinion 

by educated respondents is the awareness of the existence of 
books in Shina and efforts to read them. Also shown in (19), less 
than half of the educated respondents were unaware of books 
written in Shina. Of those, the vast majority thought Shina would 
be easy to read. More than half of the educated respondents who 
knew about Shina books, on the other hand, thought that Shina 
was difficult to read — all but three had tried to read Shina at 
some point.64 It is important to point out that there is currently no 
standard orthography for Shina. Each author has no doubt 
employed slightly different techniques for representing the 
sounds and sound combinations that are unique to Shina, and 
therefore not represented in the Urdu writing system. This could 
                                                 

64 This difference in opinions of educated respondents regarding the ease 
of reading in Shina is demonstrated to be significant by Fisher’s exact test 
(p<.05). 
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be a factor in these educated participants’ opinions. Probably a 
more significant factor, however, is the fact that these educated 
men are familiar with reading Urdu, and the adjustments 
necessary for reading another language, viz., Shina, were 
awkward for them. 

All 10 of the respondents from the Gilgit area who had said 
that they were aware of books in Shina also said that they had 
tried to read them. This consistency was not found in any of the 
other areas where sociolinguistic questionnaires were given. As 
stated above, all but one of the respondents to this question from 
Chilas said that they knew of books published in their language. 
However, only half of those had ever tried to read them. From 
this one could conjecture that, while Chilas men also express 
knowledge of Shina books, there is a wider distribution of such 
books in the Gilgit area. This is not surprising considering the 
fact that Gilgit is the center for Shina radio broadcasts and the 
existing writers’ organization. 

Overall, then, it can be said that responses were positive 
toward literature in Shina. As illustrated in (19), two-thirds of the 
respondents thought Shina would be easy to read. Additionally, 
almost all the respondents from all the locations indicated that 
they thought people would buy books in Shina and even 
expressed willingness to do so themselves. 

Respondents were also asked about topics for Shina 
literature. One-third of the 61 men replying to this question cited 
religious topics as what should be written in Shina. Additionally, 
poetry, stories and news were each suggested by one-fifth of the 
respondents. Another fifth of the respondents enthusiastically 
proposed that “all things” be written in Shina. 

 

7.3.2 Urdu bilingualism in relation to literature in Shina 

Even after stating so many positive attitudes toward 
literature in Shina, however, respondents from all locations cited 
Urdu by far as the best language for writing things. Conceivably, 
this is because they are taught to write in Urdu in school and 
because it has the instrumental value of being nation-wide in its 
scope. Indeed, the most common reason given for choosing Urdu  
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was the fact that it is the national language and people 
everywhere could understand it. The second most common 
reason for choosing Urdu was “it is easy”. 

This preference for Urdu as a written medium is no doubt 
premised upon the fact that, basically, Urdu is the only language 
anyone ever writes anything in. Their overall low estimates of 
the level of Urdu bilingualism in their own villages, however, 
predict that the majority of people would not be able to read and 
write in Urdu, nor in any other language. 

Figure (20) displays the opinions expressed by more than 
half of the respondents from each location. For example, the 
majority of the respondents from Chilas thought that only a few 
of the women in their village would be able to speak Urdu. The 
respondents from the central Astor valley and those from Gilgit 
had the highest opinion of the spread of Urdu proficiency in their 
villages. The respondents from Kohistan considered Urdu 
proficiency to be quite limited in their villages. 

(20) Urdu bilingualism estimates made by more than half of the 
respondents from each location 

Estimates coded as: none, few, some, half, most, all 
In your village, how many… 

 People 
speak 
Urdu? 

People65 
read/write 
Urdu? 

Children 
speak 
Urdu? 

Children 
read/write 
Urdu? 

Women 
speak 
Urdu? 

Women 
read/write 
Urdu? 

Gilgit most half all most half few 
Hunza most half all most few few 
Astor all half most most some few 
Baltistan half few most most none none 
Chilas most half some some few few 
Harban/Sazin half some half some none none 
Kohistan half few some some none none 

 

                                                 
65 The first two questions in this series queried “In your village, how 

many people speak Urdu/read and write Urdu?” The responses indicate that the 
respondents were considering only the Urdu proficiency of men for this 
question, and are interpreted as such. 
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7.3.3 Conclusions — literature in Shina 

According to the opinions expressed by sociolinguistic 
questionnaire respondents, there are positive attitudes toward 
literature in Shina. Since Urdu is so well entrenched as the 
medium for written communication, however, opinion is strong 
that Urdu is the best language for writing things. This preference 
must be evaluated in light of the low estimates of Urdu 
bilingualism and even lower estimates of literacy. 

Awareness of available literature in Shina appeared to be 
quite localized. Thus, no strong case for greater potential 
acceptance of Gilgiti than Chilasi as the medium for Shina 
publications could be made. 

One recommendation that could come from this research is 
for Shina authors to make a concerted effort to formulate a 
standardized orthography. This would doubtlessly contribute to 
the acceptability of Shina literature which would, in turn, help 
ensure its wider distribution. Buddruss (1983) has reported on 
recent literary developments in Shina. A grammar and anthology 
of Shina literature — oral and written, poetry and prose, drama 
and folklore — in preparation by him and Shina authors 
(Buddruss forthcoming), could help in the formulation of such a 
standard. 

 

7.4 Gilgit as center for trade and government 
in Northern Areas 

Gilgit is the governmental center for the Northern Areas as 
well as a major center for trade and commerce. These facts 
predispose more frequent travel to Gilgit than to Chilas. Such 
travel could consequentially increase exposure to Gilgiti. As a 
potential indicator, then, of the strength of this factor, questions 
concerning frequency and direction of travel were asked of 
sociolinguistic questionnaire participants as well as subjects for 
the recorded text testing. The responses are discussed in this 
section. 
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7.4.1 Travel patterns — more to Gilgit than Chilas 

Sociolinguistic questionnaire respondents were asked if they 
travel to Gilgit often and to give an estimate of how many times 
in a month they usually go there. Responses are displayed in 
(21). Three-fourths or more of the respondents from the nearer 
areas, Chilas, Astor, and Hunza gave responses indicating that 
they go to Gilgit often. Only about half of the Baltistan 
respondents indicated that they go to Gilgit often. In contrast, 
half of the men from Harban and Sazin said that they seldom go 
to Gilgit and almost two-thirds of the men from Kohistan 
claimed they never go to Gilgit. 

Similar questions were asked of these same men about the 
frequency of travel to Chilas; responses are also presented in 
(21). About two-thirds of the Gilgit men queried responded that 
they often travel to Chilas and even more of the men from 
Harban and Sazin so answered. Almost all the respondents from 
Astor and Kohistan, on the other hand, replied that they only 
seldom travel to Chilas. Among the respondents from Hunza and 
Baltistan, however, about half indicated they seldom went to 
Chilas and about half indicated that they never do so. 

 
(21) Frequency of reported travel to Gilgit and Chilas 

by respondents from six areas 
n=number of respondents 

  Travel to Gilgit Travel to Chilas 
 n often seldom never often seldom never 
Gilgit 13    9  2 2 
Hunza  8  7 1 0 1  3 4 
Astor 13 11 2 0 1 10 1 
Baltistan  9  5 2 2 1  4 4 
Chilas 15 11 4 0    
Harban-Sazin  7  2 4 1 6  1 0 
Kohistan 14  1 4 9 1 11 2 

 
In contrast, 9 of the 14 Kohistan respondents — about two-

thirds — indicated that they never travel to Gilgit. Eleven of 
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those same men said that they only seldom go to Chilas. When 
subsequently queried where they usually travel to, all of the 
places named were south of Kohistan — towns in Hazara (the 
area in NWFP just south of Kohistan) being the most common. 
No locations within the Northern Areas were named in response 
to this open question. Thus, it can be seen that the primary 
orientation of these participants from Kohistan is toward the 
south. 

This pattern of travel to the south sets the Kohistan 
respondents apart from those from the other clusters. 
Respondents from the Northern, Eastern, and Diamer clusters 
overwhelmingly named locations within the Northern Areas as 
their usual destinations. That is, their primary orientation for 
travel is within the Northern Areas. The second most common 
locations named were Islamabad, the national capital, and 
Rawalpindi, its twin city. These locations lie at the end of the 
main road from the Northern Areas toward the south, the 
Karakoram Highway. The Islamabad airport is also the 
destination for flights from Gilgit and Skardu. 

While the respondents from Harban and Sazin also reported 
primary travel to be within the Northern Areas, the frequency 
and scope of travel overall seemed less than for respondents from 
other locations. Nevertheless, 6 of the 7 reported that they often 
travel to Chilas. Travel to Gilgit was reported to be less frequent 
— only 2 men replied that they go often, while 4 said they 
seldom travel to Gilgit. 

 

7.4.2 Conclusion — travel patterns 

The overall pattern of travel for questionnaire respondents 
from the Northern, Eastern, and Diamer clusters appears to be 
within the Northern Areas, that is, among the locations of these 
three clusters. There is also more travel to Gilgit among these 
people than there is to Chilas. In contrast, participants from the 
Kohistan cluster report almost exclusive travel to areas south of 
the Shina-speaking area, not to the Northern Areas. 
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Study of the patterns of travel for respondents from the 
Northern, Eastern, and Diamer clusters indicate that contact is 
on-going and more frequent with Gilgit than Chilas. If it were 
hypothesized that travel to Gilgit could be a means for increasing 
intelligibility and identification with the Gilgit speech form 
through contact with it, these results could be used as supporting 
evidence. 

 

7.5 Attitudes toward own and Gilgit variety 

What attitudes do these speakers hold toward their own 
varieties of Shina as opposed to the Gilgit variety? Are there 
other political and social dynamics currently operating in the 
Northern Areas that could override linguistic factors in fostering 
intelligibility between Shina-speaking areas? These questions 
were posed as supporting questions of the sociolinguistic survey 
of the dialects of Shina (cf. §1.1). 

It is difficult to assess attitudes directly (see, for example, 
Agheyisi and Fishman 1970); rather, attitudes are usually 
surmised from responses to other questions. To attempt such an 
investigation, then, a series of questions were included in the 
sociolinguistic questionnaire which examined respondents’ 
opinions of where their language was spoken the best and purest, 
and then contrasted their opinions of where it was spoken badly. 

A second avenue of examination extrapolates attitudes 
toward the Gilgit and Chilas speech varieties from respondents’ 
opinions about where their language is spoken the same, a little 
differently, and very differently. This is premised on the 
hypothesis that, all other things being equal, people would tend 
to evaluate as more similar the speech varieties about which they 
feel more positive. These responses are then compared to 
opinions expressed by recorded text test subjects with regard to 
the linguistic variety of the taped story to which they had just 
listened. 
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7.5.1 Evaluations of best/pure/bad Shina 

Respondents to the sociolinguistic questionnaire were asked 
where their language was spoken the most purely and where it 
was spoken the best. Responses to these two questions patterned 
almost identically. In each of the seven questionnaire locations, 
the overwhelming opinion was that Shina was spoken most 
purely and the best in their own individual areas, inside their own 
cluster. There was one exception: all but one or two of the 
respondents from Baltistan cited Gilgit or Punial as the locations 
where Shina is spoken both purest and best. The opinion was 
stated several times that their own brand of Shina is neither pure 
nor best because it is often mixed with Balti. A scattering of 
respondents from other questionnaire locations also mentioned 
Punial or Gilgit as candidates for pure or best Shina. It appears, 
then, that respondents from all the areas except Baltistan have 
positive attitudes toward their own variety of Shina, considering 
it to be both the best and the purest. 

Subsequently, these same respondents named areas outside 
their clusters as places where their language is spoken badly. 
Presumably, if their own variety of Shina is perceived as best, 
then differences are not necessarily good. Half or more of the 
respondents from Chilas, Kohistan, Harban and Sazin, Baltistan, 
and Gilgit mentioned areas outside their own cluster as places 
where their language was spoken badly. Chilas was mentioned as 
a location where their language is spoken badly by a few 
respondents from Baltistan, Astor, and Hunza. Gilgit was singled 
out as a place where their language was spoken badly by half of 
the respondents from both Kohistan and Harban and Sazin.66 Six 
of the 14 Kohistan respondents mentioned Gilgit — men from no 
other area mentioned one place so often. 

It could be concluded, then, that in their orientation toward 
their own varieties as the best and most pure, respondents tended 
to classify quite different varieties as not good. The fact that 
respondents from the Northern and Eastern clusters sometimes  
 

                                                 
66 Just over half of the Harban and Sazin respondents also named 

Kohistan as a place where their language was spoken badly. 
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included Gilgiti in the positive and Chilasi in the negative 
categories speaks of a slightly more positive attitude toward 
Gilgiti than Chilasi, although the evidence is not strong. Some 
respondents from the Kohistan cluster and western part of the 
Diamer cluster, Harban and Sazin, expressed negative attitudes 
toward Gilgiti. These are also the two areas which reported the 
least travel to Gilgit. 

 

7.5.2 Positive reactions to sample of Gilgiti 

Following the administration of each recorded text test, 
subjects were asked if they thought the Shina used by the speaker 
was good Shina, how much of his speech they understood, and if 
they thought it was a little or very different from their own. The 
majority of the subjects from each of the six locations where 
recorded text testing was carried out said that they thought the 
Shina used by the speaker in the Gilgit text tape was good Shina. 
Over half from each location also thought the Shina was only a 
little different from their own, if not the same. 

In contrast, the majority of the recorded text test subjects 
from Gilgit, Hunza, Satpara, and Astor did not think that the 
Shina used by the Chilas speaker was good Shina. Additionally, 
half of the subjects from Satpara and Astor said that the Shina of 
the Chilas speaker was very different from their own. This was 
after they had scored approximately 90 percent correct on the test 
of comprehension and had said that they understood all or most 
of the text. 

Being presented with a sample of speech appears to evoke 
stronger and more consistent opinions about a speech variety, be 
it positive or negative. As shown above in section 7.5.1, an open-
ended question resulted in the statement of positive opinions 
toward Gilgiti or of negative opinions toward Chilasi by only a 
few of the respondents. From this, one might suggest that the 
opinions probed following the speech sample probably reflect 
attitudes more related to wider issues than just the variety of 
speech used. Religious differences, and the political and social 
consequences growing out of them, could possibly be 
contributing factors to these attitudes. A possible conclusion 
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from this could be that the Gilgit variety, spoken as it is in the 
center for trade and government in the Northern Areas, presents a 
more neutral picture and thus is viewed more positively by 
participants from all the Shina-speaking areas. 

 

7.5.3 Perceived similarity responses for Gilgit and Chilas 

As mentioned above, the opinions given to dialect similarity 
questions were examined in the light of attitudes toward the 
Gilgit and Chilas varieties of Shina. These opinions were 
combined with those expressed following the recorded text tests 
and are discussed in this section. The three questions in the 
sociolinguistic questionnaire about dialect similarity — where 
their language is spoken the same, a little differently, very 
differently — discussed above in section 4.3, were open-ended 
questions; that is, whatever the respondent said was written down 
with no promptings. The number of times respondents to the 
sociolinguistic questionnaire mentioned Chilas or Gilgit in 
response to these questions is summarized in (22).67 The number 
of men from each location responding to these questions is 
indicated by n. 

(22) Gilgit and/or Chilas mentioned 
as being little or very different from own variety 

 Difference of 
Gilgit variety 

Difference of 
Chilas variety 

 
Questionnaire 
Locations  n Little Very Little Very 
Gilgit 15   1 6 
Hunza  7  4 0 0 6 
Baltistan  8  4 4 1 5 
Astor 15  3 3 2 4 
Chilas 14 11 2   
Harban-Sazin  7  2 5 2 1 
Kohistan 15  2 9 4 3 

                                                 
67 If respondents gave the exact same locations to both ‘little’ and ‘very’ 

different, that is, if it appeared that they were not differentiating between the 
two, their responses for those questions were not counted. 
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Northern cluster 

As can be seen from (22), 4 of the 7 respondents from 
Hunza volunteered Gilgit as being among the places where their 
language is spoken only a little differently, and none mentioned 
it under the very different category. In contrast, 6 of these 7 
Hunza men named Chilas as a place where their language is 
spoken very differently, and none included it in the little different 
category. When subsequently questioned directly about Gilgiti, 7 
of the 8 respondents said it was a little different and only 1 said it 
was very different. 

These Hunza respondents were different from the recorded 
text test subjects who listened to the text from Chilas, yet their 
responses pattern similarly to the opinions and scores obtained 
by those other men. The mean score by those 12 Hunza men on 
the Chilas recorded text test was 70 percent correct, significantly 
lower than the mean score of 96 percent on the Gilgit recorded 
text test. Two-thirds of those men also said that they understood 
less than half of the Chilas text, whereas they all said that they 
understood most or all of the Gilgit text. Two-thirds also 
summed it up by saying that the speaker on the Chilas text spoke 
very differently from the way they speak Shina, whereas all but 
two said that the Gilgit text was the same or just a little different 
from the way they speak. 

Thus, the combination of the responses by these two groups 
of men from Hunza show a strong opinion of Gilgiti as being 
similar to their own speech, whereas the variety spoken in Chilas 
is perceived as quite different. 

 

Eastern cluster 

In response to the open-ended questions on similarity, half 
of the 8 respondents from Baltistan mentioned Gilgit as a place 
where their language is spoken just a little differently. 
Interestingly, 3 men included Astor in that category. Astor is in 
the same Eastern cluster with the Baltistan locations, and shares 
an average of 90 percent lexical similarity with them. Gilgit, on 
the other hand, is in the Northern cluster and shares an average of 
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only 76 percent lexical similarity with those Baltistan locations. 
Yet, these respondents identify with the Gilgit speech variety to 
such an extent that they place it on the same level of perceived 
sameness as Astor.68 

For the category of very different during the open-ended 
questioning, however, Gilgit was also included by 4 of these 
Baltistan respondents. This could be interpreted to underscore the 
conclusion reached above, that is, that these respondents have a 
positive attitude toward the Gilgit speech variety, yet recognize 
its differences from their own. The fact that only 1 of the 8 
respondents included Chilas in the little different category, but 5 
mentioned it as being very different, suggests that they have a 
less positive attitude toward the Chilas variety, in that the 
participants who mentioned Chilas primarily classified it as very 
different from their own way of speaking. It should be 
remembered that there is an average of 82 percent lexical 
similarity between Chilas and the Baltistan locations, slightly 
higher than the similarity with Gilgit. 

On the other hand, the subjects for the recorded text 
testing—different from those participating in the sociolinguistic 
questionnaire—classified the Gilgit and Chilas texts as roughly 
equal in difference. For each of the two texts, half of the 10 men 
said the speech on the tape was a little different from their own 
and half said that it was very different. The mean scores for both 
tapes were also high, 93 percent correct on the Gilgit test and 88 
percent correct on that from Chilas. All 10 men also said that 
they understood most or all of both texts. 

From this one could surmise that when Shina speakers from 
Baltistan are presented with samples of speech from Gilgit and 
Chilas, intelligibility is approximately equal. However, in the 
absence of an actual speech sample, the Baltistan respondents 
tended to regard the Gilgit variety as closer to their own, 
indicating a more positive attitude toward that type. It should be 
recalled that almost all of the Baltistan respondents also named  
 

                                                 
68 Additionally, when later questioned directly about Gilgiti, 7 of the 9 

respondents said it was a little different and only 2 said it was very different. 
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Gilgit and Punial as the places where their language is spoken the 
best and purest. These two indicators taken together underscore 
the positive attitude respondents from Baltistan held toward 
Gilgiti. 

The respondents from Astor replied to the open-ended 
questions about perceived similarity from a different orientation 
than their Eastern-cluster cousins from Baltistan. The Astor 
respondents tended to name areas immediately adjacent to the 
Astor valley as places where Shina was spoken just a little 
differently from the way they speak it. For example, Bunji, 
located at the mouth of the Astor valley, was mentioned by 5 of 
the 15 respondents, and Minimarg, up toward the Deosai Plains, 
was included by 4 respondents. Similar locations were named for 
places where their language is spoken very differently. This same 
orientation — toward their own area — was evident in the 
responses to the questions about where their language is spoken 
the best or most purely, discussed above. In fact, even their 
estimations of where their language is spoken badly were 
centered on areas adjacent to Astor, namely, Minimarg again. 

Chilas and Gilgit were not widely included by respondents 
from Astor in any estimations of similarity or difference as seen 
in (22), above. Therefore, it is impossible from this to suggest 
any patterns of identification other than a strong identification 
with their own Astor variety.69 When presented with actual 
speech samples through recorded text testing, however, a slight 
preference for the Gilgit variety over that of Chilas could perhaps 
be deduced. 

The mean scores of Astor subjects on both the Gilgit and 
Chilas recorded text tests were 90 percent correct, indicating 
good comprehension of both texts. When asked after hearing the 
texts how much they had understood, over two-thirds of the 
subjects said they understood most or all of both the Gilgit and 
Chilas texts. However, when then asked whether the speech in 
the texts was just a little different or very different from the way  
 

                                                 
69 When later asked directly about Gilgiti, though, 10 of the 11 

respondents said that it was a little different, whereas only 1 said it was very 
different from their own speech. 
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they speak, 6 of the 10 subjects who had listened to the Gilgit 
text said it was only a little different. In contrast, only 4 of the 11 
who listened to the Chilas text said that it was a little different 
from their own variety of Shina; the other 7 described it as very 
different. As mentioned, however, this is only one indicator out 
of several which pointed to a preference for Gilgiti over Chilasi, 
the others showing no particular preference. 

 

Diamer cluster 

With reference back to (22), the responses by participants 
from the Diamer cluster will be examined. It is interesting that 11 
of the 14 men questioned in Chilas, approximately 80 percent, 
volunteered Gilgit as being a place where their language is 
spoken only a little differently, whereas only 2 mentioned it 
among the very different places. These responses were 
underscored later in the questionnaire when they were asked 
directly about Gilgiti: 12 of the 16 respondents said that Gilgiti 
was a little different, 3 said it was very different from their own 
speech. 

These responses are especially interesting in light of the fact 
that the lexical similarity count between Gilgit and Chilas was 
just under 80 percent, as shown in Table B (p.132), a percentage 
which does not qualify them to be in the same cluster (see §4.1). 
Such apparent eagerness on the part of these Chilas respondents 
to identify Gilgiti as only a little different suggests a positive 
attitude toward that variety of Shina. 

Additionally, 17 of the 21 subjects for the recorded text 
tests, or 81 percent, stated that they had understood most or all of 
the Gilgit text. This was confirmed by their high mean score of 
89 percent correct. Ten of the subjects, however, also indicated 
that the speech they heard on the tape was very different from 
their own. Thus, it would appear that in the absence of an actual 
speech sample, Shina speakers from Chilas hold a very positive 
attitude toward the Gilgit variety, claiming it as only a little 
different from their own. In the presence of a speech sample, 
however, there is more recognition of its being different, yet still 
described as being quite understandable. 
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A different perception was held by members of the western 
end of the Diamer cluster, Harban and Sazin. Just 2 of the 7 
respondents mentioned Gilgit as being only a little different, and 
2 mentioned Chilas. This is displayed above in (22). Most of the 
responses indicating little difference centered on the locations of 
the western Diamer cluster, namely, Darel and Tangir, in 
addition to Harban and Sazin. Five of these 7 questionnaire 
respondents, however, named Gilgit as a place where their 
language is spoken very differently, more than any other single 
location named by them.70 Additionally, when subsequently 
asked directly about Gilgiti, 4 of the 7 respondents said that it 
was very different from their own speech, and 3 said it was only 
a little different. 

These responses actually reflect the lexical similarity 
between these locations (see §4.1), since Harban and Sazin have 
an average of 72 percent similarity with Gilgiti, whereas with 
Chilas, a member of their own cluster, they have an average of 
86 percent similarity. 

These opinions of similarity and difference are in keeping 
with the discussion above in section 7.5.1, where it appeared that 
there was a tendency to state that places where Shina was spoken 
very differently were also included as places where it is spoken 
badly. It will be recalled that over half of the 7 respondents 
named Gilgit as a place where their language is spoken badly, 
similar to the number describing Gilgiti as very different from 
their own speech. It was not possible to do recorded text testing 
in Harban and Sazin, thus, it is not known if their opinions would 
be different in the presence of an actual taped speech sample. 
However, as discussed above in section 7.2, these men stated that 
they could understand all of the Shina radio broadcasts from 
Gilgit and asserted that the women and children could, as well. 
Thus, there is some evidence to suggest that although Gilgiti may 
be perceived as very different by many Shina speakers from the 
western Diamer cluster, it is still understandable to them. 

                                                 
70 Only one respondent mentioned Chilasi as being very different. 
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Kohistan cluster 

Responses by the Kohistan participants to questions on 
perceived similarity and difference are also displayed above in 
(22). Two of the 15 Kohistan men mentioned Gilgit among those 
places where their language is spoken a little differently, but 9 
included it among those where their language is spoken very 
differently.71 Only a few men mentioned Chilas in either of those 
categories. When later questioned directly, however, half the 
men said Gilgit speech was a little different and half said it was 
very different from their own. 

These estimations of difference by sociolinguistic 
questionnaire respondents are consonant with Koul and 
Schmidt’s (1984) report that speakers from Jalkot and Palas 
understand Chilasi better than Gilgiti. They are also in keeping 
with the scores received by those who participated in the 
recorded text testing. Kohistan subjects scored an average of 98 
percent correct on the Chilas text, but only 66 percent on the 
Gilgit text. The difference between the two was further 
emphasized in follow-up questions — 10 of the 12 Kohistan 
subjects stated that they could understand most or all of the 
Chilas text and the same number said that they thought that text 
was only a little different from the way they speak. In contrast, 
over half of them said they could understand little of the Gilgit 
text and three-fourths said that it was very different from the way 
they speak. 

These opinions were given in direct response to the speech 
samples of the texts and actually reflect the lexical similarity 
counts between these areas, as well (see §4.1). Other responses 
by the Kohistan subjects, however, suggest that while they might 
find the Chilas variety easier to understand, they have no greater 
identification with Chilas than they do with Gilgit. Indeed, their 
orientation seems to be toward the south, away from the Shina-
speaking areas in general, as was seen in section 7.4, above. 

 

                                                 
71 Although 9 of the 14 respondents from Kohistan reported that they 

never go to Gilgit, 5 who said they did, also said that people in Gilgit 
understood them when they spoke their own language. 
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As would be expected from their far-southern location, the 
recorded text test subjects from Kohistan were not able to place 
the location of the different texts with much accuracy. For 
example, while all 12 subjects were able to identify the Gilgit 
text with that general area, less than half of them correctly 
located the Chilas text. Indeed, one-third of them suggested that 
the text was from Gilgit. In other words, they evidently do not 
identify more closely with Chilas than Gilgit. On the contrary, all 
the Shina spoken north of Kohistan seems to be lumped together 
in their perception. It is even given a special name, Shunaki 
[S7uNaki], to contrast with Kohistani, the name they generally use 
to refer to their own language (see also §3.1). 

 

7.5.4 Conclusion — attitudes toward Gilgiti and Chilasi 

Positive attitudes toward Gilgiti and a general ability to 
understand this variety were expressed by Shina speakers from 
the Northern and Eastern clusters and from the eastern part of the 
Diamer cluster, namely, Chilas. A general ability to understand 
Chilasi was evidenced by respondents from these areas, with the 
exception of Hunza in the far north, but some negative opinions 
were expressed toward that variety of Shina. 

On the other hand, Shina speakers from the western part of 
the Diamer cluster — represented by Harban and Sazin — and 
from the Kohistan cluster indicated more difficulty 
understanding Gilgiti and, thus, less positive opinions of it. 
Participants from both of these Southern areas declared a greater 
ability to understand Chilasi than Gilgiti, but no strong 
preference for it was evidenced. Indeed, the Kohistan 
representatives tended not to differentiate Chilasi from Gilgiti in 
their opinions, although their tested comprehension was poorer 
for Gilgiti than for Chilasi (cf. §5.1). 

From this it could be suggested that the less positive 
attitudes the western Diamer and Kohistan participants displayed 
toward Gilgiti were more related to the fact that they found it 
more different from their own variety. The less positive attitudes 
of the Northern and Eastern cluster participants toward Chilasi 
were not related to ability to understand it since testing and  
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questionnaire responses indicated good intelligibility. Rather, 
these unfavorable attitudes seem to be related to some over-
riding social and/or political factors that were not directly 
examined. 

7.6 Conclusion — Gilgiti as standard 

Gilgiti appears to be a more de facto standard than a 
recognized standard for Shina. In general, positive attitudes 
toward Gilgiti and a widely expressed ability to understand that 
variety suggest that efforts at promoting Shina — using the 
Gilgit variety — through radio programming and literature will 
continue to be well received. The exceptions to this lay 
downriver — opinions sampled from the western Diamer and 
Kohistan areas indicate that Gilgiti is somewhat difficult for 
them to understand, and thus the possible benefits of radio 
programs or literature in the Gilgit variety appear to be limited 
for residents of those areas. 

The participants from Harban and Sazin indicated little 
contact with Gilgiti, whether through travel to Gilgit or through 
listening to the radio. Their general orientation, however, appears 
to be toward the Northern Areas, so it is possible that increased 
exposure to Gilgiti through whatever means would result in an 
increase in ability to understand that variety, and a consequent 
elevation of opinion toward it. 

The Kohistan representatives, on the other hand, displayed 
an orientation away from the Northern Areas, toward the south. 
Thus, it would be contrary to these contact patterns to find an 
increasing exposure to the Gilgit variety of Shina. 

There is little evidence to suggest that Chilasi would be a 
more acceptable standard for Shina than Gilgiti. It is difficult for 
Shina speakers from the northern extreme to understand it, and 
negative opinions were expressed toward it by representatives of 
the Northern and Eastern clusters. 

And, finally, examination of responses to the sociolinguistic 
questionnaire support the reality of four clusters of dialects, as 
originally suggested by the word list similarity counts. The 
aggregate of responses from each cluster demonstrate that 
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opinions and stated attitudes differ according to region, which 
correspond nicely with these four dialect clusters. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 
Several questions motivated this sociolinguistic survey of 

the dialects of Shina. The primary question, piqued by queries in 
the literature, was — how many dialects of Shina are there? Are 
there patterns of similarity and/or intelligibility among the 
different locations where Shina is spoken which indicate obvious 
dialect centers? 

The conclusion of this study is that there are four, slightly 
overlapping geographical clusters of dialects. These clusters 
were suggested by counts of lexical similarity and confirmed by 
examination of patterns of intelligibility and language use, and 
opinions of similarity expressed by Shina speakers from the 
different areas where that language is spoken. 

The Northern cluster of dialects comprises the Gilgit valley 
and Shina-speaking areas of the Hunza valley, Punial and areas 
west, Haramosh area, east to Rondu, and south to Bunji on the 
Indus River. The Eastern cluster includes the Astor valley and 
Shina-speaking areas in Baltistan, and also Dras on the India side 
of the ceasefire line. The Diamer cluster begins with the area 
around Chilas and extends west to include the Darel and Tangir 
valleys and the Harban and Sazin areas on the opposite side of 
the Indus. The Kohistan cluster comprises the three valleys on 
the east bank of the Indus in Kohistan, Jalkot, Palas, and Kolai. 

The Northern cluster corresponds to what has been called 
the Gilgiti group by Bailey (1924a), Schmidt (1985b) and other 
scholars, and the Eastern cluster corresponds to the Astori group. 
What has been variously termed the Chilasi or Kohistani group 
by previous scholars has been shown to be better represented by 
two clusters, the Diamer and the Kohistan. This division is 
supported by both linguistic and, especially, sociolinguistic 
evidence. 

Secondary questions were also investigated in the course of 
the present survey. Many scholars had named Gilgiti as the 
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standard variety of Shina. This prompted the questions — Is the 
variety of Shina spoken in Gilgit indeed the recognized standard 
dialect? Can Shina speakers from other areas easily comprehend 
the Gilgit dialect? What attitudes do these speakers hold toward 
their own dialects as opposed to the Gilgit dialect? 

The conclusion of this survey is that there is no widely held 
opinion among Shina speakers that clearly indicates Gilgiti as the 
standard dialect. Shina speakers in each area demonstrate 
positive attitudes and strong patterns of use of their own variety 
of Shina. There appear to be positive attitudes toward Gilgiti 
among Shina speakers in the Northern and Eastern clusters, and 
in the eastern half of the Diamer cluster. They also hold the 
opinion that Gilgiti is easily understood and demonstrate an 
ability to understand a speech sample of Gilgiti. Respondents in 
the western part of the Diamer cluster and in the Kohistan 
cluster, on the other hand, expressed and demonstrated difficulty 
understanding Gilgiti and, thus, had a less positive attitude. 

Geographically oriented names for the dialect clusters, as 
well as the local varieties, were chosen to reflect the stated 
identity of Shina speakers from the various areas. The general 
trend was to refer to themselves and to other Shina speakers by 
location titles, for example, Jalkoti, Gilgiti, etc. Given the strong 
orientation to their own variety of Shina, a more general name 
for each cluster seemed appropriate. In other words, Shina 
speakers from the Eastern cluster do not identify with Astori, for 
example, unless they happen to be from Astor. Similarly, 
speakers from Harban or Sazin in the western part of the Diamer 
cluster appear to have a positive attitude toward Chilasi, but do 
not necessarily identify with it. 

Further, the division of Bailey’s (1924a) Kohistani group 
into the Diamer and Kohistan clusters reflects more accurately 
the identification of Shina speakers from Kohistan. Kohistani 
Shina speakers appear to be oriented toward the south, away 
from the larger Shina-speaking area, in their patterns of contact 
as well as their language attitudes. 

Patterns of lexical similarity and intelligibility were 
examined in this study, in the light of sociolinguistic factors.  
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Further, in-depth study is needed on the phonology, morphology, 
and syntax of the varieties of Shina in each of the clusters, 
exploring the types of linguistic variation which marks each of 
these four geographical clusters of Shina dialects. 
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Appendix A.1 

Procedure for Counting Lexical Similarity 
 

A standard list of 210 vocabulary items was collected from speakers at key 
locations for each of the languages studied in the surveys reported in these 
volumes. This list is presented at the end of this section along with the Urdu 
and Pashto words used for elicitation. A phonetic chart presenting the 
transcription conventions used in these reports precedes the elicitation list. 

In standard procedure, the 210 words are elicited from a person who has 
grown up in the target locality. The list is then collected a second time from 
another speaker. Any differences in responses are examined in order to identify 
(1) incorrect responses due to misunderstanding of the elicitation cue, (2) loan 
words offered in response to the language of elicitation when indigenous terms 
are actually still in use, and (3) terms which are simply at different places along 
the generic-specific lexical scale. Normally, a single term is recorded for each 
item of the word list. However, more than one term is recorded for a single item 
when synonymous terms are apparently in general use or when more than one 
specific term occupies the semantic area of a more generic item on the word 
list. 

An evaluation of the reliability of each word list is given according to 
three levels, from A to C. The reliability codes are assigned based on the 
following criteria: whether the word list was adequately checked through a 
second independent elicitation and/or through comparison with published data; 
whether the original elicitation was clearly tape recorded for further checking 
where necessary; whether the word list informant demonstrated full bilingual 
proficiency in the language of elicitation and clearly understood the procedure; 
and whether the list was collected on location from a speaker who 
unquestionably represented the regional variety. 

The word lists are compared to determine the extent to which the 
vocabulary of each pair of speech forms is similar. No attempt is made to 
identify genuine cognates based on a network of sound correspondences. 
Rather, two items are judged to be phonetically similar if at least half of the 
segments compared are the same (category 1) and of the remaining segments at 
least half are rather similar (category 2). For example, if two items of eight 
segments in length are compared, these words are judged to be similar if at least 
four segments are virtually the same and at least two more are rather similar. 
The criteria applied are presented in (1). 
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(1) 
Category 1 

a. Contoid (consonant-like) segments which match exactly 
b. Vowels (vowel-like) segments which match exactly or 

differ by only one articulatory feature 
c. Phonetically similar segments (of the sort which 

frequently are found as allophones) which are seen to 
correspond in at least three pairs of words 

Category 2 
All other phonetically similar pairs of segments which are 

not, however, supported by at least three pairs of 
words 

Category 3 
a. Pairs of segments which are not phonetically similar 
b. A segment which is matched by no segment in the 

corresponding item 

After pairs of items on two word lists had been determined to be 
phonetically similar or not, according to the criteria stated above, the 
percentage of items judged similar was calculated. The procedure was repeated 
for each pair of dialects thought to be similar enough to warrant comparison. 

Occasionally, one or more of the standard 210 lexical items were found to 
be so problematic in a particular language that consistent elicitation was 
impossible or evaluation of similarity became anomalous. In those few cases 
the problematic lexical items were omitted from the data lists presented in the 
subsequent appendices, and were excluded from the lexical similarity counts. 

The pair by pair counting procedure was greatly facilitated by the use of a 
computer program designed for this purpose: Wimbish, John A. 1989. 
WORDSURV: A program for analyzing language survey word lists. 
(Occasional publications in academic computing, 13.) Dallas: Summer Institute 
of Linguistics. 

It should be noted that the word list data and transcribed texts as included 
in the subsequent appendices are field transcriptions and have not undergone 
thorough phonological and grammatical analysis. 
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A.1.1 Phonetic Chart 

Consonants 

  
Bilabial 

Labio- 
dental 

 
Dental 

Alveop./ 
Palatal 

Retro- 
flexed 

 
Velar 

 
Uvular 

 
Glottal 

Stops p  t  T k q ` 
 b  d  D g g$  
Fricatives P f è   x  h 
 B v å   G   
Grooved   s } S7    
Fricatives   z { Z7    
Affricates   t_s c C7    
   d_z j J    
Nasals m  n n3 N K   
Laterals   M l  L    
Flaps   r  R    
Trills   r†      
Semi-
vowels 

w   y X    

Vowels 

 Front Central Back 
High i uú é ä Œ¼ u 
 I    I¼ U 
Mid e oú F  eú o 
 E  V    
Low Q Oú à  Qú O 

     
[th] aspiration [iƒ] voicelessness 
[tw] labialization [i:] extra lengthening 
[ty] palatalization [ië] lengthening 
[zV'bàn] stress [i] shortening 
[x½] fronting [Œ‡] rising tone 
[Œ†] nasalized vowel [ŒŠ] falling tone 
[i‚] retroflexed vowel [Œ7] falling then rising tone 
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A.1.2 Standard Word List Items in English, Urdu, and Pashto 
  Urdu Pashto 

1. body jIsm bàdVn 
2. head sVr sVr 
3. hair  bàl wextF 
4. face cEhrV mVx 
5. eye ek à3kh stVrgV 
6. ear  ek kàn GwVg 
7. nose nàk pozV 
8. mouth mu3h xolF 
9. teeth ek dà3t Gàx 

10. tongue zVbàn jIbV / {IbV 
11. breast chàti sinà 
12. belly peT xeTV / geDV 
13. arm/hand bàzu làs 
14. elbow kohni sVKgVl 
15. palm hVtheli tVle 
16. finger UKgli gotV 
17. fingernail nàxUn nukh 
18. leg TàK xpà 
19. skin jIld sàrmVn 
20. bone hVDëi àDuke 
21. heart dIl zVRF 
22. blood xun winà 
23. urine pe}àb tV}e mutiàze 
24. feces pexànà DVke mutiàze 
25. village gàu3 kVle 
26. house ghVr/mVkàn kor 
27. roof chVt cVth 
28. door dVrwàzV wVr / dVrwàzà 
29. firewood jVlàne wàli lVkRi dV swVzedo lVrgi 
30. broom jhàRu jàru 
31. mortar màsàlà pisne gol ciz/lVKgri lVKgVrei 
32. pestle hVthëi/dVstà/hàth kà hIsëV cOtu 
33. hammer hVthORà/-i sàTVk 
34. knife càqu/churi càku / càRV 
35. axe kUlhàRà/-i tVbVr 
36. rope rVsëi pVRe 
37. thread dhàgà tàr 
38. needle sui stVn 
39. cloth kVpRà kàpRà 
40. ring VKguThi gotà 
41. sun surVj nwVr 
42. moon cànd spogmài 
43. sky àsmàn àsmàn 
44. star ek tàrà/sItàrà store 
45. rain bàrI} bàràn 
46. water pàni ubF 
47. river dVryà sind 
48. cloud bàdVl wVryVz 
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49. lightning bIjIli ki cVmVk pRVkigi 
50. rainbow qOsI qUzVh dV buDài TVl 
51. wind hVwà (tufàn nehŒ†) hàwà 
52. stone pVthëVr kàNe 
53. path ràstà làr 
54. sand ret }VgV 
55. fire àg our 
56. smoke dhuà3 luge 
57. ash ràkh irà 
58. mud kicVR xVTà 
59. dust mITëi gVRd / duRà 
60. gold sonà srV zVr 
61. tree dVrVxt/peR wVnV 
62. leaf pVtëà/-i pàNà 
63. root dVrVxt kà Ek jVR jVrVRe 
64. thorn kà3ëTà àzGe 
65. flower phul gwVl 
66. fruit phVl mewà 
67. mango àm àm 
68. banana kelà kelà 
69. wheat (husked) gehu3 / gVndum GVnVm 
70. barley bàjrà wàrbV}i 
71. rice (husked) càwVl wrije 
72. potato àlu àlu 
73. eggplant bQKVn tor bàTiKgV3R 
74. groundnut muK phVli mumpàli 
75. chili mIrc mVrcVke / mrVc 
76. turmeric hVldi kurkVmVn 
77. garlic lEhsVn ugà 
78. onion piàz piàz 
79. cauliflower phul gobi gobi / gwVl gopi 
80. tomato TVmàTVr sur bàTiKgV3R 
81. cabbage bVnd gobi bVn gobi 
82. oil tel tel 
83. salt nVmVk màlgà 
84. meat go}t (khàne ke lie) GwVxà 
85. fat (of meat) cErbi (go}t kà hissà) wàzdV 
86. fish mVchli kVb 
87. chicken mUrGi cVrgV 
88. egg ek VNDà hO / àge 
89. cow gàe Gwà 
90. buffalo bhE3s mexà 
91. milk dudh pe 
92. horns ek siKg xkVr 
93. tail dUm lVke 
94. goat bVkri bizà 
95. dog kUtëà spe 
96. snake sà3à3p màr 
97. monkey bVndVr bizo 
98. mosquito mVchëVr mà}e 
99. ant ciu3Ti mege 
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100. spider mVkRi jolà 
101. name nàm num 
102. man àdmi / mVrd sàRe 
103. woman OrVt xVzV 
104. child bVcëV mà}um 
105. father bàp plàr 
106. mother mà3 mor 
107. older brother bVRà bhài mV}Vr ror 
108. younger brother choTà bhài kV}Vr ror 
109. older sister bVRi bVhEn / bàji mV}rà xor 
110. younger sister choTi bVhEn kV}rà xor 
111. son beTà zwe 
112. daughter beTi lur 
113. husband }ohVr / xàwVnd xàwànd 
114. wife bivi xVzà 
115. boy lVRkà hàlVk / àlVk 
116. girl lVRki jine 
117. day dIn / roz wrVz 
118. night ràt / }Vb }pà 
119. morning subVh / sVwerà sVhàr 
120. noon dopVhEr GàrmV 
121. evening }àm màxàm 
122. yesterday (gUzàrà) kVl pàrun 
123. today àj nVn 
124. tomorrow (àindV) kVl sVbà 
125. week ek hVftV hàftV 
126. month mVhinà mià}t 
127. year sàl / bVrVs kàl 
128. old pUrànà (ciz ke lie) zoR 
129. new neà (ciz) nVwe 
130. good Vchëà (ciz) xF 
131. bad xVràb (ciz) xàràb 
132. wet bhigà lund 
133. dry xU}k / sukhà wVch 
134. long lVmbà ugud 
135. short choTà lVnD / cit 
136. hot gVrVm (ciz) tod / gVrVm 
137. cold ThVNDà / sVrdi (ciz) yVx 
138. right dàe3 / dàe3yà xe 
139. left bàe3 / bàe3yà gVs 
140. near qVrib / nVzdik nizde 
141. far dur lVre 
142. big bVRà GVT 
143. small choTà wVrkoTe / wàRuke 
144. heavy bhàri / wVzni drund 
145. light hVlkà spVk 
146. above upVr ucVt / pàs 
147. below nice lànde 
148. white sUfEd spin 
149. black kàlà tor 
150. red làl sur 
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151. one ek yVo 
152. two do dwà 
153. three tin dre 
154. four càr sàlor 
155. five pà3c pinzF 
156. six chE }pVg 
157. seven sàt uwF 
158. eight àTh àtF 
159. nine nVo nVhV 
160. ten dVs lVs 
161. eleven gyàrV yàolVs 
162. twelve bàrV dolVs 
163. twenty bis }Vl 
164. one hundred ek so sVl 
165. who kOn sok 
166. what kyà sF 
167. where kIdhVr / kàhà3 càrtV 
168. when kVb kVlà 
169. how many kitne somrà / so 
170. which kOnsV kVm 
171. this ye dà 
172. that wo àGà 
173. these ye (sVb) dà 
174. those wo (sVb) àGà 
175. same ek hi / bVràbVr yào }àn / yào rVK 
176. different mUxtVlIf muxtVlEf / biEl kIsVm 
177. whole mUkVmëVl / sàlIm roG / sàbVt 
178. broken TuTà màt 
179. few thoRà / kUc / kVm lVg 
180. many ziàëdV Der / ziàt 
181. all sVb Tol 
182. to eat / eat! tUm khào xoRVl / tV uxRV 
183. to bite / the dog bites 

/ bit 
kàTnà / kutëà kàTà hE cicVl / spi ocicVlo 

184. to be hungry / 
you are hungry 

bhukh lVgnà / 
tUm ko bhukh lVgtà hE 

oge kedVl / 
tF wVge ye 

185. to drink / drink! pinà / tUm pio / pi lo skVl / tF wVskV 
186. to be thirsty / 

you are thirsty 
piàs lVgnà / piàs lVgtà hE tVge kedVl / tVgei ye 

187. to sleep / sleep! sonà / tUm so jào udV kedVl / tF udV }à 
188. to lie / lie down! leTnà / tUm leT jào sVmlàstVl / tF sVmlà 
189. to sit / sit! bQThnà / tUm bQTh jào kenàstVl / tF kenà 
190. to give / give! denà / tUm de do / do wàrkàwàl / tV wàrkV 
191. burn (the wood)! jàlànà / tUm lVkRi jVlào tV làrgi oswàzVwV 
192. to die / he died mVrnà / vo mVr geà mRV kedVl / 

hàGà mVR }o 
193. to kill / 

kill the bird! 
màrnà / tUm ciRià màr do wVjVl / 

tV màrGVi uwàlà 
194. to fly / the bird  

flies / flew 
URnà / ciRià URti hài VlwVtVl / 

màrGVi wàlwàtV 
195. walk! cVlnà / tUm cVlo tF piàdV làr}à 
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196. to run / run! dORnà / tUm dORo mVnDà wVhVl / 
tV mVnDV uwà 

197. to go / go! jànà / tUm jào tVlVl / tF làr}à 
198. to come / come! ànà / tUm ào ràtlVl / tF rà}à 
199. to speak / speak! bolnà / tUm bolo wàyVl / tV uwàyV 
200. to hear / hear! / 

listen! 
sUnà / tUm sUno àwredVl / tV wàwrV 

201. to look / look! dekhnà / tUm dekho kVtVl / tà ugorV 
202. I mQ3 zF 
203. you (informal) tUm / tu tF 
204. you (formal) àp tàso 
205. he vo hàGà 
206. she vo hàGà 
207. we (inclusive) hVm (hVm Or vo) muKgV 
208. we (exclusive) hVm (hVm, vo nehŒ†) muKgV 
209. you (plural) tUm (tUm log) tàso 
210. they vo hàGwi 
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Appendix A.2 
 

Recorded Text Testing 

The extent to which speakers of related dialectal varieties understand one 
another can be studied by means of tape recorded texts. The degree to which 
speakers of one variety understand a narrative text in another variety and 
answer questions about the content of that text is taken as an index of their 
comprehension of that speech form. From this, the amount of intelligibility 
between related speech forms can be extrapolated. The recorded text test 
methodology, as used in the present surveys, is based on that described by 
Casad (1974).1 

Short, personal-experience narratives are deemed to be most suitable for 
comprehension testing of recorded texts in that the content must be relatively 
unpredictable and the speech form should be natural. An attempt is made to 
avoid folklore texts or other material likely to be widely known. A three- to 
five-minute story is recorded from a speaker of the regional vernacular, and 
then checked with a group of speakers from the same region to ensure that the 
spoken forms are truly representative of that area. This story is then transcribed 
and a set of comprehension questions2 is constructed based on various semantic 
domains covered in the text. To ensure that measures of comprehension are 
based on the subjects’ understanding of the text itself and not on a 
misunderstanding of the test questions, these questions are always recorded in 
the regional variety of the test subjects; this requires an appropriate dialect 
version of the questions for each recorded text test (RTT) for each test location. 

According to the standard procedure adopted for the recorded text testing 
in northern Pakistan, test subjects heard the complete story text once, after 
which the story was repeated with test questions and the opportunities for 
responses interspersed with necessary pauses in the recorded text. Appropriate 
and correct responses are directly extractable from the segment of speech 
immediately preceding the question, such that memory limitations exert a 
negligible effect and indirect inferencing based on the content is not required. 

                                                 
1 For more detailed information, the reader is referred to Casad, Eugene 

H. 1974. Dialect intelligibility testing. Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics. 
For elaboration on the use of recorded text tests in the study of bilingual 
communities, see Blair, Frank. 1990. Survey on a shoestring: A manual for 
small scale language surveys. Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics and 
University of Texas at Arlington. 

2 A set of approximately fifteen questions is normally prepared, more 
than the minimum of ten that will be needed in the final form of the test. Some 
of the questions will prove unsuitable — perhaps because the answer is not 
evident or the question is confusing to native speakers of the test variety. 
Unsuitable questions may then be deleted from the larger set of questions 
without failing to have at least the needed ten questions. 
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Thus the RTT aims to be a closer reflection of a subject’s comprehension of the 
language itself, not of his or her memory, intelligence, or reasoning.3 

In order to ensure that the text is a fair test of the intelligibility of the 
linguistic variety in focus, other speakers of the same local variety are asked to 
listen to the text and answer the questions. If they are able to do that, it is 
assumed that the story is an adequate sample of local speech, and that the 
questions are readily answerable by those for whom this speech form is native. 
This testing of subjects in their native speech form for the purpose of test 
validation is often referred to as hometown testing. 

It is possible that a subject may be unable to answer the test questions 
correctly simply because he does not understand what is expected of him. This 
is especially true with unsophisticated subjects or those unacquainted with test-
taking procedures. Therefore, a very short (pre-test) story with four questions is 
recorded in the local variety before beginning the actual testing, in order to 
acquaint the subject with the test procedures. If he is able to answer these pre-
test questions correctly, it is assumed that he is capable of functioning as a 
suitable subject. Each subject then participates in the hometown test in his 
native speech form before participating in recorded text tests in non-native 
varieties. Occasionally, even after the pre-test, a subject fails to perform 
adequately on an already validated hometown test. Performances of such 
subjects were eliminated from the final evaluation, the assumption being that 
uncontrollable factors unrelated to the intelligibility of speech forms are 
skewing such test results.4 Thus, validated hometown tests are used for subject 
screening, in an attempt to ensure that recorded text testing results reflect as 
closely as possible the relative levels of comprehensibility of the speech forms 
represented. 

Test tapes are prepared for each location where a test is to be 
administered (test point). The hometown test tape includes (a) a short 
introduction in the local speech form to explain the purpose of the test, (b) the 
pre-test to orient and screen test subjects, (c) the hometown test text in its 
entirety followed by a repeat of the text, in short sections, with the relevant test 
questions and adequate pauses inserted in appropriate locations. 

The non-native test tapes are similar, omitting the screening elements 
from the hometown test tape. A short introduction in the local speech form 
reminding subjects of the test procedures precedes each recorded text. Then the 
recorded narrative in the non-native variety is given in its entirety, followed by 
the comprehension questions, now translated into the local speech form for that 
test point and with the relevant part of the non-native text repeated before each 
question. 

When speakers of one linguistic variety have had no previous contact 
with that represented in the recorded text, the test scores of ten subjects tend to 
be more similar — especially when scores are in the higher ranges. Such 

                                                 
3 Recorded texts and associated comprehension questions will vary in 

terms of their relative difficulty and complexity or in terms of the clarity of the 
recording. Comparisons of RTT results from different texts need to be made 
cautiously and in the context of other indicators of intelligibility. 

4 For the purposes of this research, recorded text test subjects performing 
at levels of less than 80 percent on their hometown test were eliminated from 
further testing or were excluded from the analysis. 
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consistent scores are interpreted to be reflections of the inherent intelligibility 
between the related varieties. Increasing the number of subjects should not 
significantly increase the range of variation of the scores. 

However, when some subjects have had significant previous contact with 
the speech form recorded on the test, while others have not, the scores should 
vary considerably, reflecting the degree of learning that has gone on through 
contact. For this reason it is important to include a measure of dispersion which 
reflects the extent to which the range of scores varies from the mean — the 
standard deviation. If the standard deviation is relatively low, say 10 or below 
on a test with 100 possible points (that is, 100 percent), and the mean score for 
subjects from the selected test point is high, the implication is that the 
community as a whole probably understands the test variety rather well simply 
because the variety represented in the recording is inherently intelligible. If the 
standard deviation is relatively low and the mean comprehension score is also 
low, the implication is that the community as a whole understands the test 
variety rather poorly and that regular contact has not facilitated learning of the 
test variety to any significant extent. If the standard deviation is high, regardless 
of the mean score, one implication is that some subjects have learned to 
comprehend the test variety better than others.5 In this last case, any inherent 
intelligibility between the related varieties is mixed with acquired 
comprehension which results from learning through contact.6 

Much care was taken in the recorded text testing in these sociolinguistic 
surveys, thus the results are discussed with the assumption that the effects from 
intervening factors were either negligible or were interpreted appropriately. 
However, in contrast to experimentally controlled testing in a laboratory 
situation, the results of field administered methods such as the RTT cannot be 
completely isolated from all potential biases. It is therefore recommended that 
results from recorded text tests not be interpreted in terms of fixed numerical 
thresholds, but rather be evaluated in light of other indicators of intelligibility, 
such as word lists and dialect opinions, and according to patterns of contact and 
communication. 

RTTs in Second Language Testing 
The procedures of recorded text testing as used for evaluating 

comprehension of a second language are similar to those used for dialect 
comprehension testing. A personal experience text is prepared by a mother 
tongue speaker of the target language. It is validated to be a clear and 

                                                 
5 High standard deviations can result from other causes, such as 

inconsistencies in the circumstances of test administration and scoring or 
differences in attentiveness or intelligence of test subjects. The researchers 
involved in recorded text testing need to be aware of the potential for skewed 
results due to such factors, and control for them as much as possible through 
careful test development and administration. 

6 Questionnaires administered at the time of testing, then, can help 
discover which factors are significant in promoting such contact. Travel to trade 
centers, radio broadcasts, and intermarriage are examples of the type of channel 
through which contact with another dialect can occur. Sample questionnaires 
are given in the appendices of the different surveys. 
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representative sample of the targeted variety of the second language by other 
mother tongue speakers of that language. 

Before the recorded text test in the second language is administered, each 
subject is screened by participating in a hometown test in his own language as 
described above. In this way, it is ascertained that the subject understands the 
testing process sufficiently and also that he is indeed a speaker of the language 
of the community being tested. 

Because second language proficiency is usually unevenly distributed in a 
community, a large sample of subjects is generally tested. To ensure 
representative sampling, attention must be paid to factors which are expected to 
potentially affect the comprehension of the second language, such as 
acquisition through schooling or through contact opportunities which are 
connected with gender, age, or economic migration patterns. Thus, where such 
independent variables are hypothesized as having an effect, sufficient numbers 
of subjects for evaluation of such effects must be included in the test sample. 
Interpretation and evaluation of test results must take these independent 
variables into consideration. 
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APPENDIX B 
BALTI SURVEY DATA 

 

Appendix B.1  Word Lists 

 

Location Code, Location, Village, Reliability Code 

RON Rondu Valley, Basho village, B 
SHG Shigar Valley, Shigar and Churka villages, B 
SKB Skardu Valley, Skardu town and Hussainabad village, A 
KHP Khapalu Valley, Konewa village, B 
KMG Kharmang Valley, B 
CHO Chorbat, Siksa village, B 
PSK Skardu Purki (collected in Skardu from man originally from Kargil 

area), C 
 

Note: Missing numbers indicate lexical items excluded from the similarity 
count 

 
 1. body 2. head 3. hair 
RON rgo goo5 ràl 
SHG Urgo goo5 ràl 
SKB rgo goo5 ràl 
KHP Urgo goo5 ràl 
KMG Urgo goo5 ràl 
CHO rGo goo5 ràl 
PSK Urgo goo5 rIyàl 
    
 4. face 5. eye 6. ear 
RON UGdoK mIk snà 
SHG oGdoK mIk n0à / snà 
SKB oGdoK mIk snà 
KHP GVdoK / UGdoK mIk snà 
KMG oGdoK mIk }nà 
CHO rdoK mik snà 
PSK UrdoK mik }nà 
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 7. nose 8. mouth 9. teeth 
RON xnVmsul khVpVk so 
SHG n0Vmsul / nVmsul khàbVk so 
SKB snVmsul khàbVk soh 
KHP nVmsul khà so 
KMG snVmsul khà so 
CHO snVmsul khà so 
PSK snVmsul khà so 
    
 10. tongue 11. breast 12. belly 
RON Mce blVK Mtwà 
SHG Mce blVK Mtwà 
SKB Mce blVK Mtwà 
KHP Mce brVK Mtwà 
KMG Mce brVK Mtwà 
CHO Mce brVK Mtwà 
PSK Mce blVK Mtwà 
    
 13. arm 14. elbow 15. palm 
RON plƒVqpV C7Imok lVqthIl 
SHG prVqpV thrImoK / thrImok làqthIl 
SKB plƒVqpV thrImoK / thrImok lVqthIl 
KHP prVxPV thrimoK lVxthIl 
KMG prVqpV pUrt_sUk lVqthIl 
CHO plVqpV khrio3K lVqthIl 
PSK lVqpV khrimoks lVqthIl 
    
 16. finger 17. fingernail 18. leg 
RON sEnmo zErmoK kàKmV 
SHG sEnmo / sErmo zErmo3K kàKmV 
SKB sEnmo zErmo3K kVKmV 
KHP sEnmV / sErmo zErmo3K kVKmV 
KMG zogu / sEnmo rowà kVKmV 
CHO d_zogu roGà / sEnmEro kVKmV 
PSK zIgu sErmo3 kàKmV 
    
 19. skin 20. bone 21. heart 
RON bVxspV ruspV sniK 
SHG bàxspV ruspV n0iK / sniK 
SKB bVkspà / bVxpV ruspV sniK 
KHP bàxpà / bVkspV ruspà sniK 
KMG bVxspV ruspV sniK 
CHO bVkspV ruspV sniK 
PSK pVkspV ruspV sniK 
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 22. blood 23. urine 24. feces 
RON C7Vq xcin kyVkpV 
SHG C7Vq xcIn kyàkpV 
SKB C7Vq / S7Vq xcIn kyVkpV 
KHP C7Vq xcin kyVkpV / S7kyVkpV 
KMG khrVq xcin kyVkpV 
CHO khrVq Mcin MkyVkpV 
PSK khrVq xcin kyVkpV 
    
 25. village 26. house 27. roof 
RON Z7oK nVK hVndoq 
SHG JoK nVK hVndoq 
SKB JoK / gUroK nVK hVndoq 
KHP groK nVK hVndoq 
KMG gUroK nVK hVndoq 
CHO gUroK nVK thoqsà 
PSK yul nVK hàndoq 
    
 28. door 29. firewood 30. broom 
RON zgo }iK pyVxmV 
SHG zgo }iK pyVxmV 
SKB zgo }iK pyVxmV 
KHP zgo phu }iK pyVxmV 
KMG zgo }iK pyVxmV 
CHO zgo phu }iK pyVxmV 
PSK zgo }iK pMyVxmV 
    
 31. mortar 32. pestle 33. hammer 
RON MtVnus MtVnuse bu hVthoRà 
SHG MtVnUs MtVnusi bu hVthoRà 
SKB MtVnus MtVnus bu hVthoRà 
KHP MtVnus MtVnus bu hVthoRà 
KMG MTVnUs bUbu hVthoRà 
CHO MTVnUs MTVnUsi bu hVthoRà 
PSK xtun MtVnus bu hVthoRà 
    
 34. knife 35. axe 36. rope 
RON Z7i stVre thVqpV 
SHG Ji stVre thàqpV 
SKB Ji stVre thàqpV 
KHP Ji stVre thVqpà 
KMG Gri stVre thVqpV 
CHO Gri stVre thàqbà 
PSK gri stàre thVqpV 
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 37. thread 38. needle 39. cloth 
RON skutpV khVp kVpRV 
SHG skutpV khVp snVmbu 
SKB skutpV khVp rVs 
KHP skutpà khVp rVs 
KMG skutpV khVp rVs / kVpRà 
CHO skutpà khVp r†Vs 
PSK skutbV khVp rVs 
    
 40. ring 41. sun 42. moon 
RON surUp n3imà ld_zot 
SHG xsurUp n3u3Kà lzot 
SKB surUp n3imà ld_zoët 
KHP surUp n3imà ld_zot 
KMG xsUrup n3imà ld_zot 
CHO surUp n3imà ld_zot 
PSK sEbdrus n3imà ld_zot 
    
 43. sky 44. star 45. rain 
RON snVm skVrmà chVrpà 
SHG n0Vm skVrmV chVrPV 
SKB snVm / xnVm skVrmV chVrfV 
KHP xnVm skVrmV chVrpV 
KMG xnVm skVrmV chVrPà 
CHO xnVm skVrmV chVrpV 
PSK snàm skàrmà chàrPà 
    
 46. water 47. river 48. cloud 
RON chu rgyEmt_so psIl 
SHG chu rGyEmt_so psIl 
SKB chu rgyEmt_so psIl 
KHP chu rgyEmt_so psIl 
KMG chu rgyEmt_so PsIl 
CHO chu rgyVmt_so PsIl 
PSK chu rgyEmt_so sIl 
    
 49. lightning 50. rainbow 51. wind 
RON Mok pVrVkzV MuK 
SHG Mok pVRàGzà xluK 
SKB Mok phVRVkzV xluK 
KHP Mok GzV xMuK 
KMG Mok GzV xMuK 
CHO Mok rzV MuK 
PSK Mok pàràzwà MuK 
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 52. stone 53. path 54. sand 
RON Urdwà lVm byVKà 
SHG Urdwà lVm byVKà 
SKB Urdwà lVm byVKà 
KHP Urdwà lVm byVKV 
KMG rdwà lVm byVmV 
CHO rdwà lVm byVKà 
PSK Urdwà lVm byVKà 
    
 55. fire 56. smoke 57. ash 
RON mE tutpV thVlcIt 
SHG me thutpV thVlcIt 
SKB me tutpV thVlcIt 
KHP me tutpV thVlt_sir 
KMG mE tutpV thVlbV 
CHO meë tutpà thVlt_sIr 
PSK mE tutpV thVlbV 
    
 58. mud 59. dust 60. gold 
RON jyàgVt thVldum xsEr 
SHG jàgVt / jàljIt thVldum / thVlpUT xsEr 
SKB jàgVt / chIn thVlpUT xsEr 
KHP ljàkljIt thVldum xsEr 
KMG chIn thVldum xsEr 
CHO lVmchVr thVldum sEr 
PSK ldok thVldum sEr 
    
 61. tree 62. leaf 63. root 
RON stàG{i loKà rVmpV 
SHG stàG{i loKà rVmpV 
SKB stVqji loKà rVmpV 
KHP stàq{i luKà rVmpà 
KMG stàG{i lomà rVmpV 
CHO stàq{i loKà rVmpà 
PSK stàG{i lomà rVmpV 
    
 64. thorn 65. flower 66. fruit 
RON t_shoq mIndoq mewà / phVxmul 
SHG t_shoq mEndoq phlVxmul 
SKB t_shoq / riKà mEndoq mewà / phVxmUl 
KHP t_shoq / riKà mIndoq mewà 
KMG t_shoq mIndoq mewà / phVxmul 
CHO riKà mIndoqh mewà 
PSK nàxsEr mEndoq ku}uculi 
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 67. mango 69. wheat (husked) 70. millet (husked) 
RON àm C7o chà 
SHG àm C7o chà 
SKB àm C7o chà 
KHP àm C7o chà 
KMG àm kro chà 
CHO àm kro chà 
PSK àm kro chà 
    
 71. rice (husked) 72. potato 73. eggplant 
RON blVs àlu pàGVn 
SHG blVs àlu bEKgVn 
SKB blVs àlu KVrmo pàGVn 
KHP brVs àlu bEKgVn 
KMG brVs àlu bEKgVn 
CHO brVs àlu — 
PSK bràs àlu — 
    
 75. chili 76. turmeric 77. garlic 
RON sn3irmV yuK zgokpV 
SHG n30ErmV / sn3ErmV yuK zgokpV 
SKB sn3ErmV yuK zgokpV 
KHP sn3ErmV yuK zgokpà 
KMG sn3ErmV yuK zgokpV 
CHO sn3ErmV yuK zgokpà 
PSK n3ErmV yuK zgokpV 
    
 78. onion 79. cauliflower 80. tomato 
RON t_soK kVRVm pàGVn 
SHG t_soK kVRVm pàGVn 
SKB t_soK kVRVm pàGVn 
KHP t_soK gobi pàGVn 
KMG t_soK Pulgobi pàGVm 
CHO t_so3K gobi pàGVn 
PSK t_soK phulgobi pàGVn 
    
 81. cabbage 82. oil 83. salt 
RON kVRVm màr pàyu 
SHG kVRVm màr pàyu 
SKB kVRVm màr pàyu 
KHP bVnd gobi màr pàyu 
KMG kVRVm / bVnd gobi màr pàyu 
CHO kVRVm / bVnd gobi màr pàyu 
PSK bVnd gobi màr t_shà 
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 84. meat 85. fat 86. fish 
RON }à t_shIl n3yà 
SHG }V t_shIl n3yà 
SKB }V t_shIl n3yà 
KHP }V t_shIl n3yà 
KMG }V t_shIl n3yà 
CHO }à t_shIl n3yà 
PSK }à t_shIl n3yà 
    
 87. chicken 88. egg 89. cow 
RON byVKo biVpjUn — 
SHG byVKo biVp{Un bV 
SKB byVKo biVp{Un bV / bVlVK 
KHP byVKo biVm{Un — 
KMG byVKmo biVp{Un bVlVK 
CHO byVKo biVp{Un bà 
PSK byVKo thul — 
    
 91. milk 92. horns 93. tail 
RON oKà rwà jindo 
SHG oKà rwà {Indo 
SKB oKà rwà {Indo 
KHP omà rwà {Indo 
KMG omV rwà {Igdo 
CHO oKà rwà sn3VmV 
PSK oKmà rwà }n3àKmà 
    
 94. female goat 95. dog 96. snake 
RON rVbVq khi orbUl 
SHG rVbVq khi oGbUl 
SKB rVbVq khi oGbUl 
KHP rowàq khi oGbUl 
KMG rVbVq khi VGbul 
CHO rà khi rbUl 
PSK rà x½i rzbul 
    
 97. monkey 98. mosquito 99. ant 
RON }Eri t_sVKki C7Imoq 
SHG }Edi t_sVKki C7Imoq 
SKB }Edi / }Eri t_sVKki C7Imoq 
KHP }Edi t_sVKki kiKboq 
KMG }Vdi t_sVKki zbundVk 
CHO }Edi d_zVKgi / phi}o kImboq 
PSK }àdi d_zVKgi xàrxVTV 
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 100. spider 101. name 102. man 
RON tàxskVn mintVx mi 
SHG tàxskVn mintVx mi 
SKB tàkskVn mEntVx mi 
KHP tVxskVn mŒ†ntVx mi 
KMG tàkskVn mintVx mi 
CHO tàkskVn mintVx mi 
PSK tàxskVn mintVks mi 
    
 103. woman 104. child 105. father 
RON bustriK — àtV 
SHG bustriK plƒu àtV 
SKB bustriK plƒu àtV 
KHP bUstriK phru VtV 
KMG bustriK phru Vtà 
CHO brustiK phru Vtà 
PSK bustriK phru Vtà 
    
 106. mother 107. older brother 108. younger brother 
RON àKo kVkV phono 
SHG àKo kVkV phono 
SKB àKo kVkV phono 
KHP àKo kVkà phono 
KMG Vmo kVkV phono 
CHO VKà kVkà nono 
PSK Vmà kàGà coGo nono 
    
 109. older sister 110. younger sister 111. son 
RON à}e striKmo bu / plƒu 
SHG V}E striKmo buh 
SKB V}e striKmo / noKo bu 
KHP à}e striKmo buh 
KMG V}e striKmo buh 
CHO V}e noKo bu 
PSK àce no3Ko phru 
    
 112. daughter 113. husband 114. wife 
RON boKo V}ipV / dVxpo zVnzUs 
SHG boKo V}ipà / dàxPo zVnzUs 
SKB boKo V}ipV / dVxpo zVnzUs 
KHP boKo V}ipà / dàxpo nVmà/zVnzUs/cUKmV 
KMG boKo V}ipà zVnzus 
CHO boKo V}ipà / dàxpo zVnzUs / cUKmV 
PSK boKo dàkpo nàmà 
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 115. boy 116. girl 117. day 
RON plƒu boKo {Vq 
SHG plƒu boKo {Vq 
SKB plƒu boKo {Vq 
KHP buh boKo jVq / {Vq 
KMG buh boKo {Vq 
CHO bu boKo {Vq 
PSK phru boKo {Vq 
    
 118. night 119. morning 120. noon 
RON t_shVn gyoxpV trobàr 
SHG t_shVn gyUxpV trobVr 
SKB t_shVn gyUkspV / gyUxpV trobVr 
KHP t_shVn gyoxpà cobVr 
KMG t_shVn gyoxpV trobVr 
CHO t_shVn gyoxpà trobVr 
PSK t_shVn motUk trobàr 
    
 121. afternoon(late) 122. yesterday 123. today 
RON fitro gUnde dIriK 
SHG phiro gunde dIriK 
SKB phitro gunde dIriK 
KHP phiro gunde dIriK 
KMG phrido gUnde dIriK 
CHO phIro gonde dIriK 
PSK phithoq gUnde dIriK 
    
 124. tomorrow 125. week 126. month 
RON hVske hVftV ld_zà 
SHG hVske {àbdun lzà 
SKB hVske hVftV lzà 
KHP hVske hVftà ld_zà 
KMG hVske hVftà ld_zà 
CHO hVske {VkUrdun ld_zà 
PSK thore Urdun ld_zà 
    
 127. year 128. old 129. new 
RON lo sn3iKmV sVrPà 
SHG lo n30in3mV / sn3in3mV sVrPV 
SKB lo sn3iKmV sVrfV 
KHP lo sn3Œ†KmV sVrpV 
KMG lo }n3Œ†mV somà 
CHO lo n30in3pà/hŒ†n3pà/sn3in3pà soKà 
PSK loë sKiKmV somà 
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 130. good 131. bad 132. wet 
RON lyVxmo cyàKmEn }ErPà 
SHG lyVxmo càKmEn x}ErPV 
SKB lyVxmo càKmEn x}ErPV 
KHP lyVxmo cVKmEn }Irpà 
KMG lyVxmo càKmEn }V}pV 
CHO lyVxmo cVKmEn }erpà 
PSK lyVxmo stokpo }erpà 
    
 133. dry 134. long 135. short 
RON skVmbo riKmo cVt 
SHG skVmbo riKmo cVt 
SKB skVmbo riKmo cVt 
KHP skVmbo riKmo cVt 
KMG skVmbo rŒ†mo cVt 
CHO skVmbo riKbo cVtcVt 
PSK skVmbo riKmo cVt 
    
 136. hot 137. cold 138. right 
RON t_sho Z7Vxmo trVK 
SHG t_sho JVxmo trVK 
SKB t_sho JVxmo trVK 
KHP t_sho JVxmo cVK 
KMG t_sho grVxmo trVK 
CHO t_sho / thrUnmo grVxmo trVK 
PSK Thonmo grVxmo TàK 
    
 139. left 140. near 141. far 
RON xyun n3imor thVqriK 
SHG xEn n3iKor thàGriK 
SKB xyUn n3imor thVqriK 
KHP xEn n3imor thVxriK 
KMG xyUn n3imor thVqriK 
CHO sn3en3 n3imor thVqriK 
PSK yun n3imor0 thàqriKs 
    
 142. big 143. small 144. heavy 
RON coGo t_sunt_se Mcho 
SHG coGo t_sunt_sE Mcho 
SKB coGo t_sunt_se Mcho 
KHP coGo t_sunt_se Mcho 
KMG coGo t_sumt_se Mcho 
CHO coGo t_sunt_se Mcho 
PSK coGo t_sumt_se McinTe 
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 145. light 146. above 147. below 
RON yàKmo yàr / tok thuru 
SHG yàKmo yàr thuru 
SKB yàKmo yVr / tok thur 
KHP yVKmo tyok thoru 
KMG yà3mo gyV3lV thuru 
CHO yVKmo gyEn thur 
PSK yà3mo gyV3lV thur0 
    
 148. white 149. black 150. red 
RON kàrPo nàqpo màrPo 
SHG kàrPo nàqpo màrPo 
SKB kàrPo nVqpo màrPo 
KHP kàrpo nàqpo màrpo 
KMG kV}po nVqpo mV}po 
CHO kàrpo nàqpo màr0po 
PSK kàrPo nàqpo màrpo 
    
 151. one 152. two 153. three 
RON cIk n3is sum 
SHG cik n3is xsum 
SKB cik n3Is sum 
KHP cIk n3is sum 
KMG cIk n3Is sum 
CHO cik n3is sum 
PSK cik n3is sum 
    
 154. four 155. five 156. six 
RON B{i Gà truk 
SHG b{i VGà truk 
SKB b{i Gà truk 
KHP b{i Gà cuk 
KMG b{i Gà trukh 
CHO {i Gà truk 
PSK B{i }Kà Tuk 
    
 157. seven 158. eight 159. nine 
RON Bdun gyVt Urgu 
SHG Bdun BgyEt Urgo 
SKB bdun gyEt rgu 
KHP bdun bgyVt Urgo 
KMG Ubdun BgyVt rgu 
CHO rdun rgyEt rgu 
PSK Urdun rgyEt rgu 
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 160. ten 161. eleven 162. twelve 
RON Pcu cuscIk coKVs 
SHG Pcu cuscik coKVs 
SKB p}cu cuscik coKVs 
KHP Pcu cuscIk coKVs 
KMG Pcu cuscIk coKVs 
CHO hcu cuscIk coKEs 
PSK hscu cuscik coKVs 
    
 163. twenty 164. one-hundred 165. who 
RON n3i}u BgyV su 
SHG n3i}u BgyV su 
SKB n3i}u bgyV su 
KHP n3i}u bgyV su 
KMG n3i}u BgyV su 
CHO n3i}u rgyà su 
PSK Ki}u rgyV su 
    
 166. what 167. where 168. when 
RON ci gàr nàm 
SHG ci gàr nàm 
SKB ci gàr nàm 
KHP ci gà nàm 
KMG ci gàr nàm 
CHO ci gàr nàm 
PSK ci gàr nàm 
    
 169. how many 170. which 171. this 
RON t_sàm gVo dyu 
SHG t_sàm goë dyu 
SKB t_sàm goë dyu 
KHP t_sàmt_se go dyu 
KMG t_sàm gVo yo 
CHO t_sàmt_se goë dyu 
PSK t_sàm go dyu 
    
 172. that 173. these 174. those 
RON do dyuK doK 
SHG do di / dyu doK 
SKB do di / dyuK doK / de 
KHP do dyun dEn 
KMG do di de 
CHO do dyun don 
PSK eo dyu de 
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 175. same 176. different 178. broken 
RON t_soxsàt_soxs loxso chVqpo 
SHG t_soqsàt_soqs loxso chVqpo / chVxs 
SKB t_soqsàt_soqs loxso chVqpo 
KHP t_soxt_sox loxso chVqpo 
KMG t_soqsàt_soqs loxso chVq 
CHO t_soxsàt_sox loxso / promVcIk chVqs / chVxs 
PSK t_soqsàt_soqs loxso chVqpo 
    
 180. many 181. all 182. (he) ate 
RON V}in gà3KmV zUs 
SHG i}In gàKmV zUs 
SKB i}In gàKmV zUs 
KHP I}In / MTim gàKmà zUs 
KMG I}In gà3mà zUs 
CHO motpo / Mtim / àliK gàKmà zos 
PSK màKmo gàKmà zos 
    
 183. (the dog) bit 184. (he was) hungry 185. (he) drank 
RON khVktVts Mtoks thu3Ks 
SHG cVts / khàktVts Mtoks thu3s 
SKB khVktVts / sotVps Mtoks thu3Ks 
KHP cVts / sUtUps Mtoks thu3s 
KMG cVts Mtoks thu3s 
CHO cVts Mtoks thuKs 
PSK thVmps Mtoks thu3s 
    
 186. (he was) thirsty 187. (he) slept 188. (he) lay down 
RON skoms KŒ†tV3s rIls 
SHG skoms n3Œ†t`o3s / n3Œ†tà3s prElà 
SKB skoms n3Œ†tV3s rIls 
KHP skoms KŒ†to3s prElà 
KMG skoms KŒ†tà3s rIle 
CHO skoms KŒ†tà3s prEtlà 
PSK skoms KŒ†tà3s MuKsoyVt 
    
 189. (he) sat down 190. (he) gave 191.(he) burned (trans.) 
RON duks mins strVks 
SHG duks mIns tUks 
SKB duks mIns strVks 
KHP duks mins strVks 
KMG duks mIns tUks 
CHO duks mins potUks 
PSK duks minàtà3s tà3semepus 
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 192. (he) died 193. (he) killed 194. (the bird) flew 
RON }is — phurs 
SHG }Is rdVps phurs 
SKB }is rdVps phurs 
KHP }is rdVps phurs 
KMG }is rdVps phurs 
CHO }Is rdVps phurs 
PSK }is rdVps phurs 
    
 195. (he) walked 196. (he) ran 197. (he) went 
RON druls bgyuks soK 
SHG druls Bgyuks so3s 
SKB druls bgyuks soKs 
KHP druls bgyuks so3s 
KMG druls BgyUks soK 
CHO druls rgyuks soKs 
PSK druls bàKtà3s soK 
    
 198. (he) came 199. (he) spoke 200. (he) heard 
RON o3s zErs kos 
SHG o3s zErs kos 
SKB oKs zErs kos 
KHP o3s zErs kos 
KMG o3s zErs kos 
CHO o3s zErs kos 
PSK o3s zErs kos 
    
 201. (he) saw 202. I 203. you (informal) 
RON thoK Kà khyàK 
SHG thoK Kà khyàK 
SKB thoKs KV khyàK 
KHP tho3s Kà khyàK 
KMG thoKs Kà khyVK 
CHO thoKs Kà khyàK 
PSK — Kà kherVK 
    
 204. you (formal) 205. he 206. she 
RON yàK kho mo 
SHG yàK kho mo 
SKB yàK kho mo 
KHP yàK kho mo 
KMG yàK kho mo 
CHO yàK kho mo 
PSK yàK kho boKo 
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 207. we (inclusive) 208. we (exclusive) 209. you (plural) 
RON KàdàK Kàyà khidVK 
SHG KVtVK Kàyà khitVK 
SKB KVtVK Kàyà khitVK 
KHP KVtVK Kàyà khidVK 
KMG KVtVK Kàyà khItVK 
CHO KVtVK Kàyà khitVK 
PSK KVtVK Kàcà khecà 
    
 210. they   
RON khoK   
SHG khoK   
SKB khoK   
KHP khoK   
KMG khoK   
CHO khoK   
PSK khoK   
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Appendix B.2 Text 

B.2.1 Balti, Skardu (Qomra village) 

The Joker 

1. }à sàhIb! Kàyà là di so3Pi di xpero yà dyu In fVrvVri 
Shah Sahib we to this happened this event oh it is February 

2. Unis so cohVtVr in so3PIn yàni Kàyà wàpdiKno 
nineteen hundred seventy-four is happened that-is we WAPDA-in 

3. lEskhikhà yUtpin wàpdi lEskhikhà yUtpà yàni yàK là xVbVr 
serving are WAPDA serving were that-is you to knowledge 

4. yUt ki wàpdi yUtpi sàiDkUn hVme}à chUzur là skàrduIK yot 
is that WAPDA is sides always waterside at Skardu-in be 

5. nàsà xVpulIK yot nàsà khàrmVKIK yot nàsà yàni wàpdi 
may Khapalu-in be may Kharmang-in be may that-is WAPDA 

6. mUlàzImkUn VksVr chUzur là dugUt guànà chuskVrEn dyu 
employees usually waterside at serve so water-measuring it-is 

7. tàrbelà DEm là kVle tàKmin inà mEn ju guànà de dorànIK Kà3i 
Tarbela Dam to send allow is-it not sir so that during our 

8. VorsiVr cIk yUtpà khwe mEntVxpo zErEtpà ju kàrim qure}i 
overseer one was his name called-was sir Karim Qureshi 

9. guànà kho VksVr Kàyà là Œ¼zUn skyErE tàKVtpà Kài mulàzIm gàKmà 
so he usually us to lie always told our employees all 

10. khuri màtVhVt yUtpi mulàzIm gàKmà zdVmse yVksinà kho 
his subordinate is employees all gathering putting he 

11. zErEtpà ki Kà su là I{ikhVn mEn Kà jInnà drEse bVlànà 
used-to-talk that I anybody of afraid not I demon with giant 

12. drese drenà drese drEnmonà drese Kà hVme}à doxo bEn. kho jVxcIk 
with ghost with bear with I always thing doing he once 

13. zErEtpà ki pe}àwVri mVndori zErbi mVltse yUt. dekhà soKse Kà 
told that Peshawar-of Mandori calling place is there going I 

14. tshVn là hàbu rgu rdVps. hàbu cik o3Ks Kà dosà rdVps 
night at wolf nine killed wolf one came I that-also killed  
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15. dekhànà yVK hàbu cik oKs Kà dosà rdVps dekhànà yVK 
then another wolf one came I that-also killed then another 

16. hàbu cik oKs Kà dosà rdVps Kà rERe rERe bEn hàbu rdVps. 
wolf one came I that-also killed I each each doing wolf killed 

17. jInkon là Kà khoKnà khVRà tàKEtpà hVme}à. jInkon oKse Kà 
demons to I them-with talking used-to always demons coming me 

18. là trEtpà kàrim qure}i sàhIb! yVri cVK lEs yUdà? yUtnà 
to used-to-ask Karim Qureshi Sahib your any work is? if-so 

19. KàyàKi bEt. guànà khwe mVqsVdpo ci inpà? Kài yUtpà yàni 
we do so his purpose-to what was our is-there that-is 

20. khuri màtàhVt yUtpi de lVskhàpo3 {ikh cUxse yVkpo 
his subordinates is-there those employees frighten making was-to 

21. or khwàKisi khuri kVRo khoK strUlbo inpà. lekIn di wàkeo 
and he-himself his word they according-to was but this event 

22. fVrwVriK so3KPinpà kVcurà sàiDikà. Kàyà yUtpi de làskhàpo3 jImàt 
February happened Kachura side-at we are that employees all 

23. tshVn là tshVni bVjà cUKVs tsekà Kàyà gVKmà dukse yUtpà.  
night at night time 12 approximately we all sitting were 

24. demVn diye kàrim qure}i sàbi-si yVK yotsUx xperà 
then that Karim Qureshi Sahib such like talking 

25. tVKEn yUtpà. Kà ehà do so3s ehà do so3s ehà 
used-to-talk was I here that happened there that happened there 

26. do so3s. guànà de doràniK nu Kài cokidàr cIk Iftixàr 
that happened so that time in our watchman one Iftikhar 

27. zErEtpà; màlegi khwàK rgocUT kisUmi mi In guànà kho 
was-called very-much he joker sort person is so he 

28. yeKnà biu3se store soKs Kàyà là soKse kocimVn kho 
from-there go-out disappearing went us for going for-a-while he 

29. ye xperà tVKEn yUtpà Kàyà bUxàri là mE là dUkse kàrim 
same talk talking was we woodstove at fire at sitting Karim 

30. qurE}i kVRo3 là n0àbEn yUtpà bUxàri là mE là dukse trose 
Qureshi words to listening were woodstove at fire at sitting warmed 

31. yUtpà. bàhVr khàsà tomEt yUtpà tshVnposà legi thup yUtpà 
were outside snow-also heavily was night-also very dark was 
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32. demVnà VcànVk mEndàcigi-si GàrVK bEse zgo PEs. guànà 
then suddenly person crash making door opened so 

33. Kàyà zgue Pàri Mtànà yàni kUl rgo gVKmà nàqpo yUtpi. khwe 
we door from seeing that-is all body all black is his 

34. goo5 skItpà Pàri yUtsuk làqpo3K sà nàqpo yàni khVKtse tsox ci 
hair waist to was hands also black that-is stocking like one 

35. yUtsuk gwUncVskUn sà nàqpo kàKmi zErmo3KkUn sà kul nàqpo 
was dresses also black foot nails also totally black 

36. oGdoKpo là Mtànà dopà do chERu. guànà do guàcIk 
face to seeing more-than that disfigured so that when 

37. qurE}i là bIlkUl khwe yàni zgo Pià3cIk kho tho3Ks tho3Kse kho 
Qureshi to absolutely his that-is door opened him saw seeing he 

38. qà byàse "mVm" zEre cho3Ks. kho Kà là zErEtpà ki Tàrc 
cry doing "mum" saying jumped he me to told that flashlight 

39. cIk khyo3K dyu mVm In. dyuinà KVti stroq bUtpi mEn dyu rdàbà 
one bring it mum is it-with our soul escape not it killed 

40. rgospin. demVncIk khwe DràiwVr po kho khVRi oktu {UksEt 
should-be at-that-moment his driver to he bed under crawl 

41. sUk. yVK EnjInir cIk kho sà khàRi oktu soKsEt sUk Or KàK 
was another engineer one he also bed under went was and I 

42. tVqribVn mInVTci phcu coKVsci KàK là }VK mVxVts. dowe 
about minutes ten twelve myself to consciousness lost that 

43. ldzàlà Kàyà xVbVrbEn kyo3Kmànà dyo Iftixàr Insuk Kàyi wàpdi 
after we asking bringing it Iftikhar was our WAPDA 

44. cokidàr po {u. guànà Kà kho là inàm mIns Or de VorsiVr 
chowkidar of sir so I him to prize gave and that overseer 

45. polà zEs ki yàKi dyo tsUx po Œ¼zUn màto3 Or kho sà legi 
to told that you this kind of lie not-tell and he also very 

46. màKmo C7Els. 
much ashamed 

 

Free Translation 

Shah Sahib! This event happened to us in February 1974. It happened 
when we were serving in WAPDA. You know that WAPDA stations are always 
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located by the riverside. It may be in Skardu, in Khapalu, or in Kharmang, but 
the WAPDA employees usually serve at the riverside, measuring water and 
allowing it to go to Tarbela Dam. Isn’t it so, sir? During that time we had an 
overseer whose name was Karim Qureshi. He used to always tell us lies. All of 
us employees who were his subordinates would gather together and he used to 
tell us that “I am not afraid of anyone. I am always doing things with spirits, 
with giants, with ghosts, and with bears also.” Once he told us, “In Peshawar 
there is a place called Mandori. I went there. At night I killed nine wolves. 
There came a wolf; I killed it. Then another wolf came. I killed that one also. 
After that another came and I killed it. I killed the wolves one by one. I also 
used to talk with spirits. The spirits used to come to me and ask, ‘Karim 
Qureshi Sahib! Do you have any work to do? If so, we will do it!’” What was 
his purpose? He was trying to frighten us who were his subordinates and make 
us act according to his words. But then this event happened in February at 
Kachura (station). All of us employees were sitting at approximately 12 o’clock 
at night. At that time the same Karim Qureshi was talking like that to us, “I was 
here, this happened, and there that happened, and somewhere else such and 
such happened.” At that moment our watchman, who was called Iftikhar, and 
was a joking sort of person, went out from there and disappeared. He (Qureshi) 
continued talking in the same way. We were sitting by the woodstove listening 
to Karim Qureshi’s words; sitting by the stove we were warming ourselves. 
Outside it was snowing heavily and the night was very dark. Suddenly someone 
opened the door with a crash. In the doorway we saw a completely black body. 
His hair went down to his waist, his hands were also black, wearing something 
like stockings. His clothes were also black, and even his toenails were 
completely black. His face was very disfigured. When this happened and 
Qureshi saw him, he jumped and cried, “Mum!” He told me to bring a 
flashlight saying, “It is mum! We can’t escape from it! It should be killed!” At 
that moment his driver crawled under the bed. Another engineer also crawled 
under the bed and I myself lost consciousness for ten or twelve minutes. When 
we investigated, we discovered that it was Iftikhar, our WAPDA watchman. So 
I gave him a prize, and told that overseer, “You should not tell these kinds of 
lies,” and he was very ashamed. 
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Appendix B.3 
 

Balti Questionnaire 
(English Translations) 

1. Name? Age? 

2. Do you farm? If not, what profession? 

3. Date of Interview 

4. Education level? Medium of Instruction? 

5. Tribe? / Family? 

6. Where were you born? 
6b. Where did you grow-up? 

7. Present Village / Tehsil / District 

8. What do you call your language? 
8b. Does that have a special meaning? 
8c. Do you have other names for your language? 

9. Do other people have a different name for your language? 

10. Where else do people speak just the same way as you do? 

11. Where do people speak just a little bit differently? 
11b. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
11c. Do people from there also come here? 

12. Where do people speak very differently? 
12b. How much of it do you understand? 
 (few words, main ideas, most, all) 
12c. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
12d. Do people from there come here? 
12e. How do you know that he is from there? 
12f. In what way does he talk? 

13. Where do people speak your own language the most purely? 
13b. Why do you say that is the most pure? 

14. Where do people speak your own language the best? 
14b. Why do you say that is the best? 

15. Where is your language spoken badly? 
15b. Why do you say that is badly? 
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16. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
16b. Do people from there come here? 

17. Your language is spoken in many places, some places it is easy to 
understand and some more difficult to understand. Is there some place 
where your language is spoken that people from most other places can 
understand? 

18. What do you call the language people speak in ———? 
18b. What do you call the people who live in ———? 

19. Do you go to ——— often? How many times in a month? 
 (many times, few times, not at all) 
19b. For what purpose do you go? 
19c. How long do you stay there? 
19d. What kind of people do you talk/meet with there? 
19e. What language do you speak with them? 
19f. Do people understand you when you speak your own language there 
 in ———? 
19g. If you want to speak the same way they do in ——— can you change 
 your way of speaking? 
19h. Do your women often go to ———? 
19i. For what purpose do they go? 

20. Do people from ——— live here? 
20b. If a man from ——— comes here, can everybody understand his 
 speech? 
20c. Even the women and children? 
20d. How different is the ——— language from what you speak? 
 (same, a little different, very different) 

21. What other places do you travel to? 
21b. Do you go often? 
21c. For what purpose do you go? 
21d. What language do you speak there? 

22. Do many people travel outside from here? 
22b. For what reason? 

23. What do you call your own people? 
23b. Do all ——— people speak the same as you? 
23c. If not, what do they speak? 

24. Do all your own people live in the same area as you? 
24b. If not, where else do they live? 

25. Do other tribes/clans speak the same as you people? 
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26. Where did your own tribe/clan come from? 
26b. When did they come? 
26d. Why did they come here? 

27. Do you speak the same language as your grandfather did? 

28. What is the name of your father’s language? 

29. What is the name of your mother’s language? 

30. What language did you speak in your home as a child with your parents? 

31. What language do you speak in your home now? 
31b. Is there someone else in your home who speaks a different language? 
31c. Then what language do you speak with them? 

32. What other languages do you speak? 
32b. Where do you speak them? 
32c. How well do you speak them? 
 (all things, simple things, understand only) 

33. What do you call the people who speak your own language? 
 (whether they live here or not) 
33b. What name do other people who don’t speak your language call you? 
33c. Who says that? 

34. Do all the people in your village speak the same as you? 
34b. Do your children know these other languages? 
34c. Do your children mix the other language with yours? 
34d. Do they speak your language purely? 

35. What language do you use for: (If not own language in each case, then 
 why?) 
35b. for singing? always or usually? 
35c. for jokes and stories? always or usually? 
35d. for religious teaching in the mosque? always or usually? 
35e. who does religious teaching? 
35f. for religious teaching at home? always or usually? 
35g. who does religious teaching? 
35h. for political talk? always or usually? 
35i. for getting a job? always or usually? 
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36. Do you speak Urdu? 
36b. Do you often speak Urdu? 
36c. Where do you usually speak Urdu? 
36d. With whom? 
36e. Do you find Urdu easy to speak? 
36f. Can you read Urdu? 
36g. Do you often read Urdu? 
36h. If not, if they had a class to teach you how to read Urdu, 
 would you go? 

37. How many of the people in your village speak Urdu? 
37b. How many of the people in your village read and write Urdu? 
 (some, half, more than half, all) 

38. How many of the children in your village speak Urdu? 
38b. How many of the children in your village read and write Urdu? 
 (some, half, more than half, all) 

39. How many of the women in your village speak Urdu? 
39b. How many of the women in your village read and write Urdu? 
 (some, half, more than half, all) 

40. Do you want to learn more Urdu? Why or why not? 
40b. Is there some other language that you would like to learn? 

41. In what ways is it an advantage to speak Urdu? 

42. In what ways is it an advantage to speak Balti? 

43. Are there other languages that it is good to know? 
43b. If so, what? 
43c. Why is it good to know them? 

44. Which languages do you want your children to learn? 

45. When your children grow up, what language do you think they will use the 
most? 

46. Which is the best language for medium of instruction in primary schools? 
46b. For high schools? 

47. If there were schools in which your language was the medium of 
instruction,  would you send your children? 

48. Are there books in your language? 
48b. Have you tried to read them? 
48c. What did you read? 
48d. If not, do you think your language would be easy to read? 
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49. Do you think people would buy books in your language? 
49b. Would you? 

50. What kind of things should be written in your language? 
 (poetry, stories, religious teaching, newspapers) 

51. Who should learn to read and write your language? 
51b. Is this something for women? 

52. If there were classes to teach men how to read and write your language, 
would you go? 
52b. If there were classes to teach children how to read and write your 
 language, would you send your children? 
52c. If there were classes to teach women how to read your language, 
 would you send your women? 

53. What is the best language for writing things? 
 (poetry, stories, religious teaching, newspapers) 
53b. Why do you think so? 

54. Are there any of your own people who have stopped speaking your own 
language and started speaking another language? 

55. Do people marry outside your own language very often? 
55b. Are there people from other languages in your own family? 
55c. When your women marry men who speak another language, what 
 language do their children speak? 
55d. When your men marry women who speak another language, what 
 language do their children speak? 

56. Is your language broadcast on the radio? 
56b. Do you listen to the radio? 
56c. Which type of programs do you like the best? 

57. If you wanted to give an important message to the people in this area, what 
language would you use? Why? 
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APPENDIX C 
BURUSHASKI SURVEY DATA 

Appendix C.1  Word Lists 

Location Code, Location, Village, Reliability Code 

HUS Hunza, Hussainabad, B 
MUR Hunza, Murtazabad, B 
HYD Hunza, Haiderabad, B 
GAN Hunza, Ganish, B 
NAZ Hunza (Gojal), Nazimabad, B 
UYU Nagar, Uyum Nagar, B 
HOP Nagar, Hoper, B 
YAS Central Yasin, Yasin Bala, B 
THU Northern Yasin, Thui, B 
 
Note: Missing numbers indicate lexical items excluded from the 

similarity count. 
 

 1. body (1st sing. m.) 2. head 3. hair 
HUS i'Dim 'yàTIs g$uyVK 
MUR i'Dim 'yàTIs i'GuyVK 
HYD i'Dim 'yàTIs g$uyVK 
GAN i'Dim 'yàTIs g$uyVn 
NAZ i'Dim 'yàTis g$uyVK 
UYU i'Dim 'yVTIs g$uyVK 
HOP i'Dim 'yVTIs g$uyVK 
YAS kà'lip 'yVTis GoyVK 
THU ji'igàndi 'yVTIs GuyeK 
    
 4. face 5. eye 6. ear 
HUS 'Iskil 'IlcIn Il'tumàl 
MUR 'Iskil 'Ilcin Il'tumàl 
HYD 'iskil 'Ilcin Il'tumàl 
GAN 'IskIl 'Ilcin Il'tumàl 
NAZ 'iskil 'Ilcin Il'tumàl 
UYU 'I}kil 'Ilcin Il'tumVl 
HOP 'I}kil 'Ilcin Il'tumVl 
YAS 'Iskil 'IMcIn 'tumàl 
THU 'Iskil 'IMcIn guM'tumVl 
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 7. nose 8. mouth 9. tooth 
HUS i'mupuS7 V'khVt i'mE 
MUR i'mupuS7 i'xVt i'mE 
HYD i'mupuS7 i'qhVt i'mE 
GAN i'mupuS7 i'qhàt i'mE 
NAZ i'mupuS7 V'qhVt i'mE 
UYU i'mupUS7 i'qhVt i'mE 
HOP i'mupUS7 I'qhVt i'mE 
YAS mu} xVt mE 
THU mu} i'xVt — 
    
 10. tongue 11. chest 12. belly 
HUS yu'umus In'dIl yu'ul 
MUR yu'umus In'dIl yu'ul 
HYD yu'umus In'dIl yu'ul 
GAN yu'umus In'dIl yu'ul 
NAZ yu'umus In'dIl yu'ul 
UYU yu'umus In'dIl yu'ul 
HOP yu'umus In'dIl yu'ul 
YAS yu'uKus 'dIliK yu'ul 
THU yu'umus i'diliK yu'ul 
    
 13. arm 14. elbow 15. palm of hand 
HUS i'}àk i'susun i'tàtàs 
MUR i'}àk i'susun i'tVtVs 
HYD i'}Vk i'susun i'tVtVs 
GAN e'}àk i'susun i'tVtVs 
NAZ i'}Vk i'susun i'tVtVs 
UYU i'}Vk i'susun i'tVtVs 
HOP i'}Vk i'susun i'tVtVs 
YAS }Vk 'sEsEn 'tVtVs 
THU }Ek 'sEsEn 'tVtVs 
    
 16. finger 17. fingernail 18. leg 
HUS 'EmiS7 yu'uri 'bVt_sin 
MUR 'EmiS7 yu'uri — 
HYD 'EmiS7 yu'uri — 
GAN 'EmiEnt_s yu'uli 'bVt_sin 
NAZ 'EmiS7 yu'uri 'bVt_sin 
UYU 'EmIS7 yu'uri 'bVt_sIn 
HOP 'EmIS7 yu'uro 'bVt_shIn 
YAS 'EmES7 u'uro tVns 
THU 'EmES7 u'uro tVns 
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 19. skin 20. bone 21. heart 
HUS bVT tin — 
MUR bVT tin Es 
HYD bVT tin — 
GAN bVT tin Es 
NAZ bVT tin Es 
UYU bVT tin Es 
HOP bVT tin Es 
YAS bVT tEn `Es 
THU bVT tEn Es 
    
 22. blood 23. urine 24. feces 
HUS mul'tVn hà'rVS7 g$u'rVS7 
MUR mul'tVn hà'rVS7 uyum hà'rVS7 
HYD mul'tVn hà'rVS7 g$u'rVS7 
GAN mul'tVn hà'rVS7 g$u'rVS7 
NAZ mul'tVn hà'ràS7 g$u'ràS7 / uyum hà'rVS7 
UYU mul'tVn hà'rVS7 g$u'rVS7 
HOP mul'tVn hà'rVS7 g$u'rVS7 
YAS muM'tVn hà'rES7 Gor'yES7 
THU muM'tVn hà'rES7 Gur'yVS7 
    
 25. village 26. house 27. roof 
HUS gàu3 hà tE} 
MUR gI'rVm hà 'tE}i 
HYD gI'rVm hà 'tE}i 
GAN gi'rVm hà 'tE}i 
NAZ gi'rVm hà 'tE}i 
UYU gI'rVm hàh tE} 
HOP gi'rVm hàh tE} 
YAS dE hà }oMt 
THU dE hà }oMt 
    
 28. door 29. firewood 30. broom 
HUS hiK g$V'}Il 'phopus 
MUR hin g$V'}Il 'phopus 
HYD hIK g$V'}Il 'phopus 
GAN hin g$V'}Il 'phopus 
NAZ hiK g$V'}Il 'phopus 
UYU hiK EsqulVs cuuni 'phopUs 
HOP hiK EsqulVs cuuni 'phopus 
YAS hiK huN 'pPopus 
THU hiK hun 'pPopus 
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 31. mortar (bowl) 32. pestle 33. hammer 
HUS tV'nus yVtkus 'Dwàqo 
MUR — — hàto'rà 
HYD — — hàto'rà 
GAN — — 'Dwàqo 
NAZ tV'nus yàtkus 'Dwàqo 
UYU — — pPV'tiil 
HOP — — hàto'rV 
YAS tV'nUs Is hàtu'rV 
THU — Is hàtu'rV 
    
 34. knife / pocketknife 35. axe 36. rope 
HUS C7hur / cà'qu 'gVKi gV}k 
MUR C7hur / cà'qu 'gVKi — 
HYD C7hur / cà'qu 'gVKi gV}k 
GAN C7hur / cà'qu 'gyVni gV}k 
NAZ C7hur / cà'qu 'gVKi gV}k 
UYU C7hur / cà'qu 'gVKi gV}k 
HOP C7hur / cà'qu gVyK gV}k 
YAS tES7k / cà'qu 'gyEKgi TE'TE 
THU tES7k / tES7k 'gyEKgi TE'TE 
    
 37. thread 38. needle 39. cloth 
HUS sVr sEl 'pVci 
MUR sVr sEl 'pVci 
HYD sVr sEl 'pVci 
GAN sVr sEl 'pVci 
NAZ sVr sEl 'pVci 
UYU sàr sEl sàw'dV 
HOP sàr sIl sàw'dV 
YAS sVr sIl kVToGVr 
THU sVr sIl kàT'wàr 
    
 40. ring 41. sun 42. moon 
HUS bU'rondo sV hà'lVnt_s 
MUR bU'rondo sV hà'lVnt_s 
HYD bU'rondo sV hà'lVnt_s 
GAN — sà hà'lVnt_s 
NAZ bU'rondo sà hà'lVnt_s 
UYU bU'rondo sà hà'lVnt_s 
HOP bU'rondo sà hà'lVnt_s 
YAS bU'rondo sà hà'lVnz 
THU bU'rUndo sà hà'lVnt_s 
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 43. sky 44. star 45. rain 
HUS Vs'mààn àsi'i hà'ràlt 
MUR Vs'mààn / à'yV} àsi'i hà'ràlt 
HYD Vs'mààn / à'yE} àsi'i hà'ràlt 
GAN às'mààn àsi'i hà'rVlt 
NAZ às'mààn / à'yV} àsi'i hà'rVlt 
UYU às'mààn / à'yV} àsi'i hà'rVlt 
HOP às'mààn àsi'i hà'rVlt 
YAS à'yV} / às'mààn à'suumun di'yààrc 
THU à'yV} / às'mààn à'suumun di'yààrcum 
    
 46. water 47. river 48. cloud 
HUS t_shIl 'sIndV quronC7 
MUR t_shIl 'sIndV qu'ronC7 
HYD t_shIl 'sIndV qu'ronC7 
GAN t_shIl 'sIndV qu'ronC7 
NAZ t_shIl 'sIndV qu'ronC7 
UYU t_shIl 'sIndV qhV'ronC7 
HOP t_shIl 'sIndV qho'roK 
YAS t_shVl 'sVnde hà'rVMt 
THU t_shIl 'sIndV hu'ronC7 
    
 49. lightning 50. rainbow 51. wind 
HUS lVm nironà'àn tIS7 
MUR lVm nironà'àn tIS7 
HYD lVlVm nironà'àG tiS7 
GAN lVm niinonà'àn tIS7 
NAZ lVm niro'nàK tiS7 
UYU — biJo'on tIS7 
HOP lVlVm biJo'on tiS7 
YAS tVm mVk tIS7 
THU làpflàpf nVk tIS7 
    
 52. stone 53. path 54. sand 
HUS dVn gVn sào 
MUR dVn gVn sào 
HYD dVn gVn sào 
GAN dVn gVn sào 
NAZ dVn gVn sào 
UYU dVn gVn sào 
HOP dVn gVn sào 
YAS dVn gVn sào 
THU dVn gVn sào 
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 55. fire 56. smoke 57. ash 
HUS phu thVs 'phEtiK 
MUR pPu thVs 'phEtiK 
HYD pPu thVs 'phEtiK 
GAN pPu thVs 'phEtiK 
NAZ phu thVs 'phEtiK 
UYU pPu thVs 'phEtiK 
HOP pPu thVs 'phEtiK 
YAS pPu thVs 'phEtiK 
THU pPu thVs 'phEtiK 
    
 58. mud 59. dust 60. gold 
HUS t_shil'GiS7 / tok tik 'g$VniS7 
MUR t_shil'GiS7 tik 'g$EniS7 
HYD — tik 'g$EniS7 
GAN t_shIl'GIS7 tik 'g$EnIS7 
NAZ t_shIl'GIS7 tik 'GEniS7 
UYU chiK tik 'g$EnIS7 
HOP chiK tik 'g$EniS7 
YAS tok tik 'GVndIS7 
THU toq tik 'GEndIS7 
    
 61. tree 62. leaf 63. root 
HUS tom tVp t_sI'riS7 
MUR tom tVp / khii t_sI'riS7 
HYD tom khIX t_shI'rIS7 
GAN tom tVp t_sI'riS7 
NAZ tom khIX t_sI'riS7 
UYU tom tVp / khIX t_sI'rIS7 
HOP tom tVp t_si'riS7 
YAS drVxt tVp t_sI'rIS7 
THU drVxt tVp t_sI'rIS7 
    
 64. thorn 65. flower 66. fruit 
HUS chVS7 às'qur phVlphruT 
MUR chVS7 às'qur mi'wV 
HYD chVS7 às'qur mi'wV 
GAN chVS7 às'qur mi'wV 
NAZ chVS7 às'qur mi'wV 
UYU chVS7 às'qur me'wV 
HOP chVS7 às'qur me'wV 
YAS chV} gVm'buri me'wà 
THU chV} gVm'buri mi'wV 
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 67. mango 68. banana 69. wheat 
HUS àëm ke'lV gur 
MUR àëm ke'lV gur 
HYD àëm ke'lV gur 
GAN àëm ki'lV gur 
NAZ àëm ke'là gur 
UYU àëm ki'lV gur 
HOP àëm ki'lV gur 
YAS àëm ke'lV gur 
THU àëm kI'lV gur 
    
 70. millet 71. rice 72. potato 
HUS bVX brVs à'lu 
MUR bVX brVs à'lu 
HYD bVX brVs à'lu 
GAN bVX brVs à'lu 
NAZ bVX brVs à'lu 
UYU bVX briu à'lu 
HOP bVX brIu à'lu 
YAS bVh grinc à'lu 
THU bVh grinc à'lu 
    
 73. eggplant 74. groundnut 75. chili 
HUS beK'gVn muKphV'li 'màruco 
MUR beK'gVn mumphV'li 'màrIco 
HYD S7e'nV bà'logVn mumphV'li 'màrIco 
GAN S7I'nà 'bàlogVn mumphV'li 'màrico 
NAZ S7I'nà 'bàlogVn mumphV'li 'màruco 
UYU 'S7eenV bà'logVn mumphV'li 'màruc 
HOP — mumphV'li 'màruco 
YAS pVTigàn mumphV'li màrc 
THU S7eën bà'logVn mumphV'li màrc 
    
 76. turmeric 77. garlic 78. onion 
HUS si'Kur bUq'pV g$V'}u 
MUR hà'lIC7i bUq'pV g$à'}u 
HYD hà'lIC7i bUq'pV g$à'}u 
GAN hà'liC7i boq'pV g$à'}u 
NAZ hà'liC7i boq'pV Gà'}u 
UYU hà'liC7i bUq'pV g$à'}u 
HOP hà'liC7i bUq'pV Gà'}u 
YAS zEscV'wà wVZ7'nu Gà'}u 
THU {ircà'wV uZ7'nu Gà'}u 
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 79. cauliflower 80. tomato 81. cabbage 
HUS phul gobi bà'logVn gobi 
MUR gobi bà'logVn gobi 
HYD gobi bà'logVn bVn gobi 
GAN gobi 'yàTumut_s bà'logVn gobi 
NAZ thVr gobi bà'logVn bVn gobi 
UYU gobi bà'logVn màltVS7 gobi 
HOP phul gobi bà'logVn bVn gobi 
YAS phul gobi bà'lugun bVnd gobi 
THU bVn gubi bà'lugun gobi 
    
 82. oil (cooking) 83. salt 84. meat 
HUS dEl bà'yu chVp 
MUR dEl bà'yu chVp 
HYD dEl bà'yu chVp 
GAN dEl bà'yu chVp 
NAZ dEl bà'yu chVp 
UYU dEl bà'yu chVp 
HOP dEl bà'yu chVp 
YAS dIl bà'yu chVp 
THU dIl bà'yu chVp 
    
 85. fat (part of meat) 86. fish 87. chicken (hen) 
HUS bis 'chumo qàrqà'àmut_s 
MUR bis 'chumo qàrqà'àmut_s 
HYD bis 'chumo qàrqà'àmut_s 
GAN bis 'chumo qàrqà'àmut_s 
NAZ bis 'chumo qàrqà'àmut_s 
UYU bis 'chumo qàrqà'àmut_s 
HOP bis 'chumo qàrqà'àmut_s 
YAS bEs 'chumo qàr'qààmu} 
THU bEs 'chumo qàr'qààmu} 
    
 88. one egg 89. cow 90. buffalo 
HUS ti'KVn bu'à hiS7mà'hiiS7 
MUR ti'nVn bu'à hiS7mà'hiiS7 
HYD ti'KVn bu'à hiS7mà'hiiS7 
GAN ti'nVn bu'à hiS7mà'hiiS7 
NAZ ti'KVn bu'à hiS7mà'hiiS7 
UYU ti'gVn bu'à hiiS7mà'XuS7 
HOP ti'yVn bu'à bE3ns 
YAS ti'KVn bi'V gV'mES7 
THU ti'KVn bi'V gV'mES7 
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 91. milk 92. horn 93. tail 
HUS mà'mu tur I'sumVl 
MUR mà'mu tur i'sumàl 
HYD mà'mu Il'turiS7 i'sumàl 
GAN mà'mu tur i'sumàl 
NAZ mà'mu tur i'sumàl 
UYU mà'mu tur i'sumàl 
HOP mà'mo tur i'sumàl 
YAS mà'mu tur '}IlVn 
THU mà'mu tur '}IlVn 
    
 94. goat 95. dog 96. snake 
HUS t_shi'ir huk tol 
MUR t_shi'ir huk tol 
HYD t_shi'ir huk tol 
GAN t_shi'ir huk tol 
NAZ t_shi'ir huk tol 
UYU t_shI'gir huk tol 
HOP t_shI'gir huk tol 
YAS t_si'gir huk tul 
THU t_sI'gir huk tul 
    
 97. monkey 98. mosquito 99. ant 
HUS }E'di }I'kVr khUn 
MUR }V'di 'khi}o khon 
HYD }E'di 'khi}o khon 
GAN }V'di 'khi}o khon 
NAZ }V'di 'khi}o khon 
UYU }V'di 'phiC7o khUn 
HOP }V'di S7I'qVl khon 
YAS '}Udi 'khi}o pI'liili 
THU bul'yV 'khi}o pI'liili 
    
 100. spider 101. name 102. man 
HUS phi'rVn i'ik hIr 
MUR phI'rVn i'ik hIr 
HYD phI'rVn i'ik hIr 
GAN phi'rVn i'ik hir 
NAZ phi'rVn i'ik hir 
UYU tVlV'buDo i'ik hir 
HOP tVlV'buDo i'ik — 
YAS gI'S7VS7kIn yIk hIr 
THU gV'S7IS7kIn yIk hIr 
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 103. woman 104. child 105. father 
HUS gus gI'Xààs yuë 
MUR gus gI'Xààs yuë 
HYD gus gI'Xààs yuë 
GAN gus gI'Xààs / hI'lEs yuë 
NAZ gus hI'lEs / gIXààs yuë 
UYU gus hi'lVs yuë 
HOP gus hI'lEs / gi'Xààs yuë 
YAS gus hà'lEs / 'dulVs 'tVti 
THU gus hà'lEs 'tVti 
    
 106. mother 107. older brother 108. younger brother 
HUS 'imi u'yum 'EC7o joT 'EC7o 
MUR 'imi u'yum 'EC7o joT 'EC7o 
HYD 'imi u'yum 'EC7o joT 'EC7o 
GAN 'imi u'yum 'EC7o joT 'EC7o 
NAZ 'imi u'yum 'EC7o joT 'EC7o 
UYU 'imi u'yum 'EC7o joT 'EC7o 
HOP 'imi u'yum 'EC7o joT 'EC7o 
YAS 'nàni nu 'EC7o EcoGUn 'EC7o 
THU 'nàni nyu 'EC7o EcoGUn 'EC7o 
    
 109. older sister 111. son 112. daughter 
HUS u'yum yVs i'i 'ei 
MUR u'yum yVs i'i 'ei 
HYD u'yum yVs i'i 'ei 
GAN u'yum yVs i'i 'ei 
NAZ u'yum yVs i'i 'ei 
UYU u'yum yVs i'i 'ei 
HOP u'yum yVs i'i 'ei 
YAS nu yVst yI'I e'i 
THU num yVst yI'I 'ei 
    
 113. husband 114. wife 115. boy 
HUS mu'uyàr yu'us hi'lEs 
MUR mu'uyàr yu'us hi'lEs 
HYD mu'uyàr yu'us hi'lEs 
GAN mu'uyàr yu'us hi'lEs 
NAZ mu'uyàr yu'us hi'lEs 
UYU mu'uyàr yu'us hi'lVs 
HOP mu'uyVr yu'us hI'lEs 
YAS 'yuhVr us 'hàlEs 
THU mu'yuwVr us 'hàlEs 
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 116. girl 117. day 118. night 
HUS dV'sin gunt_s thVp 
MUR dV'sin gunt_s thVp 
HYD dV'sIn gunt_s thVp 
GAN dV'sin gunt_s thVp 
NAZ dV'sin gunt_s thVp 
UYU dV'sin gunt_s thVp 
HOP dV'sin gunt_s thVp 
YAS dà'sEn gunz thVp 
THU dà'sEn gunt_s thVp 
    
 119. morning 120. noon 121. evening 
HUS 't_shordinE du'Guy }à'àm 
MUR 't_shordimo du'Guy }à'àm 
HYD 't_shordimo do'Goy sà'àsàTumo 
GAN 't_shordimo — }à'àm 
NAZ 't_shordinE du'Guy }à'àm 
UYU 't_shoordi do'Goy }à'àm 
HOP t_sho'ordimo do'Goymo }à'àm 
YAS gun'C7VtiK do'Goy }àm 
THU gun'C7VtiKE do'Goy }àm 
    
 122. yesterday 123. today 124. tomorrow 
HUS sVbu'ur khuulto 'jimàle 
MUR sVbu'ur khuulto 'jimàle 
HYD sVbu'ur khuulto 'jimàle 
GAN sàbu'ur khuulto 'jimàle 
NAZ sàbu'ur khuulto 'jimàle 
UYU sàbu'ur khuulto 'jimVle 
HOP sàbu'ur khuulto 'jimVle 
YAS sà'àtik — gun'C7VT 
THU sà'àtik àkhu'iK gun'C7VT 
    
 125. week 126. month 127. year 
HUS àl'tààKut_s 'hIsà yo'ol / dEn 
MUR àl'tààKut_s 'hisà yo'ol 
HYD àl'tààKut_s 'hisà yo'ol / dEn 
GAN àl'tàànut_s 'hisà yo'ol 
NAZ àl'tààKut_s 'hisà yo'ol 
UYU àl'tààKut_s 'hisV yo'ol 
HOP thV'lekut_s 'hisV yo'ol 
YAS thà'lekut_s / 'hVftV 'hIsà dIn 
THU thà'lUkut_s 'hIsà dEn 
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 128. old (thing) 129. new 130. good 
HUS me'en thoS7 }uà 
MUR me'en thoS7 }uà 
HYD me'en thoS7 }uà 
GAN me'en thoS7 }uà 
NAZ me'en thoS7 }uà 
UYU me'en thoS7 }uà 
HOP me'en thoS7 }uà 
YAS 'màyUn thoS7 }uà 
THU mà'yEn thoS7 }uà 
    
 131. bad 132. wet 133. dry 
HUS g$uniqIS7 hà'Gum yu'uXum 
MUR g$u'nEqIS7 hà'Gum yu'uXum 
HYD g$u'nEqIS7 hà'Gum yu'uXum 
GAN g$u'niqIS7 hà'Gum yu'uXum 
NAZ Gu'niqiS7 — yu'uXum 
UYU g$V'nEqIS7 hà'Gum yu'uXum 
HOP Go'nEqIS7 hà'Gum yu'uXum 
YAS }um zV bi'yVm 
THU }um zV bi'yVm 
    
 134. long (horizontal) 135. short 136. hot 
HUS g$o'sànum khuT gà'rurum 
MUR g$o'sànum chVT gà'rurum 
HYD g$o'sànum chVT gà'rurum 
GAN g$o'sànum chVT gà'rurum 
NAZ Go'sànum khuT gà'rurum 
UYU g$o'sànum khuT / chVT gV'ruum 
HOP Go'sànum khuT / chVT gV'ruum 
YAS Go'sànum chVT gVru'um 
THU Go'sànum chVT gVru'um 
    
 137. cold 138. right 139. left 
HUS chà'Gurum 'doXpà 'g$àXpà 
MUR chà'Gurum 'doXpà 'g$àXpà 
HYD chà'Gurum 'doXpà 'g$àXpà 
GAN chà'Gurum 'doXpà 'g$àXpà 
NAZ chà'Gurum 'doXpà 'GàXpà 
UYU chà'Gurum 'doXpà 'g$àXpà 
HOP chà'Gurum 'doXpà 'g$àXpà 
YAS chà'Goorum 'doomo 'Gààmo 
THU chà'Goorum 'doomo 'Gààmo 
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 140. near 141. far 142. big 
HUS àsi'ir mà'thVn u'yum 
MUR àsi'ir mà'thVn u'yum 
HYD àsi'ir mà'thVn u'yum 
GAN àsi'ir mà'thVn u'yum 
NAZ àsi'ir mà'thVn u'yum 
UYU àsi'ir mà'thVn u'yum 
HOP àsi'ir mà'thVn u'yum 
YAS àsu'ur mà'thVn nyu3 
THU àsu'ur mà'thVn nyu 
    
 143. small 144. heavy 145. light 
HUS joT t_shu'um hu'màlkum 
MUR joT t_shu'um hu'màlkum 
HYD joT t_shu'um hu'màlkum 
GAN joT t_shu'um hu'màlkum 
NAZ joT t_shu'um hu'màlkum 
UYU joT t_shu'um hu'màlkum 
HOP joT t_shu'um hu'màlkum 
YAS 'EcoGUn t_shu'lum hu'màlkum 
THU 'EcoGUn t_shu'lum hu'màlkum 
    
 146. above 147. below 148. white 
HUS 'yVTe 'yààre bu'rum 
MUR 'yVTe 'yààre bu'rum 
HYD 'yVTe 'yààre bu'rum 
GAN 'yVTe 'yààre bu'rum 
NAZ 'yVTe 'yààre bu'rum 
UYU 'yVTe 'yààre bu'rum 
HOP 'yVTe 'yààre bu'rum 
YAS 'yVTe 'yààre bu'rum 
THU 'yVTe 'yààre bu'rum 
    
 149. black 150. red 151. one 
HUS mà'tum 'bààrdum hVn 
MUR mà'tum 'bààrdum hVn 
HYD mà'tum 'bààrdum hVn 
GAN mà'tum 'bààrdum hVn 
NAZ mà'tum 'bààrdum hVn 
UYU mà'tum 'bààrdum hVn 
HOP mà'tum 'bààrdum hVn 
YAS mà'tum 'bààrdum hVn 
THU mà'tum 'bààrdum hVn 
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 152. two 153. three 154. four 
HUS àl'tV (m.) us'ko (m.) 'wààlto (m.) 
MUR àl'tV (m.) us'ko (m.) 'wààlto (m.) 
HYD àl'tV (m.) us'ko (m.) 'wààlto (m.) 
GAN àl'tV (m.) us'ko (m.) 'wààlto (m.) 
NAZ àl'tV (m.) us'ko (m.) 'wààlto (m.) 
UYU àl'tVt_s (m.) us'ko (m.) 'wààlto (m.) 
HOP àl'tVt_s (m.) us'ko (m.) 'wààlto (m.) 
YAS àM'to (f.) Is'ki (f.) 'wààMte (f.) 
THU àM'to (f.) Is'ki (f.) 'wààMte (f.) 
    
 155. five 156. six 157. seven 
HUS t_shun'do (m.) mI'}indo (m.) thV'lo (m.) 
MUR t_shun'do (m.) mI'}indo (m.) thV'lo (m.) 
HYD t_shun'do (m.) mI'}indo (m.) thV'lo (m.) 
GAN t_shun'do (m.) mi'}indo (m.) thV'lo (m.) 
NAZ t_shun'do (m.) mi'}indo (m.) thV'lo (m.) 
UYU t_shun'do (m.) mi'}indo (m.) thV'lo (m.) 
HOP t_shun'do (m.) mI'}Indo (m.) thV'lo (m.) 
YAS t_sIn'di (f.) mI'}Inde (f.) thàà'le (f.) 
THU t_sIn'di (f.) bI'}Inde (f.) thàà'le (f.) 
    
 158. eight 159. nine 160. ten 
HUS àl'tàmbo (m.) hun'co (m.) 'toorumo 
MUR àl'tàmbo (m.) hun'co (m.) 'toorumo 
HYD àl'tàmbo (m.) hun'co (m.) 'toorumo 
GAN àl'tàmbo (m.) hun'co (m.) 'toorumo 
NAZ àl'tàmbo (m.) hun'co (m.) 'toorumo 
UYU àl'tàmbo (m.) hun'co (m.) 'toorumo 
HOP àl'tàmbo (m.) hun'co (m.) 'toorumo 
YAS àM'tVmbe (f.) hu'Ti (f.) 'toorum 
THU àM'tVmbe (f.) hu'Ti (f.) 'toorum 
    
 161. eleven 162. twelve 163. twenty 
HUS 'turmà hVn 'turmà àl'tV 'àltVr 
MUR 'turmà hVn 'turmà àl'tV 'àltVr 
HYD 'turmà hVn 'turmà àl'tV 'àltVr 
GAN 'turmà hVn 'turmà àl'tV 'àltVr 
NAZ 'turmà hVn 'turmà àl'tV 'àltVr 
UYU 'turmà hVn 'turmà àl'tVt_s 'àlthàr 
HOP 'turmà hVn 'turmà àl'tVt_s 'àlthàr 
YAS 'turmà hVn 'turmà àMto 'àMtVr 
THU 'turmà hVn 'turmà àMto 'àMtàr 
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 164. one hundred 165. who 166. what 
HUS thà 'mEnVn 'bEsVn 
MUR thà 'mEnVn 'bEsVn 
HYD thà 'mEnVn 'bEsVn 
GAN thà 'mEnVn 'bEsVn 
NAZ thà 'mEnVn 'bEsVn 
UYU thà — 'bEsVn 
HOP thà 'mEnEn 'bEsVn 
YAS thV mEn 'boo 
THU thV mEn 'boo 
    
 167. where 168. when 169. how much 
HUS 'àmulo 'bE}Vl 'beVrum 
MUR 'àmulo 'bE}Vl 'beUrum 
HYD 'àmulo 'bE}Vl 'beUrum 
GAN 'àmulo 'bE}Vl 'beVrum 
NAZ 'àmulo 'bE}Vl 'beVrum 
UYU 'àmVli 'bE}Vl 'beerum 
HOP 'àmUli 'bE}VlE 'beerum 
YAS 'àne 'bV}V 'beerum 
THU — 'bà}E 'beerum 
    
 170. which 171. this 172. that 
HUS 'àmis gu'se i'se 
MUR 'àmis gu'se i'se 
HYD 'àmis gu'se i'se 
GAN 'àmis gu'se i'se 
NAZ 'àmis gu'se i'se 
UYU 'àmis ku'sE E'sE 
HOP 'àmis ku'sE E'sE 
YAS 'àmIs gU'sE sE 
THU 'àmEs gI'sE sE 
    
 173. these 174. those 176. different 
HUS gu't_se i't_se 'thumI}o 
MUR gu't_se i't_se 'thumI}o 
HYD gu't_se i't_se 'thumI}o 
GAN gu't_se i't_se 'thumI}o 
NAZ gu't_se i't_se 'thumI}o 
UYU ku't_sE E't_sE 'thumi}o 
HOP ku't_sE E't_sE 'thumi}o 
YAS gu't_sE t_sE thum 
THU gU't_sE t_se thum thum 
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 177.whole (unbroken) 179. few 180. many 
HUS tàzà 'kVmVn buT 
MUR — 'kVmVn buT 
HYD — 'kVmVn buT 
GAN — 'kVmVn buT 
NAZ tàzà 'kVmVn buT 
UYU — 'kVmVn buTh 
HOP — 'kVmVn buTh 
YAS tàzà — buTh 
THU — 'kVmVn buTh 
    
 181. all 182. eat! 183. (the dog) bites 
HUS u'yoon S7i C7VT Ecibi 
MUR u'yoon S7i C7VT Ecibi 
HYD u'yoon S7i C7VT Ecibi 
GAN u'yoon S7i C7VT Etimi 
NAZ u'yoon S7i C7VT Etibi 
UYU u'yoon S7i — 
HOP u'yoon S7i C7àT Ecibi 
YAS sVo0 S7e S7Imbi 
THU sVo0 S7e mi'S7uC7umbi 
    
 184. (you) are hungry 185. drink! 186. (you are) thirsty 
HUS 'C7hVmine bà mi'nE gu'uXwà 
MUR 'C7hVmine bà mi'nE gu'uXo 
HYD 'C7hVmine bà mi'nE gu'uXo 
GAN 'C7hVmine bà mi'nE gu'uXo 
NAZ 'C7hVmine bà mi'nE gu'uXum 
UYU 'C7hàmine bà mi'nE gu'uX 
HOP 'C7hàmine bà mi'nE gu'uX 
YAS C7hVm bà mE'nE gu'ànum 
THU C7hVm bà mE'nE gu'ànum 
    
 187. sleep! 188. lay down! 189. sit! 
HUS 'goyEn Je'ek mà'nE uru 
MUR 'goyEn Je'ek mà'nE uru 
HYD 'goyEn Je'ek mà'nE uru 
GAN 'goyEn Je'ek mà'nE uru 
NAZ 'goyEn Je'ek mà'nE huru 
UYU 'goyEn Je'ek mVn hu'ru 
HOP 'goyEn Je'ek mVn uruTh 
YAS 'goyEn — hu'ruT 
THU 'goyEn à'ràmuT hu'ruT 
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 190. give! 191. burn! (trans.) 192. (he) died 
HUS jo'o 'Esqul i'irimi 
MUR jo'o 'Esqul i'irimi 
HYD jo'o 'Esqul i'irimi 
GAN jo'o 'Esqul i'irimi 
NAZ jo'o 'Esqul i'irimi 
UYU jV'o 'Esqul i'irimi 
HOP jV'o 'Esqul i'irimi 
YAS à'u 'Esqul yu'uri 
THU à'u 'Esqul yu'uri 
    
 193. beat! 194. (the bird) flies 195. walk! 
HUS 'dEli du'wàljibi gu't_shàr 
MUR 'dEli du'wàljibi gu't_shàr 
HYD 'dEli du'wàljibi gu't_shàr 
GAN 'dEli du'wàljibi gu't_shàr 
NAZ 'dEli du'wàljibi gu't_shàr 
UYU 'dEli hàrt gut_shàr 
HOP 'dEli hàrt gut_shàr 
YAS dIl duwàlcUm bi gut_shàr 
THU dIl duwàlcUm bi gUn 
    
 196. run! 197. go! 198. come! 
HUS gààrt_s ni Ju 
MUR gààrt_s ni Ju 
HYD gààrt_s ni Ju 
GAN — — Ju 
NAZ gààrt_s ni Ju 
UYU gààrt_s nih Ju 
HOP gààrt_s nih Ju 
YAS hu'wE nEh Jo 
THU hu'wE — ro 
    
 199. speak! 200. listen! / hear! 201. look! 
HUS 'càGà e du'koyEl bà'rEn 
MUR 'càGà e du'koyEl bà'rEn 
HYD 'càGà e du'koyEl bà'rEn 
GAN 'càGà E du'koyEl bà'rEn 
NAZ 'càGà E du'koyEl bà'rEn 
UYU 'càGà Eti du'koyEl bà'rEn 
HOP 'càGà Eti du'koyEl bà'rEn 
YAS — guM'tumVl Et 'Gààn 
THU — guM'tumVl Et 'Gààn 
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 202. I 203. you 205. he 
HUS jE un in 
MUR jE un in 
HYD jE un in 
GAN jE un in 
NAZ jE un in 
UYU jE um in 
HOP jE um in 
YAS jV un nE 
THU jV — nE 
    
 206. she 207. we 209. you (plural) 
HUS in mi mà 
MUR in mi mà 
HYD in mi mà 
GAN in mi mà 
NAZ in mi mà 
UYU in mi mà 
HOP in mi mà 
YAS mo mi mà 
THU mo mi mà 
    
 210. they   
HUS u   
MUR u   
HYD u   
GAN u   
NAZ u   
UYU u   
HOP u   
YAS —   
THU —   
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Appendix C.2 
 

Burushaski Texts 

 

C.2.1 Hunza Burushaski, Aliabad Hunza Valley 

The Honest Scout 

1. je gIlgIt skàuTolo bVrti bàyVm to ite wVktolo VKgIrizE hUkumVt 
I  gilgit scout-in enter was so that time-in English government 
I was in the Gilgit scouts. At that time there was British government. The 

2. bIlUm khe'àl dimi jàr ki hUnzolo gInVne wVxt dimi 
was thought came to-me that Hunza-in Ginane time came 
thought came to me, “In Hunza the time for the ‘Ginane’ festival has come. 

3. [Question-1] je sàhVb t_sUm cUTi dumVrcVm gInVni phVsVl digunumVr 
* I Sahib from leave to-take Ginane crops ready 
[Question-1] I will ask for leave from the Sahib.” When the crops were ready 

4. hVn tVmà}àn ecVm [Question-2] je sàhVp epVcier niyVm supidàr 
one music-festival did * I Sahib near went Subedar 
we used to celebrate ‘Ginane’ with a music-festival. [Question-2] 

5. mejVr epVcier niyVm nànin sàhVp supidàr mejVr sàhVpe jàr 
Major near went had-gone Sahib Subedar Major sahib to-me 
I went to the Subedar Major and asked for 

6. Vltàr kut_se cUTi jo sEnVm [Question-3] sEnVmVr Ine sEnimike 
20 days leave give told * told he said 
20 days leave. [Question-3] When I asked, he said that 

7. sàhVpe bVn EtVi cUTi bVn EtVpà nuse Vo cVi sEnimi je }uà 
Sahib close done leave close done said not give said I okay 
the Sahib had stopped giving leave. After he said that, I said, “Okay,” 

8. nuse wàpVs mV'nàmVr dubàrà kào EtImi Juà je gut_sucVm 
said return done again call did came I take 
and returned. Then he called me again and said, “Come, I will take you and 

9. uK-gugui dukoyVl-jumà Ulo sàhVp Epàcier Vt_sumi sàhVp Epàcier 
you-yourself hear-will in Sahib near he-took Sahib near 
you will hear for yourself.” He took me in to the Sahib. Having taken me in, 
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10. Vt_suVsVr sàhVpe dugàrusimi ke hà-le bEsVn tVklip bIlà sEnimi 
taken Sahib asked that home-in what trouble is said 
the Sahib asked, “What is the trouble in your home?” 

11. [Question-4] jà sEnVm ke sàhVp tVklipVn bEskE Vpi [Question-5] 
* I said that Sahib trouble none nothing * 
[Question-4] I said, “There is no trouble; [Question-5] 

12. to je jà ài'uà olàtIkà milà numVn je JucVm Ite uS7Ulo jà cUTi 
? I my sons family meet have I come this for I leave 
I just want to see my sons and family, then I will return. Therefore I am asking 

13. dumVrcVbà [Question-6] sInVmVr sàhVpe supidàr mejVr yàkVlne 
want-to-take * saying Sahib Subedar Major towards-him 
for leave.” [Question-6] Having spoken, the Sahib turned to the Subedar 

14. phVrnumVn sInimike EsVl supidàr mejàr sàhVp kI une mEn du'}àke 
turning said look officer Major sahib that you who bring 
Major and said, “Look, Subedar Major, all those (men) you bring usually say, 

15. uwe jà mVmà gàlis bo yà muiru bo yà gVrib jVmàt yàto muiru bo 
they my mother sick is or died is or poor wife or died is 
‘My mother is sick or has died,’ or ‘My poor wife died 

16. yà gàlis bo uwe 'umu}o ecàn tVilVTe jà uwVr cUTi Vo cVbà 
or sick is they lie do therefore I to-them leave not give 
or is sick.’ They tell lies. Therefore, I do not give them leave. 

17. [Question-7] 't_shVne bilà mir un cUTi nIS7 gomVebà unE 't_shVne 
* truth is Mir you leave to-go you-can you truth 
[Question-7] You told the truth, Mir, you can go on leave. 

18. gVrumà cUTi nIS7 gomVebà [Question-8] supidàr mejàr sàhVp 
spoke leave to-go you-can * Subedar Major sahib 
You spoke truth, so you can go. [Question-8] Subedar Major sir, 

19. mirVr cUTi yu sEnimi yu sEnVsVr jà sVluT ItVm sVluT ne je 
mir-to leave give said give said I salute did salute after I 
you give leave to Mir.” When he had finished, I saluted him. Having 

20. wàpVs mV'nàmVr EsVl sEnimi sàhVpe unE gVnUlo bEsVn nV}yàn 
return have-done look said Sahib you road-on any wine-drinking 
saluted, the Sahib said, “Look, you may be drinking some wine on the road. 

21. ecumà nV}yà àyEti [Question-9] polITikàl hUnzoà doràte nibVi Ine 
will-do drink do-not * political Hunza-of visit went he 
Don’t do it. [Question-9] The political agent has gone to Hunza for a visit. If 
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22. guyEt_simike une }ikàyVt jà VpVci eci uni sipàyVn VkilVTum nimi 
if-he-saw you complain me to-me do you soldier like-this went 
he sees you, he will complain to me, ‘One of your soldiers is doing so-and-so.’ 

23. nusEn to hàlVr nu'kon bEsVn 'Ecàke Eti khole une àyEti 
say so home-to going what doing do here you do-not 
So whatever you want to do, do in your home. Do not do it here.” 

24. [Question-10] sEnVsVr 'telum ye dà sàlàm ne hole dusVm 
* saying there-from and again salaam did out came 
[Question-10] After he spoke, I gave salaam again. And when I came out 

25. hole dusVmVr supidVr mejVr sàhVpe 'sEnimike le u}Vm le jà 
out have-come Subedar Major sahib said hey brother hey my 
the Subedar Major said to me, “Hey brother, 

26. mEn sVpài u't_sucàbàyVmkE u` uyone yIgute màmà gàlis bo 
old soldier take-having they all this-word mother sick is 
those old soldiers that I took (to the Sahib), they all say, ‘My mother is sick, 

27. [Question-11] jVmàt gàlis bo yà muir bo le u hà'ràmi mut_se 
* wife sick is or died is hey those bloody men 
[Question-11] my wife is sick or has died.’ Those bloody men 

28. umu}o EcVmV xerVn tVilVTe sàhVpe cUTi bVnbi nuse Vo cVm yV 
lie did ? therefore Sahib leave close saying not give but 
told lies! Therefore the Sahib stopped giving leave. But you 

29. une 't_shVne gVrumà yE VkilVTe 't_shVne gVràs Vwàji sEnimi yàbesà 
you truth spoke ? like-this truth to-speak should said enough 
spoke the truth. The truth should be spoken like this,” he said. It is enough. 
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Questions for Hunza Burushaski Story 
(English Translations) 

  1. What time was it in Hunza? 
  2. What did they use to do when the crops were ready? 
  3. How much leave did he ask for? 
  4. What did the Sahib ask? 
  5. What was his answer? 
  6. Why did he want the leave? 
  7. Why doesn’t he give them leave? 
  8. Why was Mir allowed to go on leave? 
  9. What order did the Sahib give to him? 
10. Where should he do what he wanted to do? 
11. What do they say about their mother? 
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C.2.2   Yasin Burushaski, Thodass Yasin Bala 

 

A Mishap on the Road 

 
1. sEtEmbVrà mi Vkole ju TurnàmEnT meimduà sVkul VzVriàTE to 

September our here one tournament happens school according so 
In September our school has a tournament. 

2. Ite TurnàmEnTulo jà golkipVre hEsiVtVte niEnibVm gupisV gVndIc. 
that tournament-in I goalkeeper as went Gupis for 
So for that tournament I went to Gupis as a goalkeeper. 

3. Vkole mIDVl sVkul t_sum jit nimimà gàlà gupisVr gupisVr 
here middle school from won having went Gupis-to Gupis-to 
Having won here against the middle school, we went to Gupis. 

4. nimEn hài sVkul e Timekà mi fUTbàl gem mVni. Ite 
having-gone high school A team-with our football game happened that 
Our football game was with the High School A Team. 

5. gemulo mi hàrmimVnVn t_sUndo goliK miVTe dElVn gupIsE 
game-in we were-defeated five goals us-against did Gupis 
In that game we were defeated. Gupis scored five goals against us. 

6. [Question-1] teVTE mi wàlebàlulo jit mimVnVn jit nemimV 
 * but we volleyball-in won became won having 
[Question-1] But we won in volleyball. Having won, 

7. gonC7VTVr giMtVr rVwàNà mimàime gVndici VkolUm DàTsVnVn 
morning Gilgit-to depart having-become for here Datsun 
the next morning we departed for Gilgit. For this we booked a Datsun 

8. bUkne gVlen gupIs gupIsVr IsV DàTsVn xVràb mVni 
booked went Gupis Gupis-to opposite Datsun bad happened 
from here and went to Gupis. Opposite Gupis the Datsun broke down, 

9. [Question-2] xVràb memVsVr migVlà gupis mi sàriVkVl sEdiE}à 
 * bad having we-went Gupis our opposite went 
[Question-2] so we went across to Gupis. 

10. hurucVyVn to UstàtE gàRiVn t_shEci gVli sE gàRi eimVni 
sat so driver vehicle after-any went that vehicle not-become 
We sat and the driver went to look for another vehicle but did not find one. 

11. eimVni wVjV t_sUm mi gupIs guchVyVn [Question-3] gunC7VTe 
not-become reason from we Gupis slept * next-morning 
For this reason we slept in Gupis. [Question-3] The next day 
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12. bàrà bVjV xàS7 mi gupIs gàRiVne IntEzàrulo huru'chVyVn lekIn 
12 o’clock till we Gupis vehicle-of waiting-in sitting but 
we waited till 12 o’clock in Gupis for a vehicle 

13. gàRi mIlà VimVni boTà khVT osule sumVsàrt_sE bIlàk 
vehicle meet not-become because down there Sumasar-opposite block 
but did not find one because there was a road block downstream opposite 

14. dU'lum gunC7VTV Iljà rVhi etEn Iljà rVhi 'nEtVne tVmàm dulV}u 
was morning back return did back return having all boys 
Sumasar. In the morning we returned (towards Yasin). Most of the boys 

15. yiVMtàre bVS7 gàn duyV jVkàT VMtànEn thUm dulV}u mVdàle 
below-from bridge road came with-me two other boys upper 
followed the lower road to the bridge. Two other boys and I took the upper 

16. jVlàgàn khIti die}à hEM'tVrV t_sUrume progràm dIlUm mVgVm-to 
skin-boat this-side crossed Heltar going program was but 
road and planned to cross on the skin boat and go to Heltar. But when we 

17. osule xàMti dIme jVlà-ule It Vyi dImiyV}eVn Vyi 
there Khalti having-come skin-boat that-side not crossed not 
arrived at Khalti we could not cross on the skin boat. 

18. dImiyV}Vm buT Intezàr EtEn to lum wàpVs Iljà humà'và gVlEn 
crossing much waiting did from there return back fording went 
After waiting for a long time, we returned from there and tried to ford. 

19. humàolE ni'me humà buT mVyàmbàsià wàpVs Iljà jVlàGà 
fording going crossing much water-was return back skin-boat 
We started out, but found that the water was too high. Then we returned to 

20. jVlàGà dImeVn [Question-4] jVlàule dImEnEnE mi ItE Vyi 
skin-boat coming * skin-boat having-come we that-side not 
where the skin boat was. [Question-4] When we arrived, we couldn’t cross 

21. dImià}VyVn Vyi dImiV}Vm buT hurucVmbàsià Ilji VnqVrib tin 
crossed not crossing much sitting-we-were after nearly three 
so we sat there a long time, until around three o’clock. 

22. bVjVole mVzdurEk duyV doro jVgV cum dunVne mi Ith 
o’clock labourers came work place from coming we that(side) 
Then laborers came from their work place and took us across 

23. dimiV}VyEn [Question-5] IthE dimiV}V mi Ith osV 
took-us-across * that(side) crossing we that(side) there 
to that side. [Question-5] We departed 
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24. xVMtV rVwànà mimVnVn rVwànà nimimà to hEn hirEn miGà càr 
Khalti depart became depart having so one man to-us met 
from there and then met a man 

25. mVni nimVnVne miGà sEnikV mà VnV t_sEremàn bV'sV mVmVniK 
happened having to-us said you where are-going stay be 
who asked us, “Where are you going? Stay with me.” 

26. [Question-6] mi Vqàrisum ràwànà mimVnVn nEmimà to GàyiK 
 * we refused depart became having so grapes 
[Question-6] But we refused. Departing again, we brought down some 

27. khiromVn khVT dEsoqieyVn kInià dEmiVn dEmEnEnE qoqohàr gàn 
some down brought taking came coming Kokohar road 
grapes (from a vine). After taking them, we came along the Kokohar road. 

28. dE'me hàn jVGànulE dE'me 'gVnVn Vr'kVnIt dàlyVTV diyV}VyVn yVTV 
came one place-in came road missed higher went up 
At one place we missed the road and went up too high. 

29. diyV}VnVnE GàyEnqà buT thVni}i bàn wàpVs Iljà dEmEnEnE 
going saw much high were return back coming 
Going along we saw that we were too high, so we returned 

30. 'kVTIyàrà dEsokiEnEn 'tolum 'khItà dVmiyEn mV'dàle dEmEnEnE 
far-below descending from-there this-side came upper-side coming 
and descended far below from there and came to the upper road. 

31. khIti osV diVscume hEMtErà diV}cume progràm EtumVm teVTe to 
this-side that to-go Heltar to-go program did but so 
We planned to go to Heltar on this side. We came but the 

32. dE'me t_shVl buT màyàmbà'sià wàpVs dVl mV}àre bVS7 gàn bVS7 
came water much much-was return ? Mashar bridge road bridge 
water was too high, so we returned and took the road to the Mashar bridge. 

33. gàn die}à yVsEnàr yV t_seràn [Question-7] te yVtolE dImEnEnE 
road went Yasin-to ? going * so there coming 
On the bridge road we were going to Yasin. [Question-7] Going along, 

34. t_sUrumbàsià hEn hirVn bVm to bVm Gàniq ne bVm gujur to ne 
going one man was so was alone he was Gujar so he 
we met a lone man who was a Gujar. He was afraid of the 

35. dàrElicu os t_sum nemàlIne Isko hukVhàlI} otumVm o iyV twek 
Dareli them from fear three dogs had and he rifle 
Dareli people, so he took three dogs and a rifle with him 
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36. niyà bV'qVidà wVlIbVm to mi 'todEmE hEn helEse sEnikà nE 
taking regularly was so we came-there one boy said he 
at all times. As we came, one boy told us he was there 

37. wàlibVi to Vmutuk mi to gVlEnkà yàne mi midEcimi yàmi 
was-there so now we then go-if or us us-beat or 
and that if we went there he would beat us or 

38. mEsqàimi to mimit_sE to zVbVrdVst noyu konE}ku biyum hukVre 
us-kill so we-have ? powerful big stick were tamarisk 
kill us. We had some big strong sticks, some 

39. zVbVrdVst konE}ku biyum [Question-8] to tolum mi Iljà fàr 
powerful sticks were * so from-there we back turn 
strong tamarisk sticks. [Question-8] So from there we turned back 

40. nEmEnEnE hEk milkà kVTVrVn sVfVr Iljà nEtEnE kholVnule bV'sV 
going one mile half journey back went cave-in stay 
and went one and a half miles and stayed in 

41. mimVnVn [Question-9] bVsV nimimV gunC7VTV t_sordEmE nE ràwànà 
became * stay having morning early go depart 
a cave. [Question-9] Early the next morning we departed 

42. nimimV nE [Question-10] mV'}Vre bVS7'C7E Iljà gEli hEMturum 
being go * Mashar-of bridge back went Heltar-from 
and crossed [Question-10] the Mashar bridge and one boy, who was 

43. hElEsVn bVm or mi dEmeyVn dVlV dVlV demE jàngVlà nohà or jà 
boy was and we came up up came through Noha and I 
from Heltar, went back (to his home). We came through Noha and I 

44. nE hEn sàti dià yVsEnà. 
that one friend came Yasin-to 
and the other friend came to Yasin. 
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Questions for the Yasin Burushaski Story 
(English translations) 

  1. How many goals did Gupis score? 
  2. Where did the Datsun break down? 
  3. What did they do in Gupis since they couldn’t find a vehicle? 
  4. Why couldn’t they cross the river by foot? 
  5. What did the laborers do? 
  6. What did the man say? 
  7. How did they cross the river? 
  8. What did the boys have with them? 
  9. Where did the boys stay? 
10. What time of day did they depart? 
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Appendix C.3 
 

Burushaski Questionnaire 
(English Translations) 

1. Name? Age? 

2. Date of Interview 

3. Profession? 

4. Education level? Medium of Instruction? 

5. Tribe? / Family? 

6. Where were you born? 
6b. Where did you grow-up? 

7. Present Village / Tehsil / District 

8. What do you call your language? 
8b. Does that have a special meaning? 
8c. Do you have other names for your language? 

9. Do other people have a different name for your language? 
9b. What do they call it? 
9c. Who calls it that? 
9d. Does that have a special meaning? 

10. Where else do people speak just the same way as you do? 

11. Where do people speak just a little bit differently? 
11b. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
11c. Do people from there also come here? 

12. Where do people speak your language very differently? 
12b. How much of it do you understand? 
 (few words, main ideas, most, all) 
12c. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
12d. Do people from there come here? 
12e. When you talk with a man from ———, how much do you 
 understand?   (few words, main ideas, most, all) 
12f. How do you know that he is from there? 
12g. in what way does he talk? 

13. Where do people speak your own language the most purely? 
13b. Why do you say that is the most pure? 
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14. Where do people speak your own language the best? 
14b. Why do you say that is the best? 

15. Where is your language spoken badly? 
15b. Why do you say that is badly? 

16. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
16b. Do people from there come here? 

17. Your language is spoken in many places, some places it is easy to 
understand and some more difficult to understand. Is there some place 
where your language is spoken that people from most other places can 
understand? 

18. What other places do you travel to? 
18b. Do you go often? 
18c. For what purpose do you go? 
18d. What language do you speak there? 

19. Do many people travel outside from here? 
19b. For what reason? 
19c. Do many people go outside for working? 

20. Do people go from here to Yasin/Hunza? 
20b. Have you gone there? 
20c. Have you spoken with people from there? 
20d. Do you understand their language? 
20e. Do your people marry with people from there? 
20f. Do you often go to Nagar? 
20g. Do your people marry with people from Nagar? 

21. Do you speak Urdu? 
21b. Do you often speak Urdu? 
21c. Where do you usually speak Urdu? 
21d. With whom? 
21e. Do you find Urdu easy to speak? 
21f. Can you read Urdu? 
21g. Do you often read Urdu? 
21h. If not, if they had a class to teach you how to read Urdu, 
 would you go? 

22. How many of the people in your village speak Urdu? 
22b. How many of the people in your village read and write Urdu? 
 (some, half, more than half, all) 

23. Which languages do you want your children to learn? 
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24. When your children grow up, what language do you think they will use the 
most? 

25. If there were schools in which your language was the medium of 
instruction, would you send your children? 

26. Are there books in your language? 
26b. Have you tried to read them? 
26c. What did you read? 
26d. If not, do you think your language would be easy to read? 

27. Do you think people would buy books in your language? 
27b. Would you? 

28. What kind of things should be written in your language? 
 (poetry, stories, religious teaching, newspapers) 

29. Who should learn to read and write your language? 
29b. Is this something for women? 

30. If there were classes to teach men how to read and write your language, 
would you go? 
30b. If there were classes to teach children how to read and write your 
 language, would you send your children? 
30c. If there were classes to teach women how to read your language, 
 would you send your women? 

31. What is the best language for writing things? 
 (poetry, stories, religious teaching, newspapers) 
31b. Why do you think so? 

32. Are there any of your own people who have stopped speaking your own 
language and started speaking another language? 

33. Do people marry outside your own language very often? 
33b. Are there people from other languages in your own family? 
33c. When your women marry men who speak another language, what 
 language do their children speak? 
33d. When your men marry women who speak another language, what 
 language do their children speak? 

34. What other languages are spoken in this area? 
34b. Can you speak any of them? Which ones? 
34c. Do you ever mix those languages when speaking your language? 
34d. Do other people mix them? Who? 
34e. What do you think about that? 

35. If you wanted to give an important message to the people of this area, what 
language would you use? Why? 
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APPENDIX  D 
WAKHI SURVEY DATA 

 

Appendix D.1  Word Lists 

 

Location Code, Location, Village, Reliability Code 

PSU Central Gojal, Passu, B 
SHM Shimshal, Shimshal, B 
CHP Chapursan, Shar-e-savz, B 
YAS Yasin, Darkot, B 
ISH Ishkoman, Imit, B 

 
 

Missing numbers indicate lexical items excluded from the similarity count. 
 

 1. body 2. head 3. hair 
PSU UstxOn sVr S7àfS7 
SHM UstxOn sVr S7àfs 
CHP UstxOn sVr S7VfS7 
YAS IstxOn sVr S7VfS7 
ISH UstxOn sVr S7VfS7 
    
 4. face 5. one eye 6. one ear 
PSU rui cE{m GýiS7 
SHM rui cE{m GýiS7 
CHP rui cE{m GýiS7 
YAS rui cEZ7m GýiS7 
ISH rui cE{m GýIS7 
    
 7. nose 8. mouth 9. one tooth 
PSU mis GVS7 déndék 
SHM mis GVS7 déndék 
CHP mis GVS7 dändäk 
YAS mis GVS7 déndék 
ISH mis GVS7 déndék 
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 10. tongue 11. breast 12. belly 
PSU zIkh — dUër 
SHM zikh — dUër 
CHP zikh puz dUër 
YAS zIkh pVz duër 
ISH zik pI{bVr dUër 
    
 13. arm 14. elbow 15. palm of hand 
PSU yUrm bE'rEt phUn 
SHM yUrm bE'rEt phUn 
CHP yUrm bE'rEt phun 
YAS yUrm bE'rEt — 
ISH yUrm bE'rEt phUn 
    
 16. finger 17. fingernail 18. leg 
PSU yàKgl regQè leKg 
SHM yVKgl pOx leKg 
CHP yàKgl riGQè leKg 
YAS yàKgl diger làKg 
ISH yVKgl digVr leKg 
    
 19. skin 20. bone 21. heart 
PSU pist yQ}c pI'zév 
SHM pist yV}c pé'zév 
CHP pist yV}c pä'zäv 
YAS pIst yV}c pI'zév 
ISH pist yQh}c pI'zIv 
    
 22. blood 23. urine 24. feces 
PSU wUx½En mizg rEx 
SHM wUx½en mizg rEx 
CHP wUx½en mizg rEx 
YAS wUx½En mizg rEx 
ISH wUx½En mizg rEx 
    
 25. village 26. house 27. roof 
PSU dior xon kUth 
SHM mäMk xon kUt 
CHP dior xUn khut 
YAS dior xUn kuth 
ISH dior xUn kUt 
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 28. door 29. firewood 30. broom 
PSU bàr Goz drEpc 
SHM bàr Goz drEpc 
CHP bàr Guz drEpc 
YAS bàr Goz drEpc 
ISH bàr Goz drEpc 
    
 31. butter churn 32. agitator / pestle 33. hammer 
PSU so'Go pV'dàr sUn'don 
SHM so'go pV'dàr sUn'don 
CHP so'go pV'dàr dVpok / hVthOrà 
YAS so'Go pV'dàr bVlo'kà 
ISH so'go pV'dàr bVlo'kà 
    
 34. knife 35. axe 36. rope 
PSU khEZ7 tV'pàr }i'vEn 
SHM khE{ tV'pàr }i'ven 
CHP khEZ7 tV'pàr }i'ven 
YAS khEZ7 tV'pàr }i'vEn 
ISH khEZ7 tV'pàr }I'ven 
    
 37. thread 38. needle 39. cloth 
PSU wäsEi sIt_s làkpàr 
SHM wäsEi sit_s lUkpàr 
CHP wäsEi / Z7ätVr sit_s lUkpàr 
YAS {itVr sIt_s lUkpVr 
ISH wäsEi / {itVr sIt_s — 
    
 40. ring 41. sun 42. moon 
PSU bU'rUndo yiër Z7umVk 
SHM bU'rondo yiër Z7umVk 
CHP bU'rondo yiër Z7umVk 
YAS pIliKgIst yiër zämVk 
ISH pIliKgVst yiër zémVk 
    
 43. sky 44. one star 45. rain 
PSU às'mOn Us'tOr moër 
SHM às'màn Us'tàr moër 
CHP às'màn sëtàr mUër 
YAS às'màn sé'tor bU'ron 
ISH às'màn sIto'rà wér 
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 46. water 47. river 48. cloud 
PSU yuphkh dVryO witi} 
SHM yuphkh dVryà wUti} 
CHP yuphkh dVryO wUti} 
YAS yupkh dVryà mor 
ISH yuphkh dVryO mor 
    
 49. lightning 50. rainbow 51. wind 
PSU hàl nE'reo dU'mà 
SHM hàl nV'reo dU'mà 
CHP hàl nä'reo dV'mà 
YAS hIl nE'rewo du'mà 
ISH bVlx nV'reo du'mà 
    
 52. stone 53. path 54. sand 
PSU Gàr vV'dekh li'wVr0c 
SHM Gàr vV'dekh lV'wVrc 
CHP Gàr vV'dekh lV'wVrc 
YAS Gàr vV'dEkh lI'wVrc 
ISH Gàr wä'dVk lI'wVrc 
    
 55. fire 56. smoke 57. ash 
PSU rVx'niG åit pàrk 
SHM rVx'niG åit pàrk 
CHP rVx'niG åit pàrk 
YAS rVx'nig dIt pàrk 
ISH rVx'nig åIt pàrk 
    
 58. mud 59. dust 60. gold 
PSU rEp'kràg }Et tilo 
SHM rEphkh }It tIlo 
CHP }InVp }It tilO 
YAS rVpkh }It tilo 
ISH cVl }It tilo 
    
 61. tree 62. leaf 63. root 
PSU ki'cIt pVlƒc wiUx½ 
SHM kIcIt pVlc wiux½ 
CHP kIcIt / dVrVxt pVlƒc wiux½ 
YAS thIk pVlc bIx 
ISH dVrVxt pVlƒc bIx 
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 64. thorn 65. flower 66. fruit 
PSU zVx sI'preG me'wà 
SHM zVx sëpreG me'wà 
CHP zVx sëpreG mi'wà 
YAS zVx sI'preG me'wà 
ISH zVx sI'prEG me'wà 
    
 69. wheat 71. rice 72. potato 
PSU GI'dim gVrEnc O'lu 
SHM GI'dim gVrenc à'lu 
CHP GI'dim gVrenc O'lu 
YAS GI'dim bVrEnc à'lu 
ISH gI'dim bVrEnc à'lu 
    
 75. chili 76. turmeric 77. garlic 
PSU 'màrInj mUsOlà / zércuvà pox'pà 
SHM 'màrInj mUsàlà pox'pà 
CHP 'màrInj zércuvà box'pà 
YAS mIrc zVrt mVsàlà pox'pà 
ISH mVrc zércuvà / gogVrd iKk 
    
 78. onion 79. cauliflower 80. tomato 
PSU pyukh sprEGEn gubi bàlogVn 
SHM pyuk gubi bàlogVn 
CHP pyuk spreG gobi TV'màTVr 
YAS pi'àz sIprEGEn gobi bàlugUn 
ISH pi'Vz spreG gobi bàlugUn 
    
 81. cabbage 82. oil (for cooking) 83. salt 
PSU — tel nE'mIk 
SHM bVnd gobi tel nE'mEk 
CHP bVnd gobi tel nV'mVk 
YAS bVnd gobi tel nI'mIk 
ISH bVnd gobi tel nV'mVk 
    
 84. meat (for eating) 85. fat (part of meat) 86. fish 
PSU gU}t yip khup 
SHM gU}t yip kup 
CHP gU}t yip khup 
YAS gU}t hip mo'yi 
ISH go}t yip mo'yi 
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 87. chicken (hen) 88. one egg 89. cow 
PSU khErk tVxmärG Gýiu / cVT Gýiu 
SHM khErk tVxmärG cVT GýIu 
CHP khErk tVxmärG cVT GýIu 
YAS khIrk tVxmärG GIu 
ISH khIrk tVxmärG GIu 
    
 90. buffalo 91. milk 92. horn 
PSU i}màyU} {Vr{ S7Eo 
SHM i}màis {Vr{ S7eo 
CHP gomI} {Vr{ S7eo 
YAS mài} {àr{ S7eo 
ISH gomI} {àr{ S7eo 
    
 93. tail 94. goat 95. dog 
PSU mIckVm thuG }Vc 
SHM kIckVm thuG }Vc 
CHP kIckVm / bIckVm thuG }Vc 
YAS bIckàm thuG }Vc 
ISH bIckàm thuG }Vc 
    
 96. snake 97. monkey 98. mosquito 
PSU fuks }Vodi pI'èiu 
SHM fuks }Vodi pI'èiu 
CHP fuks }Vodi pI'èIu 
YAS fuks }Vodi pI'diu 
ISH fuks mi'mUn pI'èiu 
    
 99. ant 100. spider 101. name 
PSU mirprIc jElhO prIc nuKg 
SHM mirprIc jElà prIc nuKg 
CHP mirprIc jElhO prIc nuKg 
YAS mirprIc jIlo prIc nuKk 
ISH mirprIc Ustod prIc nuKg 
    
 102. man 103. woman 104. child 
PSU åài x½uinàn / O'jiz zà 
SHM mIrdi'nà x½uinàn zà 
CHP mVrdi'nà x½uinàn zVmàn 
YAS mIrdi'nà / åài x½inàn zV 
ISH mVrdi'nà / åài x½inàn / O'jiz zV 
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 105. father 106. mother 107. older brother 
PSU tVt nàn lUp värIt 
SHM tVt nVn lup värIt 
CHP tVt nàn lup värét 
YAS thVt nàn lup värIt 
ISH tVt nVn lup vVrIt 
    
 108. younger brother 109. older sister 110. younger sister 
PSU zVqlài värIt lUp x½wi zVqlài x½wi 
SHM lVqlài värIt lup x½wi lVqlài x½wi 
CHP zVqlài värét lup x½wi zVq x½wi 
YAS t_séklài värIt lup x½äi t_séklài x½äi 
ISH t_séqlài vVrIt lup x½äi t_séqlài x½äi 
    
 111. son 112. daughter 113. husband 
PSU pEtr0 åeGt }o'hàr 
SHM pEtr0 åeGt }o'hàr 
CHP 'pEtEr åeGt }o'hàr 
YAS 'pVtVr åEGt }o'hàr 
ISH 'pétr åeGt }o'hàr / åài 
    
 114. wife 115. boy 116. girl 
PSU jI'màt kàS7 phércoå 
SHM jV'mVt kàs pUrcoè 
CHP jU'màt kVS7 pér0coè 
YAS jI'mVt/ khQnd kVS7 phIr0cot 
ISH kénd kVS7 pIrcot 
    
 117. day 118. night 119. morning 
PSU rOr nVGt sV'hàr 
SHM rOr nàGt sV'hàr 
CHP rOr nàGt sV'hàr 
YAS roër nàGt sV'hàr 
ISH ror nVGt nVGdin / sV'hàr 
    
 120. noon 121. evening 122. yesterday 
PSU mE'åer pärz yezi 
SHM mE'åeri pärz yezi 
CHP mä'åär pärz yezi 
YAS mé'dér pärz yez 
ISH mé'åér pärz yez 
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 123. today 124. tomorrow 125. week 
PSU wUåkh pi'Gà hVftV 
SHM wUåkh piGà hVftV 
CHP wUåkh piGà hVftV 
YAS wUtkh sV'hàri hVftV 
ISH wUdkh sV'hàr / vVrok hVftV 
    
 126. month 127. year 128. old (thing) 
PSU mäi sOl qEdimäKg 
SHM mäi sOl qEdimà 
CHP mäi sOl khOnà 
YAS mäi sol khonà 
ISH mäi sOl khonà 
    
 129. new 130. good 131. bad 
PSU S7eGd bVf }Vk 
SHM S7eGd bVf }Vk 
CHP S7eGd bVf }Vk 
YAS S7eGd bVf }Vk 
ISH S7VGd bVf }Vk 
    
 132. wet 133. dry 134. long 
PSU hà}c wEsk droz 
SHM hà}c wEsk dVroz 
CHP xV}c wEsk dVrOz 
YAS hV}c wIsk vErz 
ISH xV}c wIsk vVrz 
    
 135. short 136. hot 137. cold 
PSU kuTh èin / gVrVm sär 
SHM kuTh èin / }undVr sär 
CHP kuTh èin / gVrmiG sär 
YAS kéTh sin / gVrVm sér 
ISH kéTh èin / gVrVm sér 
    
 138. right 139. left 140. near 
PSU rOst càp qhV'rib 
SHM rost cVp qV'rib 
CHP rost cVp qV'rib 
YAS rUst cVp qV'rib 
ISH rost cVp qV'rib 
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 141. far 142. big 143. small 
PSU åer lup zVqlài 
SHM åer lup lVqlài 
CHP åer lup zVqlài 
YAS der / d_zer lup t_séklài 
ISH åir lup zVqlài 
    
 144. heavy 145. light 146. above 
PSU o'roKg rànjhkh skV'sàr 
SHM o'roKg rVnjhkh skV'sàr 
CHP Go'roKg rànjkh skV'sàr 
YAS Go'rUKg sébékh skI'sàr 
ISH GU'ruKg sébék wUc / t_susk 
    
 147. below 148. white 149. black 
PSU ràdEst / dV'ben 'roxu0n0 S7Iu 
SHM dVdEst 'roxVn S7iu 
CHP ràdEst 'roxn0 S7Iu 
YAS dV'ben 'roxUn S7Iu 
ISH bén rU'xVn S7iu 
    
 150. red 151. one 152. two 
PSU sIkr0 yiu bui 
SHM sIkr0 yiu bui 
CHP sIkr0 yiu bui 
YAS 'sIkVr yiu bui 
ISH sékhr yiu bui 
    
 153. three 154. four 155. five 
PSU throi t_sé'bär pànz 
SHM throi sé'bär pànz 
CHP throi sé'bär pànz 
YAS thrui sé'bär fànz 
ISH thrui sé'bär pànz 
    
 156. six 157. seven 158. eight 
PSU }àå häb hàth 
SHM }àå häb hàth 
CHP }àå häb hàth 
YAS }àt häb hVth 
ISH }àd héb hVth 
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 159. nine 160. ten 161. eleven 
PSU nVo åVs åVsyiu 
SHM nào åVs åVsyiu 
CHP nVo åVs åVsyiu 
YAS nào zVs zVs'`iu 
ISH nào åVs åVsyiu 
    
 162. twelve 163. twenty 164. one hundred 
PSU åVsbui wist yi sVd 
SHM åVsboi wi}t yi sVd 
CHP åVsboi wist yi sVd 
YAS zVsbui bist yi sàt 
ISH åVsbui bist yi sVd 
    
 165. who 166. what 167. where 
PSU — ciz 'kumVr 
SHM koi ciz 'kumVr 
CHP kui ciz 'kumEr 
YAS kui ciz 'kumEr 
ISH kui ciz 'kumEr 
    
 168. when 169. how many 170. which 
PSU t_soGdi / t_se wVxt 't_sumVr kumdi 
SHM t_soGdVr 't_sumVr — 
CHP t_soGdi 't_sumVr kumdi 
YAS t_soGt 't_sumEr kiu 
ISH t_se wVxt 't_sum kum 
    
 171. this 172. that 173. these 
PSU yEm yà / yVo yEm 
SHM yIm yVo yIm 
CHP yEm yà yEm 
YAS yIm yVo yIm 
ISH yEm yào yEm 
    
 174. those 176. different 177. whole (not broken) 
PSU yà / yVo — tOzà 
SHM yVo — tozà 
CHP yà — pätän / tOzà 
YAS yVo dI'Gàr tOzà 
ISH yào di'gVr tOzà 
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 178. broken 179. few 180. many 
PSU S7kEKg kVm C7Vk 
SHM S7keKg kVm C7Vk 
CHP S7keKg kVm C7Vk 
YAS S7keKg kVmIk t_sVk / ziOdà 
ISH S7kVKgV kVm tVki 
    
 181. all 182. (you) eat! 183. (the dog) bites 
PSU kux½t yào kàp'dixt 
SHM kux½t yào — 
CHP kux½t yào kàpi'di 
YAS kux½t yVo — 
ISH kä yVo kàp'dixt 
    
 184. (you are) hungry 185. (you) drink! 186. (you are) thirsty 
PSU mErz pEv wEsk 
SHM mErz pEv wIsk 
CHP mErz pEv wEsk 
YAS mErz phEv wIsk 
ISH mErz pEv tVxte 
    
 187. (you) sleep! 188. (you) lay down! 189. (you) sit down! 
PSU rUxäp nE'sE3 nEzt 
SHM réxp nEsE nezt 
CHP räxäp nEsE nezt 
YAS rIx½p nEsE nEzt 
ISH 'rIx½Up rost nEzt 
    
 190. (you) give! 192. (he) died 193. (you) beat! 
PSU rànd mEr0tE di 
SHM rVnd mEx½tE di 
CHP rànd mEr0tE di 
YAS rànd mEr0ti di 
ISH rVnd mErti di 
    
 194. (the bird) flies 195. (you) walk! 196. (you) run! 
PSU gizd C7ào gIfs 
SHM gEzdV C7ào gIfs 
CHP gizt C7ào gIfs 
YAS gEzdi C7ào géfs 
ISH gizt — gVfs 
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 197. (you) go! 198. (you) come! 199. (you) speak! 
PSU rEC7 wEzE xVn 
SHM rEC7 wezE xVn 
CHP rEC7 wEzE xVn 
YAS rEC7 wEzi xàn 
ISH rEC7 wEzi xVn 
    
 200.(you) listen!/hear! 201.(you) look!/see! 202. I 
PSU ku0'}ui tVinsVr woz 
SHM kU'}ui tVinsVr woz 
CHP kU'}ui tàinsVr woz 
YAS — dIdik woz 
ISH pärq}i dIdik wUz 
    
 203. you 205. he 206. she 
PSU tu yoë yoë 
SHM tu yVo yVo 
CHP tu yVo yVo 
YAS tu yVo yVo 
ISH tu yV yV 
    
 207. we 209. you (plural) 210. they 
PSU sVk sV}t yV}t 
SHM sVk sV}t yV}t 
CHP sVk sV}t yà}t 
YAS sVk sV}t yàis 
ISH sVk sài} hài} 
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Wakhi Text 

D.2.1 Wakhi, Shimshal 

Wakhi Bear Story 

1. yi nOGordumi tiwEtkh to yi S7Iljin tiwEtkh yowE nuKgi tiwEtkh bibi 
one bear was so one girl was her name was Bibi 

2. mVriVm to hVyà S7Iljini ki yi rorki nOGordum wEzg VGwVi yàx½Etkh 
Mariam so that girl so one day bear came captured did 

3. yutki yutki yà tiyi boi tiyi boi yà yutkhà dànqVti yVni t_sébär 
taking taking her one cave one cave her took with her four 

4. värIt tiwEtkh to tVboi kyà t_sewVxt to yoV yipitkh tàdiEtkh 
brothers were so cave when that-time so he one-boulder fixed 

5. bVndi yàx½iEtkh yà värItvé yà sVmà x½Itx½It nVi yà guthEtkh yi 
closed did so brothers her searching doing not her find one 

6. rorki yoni yi }Vc tiwEtkh yoyV sVmà x½Etkh rEx½ki to rEx½ki di 
day their one dog was it search doing went so went that 

7. boi sàm kiyowE x½ui tàdEst yà x½uyQ yà x½u }Vc winEtkhV GVfc 
cave top their sister inside their sister their own dog saw very 

8. xU}i vItkhV yàni yà x½u pErg nix½Itkh tràmé gérdàni kétEtkh 
happy became then that her necklace took-off its neck fixed 

9. yà }VcVzi yà pErg de{g yà värécix½ yà väréti}t Gàfc bOdär 
that dog that necklace took her brothers her brothers very brave 

10. åài}t tiwEtkh to t_sàn bàd yà värétI}t hàràm de{g rEx½ yowEv 
men were so from-then after her brothers lever took went to-her 

11. kItEtkh yowEv nIx½itkh wäzmEtkEv nOGordumE dVn tui x½Et 
to-find to-her to-take-out bring bear with-her marriage had 

12. tiwEtkh yàni t_sàn yi zVmVn vItkh yowe trV nOGordum 
done then from one child became that appearance bear 

13. tiwEtkh cizVrki yi S7Iljin vItkh yovi trVnVn tiwItkh yiwi 
was because one girl became that appearance was one 
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14. trà nOGordum tiwEtkh sewVxtikin yà dàx½uxon wUzmEtkh 
appearance bear was when her own-house brought 

15. Vdà xonEt yowE yi bimàri dàm vItkh nOGordume bimàri fost 
same house she one disease in-her was bear-of disease attached 

16. yà värétvQ pàrgEnEv }Vpik x½Et yàrEw rVtkh tumrEr nOGordume 
her brothers ash-of bread made to-her gave in-this-way bear 

17. yà sémà x½It x½Itkà wEzgi wEzg tàinix½Etkh yà pEtr0i t_séyowi träx½ä 
her search did did came came looked his son who their 

18. tVt vitkh tiwEtkh yà nOGordumE rVKg skàkuti wEzg yàndi yà 
father became was he bear similar on-roof came then her 

19. värétvQ x½Vt tà bärji mu}Etkh yàndi yowE t_sàsàrEn yi 
brothers themselves in corner hid then he from-above one 

20. bàidi x½énItkh x½énItkhIki yà}t kä rEKg sIrf yàx½uåegVdi dIlduKg 
singing said saying they all fled only his-daughter fireplace 

21. likIrk x½VtEv rEKg kutàn tàdEst hàlEn sVk yowE dinEv x½énEtkh 
left themselves fled all in-corner sitting we to-it kill said 

22. yowE yVn bàid x½énEtkhiki e bibi mVriàmEnUs sEkorà däwér 
it then singing said oh Bibi Mariam cliff edge 

23. dä ti tVt e bibi mVriàmEnUs sek woåe häwér 
bending your father oh Bibi Mariam at channel weeping-sound 

24. hä ti tVt e bibi mVriàmEnV polcE pItkh 
weeping your father oh Bibi Mariam arm-of-skin-sack ridge 

25. dIlduKg ti tVt e bibi mVriàmEnV xert_sE nOGordum ti tVt 
fireplace your father oh Bibi Mariam bear bear your father 

26. etumrEr dim x½VkVr yàvE yà nOGordum diyItkh to yà 
same-time gunfire to-make he that bear was-hit so that 

27. nOGordumi wàS7kh t_sàn bàd Ev yà pEtr0Ev bé diyItkh yàndiEv 
bear fell from-then after of the son-to also shot then 

28. yà x½äx½älEv wäzmEtkh yàrEv pàrgE }Vpik rVtkh to yowi tozà nE 
that own-sister brought her-to ash-of bread gave so that alive not 

29. vitkh merki yemi yi riVl kVhàni 
became died this-is one real story 
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Free Translation 

There once was a bear. There was also a girl. Her name was Bibi Mariam. 
One day the bear came and captured the girl and took her to a cave. To a cave 
he took her. She had four brothers. The bear took a boulder and closed the 
opening of the cave. The brothers searched for her but could not find her. One 
day their dog was searching for her and came on top of the cave where their 
sister was. Their sister saw the dog and became very happy. Then she took off 
her necklace and put it on the dog’s neck. The dog took the necklace to her 
brothers. Her brothers were very brave men. After that her brothers took a lever 
and went to find her and take her out. The bear had married her and had one 
child that was like the bear in appearance. There was one child like the girl in 
appearance, and one whose appearance was like the bear. When they brought 
her to her house she had a disease, which was a bear disease. Her brothers made 
bread out of ashes and gave it to her. Meanwhile, the bear was searching for her 
and came and saw his son, who was like his father, that is, he looked like a 
bear. He came on the roof (of the house) and her brothers hid themselves in the 
corner. Then he started singing at them from above (through the smoke hole in 
the ceiling). At that, they all fled, leaving only his daughter in the fireplace 
(below the smoke hole). Sitting in a corner they said, “We will kill it”. Then the 
bear sang, “Oh, Bibi Mariam, your father is bending at the edge of the cliff! Oh 
Bibi Mariam, your father is weeping beside the channel! Oh, Bibi Mariam, your 
father is like an old limp sack by a firepit on a mountain ridge. Oh, Bibi 
Mariam, I am your father, the bear.” At that moment, there was the sound of 
gunfire and the bear was shot. The bear fell from the roof and then they shot the 
son as well. Then they brought their sister and gave her the bread of ashes. But 
she could not be saved and she died. This is a real story. 
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Wakhi Questionnaire 
(English Translations) 

1. Name? Age? 
2. Date of Interview 
3. Profession? 
4. Education level? Medium of Instruction? 
5. Tribe? / Family? 
6. Where were you born? 

6b. Where did you grow-up? 
7. Present Village / Tehsil / District 
8. What do you call your language? 

8b. Does that have a special meaning? 
8c. Do you have other names for your language? 

9. Do other people have a different name for your language. 
9b. What do they call it? 
9c. Who calls it that? 
9d. Does that have a special meaning? 

10. Where else do people speak just the same way as you do? 
11. Where do people speak just a little bit differently? 

11b. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
11c. Do people from there also come here? 

12. Where do people speak very differently? 
12b. How much of it do you understand? 
 (few words, main ideas, most, all) 
12c. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
12d. Do people from there come here? 
12e. When you talk with a man from ———, how much do you 
 understand?    (few words, main ideas, most, all) 
12f. How do you know that he is from there? 
12g. in what way does he talk? 

13. Where do people speak your own language the most purely. 
13b. Why do you say that is the most pure? 
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14. Where do people speak your own language the best? 
14b. Why do you say that is the best? 

15. Where is your language spoken badly? 
15b. Why do you say that is badly? 

16. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
16b. Do people from there come here? 

17. Your language is spoken in many places, some places it is easy to 
understand and some more difficult to understand. Is there some place 
where your language is spoken that people from most other places can 
understand? 

18. What other places do you travel to? 
18b. Do you go often? 
18c. For what purpose do you go? 
18d. What language do you speak there? 

19. Do many people travel outside from here? 
19b. For what reason? 
19c. Do many people go outside for working? 

20. What do you call your own people? 
20b. Do all ——— people speak the same as you? 
20c. If not, what do they speak? 

21. Do other tribes/clans speak the same as you people? 
21b. Who are they? 
21c. Where do they live? 

22. Where did your own tribe/clan come from? 
22b. When did they come? 
22c. Was that before your father's grandfather's time? 
22d. Why did they come here? 

23. Do you speak the same language as your grandfather did. 
24. What is the name of your father's language? 
25. What is the name of your mother's language? 
26. What language did you speak in your home as a child with your parents? 
27. What language do you speak in your home now? 

27b. Is there someone else in your home who speaks a different language? 
27c. Then what language do you speak with them? 
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28. What other languages do you speak? 
28b. Where do you speak them? 
28c. With whom do you speak them? 
28d. How well do you speak them? 
 (all things, simple things, understand only) 

29. What do you call the people who speak your own language (whether 
 they live here or not)? 
29b. What name do other people who don't speak your language call you? 
29c. Who says that? 

30. What other languages are spoken in your area? 
30b. What name do you give the people who speak these languages? 
30c. Do you know these other languages? 
30d. Do your children know these other languages? 
30e. Do your children mix the other language with yours? 
30f. Do they speak your language purely? 
30g. If they mix the languages, what do you think about that? 

31. Do you speak Urdu? 
31b. Do you often speak Urdu? 
31c. Where do you usually speak Urdu? 
31d. With whom? 
31e. Do you find Urdu easy to speak? 
31f. Can you read Urdu? 
31g. Do you often read Urdu? 
31h. If not, if they had a class to teach you how to read Urdu, 
 would you go? 

32. How many of the people in your village speak Urdu? 
32b. How many of the people in your village read and write Urdu? 
 (some, half, more than half, all) 

33. How many of the children in your village speak Urdu? 
33b. How many of the children in your village read and write Urdu? 
 (some, half, more than half, all) 

34. How many of the women in your village speak Urdu? 
34b. How many of the women in your village read and write Urdu? 
 (some, half, more than half, all) 

35. Do you speak Burushaski? 
35b. Do you often speak Burushaski? 
35c. Where do you usually speak Burushaski? 
35d. With whom? 
35e. Do you find Burushaski easy to learn? 
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36. How many of the people in your village speak Burushaski? 
 (some, half, more than half, all) 

37. How many of the children? 
38. How many of the women? 
39. Do your people marry with Burushaski speakers? 

39b. If so, what language is spoken in home with children? 
40. Which languages do you want your children to learn? 
41. When your children grow up, what language do you think they will use the 

most? 
42. If there were schools in which your language was the medium of 

instruction, would you send your children? 
43. Are there books in your language? 

43b. Have you tried to read them? 
43c. What did you read? 
43d. If not, do you think your language would be easy to read? 

44. Do you think people would buy books in your language? 
44b. Would you? 

45. What kind of things should be written in your language? 
 (poetry, stories, religious teaching, newspapers) 

46. Who should learn to read and write your language? 
46b. Is this something for women? 

47. If there were classes to teach men how to read and write your language, 
 would you go? 
47b. If there were classes to teach children how to read and write your 
 language, would you send your children? 
47c. If there were classes to teach women how to read your language, 
 would you send your women? 

50. What is the best language for writing things? 
 (poetry, stories, religious teaching, newspapers) 
50b. Why do you think so? 

51. Are there any of your own people who have stopped speaking your own 
language and started speaking another language? 
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52. Do people marry outside your own language? 
52b. Are there people from other languages in your own family? 
52c. When your women marry men who speak another language, what 
 language do their children speak? 
52d. When your men marry women who speak another language, what 
 language do their children speak? 
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APPENDIX  E 
DOMAAKI SURVEY DATA 

Appendix E.1  Domaaki Word List 

Mominabad, Hunza (B) 

 
  1. body mIDim 
  2. head suTo 
  3. hair jàT 
  4. face mu3 
  5. eye à'ciK 
  6. ear koN 
  7. nose nok 
  8. mouth 'kà}à 
  9. tooth 'dànà 
 
 
10. tongue jibà 
11. breast In'dilà 
12. belly peT 
13. arm }oëk 
14. elbow bàkhUni 
15. palm hVtV'tàGà 
16. finger àgulà 
17. fingernail nà'urà 
18. leg pà3}o3 
19. skin com 
 
20. bone hoëTh 
21. heart — 
22. blood rot 
23. urine muC7 
24. feces guë 
25. village girom 
26. house gor 
27. roof thVl 
28. door dor 
29. firewood kà'}Ilà 

30. broom 'phopu} 
31. mortar  tV'nus 
32. pestle yVtkus 
33. hammer phVTil 
34. knife churi 
35. axe cà'tol 
36. rope 'gV}kà 
37. thread dom 
38. needle suXà 
39. cloth kàTuà 
 
40. ring bu'rondo 
41. sun too5 
42. moon conC7 
43. sky às'màn 
44. star 'tàro 
45. rain 'orVp 
46. water pàni 
47. river sinà 
48. cloud qhà'ronC7 
49. lightning bIjIli cVmVk hogici 
 
50. rainbow niro'nàK 
51. wind bà'uà 
52. stone boT 
53. path pànà 
54. sand bàli 
55. fire àk 
56. smoke dum 
57. ash cIlino chor 
58. mud t_shIl'GIS7 / tà'Go 
59. dust chor 
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60. gold son 
61. tree tom 
62. leaf pàTà 
63. root moli 
64. thorn cho3S7 
65. flower phul 
66. fruit mi'wà 
67. mango àm 
68. banana kelà 
69. wheat go'mu 
 
70. millet à'rin 
71. rice brVs 
72. potato 'àlu 
73. eggplant bQKgVn 
74. groundnut muK 'phVli 
75. chili mà'ruc 
76. turmeric hà'leci 
77. garlic bok'pà 
78. onion xà'}u 
79. cauliflower goëbi 
 
80. tomato bàl'ogVn 
81. cabbage bVnd 'gobi 
82. oil  tel 
83. salt pà'yu 
84. meat moës 
85. fat mào 
86. fish 'chume 
87. chicken (f.) hàr'kàmu} 
88. egg ti'gon 
89. cow 'gàe 
 
90. buffalo hiS7màhŒ‡iS7 
91. milk chiër 
92. horn S7iK 
93. tail ci'po 
94. goat bVki'rà 
95. dog }yuno 
96. snake kiri'mà 
97. monkey }Vdi 
98. mosquito I}'kàr 
99. ant phIlili 

100. spider phi'ron 
101. name nom 
102. man bVndV 
103. woman 'joe 
104. child joTo 
105. father bàbà 
106. mother màmà 
107. older brother bVRà 'kàko 
108. younger brother cunà bIràyà 
109. older sister bVRi bEhn/kàki 
 
110. younger sister cuni bEhn 
111. son puC7 
112. daughter dià 
113. husband bi'to 
114. wife jV'màët 
115. boy 'joTo 
116. girl 'joTi 
117. day gut_s 
118. night thop 
119. morning 'cVwVwoti 
 
120. noon me'edi 
121. evening }àm 
122. yesterday gut_s geà 
123. today oo5ce 
124. tomorrow jumuti}o àGà 
125. week oo5S7do 
126. month mo 
127. year yolà 
128. old (thing) pu'rànà 
129. new nV'mà 
 
130. good }uà 
131. bad VcàGà 
132. wet à'jà 
133. dry }u'khà 
134. long Jigà 
135. short cunà 
136. hot tV'tà 
137. cold }Ildà 
138. right dàcinà 
139. left khà'bà 
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140. near àsiŒ‡r 
141. far dur 
142. big 'bVRà 
143. small cunà 
144. heavy ogu'rà 
145. light lào'kà 
146. above àt_si 
147. below mi'neni 
148. white }Iku'là 
149. black 'kàlà 
 
150. red loyà 
151. one Ek 
152. two dui 
153. three C7ài 
154. four cà'ur 
155. five po3Œ† 
156. six }à 
157. seven sot 
158. eight oS7T 
159. nine nVo 
 
160. ten dVi 
161. eleven Ekài 
162. twelve bài 
163. twenty bi} 
164. one hundred po3Œ† bi} 
165. who koNo 
166. what kImune 
167. where kàà5jEk 
168. when kà'be 
169. how many kà'teVk 
 
170. which 'kImune 
171. this à}ei 
172. that hei 
173. these — 
174. those à}iK 
175. same bà'bur 
176. different à'kE} 
177. whole tàzà 
178. broken bV'GVcà 
179. few kVmEk 

180. many buTEk 
181. all buTe 
182. you eat! tu khà 
183. the dog bites }unàin jVNEr{4In 
184. (you are) hungry bu'cà 
185. drink! pi 
186. (you are) thirsty bokiobi 
187. sleep! so 
188. lay down! Jeëko 
189. sit down! mum bES7 
 
190. give! mV}u'de 
191. burn the wood! kà}i làtàp 
192. (he) died muyà 
193. kill! màr 
194. (the bird) flies duwà'li 
195. walk! hun 
196. run! dei 
197. go! jà 
198. come! ào 
199. speak! mun 
 
200. listen!/hear! pà'ruc 
201. look!/see! dekh 
202. I oo5 
203. you (inf.) tu 
205. he hei 
206. she hài 
207. we (incl.) V'me 
208. we (excl.) mi'bàn 
209. you (pl.) tu'me 
210. they QK 
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Domaaki Questionnaire 
(English Translations) 

1. Name? Age? 

2. Profession? 

3. Date of Interview 

4. Education level? Medium of Instruction? 

5. Tribe? / Family? 

6. Where were you born? 
6b. Where did you grow-up? 

7. Present Village / Tehsil / District 

8. What do you call your language? 
8b. Do you have other names for your language? 

9. Do other people have a different name for your language? 
9b. What do they call it? 
9c. Who calls it that? 
9d. Does that have a special meaning? 

10. Are there other places where your language is spoken? 

11. Where else do people speak just the same way as you do? 

12. Where do people speak just a little bit differently? 
12b. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
12c. Do people from there also come here? 

13. Where do people speak your language very differently? 
13b. How much of it do you understand? 
 (few words, main ideas, most, all) 
13c. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
13d. Do people from there come here? 
13e. When you talk with a man from ———, how much do you 
 understand?   (few words, main ideas, most, all) 
13f. How do you know that he is from there? 
13g. In what way does he talk? 

14. Where do people speak your own language the most purely? 
14b. Why do you say that is the most pure? 
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15. Where do people speak your own language the best? 
15b. Why do you say that is the best? 

16. Where is your language spoken badly? 
16b. Why do you say that it is spoken badly? 

17. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
17b. Do people from there come here? 

20. What other places do you travel to? 
20b. Do you go often? For how long? 
20c. For what purpose do you go? 
20d. What language do you speak there? 

21. Do many people travel outside from here? 
21b. For what reason? 
21c. Do many people go outside for working? 

22. What do you call your own people? 
22b. Do all ——— people speak the same as you? 
22c. If not, what do they speak? 

23. Do all your own people live in the same area as you? 
23b. If not, where else do they live? 

24. What other languages are spoken in your area? 
24b. What name do you give the people who speak these 
 languages? 

25. Where did your own tribe/clan come from? 
25b. When did they come? 
25c. Was that before your father’s grandfather’s time? 
25d. Why did they come here? 

26. Do you think your people are changing? 
26b. Are they adopting the ways of another group? 

27. Do you speak the same language as your grandfather did? 
27a. Has your language changed since his days? 
 in vocabulary (words)? 
 in meaning? 
 in pronunciation? 
 by mixing? 

28. What is the name of your father’s language? 

29. What is the name of your mother’s language? 

30. What language did you speak in your home as a child 
with your parents? 
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31. What language do you speak in your home now? Exclusively? 
31a. Is the use of languages other than (Domaki) increasing at home? 
 Which language? 
31b. Is there someone else in your home who speaks a different 
 language? 
31c. Then what language do you speak with them? 

32. What other languages do you speak? 
32b. Where do you speak them? 
32c. With whom do you speak them? 
32d. How well do you speak them? 
 (all things, simple things, understand only) 
32e. Do you ever mix these languages while speaking your language? 

33. Do your children speak or understand any other languages? 
33a. Which ones? 
33b. Do your children mix the other language with yours? 
33c. Do they speak your language purely? 
33d. If they mix the languages, what do you think about that? 

34. What language do you use for: (If not own language in each case, 
 then why?) 
34b. explaining things to women? (always or usually?) 
34c. to children? (always or usually?) 
34d. for singing? (always or usually?) 
34e. for jokes and stories? (always or usually?) 
34f. for religious teaching in the mosque? (always or usually?) 
34g. Who does religious teaching (your MT speaker?) (always or 
 usually?) 
34h. for religious teaching at home? (always or usually?) 
34i. who does religious teaching? (always or usually?) 
34j. for political talk? (always or usually?) 
34k. speaking to schoolteachers? (always or usually?) 
34l. to elders in village? (always or usually?) 
34m. to merchants? (always or usually?) 
34n. to government officials? (always or usually?) 
34o. to your friends? (always or usually?) 
34p. to those you work for? (always or usually?) 
34q. to fellow workers? (always or usually?) 
34r. to religious leaders? (always or usually?) 

35. What language feels easiest for you? 
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36. Do you speak Urdu? 
36b. Do you often speak Urdu? 
36c. Where do you usually speak Urdu? 
36d. With whom? 
36e. Do you find Urdu easy to speak? 
36f. Can you read Urdu? 
36g. Do you often read Urdu? 
36h. If not, if they had a class to teach you how to read Urdu, 
 would you go? 

37. How many of the people in your village speak Urdu? 
37b. How many of the people in your village read and write Urdu? 
 (some, half, more than half, all) 

38. How many of the children in your village speak Urdu? 
38b. How many of the children in your village read and write Urdu? 
 (some, half, more than half, all) 

39 . How many of the women in your village speak Urdu? 
39b. How many of the women in your village read and write Urdu? 
 (some, half, more than half, all) 

40. Do you find Burushaski easy to learn? 

41. How many of the people in your village speak Burushaski? 
 (some, half, more than half, all) 

42. How many of the children? 

43. How many of the women? 

44. Are there any Aga Khan programs for women in your village? 
What programs? 
44b. Do your women participate? 
44c. What language is used there? 

45. Do your people marry with Burushaski speakers? If so, what language 
spoken in home with children? 

46. (Optional) How many people here still want to use your language? 
Young people? 

47. (Optional) Do you think Burushaski is replacing your language? 
47b. Is this happening quickly or slowly? 
47c. Is this good or bad? Why? 

48. In what ways is it an advantage to speak Burushaski? 

49. In what ways is it an advantage to speak your own language? 
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50. Which languages do you want your children to learn? 

51. When your children grow up, what language do you think they will use the 
most? 

52. If there were schools in which your language was the medium of 
instruction, would you send your children? 

53. Are there books in your language? 
53b. Have you tried to read them? 
53c. What did you read? 
53d. If not, do you think your language would be easy to read? 

54. Do you think people would buy books in your language? 
54b. Would you? 

55. What kind of things should be written in your language? 
(poetry, stories, religious teaching, newspapers) 

56. Who should learn to read and write your language? 
56b. Is this something for women? 

57. If there were classes to teach men how to read and write your language, 
would you go? 
57b. If there were classes to teach children how to read and write your 
 language, would you send your children? 
57c. If there were classes to teach women how to read your language, 
 would you send your women? 

58. What is the best language for writing things? 
(poetry, stories, religious teaching, newspapers) 
58b. Why do you think so? 

59. Are there any of your own people who have stopped speaking your own 
language and started speaking another language? 

60. Do people marry outside your own language very often? 
60b. Are there people from other languages in your own family? 
60c. When your women marry men who speak another language, what 
 language do their children speak? 
60d. When your men marry women who speak another language, what 
 language do their children speak? 

61. Do you listen to the radio? 
61b. Which languages do you listen to? 

62. If you wanted to give an important message to your people, what language 
would you use? Why? 
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APPENDIX  F 
SHINA SURVEY DATA 

 

Appendix F.1 
 

Shina Word Lists 

Location code, location, village, reliability code 

GUP Gupis Shina, Gupis, B 
PUN Punial Shina, Hatoon, Bubur, Gakuch in Punial, A 
HUN Hunza Shina, Nasirabad (Hini) in Hunza, A 
NAG Nagar Shina, Thol in Nagar, A 
CLT Chalt Shina, Chalt and Budelas (near Chalt), A 
GIL Gilgit Shina, Domial and Henzel in Gilgit, A 
SAS Haramosh Shina, Sassi in Haramosh, A 
BAG Bagrot Shina, Datuche in Bagrote, A 
BUN Bunji Shina, Bunji, A 
RON Rondu Shina, Sabsar Drot in Rondu, B 
GOH Goharabad Shina, Goharabad near Chilas, B 
DSH Dashkin Shina, Dashkin in lower Astor, B 
AST Astor Shina, Center Astor Valley, A 
KAC Kachura Shina, Jel (Tsok) in Kachura Valley, B 
SAT Satpara Shina, Satpara (Saspur) Valley, B 
GUL Gultari Shina, Bunial in Gultari, B 
KRM Kharmang Shina, Tarkati in Kharmang, B 
DRS Dras Shina, Bhimbhat in Dras (India), B 
CHK Chilas Shina, Khinar in Tok Nala in Chilas, A 
CHJ Chilas Shina, Jelil in Chilas, A 
DAR Darel Shina, Gayal and Samegal in Darel, A 
TAN Tangir Shina, Gabbar in Tangir, B 
SAZ Sazin Shina, Sazin, B 
HAR Harban Shina, Ting in Harban, B 
JAL Jalkot Shina, Uchar Nalla in Jalkot, A 
PAL Palas Shina, Palas, A 
KOL Kolai Shina, Mahrin in Kolai, A 
 
Missing numbers indicate lexical items excluded from similarity count. 
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 1. body 2. head 3. hair 
GUP kà'lip / DIm S7IS7 'jààko 
PUN kà'lIp S7IS7 'jààko 
HUN Dim S7IS7 jà'ku 
NAG DIm S7IS7 jà'kur 
CLT DIm S7IS7 jà'kur† 
GIL DIm S7IS7 jà'kur† 
SAS DIm S7IS7 jà'kur† 
BAG DIm S7IS7 jà'kur† 
BUN DIm S7IS7 jà'kur 
RON DIm S7IS7 jà'kur 
GOH DIm S7IS7 jà'kE 
DSH DIm S7IS7 'jààko 
AST DIm S7IS7 'jààko 
KAC DIm S7IS7 Jà'kur 
SAT DIm S7IS7 jà'kue 
GUL DIm S7iS7 jàà'ku / 'bààlo 
KRM DIm S7IS7 jà'ku 
DRS DIm S7iS7 jà'ku 
CHK DIm S7IS7 jà'kE 
CHJ DIm S7IS7 jà'kE 
DAR su'rVt S7IS7 'jàkul 
TAN su'rVt / DIm S7IS7 'jàkuri / 'bàlo 
SAZ su'rVt S7IS7 'jàkui 
HAR su'rVt / DIm S7IS7 'jàko 'bàlE 
JAL su'rVt S7IS7 bàl 
PAL su'rVt }I} jààko / bàl 
KOL su'rVth S7IS7 bàl 
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 4. face 5. eye 6. ear 
GUP mUkh à'C7hi koN 
PUN mUkh à'C7hi koN 
HUN mUkh à'C7hi kon 
NAG mukh à'C7hi kon 
CLT mukh à'C7hi kon 
GIL mukh à'C7hi / à'S7i kon 
SAS mUkh à'C7hi kVn 
BAG mUkh à'C7hi kVn 
BUN mUx / mUkh à'S7i kVN 
RON mukh V'C7i koN 
GOH mukh VC7i koN 
DSH mUkh à'C7hi koN 
AST mUkh à'C7hi koN 
KAC mukh V'C7i koN 
SAT mukh V'C7i koN 
GUL mukh à'C7hi koN 
KRM mukh à'chi koN 
DRS muk à'che koN 
CHK mukh V'C7i koN 
CHJ mukh V'S7i koN 
DAR mukh V'S7i kon 
TAN mukh à'C7hi koN 
SAZ mukh V'C7hi koN 
HAR mukh V'S7i koN 
JAL mUkh à'C7i koN 
PAL mUkh àC7i koN 
KOL mukh à'C7i / à'S7i koN 
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 7. nose 8. mouth 9. tooth 
GUP 'noto 'à3à3zo don 
PUN 'nothi / 'noto 'à3à3zo don 
HUN 'nàto `à3Œ† don 
NAG 'nàto 'à3Œ† don 
CLT 'nàto `à3Œ† don 
GIL 'nàto 'à3Œ† don 
SAS 'nàto à3i don 
BAG 'nàto à3i don 
BUN 'nàto `à3Œ† don 
RON 'nàto à3Œ† don 
GOH 'nàto `à3Œ†z dun 
DSH 'noto 'à3zo don 
AST 'noto 'à3zo don 
KAC 'nàtho 'à3zo / 'à3zi don 
SAT 'notho 'à3zi don 
GUL 'noto 'à3zo don 
KRM 'noto 'à3zo don 
DRS 'noto 'à3zo don 
CHK 'notho 'à3zi don 
CHJ 'notho 'à3zi don 
DAR nothi 'à3zi don 
TAN 'notho 'à3zi don 
SAZ nothi 'à3zi don 
HAR 'nothi 'à3zi don 
JAL 'nothu0 / 'nothiƒ à3z don 
PAL nothu0 à3z don 
KOL 'nothu0 à3iz don 
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 10. tongue 11. breast 12. belly 
GUP jip ti'tiiro 'deero 
PUN jIp ti'tiiro 'deero 
HUN jIp tà'tiiro de8e5r† 
NAG jib tI'tIro Dee5r 
CLT jIp ti'tiiru Dee5r† 
GIL jip tI'tiiro Dee5r 
SAS jIp tI'tiiro De8e5r 
BAG jIp tI'tiir†o De8e5r 
BUN jip sinV DE8E5r† 
RON jip tI'tiiro / 'sinà Deer 
GOH jIp — Dee5r 
DSH jIp sinV De8e5r 
AST jIp sinV De8e5r 
KAC JIp ko Dee5r 
SAT {Ip kRo Dee5r 
GUL jip kro De8e5r 
KRM jip / {ip kro Dee5r 
DRS jip 'kro DEEr 
CHK jIp ti'tiiro / 'hio Der 
CHJ jIp ti'tiiro / 'hio Der 
DAR jip hI'zil 'DEri 
TAN jip hI'zIl 'DEri 
SAZ jip hI'zIl / 'hio Dee5r 
HAR jip hI'zIl Dee5r 
JAL jIp cic / 'hiu Dee5r 
PAL {Ip / jIp cic / hiu De8e5r 
KOL jip cIc / 'hiu Deer 
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 13. arm 14. elbow 15. palm of hand 
GUP '}à8àko bà'khuni hVtV'tàRo 
PUN '}à8àko bà'khuni hàthà'tào 
HUN '}à8àko bà'khuni hàtà'tào 
NAG '}à8àko bà'khuni hVtV'tào 
CLT '}à8àko bà'khuni hàtà'tào 
GIL '}à8àko bà'khuni hàtV'tào 
SAS '}à8àko bV'khuni / bV'xuni hVtV'tào 
BAG '}à8àko bV'khuni hàtà'tào 
BUN '}à8àko bV'xuni hVtV'tào 
RON '}ààko bà'khuni hVthV'tào 
GOH '}àko bà'khuni hVthV'tào 
DSH '}à8àko bà'khuni 'hVtào 
AST '}à8àko bà'khuni hV'tào 
KAC '}à8àko bà'khuni hVthV'tào 
SAT '}à8àko bà'khuni hVthV'tào 
GUL '}à8àko bà'khuni hVtV'tào 
KRM '}ààko bà'khuni hVtho'thIl / làk'thil 
DRS '}ààko bà'khuNi hVto'tàu 
CHK '}àko bà'khuni hV'tà 
CHJ '}à8àko bà'khuni 'hVtE tV'li 
DAR '}àko bà'khuni hVtV'tàl 
TAN '}à8àko bà'khuni hVtV'tàl 
SAZ '}àko0 bà'khuni hVtV'tài 
HAR '}àko bà'khuni hVtà'tà 
JAL '}à8àko / hVth Thu'guri tà'li / hV'tho 
PAL }ààko / hVth Thu'guri hV'tho 
KOL hVth Thu'guri / Thu'kuri tà'li 
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 16. finger 17. fingernail 18. leg 
GUP hà'gwi noor† pV'tàlo 
PUN hà'gwi noor† pV'Tàli 
HUN à'gwi 'no8oro  pV'TVli 
NAG à'gui 'no8oro phV'ThVli 
CLT hà'gui / à'gui 'no8oro phà'TVli 
GIL hà'gui / à'gui 'no8oro pVtàli / gààn 
SAS hà'gwi / hà'wi noor† gàn 
BAG à'gwi / à3'gwi noor† gàn 
BUN hà'gui noor gààN 
RON à'gwi noor phV'Tàlo 
GOH hà'gwi 'no8ori pV'Tàlo 
DSH hà'gwi noor phV'Tàlo / gàn 
AST à3'wi / à3K'wi noor phV'Tàlo / gàn 
KAC à3'ui / à3K'wi noor pV'Tàlo 
SAT à3'ui / à3K'wi no8or phV'Ràlo / phV'Tàlo 
GUL à3'wŒ† noor phV'Ràlo 
KRM à'KuŒ† 'noor phV'Tàlo / pà 
DRS à'Kwi 'nori phV'Ràlo / fV'Ràlo 
CHK hà'gwi 'noro pV'Tàlo 
CHJ hà'gwi 'noro phV'Tàlo / fV'Tàlo 
DAR hà'gui / hà'guri no8or phV'Tàlo 
TAN hà'guli / hà'guri noor phV'Tàlo 
SAZ hà'gwi noor pV'Thàlo 
HAR hà'gwi noor pV'Tàlo 
JAL hàg'wi 'no8oro pà3 / pV'thàlo 
PAL hàgwi no8oro pà3 
KOL hà'gwi 'noro / noor po3 
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 19. skin 20. bone 21. heart 
GUP com 'à3Ti 'hio 
PUN com 'V3Ti 'hiu 
HUN com 'àTi 'hiwo 
NAG com 'V3Ti 'hio 
CLT com 'V3Ti 'hio 
GIL com 'V3Ti 'hio 
SAS com 'à3Ti 'hio 
BAG com 'à3Ti hiu 
BUN com 'V3Ti 'hiu 
RON cUm 'V3Ti 'hio 
GOH com V3Ti hio 
DSH com 'V3Tiƒ 'hio 
AST com 'V3Tiƒ 'hio 
KAC cUm 'V3Ti 'hio 
SAT cUm 'V3Ti 'hiu 
GUL cUm 'V3Ti 'hio 
KRM com 'VTi hi'o 
DRS — — 'hiu 
CHK com 'V3Ti 'hio 
CHJ com 'V3Ti 'hio 
DAR com V'}oo5r 'hIRu 
TAN com 'à3Ti 'hIRu 
SAZ com V3Thi 'hio 
HAR com 'V3Ti 'hiu 
JAL com 'à3Tiƒ hiiu / hàlI'li 
PAL com 'à3Ti 'hiu / hàlili 
KOL com 'à3Tiƒ hiu / hàli'li 
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 22. blood 23. urine 24. feces 
GUP lEl 'miiki bVRi 'miiki 
PUN lEEl 'miikE 'C7iikE 
HUN lEl 'miikV 'C7iikV 
NAG lEEl — — 
CLT lEl 'miikV 'C7hiikV 
GIL lEEl 'miŒ‡ke 'C7hiike / 'S7iike 
SAS lEl 'miikE 'C7IkE 
BAG lEl 'miikà 'C7hiikà 
BUN lEl 'miikV 'S7iikV 
RON lEl 'miikà 'C7iikà 
GOH lEEl — — 
DSH lEl 'miŒ‡kV gu / bol 
AST lEl muuC7 gu 
KAC lEl 'miiko C7iikE 
SAT luEl 'miiko gu 
GUL lEEl muuS7 gu 
KRM lEl — — 
DRS lel — — 
CHK lEl 'mikiƒ C7IkE 
CHJ lEl — — 
DAR lEl 'miiki S7ik 
TAN lEl 'miiki C7ik 
SAZ lEEl miiki C7hik 
HAR lEl 'miki 'C7ikE0 
JAL lEl 'miikE0 bol 
PAL lEl miikE / mIhikV bol 
KOL lEl mi'hikV / mIikV bolo / gu 
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 25. village 26. house 27. roof 
GUP kui go8o5T tE} 
PUN kui go8o5T tV} / tVl 
HUN kui / koT / gI'room go8o5T tE} / tVl 
NAG koT / gI'rom go8o5T tE} 
CLT koT / kui go8o5T tE} / 'tE}i 
GIL hET / 'phàri / 'fàri go8o5T 'tà}i 
SAS hET go8o5T tE} 
BAG hET go8o5T tE} 
BUN koo5T / hET / kui go8o5T '}Vlto / 'tV}o 
RON gàm / kui goT tVl 
GOH koo5T / hET go8o5T }Vlto 
DSH kooT gooS7 }à'run / tVl / '}Vlto 
AST gro gooS7 }à'run / tVl 
KAC gom go8o5T / goS7 }à'ron / 'tV}i 
SAT gàm / 'poro goS7 }à'ron 
GUL grom / kui gooS7 }à'ron 
KRM grom goS7 }à'ron / tVl 
DRS gàm / kui / koT goS7 — 
CHK koo5T / hET goS7 }à'ron 
CHJ koo5T / hET / gàm goS7 }à'ron / thVl 
DAR kooT gooS7 }à'ron / tVl 
TAN kooT gooS7 '}Elto 
SAZ kooT gooS7 tVl 
HAR koT goS7 }à'ron / tVl 
JAL koT gooS7 bVli / }à'ron 
PAL koTh gooS7 tVl / }à'ron 
KOL koT gooS7 'bVli / tVl 
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 28. door 29. firewood 30. broom 
GUP dVr† 'kààTo mà'jini 
PUN dVr† juk là'e} 
HUN dVr† juk lV'}i 
NAG dVr† 'cu8uni 'lEE5}i 
CLT dVr† juk / 'cu8uni là'e}i 
GIL dVr† juk lee5}i 
SAS dVr† juk 'lee5}i 
BAG dVr† juk lV'}i 
BUN dVr† juk lV'}i 
RON dVr† jUk 'loo5}i 
GOH dVr juk 'làà5}i 
DSH dVr† 'kà8àTo 'loo5}iƒ 
AST dVr† 'kà8àTo 'loo5}i 
KAC dVr† Juk / 'kà8àTo 'loo5}i 
SAT dVr† 'kà8àTo 'loo5}i 
GUL dVr† 'kà8àTo 'loo5}i 
KRM dVr† 'fujVn 'kààRo 'loo5}i 
DRS dVr† 'kàTo — 
CHK dVr† 'kàTo0 'losiƒ 
CHJ dVr† 'kà8àTo 'loo5}i 
DAR dVr 'kà8àTo 'làà}i 
TAN dVr† 'kà8àTo lV'hà}i 
SAZ dVr† 'kààTo lo'à}iƒ 
HAR dVr† 'kààTE 'là}i 
JAL dVr kààTh / kàRT lu'hà}i / lu'à}i 
PAL dVr kààTo / kàRT lo'hà} / lo'à} 
KOL dVr† kàTh lVho} 
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 31. mortar 32. pestle 33. hammer 
GUP hU'Dor 'muzVl hàto'Rà / 'Dàki 
PUN o'Ror† 'muzVl hà'torà / 'Dàko 
HUN o'Ror† 'muzVl hàto'Rà / 'Dàko 
NAG o'Ror 'muzVl hàto'Ràh / fV'Til 
CLT o'Ror 'muzVl hàto'Rà 
GIL o'Ror 'muzVl hà'toRà / 'DVki 
SAS o'Ror† 'muzVl hàto'Rà 
BAG o'Ror† 'muzVl hàto'Rà / phà'Til 
BUN o'Ror† 'muzUl hàto'RV 
RON o'Ror† / }Il 'mUzVl hàto'Ràh 
GOH oRor† 'muzVl 't_sVtVk / hàtoRàh 
DSH o'Ror† / }Il 'muzVl hàto'Rà 
AST o'Ror† / }Il 'muzVl hàto'Rà 
KAC o'Ror† 'pàà5lo hà'toRàh 
SAT o'Ror† 'phàà5lo hàto'Ràh 
GUL o'Ror† / }Il / 'Doro hà'Ku3 hà'toRo 
KRM 'Dori ko'rEn 'kààRo hà'toRà / 'DVki 
DRS — — — 
CHK o'Ror† / 'Doro 'muzVl 't_sVtVk / hà'toRàh 
CHJ 'doro 'muzVl hà'toRàh 
DAR huDV'ri / }Il 'muzVl cà'TVk / hà'toRà 
TAN hI'Dor† 'muzVl 't_sVtVk / hà'toRàh 
SAZ hIDo'ri 'muzUl t_sV'tVk / hàto'Ràh 
HAR hIDo'ri 'muzVl t_sV'TVk / hàto'Ràh 
JAL lVKgà'ri 'muzVl t_sàT'ko / hà'toRà 
PAL lVKgri / hE'roR 'muzVl t_sà'tVk / t_sàt'ko 
KOL lVK'gri / hE'roR 'muzVl t_sà'TVk / t_sVT'ko 
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 34. knife 35. axe 36. rope 
GUP kV'Tààr† cà'TVl 'bà8àli 
PUN kV'Tà8à5r† cà'TVl 'bà8àli / ràjoTi 
HUN kà'Tà8à5r† jà'TVl 'bà8àli 
NAG kà'tàà5r cV'TVl 'bà8àli 
CLT kà'tà8à5r† cà'TVl 'bà8àli 
GIL khVTà8à5r cà'TVl 'bà8àli / rà'joti 
SAS kà'Tààr† cà'TVl 'bà8àli 
BAG kàTààr† cà'TVl 'bà8àli 
BUN khà'tààr cV'TVl 'bà8àli 
RON kV'Tààr cV'TVl 'bà8àli 
GOH kà'tàr cV'tVl 'bà8àli 
DSH kà'Tàà5r cV'TVl 'bà8àli 
AST kà'Tàà5r cV'TVl / gVRV 'bà8àli 
KAC 'kVtàà5r† cV'TVl 'bà8àli 
SAT kV'Ràà5r† cà'RVl / cV'TVl / gV'RV 'bà8àli 
GUL kV'Ràr gV'RV 'rààju 
KRM kV'Rààr chV'TVl / gV'Rà 'bà8àli 
DRS kà'Ràr — — 
CHK kà'Tàr† cV'TVl / 'gVRV 'bà8àli 
CHJ kà'Tàr cV'TVl 'bà8àli 
DAR kà'Tààr }V'TVl 'bààli 
TAN kà'Tààr† cV'Tàl 'bà8àli 
SAZ kà'Tàà5r† gV'RV 'bà8àli 
HAR kà'tàr gV'Rà / cV'tVl 'bà8àli 
JAL kà'Tààr gV'RV / cà'TVl 'bà8àli 
PAL kà'tààr gV'RV / cà'tVl 'bà8àli 
KOL kà'Tààr gV'RV 'bà8àli 
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 37. thread 38. needle 39. cloth 
GUP 'guu5Ni su8u5 'C7hilo 
PUN 'guu5ni su8u5 'C7hilo 
HUN sàr'dom su8u5 'pà8àco 
NAG 'guu5ni su8u5 'C7ile / so'dà / 'pVci 
CLT 'guu5ni su8u5 'C7hilE / kàT 
GIL 'guu5ni suu5 'C7hilo 
SAS 'guu5ni su8u kVt 
BAG 'guu5ni su8u5 kVt / 'cilo 
BUN 'guu5Ni suu5 'C7ilE / kVt 
RON 'guuni suu kVt / 'pà8àco 
GOH 'guu5ni su3 pà8àco / tàn 
DSH 'guu5Ni suu 'C7hile / kVt / 'pà8àco 
AST 'guu5Ni su8u5 'C7hile / 'pà8àci 
KAC 'guu5ni suu C7ilo / thàn 
SAT 'guu5ni su 'C7hilo / thàà5N 
GUL 'guuni su8u5 'cilo / 'pà8àco 
KRM — suu 'C7hIle 
DRS 'guuni — 'C7hIlikhoi 
CHK 'guu5Ni su3u3 'pUce / tàn 
CHJ 'guu5Ni suu5 'pUce / sudà kVprà  
DAR 'guuNi suu 'S7ile / soodà 
TAN 'guu5Ni su3u3 rVx / 'Tukei 
SAZ guuNi suu5 'pooco 
HAR 'guu5ni suu 'pooco 
JAL 'guu5Ni su3u3 'pwocE / rVx / 'Tukài 
PAL guu5ni su3u3 pwUc / rVx / 'Tukài 
KOL 'guni / 'guu5Ni su3u3 pwoc / rVx / 'Tukài 
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 40. ring 41. sun 42. moon 
GUP bV'rono 'su8uri yu8un 
PUN bV'rono 'su8uri yu8un 
HUN bo'rondo 'su8uri yu8un 
NAG bV'rondo / bV'rono 'su8uri yu8un 
CLT bo'rono 'su8uri yu8un 
GIL bV'rono 'suri yu8un 
SAS bo'rono 'su8uri yuu5n 
BAG bo'r†ono 'su8uri yuu5n 
BUN bV'rono 'su8uri yu8un 
RON àK'welo 'su8uri yuun 
GOH hàgu'welo 'su8uri yu8un 
DSH hà'guelo 'su8uri yu8un 
AST à'Ke3lo 'su8uri yu8un 
KAC àK'welo / ànguele 'su8uri yu8un 
SAT à'Kelo 'su8uri yu8un 
GUL à'Kelo 'suuri yuun 
KRM à'Kelo 'suuri yuun 
DRS à'Kelo 'suuri yuun 
CHK àK'sVri 'su8uri yu8un 
CHJ àK'sVri / àk'sVri 'su8uri yu8un 
DAR hà'Guelo / huGuRelu 'suuri yuun 
TAN hàgu'lElo 'su8uri yuun 
SAZ hVgu'zVri / hVgu'zelo 'suuri yuun 
HAR hV'gilo 'suuri yuun 
JAL hàk'sVri 'su8uri yuun 
PAL hàk'sàri / hVg'sVri 'su8uri yuu5n 
KOL hàk'sVri 'su8uri yu8un 
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 43. sky 44. star 45. rain 
GUP às'màn 'tà8àro 'àZ7o 
PUN às'màn / hà'gài 'tà8àro 'àZ7o 
HUN às'màn / à'gài 'tà8àro 'àZ7o 
NAG às'màn / à'gài 'tà8àro 'àZ7o 
CLT às'màn / à'gài 'tà8àro 'àZ7o 
GIL às'màn / à'gà8Œ‡ 'tà8àro 'àZ7o 
SAS à'gài 'tà8àro 'àZ7o 
BAG às'màn 'tà8àr†o 'àZ7o 
BUN às'mààn / à'gài 'tà8àr†o 'àZ7o 
RON à'gài / àsmàn 'tàro 'àZ7o 
GOH às'màn 'tàr†o 'àZ7o 
DSH às'màn 'tàro 'àZ7o 
AST às'màn / à'Kài 'tàro 'àZ7o 
KAC àK'ài 'tàr†o 'àZ7o 
SAT àK'ài 'tàr†o 'àZ7o 
GUL à'Kài 'tàro 'àZ7o 
KRM à'Kei 'tàro 'àZ7o 
DRS à'Ke 'tàro me3 
CHK às'màn 'tàr†o 'àZ7o 
CHJ às'màn 'tàr†o 'àZ7o 
DAR às'màn 'tààrà 'àZ7o 
TAN às'màn 'tàro 'àZ7o 
SAZ às'màn 'tàro 'àZ7o 
HAR às'màn 'tà8àro 'àZ7o 
JAL às'màn 'tà8àro 'àZ7o 
PAL àsmàn 'tà8àro àZ7o 
KOL às'màn 'tà8àro 'àZ7o 
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 46. water 47. river 48. cloud 
GUP wei sIn 'àZ7o 
PUN wei sIn 'àZ7o / bur†'gà8àl 
HUN wei sIn 'àZ7o / ko'ronC7 
NAG 'wei sIn 'àZ7e TVK 
CLT wei sIn 'àZ7o / bur†'gààl / me'yàr† 
GIL 'wei sIn 'àZ7o / bur'Gàà5l 
SAS wei sIn ne'yàr / buru'gààl 
BAG wei sIn 'àZ7o / buru'gàl 
BUN wei sIn 'àZ7o / gu'rui 
RON wei sIn mE'yàr 
GOH wei sIn àZ7o 
DSH wei sIn 'àZ7o / bu'gàr 
AST wei sIn 'àZ7o 
KAC wei sIn 'àZ7o 
SAT wei sIn 'àZ7o 
GUL wei sIn 'àZ7o 
KRM wei sIn 'àZ7o 
DRS woi sIn 'àZ7o 
CHK wii / wei sIn 'àZ7o / bugààr 
CHJ wii sIn 'àZ7o 
DAR wei sIn 'àZ7o / bu'gààr 
TAN wei sIn 'àZ7o 
SAZ vwei sIn 'àZ7o 
HAR wei sIn 'àZ7o 
JAL wii sIn 'àZ7o / bugàr / nehàr 
PAL wei sIn àZ7o 
KOL wei sIn 'àZ7o / nehàr 
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 49. lightning 50. rainbow 51. wind 
GUP bi'C7uS7 bi'Z7oon 'oo}iƒ 
PUN bi'C7uS7 bi'Z7oon o8o}i 
HUN à'gài kuT bi'Z7oo5n 'o8o}i 
NAG 'tVmlVm bI'Z7oo5n 'o8o3}i 
CLT 'biC7uS7 bi'Z7o8o5n 'o3o3}i 
GIL bi'C7US7 bi'Z7oo5n 'o}i 
SAS bi'C7uS7 bi'Z7oo5n 'o8o}i 
BAG bi'C7uS7 bi'Z7oo5n 'o8o}i 
BUN bi'cUS7 bi'Z7oo5n 'o8o}i 
RON 'bicUS7 bI'Z7o8o5n 'oo}iƒ 
GOH 'bicUS7 bIZ7oo5n o8o}i 
DSH bi'cuS7 / àKe'guT bi'Z7oo5n o8o}iƒ 
AST bi'cuS7 / àKe'guT bi'Z7oo5n 'o8o}i 
KAC sVK pàrVzVi / pàrVdV'zV o8o}i 
SAT 'bicUS7 bI'Z7o8o5n 'o8o}iƒ 
GUL bi'cuS7 bi'Z7oon oo} 
KRM 'bicuS7 bi'Z7oon oo} 
DRS 'bicUS7 bi'jon oo} 
CHK 'bicUS7 / sVK bI'Z7oon 'oo}iƒ 
CHJ 'bicUS7 / sVK bI'Z7oo5n 'o8o}i 
DAR bi'cuS7 bi'Z7oon 'o8o}i 
TAN 'bicuS7 bI'Z7oo5n 'o8o}i 
SAZ 'bicuS7 bI'Z7oo5n 'oo}iƒ 
HAR 'bicuS7 bi'Z7oon 'o8o}i 
JAL bi'cUS7 bi'Z7ooN o8o} / o8o}i 
PAL 'biC7uS7 bi'Z7oo5n o8o} 
KOL 'biC7uS7 bi'{oo5N / bi'{on 'u}iƒ 
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 52. stone 53. path 54. sand 
GUP bVTh pon 'siKVl 
PUN bVTh pon 'siKVl 
HUN bVTh pon 'sIGVl 
NAG bVTh pon 'sIGVl 
CLT bVTh pon 'sIgVl 
GIL bVTh pon 'sIgVl 
SAS bVTh pon 'sIgVl 
BAG bVTh pon 'sIgVl 
BUN bVT pon 'sigVl / 'siKVl 
RON bVT pon 'siKVl 
GOH bVTh pon 'sIgVl 
DSH bVT pon 'sIgVl 
AST bVT pon 'siKVl 
KAC bVT pon 'siKVl 
SAT bVT pon 'siKVl / 'siKgVl 
GUL bVT pon 'siKVl 
KRM bVT pon 'siKVl 
DRS bVT pon — 
CHK bVTh pon 'sIgVl 
CHJ bVTh pon 'sIgVl 
DAR bVT pon 'sigVl 
TAN bVTh pon 'sigVl 
SAZ bVT pon 'sIgVl 
HAR bVT pon 'sIgVl 
JAL bVTh pon 'sigVl 
PAL bVTh pon 'sIgVl 
KOL bVTh pon 'sigVl 
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 55. fire 56. smoke 57. ash 
GUP hà'gàr duu5m dàl 
PUN hà'gàr† duu5m dàl 
HUN à'gàr† duu5m dàl 
NAG à'gàr duu5m dàl 
CLT à'gàr† duu5m dàl 
GIL hà'gàr / à'gàr duu5m dàl 
SAS à'gàr† du8um dàl 
BAG à'gàr† duu5m dàl 
BUN hà'gàr / à'gàr duu5m dàl 
RON à'gàr duum dàl / tVl'ciri 
GOH hVgàr du8u5m dàl 
DSH phu duu5m dàl 
AST phu duu5m dàl 
KAC phu du8u5m tVl'ciri 
SAT phu / à'gàr†o du8u5m tVl'ciri 
GUL phu duu5m dàl 
KRM phu duu5m dàl 
DRS — duum — 
CHK hV'gàr† / à'gàr† duum }o / dàl 
CHJ hVgàr† du8u5m }o / dàl 
DAR hV'gàr duum }oo 
TAN hV'gàr† du8u5m }oo 
SAZ hV'gàr du8u5m }oo 
HAR hV'gàr du8u5m }oo 
JAL hà'gàr duum '}Iu / '}Io 
PAL hà'gàr duu5m '}Iu / }Io 
KOL hà'gàr dum / duu5m }uu 
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 58. mud 59. dust 60. gold 
GUP tok suum / u'dum soN 
PUN tok u'dum soN 
HUN tok / chIKk 'khurVt_s son 
NAG tok / ciK u'du8u5 son 
CLT tà'gà / chIK u'du8u5 son 
GIL tà'Gà / tok U'du8u5 son 
SAS cà'kuup / tà'gà / tok u'du8u5 son 
BAG cu'kuup u'du8u5 son 
BUN tà'Gà u'du8u5 so8o5N 
RON cU'kup / tà'Gà u'duu / sum soN 
GOH 'cicVl / tVgà 'udVm / udu8u5 soo5n 
DSH 'cicVl / tok / tV'Gà u'du8u5 son 
AST 'cicVl / tok u'du8u5 son 
KAC cIn u'du8u5 soon 
SAT 'cicVl / tok u'du8u5 soN 
GUL 'cicVl / dVm u'du8u5 / sum soo5n 
KRM 'cicVl / gyVl'dVm suum / Thàl'dum sooN 
DRS — u'du — 
CHK 'cicVl / cVkV'Rà 'udVm / u'du8u5 soo5N 
CHJ 'cicVl / cVkV'Rà 'udVm soo5N 
DAR tok / 'cicVl 'udum / 'uzum / sum son 
TAN tok suum soo5N 
SAZ tok / cVkV'Rà suum / 'udUm soo5n 
HAR tok / cVk'Rà suum soon 
JAL cVkV'Rà 'duRV / 'udVm soN 
PAL cVkV'Rà duRV / 'udVm soN 
KOL cVkV'Rà / t_sVkV'Rà 'duRo soN 
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 61. tree 62. leaf 63. root (of tree) 
GUP tom 'pVTo mu'lŒŠŒ‡ 
PUN tom 'pVTo mu'lŒŠŒ‡ 
HUN tom 'pVTo mu'lŒŠŒ‡ 
NAG tom 'pVTo mu'lŒŠŒ‡ 
CLT tom 'pVTo mu'lŒŠŒ‡ 
GIL tom 'pVTo mu'lŒŠŒ‡ 
SAS tom 'pVTo mu'lŒŠŒ‡ 
BAG tom 'pVTo mu'lŒŠŒ‡ 
BUN tom 'pVTo mu'lŒŠŒ‡ 
RON tom 'pVTo mUl 
GOH tom 'pVTo 'C7IrIS7 / mu'lŒŠŒ‡ 
DSH tom 'pVTo 'chIrIS7 
AST tom 'pVTo 'chIrIS7 
KAC stàGà'zi 'pVTo rVm'pà 
SAT tUm 'pVTo 'C7irIS7 
GUL tom 'pVTo cI'lIS7 
KRM tom / bei 'pVRo rVm'pàh 
DRS byQ3Œ† 'pàTo C7i'liS7 
CHK tom 'pVTo 'C7IrIS7 
CHJ tom 'pVTo 'C7IrIS7 
DAR tom 'pVTo S7I'rIS7 
TAN tom 'pVTo C7I'rIS7 
SAZ tom 'pVTo 'C7irIS7 
HAR tom 'pVTo 'C7IrIS7 / 'S7IrIS7 
JAL tom / 'muTho0 'pàThu0 'cirIS7 
PAL tom / 'muTho0 'pàTho0 cirIS7 
KOL tom / muth 'pàTho 'C7iriS7 
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 64. thorn 65. flower 66. fruit 
GUP 'koNo gVm'buri me'wà 
PUN 'koNo phu'nàr† me'wà 
HUN 'kono phu'nàr† 'mewà 
NAG 'konu fu'nVr / phu'nVr me'wàh 
CLT 'kono phu'nVr† me'wà 
GIL 'koNo phu'nVr 'meewà 
SAS 'koNo pho'nVr† / phu'nàr me'wàh 
BAG 'koNo po'nVr† / phu'nVr me'wà 
BUN 'koNo phu'nàr† / 'phuno me'wà 
RON 'koNo phu'nàr† me'wà 
GOH 'koNo phu'nVr† me'wà 
DSH 'koNo 'phuno / phu'nàr† me'wàh 
AST 'koNo phu'nàr† me'wàh 
KAC 'koNo 'phuS7o / phu'nàr† phVl 
SAT 'koNo 'phuS7o / phu'nàr† me'wà 
GUL 'koNo 'phu}o me'wàh 
KRM 'koNo 'phuS7o me'wà 
DRS 'koNe pUS7 me'wà 
CHK 'koNo 'phu3Ro / 'fURV me'wà 
CHJ 'koNo 'phu3Ro / 'fURo me'wà 
DAR 'ko8oRà / 'kolo 'phuRo me'wà 
TAN 'koolo 'phuRo me'wà 
SAZ 'koRo 'phuRo me'wà 
HAR 'koRo 'phuRo me'wà 
JAL 'koRo 'phuRo me'wà 
PAL 'koRo 'phuRo me'wà 
KOL 'koRo 'phuRo me'wà 
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 67. mango 68. banana 69. wheat 
GUP — — guum 
PUN àm 'kelà gu8um 
HUN àm 'kelà gu8um 
NAG àm 'kelà gu8um 
CLT àm 'kelà gu8um 
GIL àm 'kelà gu8um 
SAS àm ke'là guum 
BAG àm ke'là guum 
BUN àm 'kElà gu8um 
RON àm 'kelà gum 
GOH àm 'kelà gu8um 
DSH àm 'kelà gu8um 
AST àm 'kelà guum 
KAC àm 'kelà gum 
SAT àm 'kelà gum 
GUL àm 'kelà gu8um 
KRM àm 'kelà guum 
DRS — kelà 'guum 
CHK àm 'kelà gu8um 
CHJ àm 'kelà gu8um 
DAR àm 'kelà guum 
TAN — — gu8um 
SAZ — — guum 
HAR — — gu8um 
JAL àm ke'là guum 
PAL àm 'kelà gu8um 
KOL àm ke'là guum 
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 71. rice 72. potato 73. eggplant 
GUP briu à'lu pVTi'gàn / S7I'nà bàlu'gUn 
PUN bi'u3 à'lu S7I'noo bàlu'gUn / desi bàlu'gUn 
HUN brVs 'àlu S7i'nàà5 bàlo'gVn 
NAG 'briu3 'àlu S7I'noo bolu'gUn 
CLT briu3 'àlu S7I'noo bolu'gUn  
GIL briu3 'àlu S7i'no bàlU'gUn / 'moro bàlU'gUn 
SAS briu3 / bru3 à'lu S7I'noo bàlu'gUn 
BAG bru3 hà'lu S7I'noo bàlu'gUn 
BUN briu3 / biu à'lu S7INoo bVlu'guN 
RON 'brŒ†u3 'àlu kiNo bà'lugUn 
GOH biu3 àlu 'kiNo bà'lugUn 
DSH bŒ†u3 à'lu S7i'ne bàlu'gUn 
AST briu3 à'lu 'moro bàlu'gUn 
KAC brŒ†u3 à'lu — 
SAT 'brŒ†u3 àlu — 
GUL briu3 V'lu 'jono bàlo'gun 
KRM brVs 'àlu KVrpà'Gàn 
DRS briu3 à'lu — 
CHK biu3 'àlu 'kiNo bàlu'gUn 
CHJ biu3 'àlu 'kiNo bàlu'gUn 
DAR biu3 'àlu S7ino bàlu'gUn 
TAN 'biu3 à'lu 'kiNo bàlu'gUn 
SAZ biu à'lu 'kiNo bàlu'gUn 
HAR biu 'àlu 'kiNo bàlu'gUn 
JAL tà'luuN à'lu 'kiNo 'bàtiKàRV 
PAL tà'lu8uN àlu keno bàtin'gVr 
KOL tà'lu3 / tà'luR à'lu kINe bàtiK'gVRE 
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 74. groundnut 75. chili 76. turmeric 
GUP mUKphV'li 'màrVc hà'liC7i 
PUN mUKphV'li 'mààruc hà'liC7i 
HUN muKphà'li 'màà5ruc hà'liC7i 
NAG muKfV'li / muKphV'li 'màà5ruc hà'liC7i / hà'liZ7i 
CLT muKphà'li 'màà5ruc hà'liC7i 
GIL muKphV'li 'màà5ruch hà'liZ7i / hà'liJi 
SAS muKphà'li 'mààruc hà'liZ7i 
BAG mumphà'li 'mààruc hà'liZ7i 
BUN muKphV'lii 'mààruc 'hVldi 
RON muKphà'li 'màruc hà'liZ7i 
GOH muKphà'li 'màruc hàliZ7i 
DSH 'muKphV'li 'màrVc hà'liZ7i 
AST 'muKphV'li 'màrVc hà'liZ7i 
KAC mumphà'li 'mVru} yuK 
SAT mumphà'li 'mVru} hà'liZ7i 
GUL 'muKphV'li 'mVru} hà'liZ7i 
KRM muK'phVli 'màru} u'su 
DRS — — — 
CHK mVnphà'li 'màruc / 'màrVc hà'liZ7u 
CHJ mUmphà'li / mUmfà'li 'màruc / 'màrVc hà'liZ7i 
DAR mum'phVli ko'e / 'màruc hà'liZ7i 
TAN — ko3Œ† — 
SAZ — koi hà'liZ7o 
HAR — kii hà'liZ7u 
JAL mumphà'li 'màruc hà'liZ7u 
PAL mumphà'li 'mààruc hà'liZ7u 
KOL mumphà'li mVrcV'ki / mVrt_sV'ki hà'liZ7o 
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 77. garlic 78. onion 79. cauliflower 
GUP wE{'nu kà'}uu phUl 'gobi 
PUN bok'pà kà'}uu phUl 'gobi 
HUN bok'pà 'Gà}u / gà'}u phul 'gobi 
NAG bok'bà kà'}u go'bi 
CLT bok'pà / bok'bà kà'}u phul 'gobi 
GIL 'gopkà kà'}u phul 'gobi 
SAS gok'pà kà'}u phul 'gobi 
BAG 'gopkà / 'gokpà kà'}u phul 'gobi 
BUN 'gokpà kà'}uh 'fUl 'gobi 
RON gok'pà t_soK phul gobi 
GOH 'hugi kà'}u phul gobi 
DSH go`pà kà'}u phul go'bi 
AST 'gopkà t_soK phul go'bi 
KAC gok'pà t_soK / gV'}u phul gobi 
SAT gok'pà t_soK phul gobi / moos kà'RVm 
GUL 'goppà t_soK phul go'bi 
KRM zgo'pà t_soK kà'RVm 
DRS — t_soK phul 'gobi 
CHK 'hugi kà'}u phul 'gobi 
CHJ 'hugi kà'}u phul 'gobi 
DAR kà'}u kà'}u phul 'gobi 
TAN 'hugi / kà'}u kà'}u 'gobi 
SAZ kà'}u kà'}u gopi / 'gobi 
HAR — kà'}u phul gobi 
JAL 'huugi pi'àz go'pi 
PAL 'hugi piàz go'pi 
KOL 'hugi pi'àz go'pi 
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 80. tomato 81. cabbage 82. oil 
GUP bàlu'gUn 'gobi tEl 
PUN bàlu'gUn bVnd 'gobi / loTo kàm tEl 
HUN bàlu'gUn bVnd 'gobi tE8E5l 
NAG bolo'gUn bVnd go'bi tEE5l 
CLT bolu'gUn bVnd 'gobi tEl 
GIL bàlu'gUn bVnd 'gobi tEl 
SAS bàlu'gUn 'loTo / bVnd 'gobi tEl 
BAG bàlu'gUn bVnd 'gobi tEl 
BUN bàlu'gUn bVnd 'gobi / 'loTo kàm tEE5l 
RON 'bàligUn loTo kV'RVm tEl 
GOH bàlugun bVnd gobi tEl 
DSH bàlu'gUn bVnd 'gobi tEl 
AST bàlu'gUn bVnd 'gobi tel 
KAC pà'GVn bVnd gobi tEEl 
SAT pà'GVn bVnd }à / du'ruro kàRVm tEEl 
GUL bàlu'gUn bVnd 'gobi tel 
KRM skyrpà'GVn bVnd gobi tEl 
DRS pà'GVm bVn 'gobi — 
CHK bàlu'gun bVnd 'gobi tEl 
CHJ bàlu'gun bVnd 'gobi tEl 
DAR bàlu'gun bVnd 'gobi tEEl 
TAN bàlu'gun bVnd 'gobi tEl 
SAZ 'bàlugun bVnd 'gobi tEE5l 
HAR bàlu'gun bVnd gobi tEl 
JAL bàtVgV'Ne bVnd 'gopi tEl 
PAL bàti'gVNe di'dol 'gopi tEl 
KOL bVtiKgV'Re bVnd go'pi tel 
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 83. salt 84. meat 85. fat (meat) 
GUP pà'ju moo5s mEi 
PUN pà'ju moo5s màŒ† 
HUN pà'ju moo5t_s mŒŠi 
NAG pà'ju moo5t_s / moo5z mŒŠi 
CLT pà'ju mo8o5t_s mŒŠi 
GIL pà'ju / pà'{u moo5s mŒŠi 
SAS pà'ju mo8o5t_s / mo8o5z mŒŠi 
BAG pà'ju mot_s mii 
BUN pà'ju moo5s mŒŠi 
RON pà'ju moos mii 
GOH lu8uni moo5s mi 
DSH 'luuni moo5s mŒŠi 
AST 'lu8uni moo5s mŒŠi 
KAC 'lu8uni moo5s mii 
SAT 'lu8uni moo5s mŒŠ 
GUL 'luuni moos mii 
KRM 'luuni / pà'ju moo5s mii 
DRS — moos mii 
CHK 'luuNi moo5s mii 
CHJ 'luuNi moo5s mii 
DAR 'nuuni moos mVe 
TAN 'nuuNi moos mee 
SAZ 'nuuNi moo5s mee 
HAR 'nuuNi moo5s mii 
JAL 'lu8uNi moo5s wà8àz 
PAL lu8uNi mo8o5s wà8àz 
KOL 'lu8uNi moos mŒ†i 
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 86. fish 87. chicken (hen) 88. egg 
GUP 'chimo kàr'kàmo} hà'NEE} 
PUN 'chimo kàr†'kàmo} hà'NE} 
HUN 'chumo kàr'kàà5mot_s hV'nE8E5 
NAG 'chumu kàr'kàà5moz hà'nE8E5 
CLT 'chumo kàr†'kààmuc hà'ne8e5 
GIL 'chumo kàr'kàmo} hV'NEE5 
SAS 'chumo kàr'kàmo} hV'Ne8e5 
BAG chumo / 'cImo kàr†'kàmo} hV'Ne8e5 
BUN 'chumo kVr'kàmU} hV'Ne8e5 
RON 'chImo ko'ko / kàr'kàmo} hV'nee 
GOH cumo ku'kuŒ† hà'ne8e5 
DSH 'cImo ku'kei Thul 
AST 'chumo ku'kui Thul 
KAC 'cimo ku'kei thul 
SAT 'chimo ko'koi Thul 
GUL 'chImo ko'koi Thul 
KRM 'chimo ko'koi hà'NEE 
DRS — ko'ko — 
CHK 'cubo ku'kuŒ† hV'No 
CHJ 'cubo / 'cumo ku'kuŒ† hV'No 
DAR '}ibo ku'kui hVNo3 
TAN 'chIbo ku'kuŒ† hV'No3 
SAZ 'chIbu ku'kui hV'No 
HAR '}Ibo ku'kui hV'No 
JAL 'cubo ku'kwŒ† hà'No 
PAL 'cubo / 'cIbu ku'kwŒ† hà'No3 
KOL 'cubo ku'kwŒ† hà'No 
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 89. cow 90. buffalo 91. milk 
GUP gào mà'Œ†Œ†S7 dUth 
PUN gào mà'yŒ†Œ†S7 / mà'Œ†Œ†S7 dUth 
HUN go8o hIS7 mà'hiS7 dUth 
NAG goo mà'yuS7 dut 
CLT go8o mà'yu3S7 duth 
GIL go5o mà'yu3S7 duth 
SAS goo mà'yu3S7 duth 
BAG goo mà'yuS7 duth 
BUN goo / gàu mà'yUS7 dUt 
RON go mà'yuS7 duth 
GOH gà8o5 mà'yu3S7 duth 
DSH 'gào mà'yuS7 dUth 
AST 'gào mà'yuS7 dUth 
KAC gào meeS7 / bhe3s duth 
SAT gào meeS7 / màeS7 duth 
GUL 'gào mà'yuS7 dUth 
KRM 'gào bE3s dut 
DRS 'gàu — dut 
CHK gào meeS7 duth 
CHJ gào meeS7 duth 
DAR gào / goo mEE} duth 
TAN gào3 mà'E3S7 duth 
SAZ gào màeS7 duth 
HAR gào màES7 duth 
JAL 'gào mà'hiS7 / mV'hŒ†S7 duth 
PAL 'gàu3 / gào mà'hŒ†} duth 
KOL 'gàu mV'he} duth 
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 92. horn 93. tail 94. goat 
GUP S7IK là'moTi 'àài 
PUN S7IK phV'choo5 '`àài 
HUN S7iK phi'co8o5 '`ài 
NAG 'S7iKu phV'cho8o5 '`ài 
CLT S7iK phà'co8o5 `ài 
GIL S7iK pà'cho8o5 '`ài 
SAS S7IK phà'co8o5 `ài 
BAG S7IK phà'co8o5 `ài 
BUN 'S7iKo / S7iK phà'co8o5 / fà'co8o5 '`ài 
RON S7iK pV'coo ài 
GOH }iK phà'co8o5 ài 
DSH S7IK là'mUTi '`ài 
AST S7IK là'mUTi '`ài 
KAC 'S7IKo là'muTo ài 
SAT '}IKo là'moTo ài 
GUL 'S7iKo là'moTo 'ài 
KRM 'S7iKo là'moRo ài 
DRS — — ài 
CHK S7iK là'muThi ài 
CHJ S7iK là'muThi ài 
DAR S7iK là'moTi ài 
TAN S7iK là'moTo ài 
SAZ S7iK là'moti ài 
HAR S7iK là'moTi ài 
JAL 'S7igo / 'S7Ugo là'muti '`ài 
PAL '}IgE / '}Igu là'muTi `ài 
KOL 'S7Igo / 'S7Ugo là'muThiƒ `ài 
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 95. dog 96. snake 97. monkey 
GUP }u jon '}odi 
PUN }u3 jon '}odi / '}odo 
HUN }u3 jon }V'di 
NAG }u3 jun }V'di 
CLT }u3 jon }V'di 
GIL }u3 jon '}odi / '}odo 
SAS }u3 jon }o'di / }V'di 
BAG }u3 jon }o'di / }o'do 
BUN }uh / }u3 jon '}odi / '}odo 
RON }iu3 {on }V'di 
GOH }u3 jon }àdo 
DSH }u3 jun }V'di 
AST }u3 jun }V'di 
KAC }Œ†u3 / }u3 Jon '}Vdi 
SAT }Œ†u3 {on }V'di 
GUL }u3 jUn }V'di 
KRM }u3 jon '}Vdi 
DRS — — — 
CHK }u3 ju'drài / jon }à'do / 'moko 
CHJ }u3 ju'drà / jon }à'do 
DAR }uu zEdU'rà / zEzu'rà 'mokol / '}odi 
TAN }u3 jEro'dào 'mokoR 
SAZ }u jEdu'rà 'moko 
HAR }u zUzu'rà 'moko 
JAL }u3 {u'drà 'moku 
PAL }u3 {u'drà / ju'drà 'moku 
KOL }u3 jI'drà 'moku 
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 98. mosquito 99. ant 100. spider 
GUP phU'C7huni phI'lili tVl'bulo 
PUN phI'C7u3ni fI'lili tVr†'bulo / tVr†'buli 
HUN 'phiC7o phI'lili tVlV'buRo 
NAG 'phIC7hu pI'lili tàRà'bulo 
CLT 'phiC7u phI'lili tVRV'bulo 
GIL 'phiC7ho phI'lili / fI'lili tàl'buro 
SAS phI'ti / phiC7o phI'lili tVl 'buRo 'buuRo 
BAG 'phiC7o phI'lili buRo'bulo / tVlbuRo'buuRo 
BUN fi'ti / phIti phI'lili / fI'lili tVl'bURo'buuRo / tVltVlVbuuRo 
RON phI'ti phI'lili 'tàRà 'buRo 
GOH 'phiC7u / phI'ti phI'lili tVlV'buRo 
DSH 'piC7ho / moe phI'lili C7V'Z7àà5 
AST 'phIthi / 'fIthi phI'lili C7V'Z7àà5 
KAC moi phI'lili C7àZ7àà5 
SAT moo phI'lili C7à'Z7àà5 / tVlV'buRo 
GUL moo phI'lili C7V'Z7àà 
KRM moo / 'piZ7o fI'lil tVl'buRi 
DRS — — — 
CHK 'phiC7u / fI'thi phI'pili jo'là 
CHJ 'phiC7u / fI'thi phI'bili jo'là 
DAR 'phiC7u / 'phiC7V phI'lili 'buRo 
TAN 'phiC7u / muŒ† phI'lili 'buuRo 
SAZ 'phiC7o phI'lili 'buuRo 
HAR 'phiC7o phI'lili 'buuRo 
JAL 'piiC7o pi'bili jo'là 
PAL 'piiC7o pi'bili jo'là 
KOL 'phicu0 / 'phIS7u0 pi'bili / phipil '{olà / jo'là 
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 101. name 102. man 103. woman 
GUP nom mu'}à 'cei 
PUN nom mu'}à 'cei 
HUN nom mu'}à cei 
NAG nom mu'}à 'cei 
CLT nom mu'}à 'cei 
GIL nom mu'}à 'cei 
SAS no3m / nom mu'}à cei 
BAG no3m mu'}à cei 
BUN nom mU'}à 'cei 
RON nUm mu'}à cei 
GOH nom mu}à cei 
DSH no3m / nom mu'}à 'cei 
AST nom mu'}à 'cei 
KAC no3m / nom mu'}à cei 
SAT no3m / nom mu'}à cei 
GUL nom mu'}à 'cei 
KRM nom mu'}à cei 
DRS nom mu'}à cei 
CHK num mu'}à 'cei 
CHJ num / nu3m mu'}à 'cei 
DAR no3m / nom mu'}à cei 
TAN nom mu'}à cei 
SAZ nom mu'}à cei 
HAR num / nom mu'}à cei 
JAL num mu'}à cei 
PAL num mu'}à cei 
KOL num mu'}à cei 
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 104. child 105. father 106. mother 
GUP bàà5l 'bàbo / 'mààlo 'ààji 
PUN bàà5l / }u'dà8àr† 'bàà5bo / 'mààlo 'àà5ji / 'mààli 
HUN càl bààl / }u'dàà5r bàà5bo / màà5lo 'màmà / màà 
NAG }u'dà8à5r / mà'sum 'bàà5bo / 'màà5lo àà5'zi / 'mà3mà 
CLT càl bààl 'bà8àbu / 'mà5àlo 'ààji 
GIL }u'dà8à5r 'bàà5bo / 'màà5lo / bu'bà 'àà5ji 
SAS bààl càl / mà'sum 'bà8àbo / 'mà8àlo 'àà5ji / mà3 
BAG bàà5l 'bà8àbo / 'mà8àlo 'àà5ji 
BUN mà'sum / càlbàà5l 'bà8àbo / 'màà5lo / bu'bà 'àà5ji / mà3 
RON cuno bààl 'bàbo / 'mààlo 'ààji 
GOH màsum / cuno bàà5l 'bàbo / mà8àlo 'àà5ji / mà 
DSH bàà5l / 'cuno 'bàà5bo / 'màà5lo 'àà5jE / mà 
AST bàà5l 'bààbo / 'màà5lo 'àà5jE / mà 
KAC cuno bàà5l / mà'sum 'bàbo / 'mà8àlo àà5ji / mà3 
SAT cuno bàà5l / mà'sum 'bàbo / màà5lo à{i / mà3 
GUL bàà5l / bààlcàl 'bàbo / 'màà5lo 'àjE 
KRM bààl 'bàbo 'ààjE 
DRS ji 'bàbo à'je 
CHK mà'sum / bàà5l bu'bà / 'màà5lo 'à8à{i / mà 
CHJ mà'sum bu'bà / 'màà5lo 'à8à{i / mà 
DAR mà'sum bu'bà 'àà{i / 'màli 
TAN mà'sum bu'bà / 'màlo 'àà5{i 
SAZ bààl 'bàbo / 'màà5lo 'àà5{e 
HAR bààl bu'wà 'àye / mà 
JAL mà'sum / bàà5l bu'bà mà3 / màà 
PAL màsum / bàà5l bu'bà mà3 
KOL mà'sum / bààl bu'bà / 'màà5lo mà / màà 
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 107. brother 109. sister 111. son 
GUP 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sVs pUC7 
PUN 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sàh pUC7 
HUN 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sàh puC7 
NAG 'bVRu Z7à 'bVRi sàh puC7h 
CLT 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sàh puC7h 
GIL 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sàh puC7h 
SAS 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sàh puC7h 
BAG 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sàh puC7h 
BUN 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sàh pUC7 
RON 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sV pUC7 
GOH bVRo Z7à bVRi sVs pUC7 
DSH 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sVs pUC7 
AST 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sVs pUC7 
KAC bVRo Z7à bVRi sVs pUS7 
SAT bVRo Z7à bVRi sVs pUC7 / pUS7 
GUL 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sVs puS7 
KRM 'boRo Z7à 'boRi sVs puS7 
DRS Z7à sVs pUS7 
CHK 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sVs pUC7 
CHJ 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sVs pUC7 
DAR 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sàs puC7h 
TAN 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sVs pUC7 
SAZ 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sVs pUC7 
HAR 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sVs pUC7 
JAL 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sàs puC7 
PAL 'bVRo Z7à bVRi sàs puC7 
KOL 'bVRo Z7à 'bVRi sàs / sVs puC7 
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 112. daughter 113. husband 114. wife 
GUP dŒŠŒ‡ bV'reo / mu'}à gEn 
PUN dŒŠŒ‡ bV'roo / mu'}à gEn / jà'mààth 
HUN dŒŠŒ‡ bV'rào gE'rEn 
NAG dŒŠŒ‡ bV'rVo gI'rEn / jV'mààt 
CLT dŒŠŒ‡ bV'rào gE'rEn / cei 
GIL dŒŠŒ‡ bV'rVo / mu'}à jV'mààt 
SAS dŒŠŒ‡ bV'rVo / mu'}à cei / jà'mààth 
BAG dŒŠŒ‡ bà'rào cei / gEn 
BUN dŒŠŒ‡ mU'}à cei / jà'mààt 
RON diŒ‡ bV'rVo cei 
GOH diŒ‡ mu'}à / bVri'o cei / gEn 
DSH dŒŠŒ‡ bV'ro / mu'}à cei / jà'mààt 
AST dŒŠŒ‡ bV'rio / mu'}à cei / jà'mààt 
KAC diŒ‡ bV'rào / mu'}à cei / ghEn / jà'mààt 
SAT diŒ‡ bV'reo cei / gEN / jàmà8àt 
GUL dii bV'riu jà'mààt 
KRM dii bV'reu cei 
DRS — bà'reu cei 
CHK diŒ‡ mu'}à / 'xàwànd / bVri'o cei / jà'mààt 
CHJ diŒ‡ mu'}à / 'xàwànd cei / jà'mààt 
DAR dii mu'}à / khà'wàn cei / d_z'mààt / gEEN 
TAN dŒŠŒ‡ xà'wànd / bV'r†o cei / jà'màt 
SAZ diŒ‡ mu'}à / bV'reo cei / gyEN / gEN 
HAR diŒ‡ mu'}à cei / gyEN / gEN 
JAL dŒŠŒ‡ xà'wàn / bVri'o cei 
PAL dŒŠŒ‡ xà'wàn / bVri'o cei 
KOL dVhi / dii xà'wàn / mu'}à cei 
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 115. boy 116. girl 117. day 
GUP bàà5l mo'lài des 
PUN bàà5l mu'lài des 
HUN bi'o mo'lài 'deo 
NAG bà8à5l / bi'o mu'lài dEz 
CLT bà8à5l mo'lài det_s 
GIL bàà5l mo'lài dez 
SAS bàà5l mu'lài des 
BAG bàà5l mu'lài des 
BUN bàà5l mo'lài des / dez 
RON bàà5l mu'lài des 
GOH bàà5l mu'lài des 
DSH bàà5l mo'lài des 
AST bàà5l mo'lài des 
KAC bàà5l mu'lài des 
SAT bàà5l mu'lài des 
GUL bààl mo'lài des 
KRM bààl mo'lei dEs 
DRS bàl mo'lài dezi 
CHK bàà5l mu'lài des 
CHJ bàà5l mu'lVi des 
DAR bàl phu'i / mu'lài jes 
TAN bàà5l phu'i dEs 
SAZ bàà5l mu'lài des 
HAR bàà5l mu'lài des 
JAL mu'lo / bàà5l mu'lài des 
PAL mu'lo mu'lài des 
KOL mu'lo mà'lài des 
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 118. night 119. morning 120. noon 
GUP 'rà8àti loS7Tu'ki dà'zoo 
PUN 'rà8àti loS7Ti'ki / loS7'Tàk / cVl dà'zo8o5 
HUN 'r†à8àti 'càlti dà'yo8o5 
NAG 'rà8àti lUS7TI'koo dà'zoo5 / dà'e{à 
CLT 'rà8àti lUS7TI'kyoo dà'zo8o5 / dà'yo8o5 
GIL 'rà8àti cVlbu'jŒŠŒ‡ / 'cVlbuj dà'zo8o5 
SAS 'rà8àti 'càlbuc dà'yo8o5 
BAG 'rà8àti 'càlbuc dà'yo8o5 
BUN 'r†à8àti sà'bààT dà'yoo 
RON 'rààti cVl / lo'ceki {à'o 
GOH 'rà8àti sàbà dàzo 
DSH 'rà8àti 'loS7Tei / lo / sV'bà dà'zo8o5 
AST 'rà8àti 'loS7Tei dà'zo8o5 
KAC 'rà8àti cwEl / cwE'luko dà'zo8o5 
SAT 'rà8àti cwEl dà'zo8o5 
GUL 'rààti cwVl dà'zo8o5 
KRM 'rààti cVl / sV'bàTe dà'zuko 
DRS 'ràti cwVl — 
CHK 'rà8àtiƒ sà'bài dà'zo 
CHJ 'rà8àtiƒ sà'bà dà'zoo5 
DAR 'r†à8àti sà'bà / luS7à'eko dà'zo 
TAN 'rà8àti luS7à'eko dà'zoo 
SAZ 'rààti sV'bà / cwEl / cVl dV'zo 
HAR 'rà8àti sV'bà dV'zo 
JAL 'rà8àti loo dà'zo / Gàr'mà 
PAL rà8àti loo / loo}I'ki dà'zo / Gàr'mà 
KOL 'rà8àtiƒ loo / lo}Ike dà'zo / Gàr'mV  
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 121. evening 122. yesterday 123. today 
GUP }àm / bI'luki bI'làh V} 
PUN }àm / bIlV'kààl bI'làh / bV'làh V} 
HUN }àm bà'làh 'àco 
NAG }àm / bàlà'kàà5l bà'làh 'àcu 
CLT }àm bà'làh 'àcu 
GIL }àm / bElV'kàà5l bà'làh à} 
SAS }àm / bVzV'kàl / mà'xàm bV'làh à} 
BAG }àm bV'làh à} 
BUN }àm / mV'xàm bi'là V} 
RON }àm / bVzu'kàli bI'làh V} 
GOH màxàm bI'làh V} 
DSH mà'xàm bi'làh V} 
AST }àm bi'làh V} 
KAC }àm / bà'zuko bI'loko V} 
SAT }àm bI'làh V} 
GUL bààs bI'làh V} 
KRM }àm bI'là à} 
DRS }àm byà'là à} 
CHK mà'xàm / bi'làko bI'làh V} 
CHJ mà'xàm bI'làh V} 
DAR mV'xàm / bI'làdà bi'làh à} 
TAN mà'xàm / bI'làki bI'làh V} 
SAZ mV'xàm bI'làh V} 
HAR mV'xàm bI'làh V} 
JAL mà'xàm be'làh à} 
PAL mà'xVm bE'làh à} 
KOL mà'xàm bI'làh / be'làh à} 
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 124. tomorrow 125. week 126. month 
GUP loS7'Tàki 'hVftV moos 
PUN loS7'Tàki / DoŒ†  'hàftà / sVd'dezi moos 
HUN luS7'Te 'pàr†bV 'deo mààz / mààt_s 
NAG 'loS7Te hVph'tà mààz 
CLT 'loS7tE sVd'dezi moot_s / mààt_s 
GIL luS7'Tàkiƒ sàt'dezi màz 
SAS loS7'Tààki sVd'dezi mààt_s / mààz 
BAG luS7'Tàkiƒ sVd'dezi mààt_s 
BUN lu'S7ààki / lo'S7Tààki 'hVftà / sVt'dezi mààs 
RON looS7'C7àki / lo'C7àki hVftà mààz / màt_s 
GOH lo'}àà5ki / Do3o3c — mo8os 
DSH 'loS7Tei / loS7'Tààki 'hVftà mos 
AST 'loS7Tei 'hVftà / sVd'dezi mos 
KAC lo'}ààki / loS7To à3S7 dezi mos 
SAT 'lo8oS7To à3S7 dezi mos 
GUL 'loS7Tei 'hVftà mos 
KRM 'loS7To 'hVftà / sàd'dezi mooz / moos 
DRS 'loS7tE 'hVftà moz 
CHK Do3o3c / lUS7'Tàki hàf'tV / sVd'dezi moos 
CHJ 'Do3o3}i hàf'tV moos 
DAR 'DooK}i hàf'tà / }Vt'dezi moos 
TAN DooK}e sVt'dezi moos 
SAZ 'doo5Kchi 'jUmà / sVt'dezi moos 
HAR lo'S7ààko sVt'dezi moos 
JAL 'Do3o3ciƒ 'jumà / sVt'dezi moos 
PAL Do3o3c ju'mà mo3o3s 
KOL 'Do3o3ciƒ / lu'C7àki 'jumV / hàf'tV moos 
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 127. year 128. old 129. new 
GUP kàl 'po8oNo 'nàwo / nào 
PUN kàl / 'bVrIS7 'po8oNo nà3u 
HUN 'kà8àlo / i'welo 'prono 'nàwo 
NAG sàl / e'welu 'pro8ono nà'u 
CLT kà8àlo / à'welo 'prono nà3u3 
GIL kàà5l / 'bVrIS7 'pro8ono nà3u 
SAS sàl / à'welo 'prono nà3u3 
BAG à'welo 'prono nà3u3 
BUN kà8àl / sàl 'poNo nàu 
RON kàl / à'welo 'prooNo nà3u3 
GOH kàà5l 'proNo / poNo nVo3 
DSH sàl / à'welo 'prono nàu3 
AST sàl 'prono nVu3 
KAC kàl / à'welo 'prooNo nà3u3 
SAT kàl / à'welo 'pro8oNo nà3u3 
GUL sàl / à'welo 'proNo 'nàwo 
KRM sàl / à'welo 'prono 'nào 
DRS 'bVZ7IS7 — — 
CHK kàl 'proNo / 'poNo nVo3 
CHJ kàà5l 'poNo nVo3 
DAR kààl 'po3No nào3 
TAN kààl 'poNo nào3 
SAZ kàl 'poNo nVo / noo 
HAR kàà5l 'poNo nàà 
JAL kàl 'poNo / 'po8oNo no3 
PAL kàl 'poNo no3 
KOL kàl 'poNo / 'po8oNo 'no / noo 
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 130. good 131. bad 132. wet 
GUP 'mIS7To 'khVco 'àZ7o 
PUN 'mIS7To / sVm 'khVco 'àZ7o 
HUN 'mIC7o khV'càTo 'àZ7o 
NAG 'mIS7Tu 'khVcu / khV'cVThu 'àZ7o 
CLT 'miS7To 'khVco / khV'cVtu 'àZ7o / bi'làdu 
GIL 'mIS7To / sVm 'khVco 'àZ7o 
SAS 'mIC7o / 'mIS7To 'khVco 'àZ7o 
BAG 'mIC7o 'khVco 'àZ7o 
BUN 'mIS7o / 'sVm 'khVco 'àZ7o / bI'làdo 
RON 'miC7o 'khVco 'àZ7o 
GOH mIS7To 'kVco 'àZ7o / bI'lVdo 
DSH 'mIS7To / sVm 'khVco 'àZ7o 
AST 'mIS7To 'khVco / khV'càTo 'àZ7o 
KAC 'mIS7To / sVm 'khVco 'àZ7o / bI'lVdo 
SAT 'mIS7To 'khVco 'àZ7o / bI'lVdo 
GUL 'mIS7To V't_sVko 'àZ7o / bI'lVdo 
KRM S7à'boko V't_sVko 'àZ7o / bi'làdo 
DRS 'mIS7to / S7à'boko — 'àZ7o 
CHK 'mIS7To 'khVco0 'àZ7o / bI'lVdo 
CHJ 'mIS7To 'khVco0 'àZ7o / bI'lVdo 
DAR 'mIS7To / sVm à'sàko / 'khVco 'àZ7e / bI'làdo / sà'kàro 
TAN 'mIS7To V'sVko bI'lVdo 
SAZ mVNV'ne / sVm V't_sVko bI'lVdo / sV'kVro 
HAR mVNV'ne V'sVko sV'kVro 
JAL màRV'nài / 'sVmUn à'sVko / kV'C7àTo bi'làdo 
PAL màRV'nài à't_sVko / kV'càTo 'àZ7o / bi'làdo 
KOL mVRV'nei / sVm kVcVTo à{o / bi'lVdo 
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 133. dry 134. long 135. short 
GUP '}uko 'Z7Igo 'khuTo 
PUN '}uko 'JIgo / 'Z7Igo 'khuTo 
HUN '}uko 'Z7igo khu'To 
NAG '}uku 'Jigu kho'To 
CLT '}uku 'JIgo / 'Z7igo 'khuto 
GIL '}uko 'Jigo 'khuTo 
SAS '}uko 'jIgo 'khuTo 
BAG '}uko 'Z7igo 'khuTo 
BUN '}uko 'Z7igo / 'Jigo 'khUTo 
RON '}uko 'JIgo 'khuTo 
GOH '}uko 'Z7igo 'khuTo 
DSH '}uko 'Jigo 'khuTo 
AST '}uko 'Jigo 'khuTo 
KAC '}uko 'Z7Igo 'khuTo 
SAT '}uko 'Z7IKo 'khuTo 
GUL '}uko 'Jigo 'khuTo 
KRM '}uko 'Z7iKo khU'TuTo 
DRS '}uko 'Z7iKo — 
CHK '}uko 'Jigo / 'Z7igo 'khuTo 
CHJ '}uko 'Z7igo 'khuTo 
DAR '}uko 'Z7Igo 'khuTo 
TAN '}uko 'Z7Igo 'khuTo 
SAZ '}uko 'Z7igo 'khuTo 
HAR '}uko 'Z7igo 'khuTo 
JAL '}iku0 'Z7igo / 'Z7Ugo 'khuTo 
PAL '}uku0 'Z7Igo / 'Z7Ugo 'khuThu0 
KOL '}uku0 'Z7Igo / 'Z7Ugo 'khUTo0 
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 136. hot 137. cold 138. right 
GUP 'tàto }I'dVlo dà'C7hino / dà'S7ino 
PUN 'tààto }I'dVlo dà'C7hino 
HUN 'tàà5to soo5r† dà'C7ino 
NAG 'tàà5to }I'dàlo / soo5r dV'C7hinu 
CLT 'tàà5tu }I'dVlo / soo5r dà'C7hino 
GIL 'tàà5to }i'dàlo dV'S7ino / dV'C7hino 
SAS 'tà8àto }I'dVlo dà'C7Ino / dàS7Ino 
BAG 'tà8àto }i'dVlo / soo5r† dà'S7ino 
BUN 'tàà5to }I'dàlo dV'S7iNo 
RON 'tààto }I'dVlo dà'S7ini 
GOH 'tààto }i'dVlo / soo5r dà'}ino 
DSH 'tàto C7à'o3 / }I'dVlo dà'C7ino / dà'S7ino 
AST 'tàto C7à'u3 dà'C7ino 
KAC 'tààto cà'Ko / }I'dVlo dV'}Ino 
SAT 'tàto cà'Ko dàS7'Tino 
GUL 'tàto C7à'u3 dàS7'tino 
KRM 'tàto C7hV'Ko dàS7'C7ino 
DRS 'tàto C7e dVS7'tino 
CHK 'tVto }i'dVlo / co3i dà'S7ino 
CHJ 'tVto }i'dVlo / C7à'Ko dà'S7ino 
DAR 'tààto }i'dàlo / C7à'Ko dà'S7iKi 
TAN 'tVto }i'dVlo là'C7ino 
SAZ 'tVto }I'dVlo dà'C7hino 
HAR 'tVto C7V'hu dà'S7ino 
JAL 'tVto C7à'u3u3 dà'C7ino / dà'S7ino 
PAL 'tVto C7à3'u3u3 dà'cIno / dà'cUno 
KOL 'tVth / 'tVto C7u3u3 dà'S7inE 
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 139. left 140. near 141. far 
GUP 'khVbo 'kVci dur† 
PUN 'khVbo 'kVci du8u5r 
HUN 'khVbo 'kVci du8u5r 
NAG 'khVbo 'kVci du8u5r 
CLT 'khVbo 'kVci du8u5r† 
GIL 'khVbu 'kVci du8u5r 
SAS 'khVbo 'kVci du8u5r† 
BAG khà'bo 'kVci du8u5r 
BUN 'khVbo / 'xVbo 'kVci / 'EElà du8u5r 
RON 'khVbo 'Ele duur 
GOH 'khàbo 'ElE duur 
DSH 'khVbo 'ele / 'kVci duu5r 
AST 'khVbo 'ele duur 
KAC 'khVbo 'ele / 'kVci duu5r 
SAT 'khVbo 'ele duur 
GUL 'khVbo 'ele duur 
KRM 'khVbo 'eele / 'EElE duur 
DRS khài'bom — — 
CHK 'khàbo 'ElE duur 
CHJ 'khàbo 'ElE / 'kVci duur 
DAR 'khàbi 'kV}e dur 
TAN 'khVbo 'kVci duur 
SAZ 'khVbo / khV'bUto 'Ele duur 
HAR 'khVbo 'ElE duur 
JAL ko'bothu 'ElV / 'EElV0 duu5r 
PAL kà'bothu0 / kà'bVtho 'ElV0 du8u5r / dur 
KOL kà'bUto 'ElE dur 
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 142. big 143. small 144. heavy 
GUP 'bVRo 'cuno hà'guro 
PUN 'bVRo 'cuno hà'guro 
HUN 'bVRo 'cuno à'guro 
NAG 'bVRo 'cuno à'guro 
CLT 'bVRo 'cuno hà'guro 
GIL 'bVRo 'cuno hà'guro / à'guro 
SAS 'bVRo 'cuno à'guro 
BAG 'bVRo 'cuno à'guro 
BUN 'bVRo 'cuNo hà'guro 
RON 'bVRo 'cuNo hà'guro 
GOH 'bVRo cuno hà'guro 
DSH 'bVRo 'cuNo hà'guro 
AST 'bVRo 'cuno hà'Kuro / àK'uro 
KAC 'bVRo 'cuNo à'Kur†o 
SAT 'bVRo 'cuNo à'Kur†o 
GUL 'bVRo 'cuno àK'uro 
KRM 'boRo 'cuno à'Kuro 
DRS 'bàRo 'cuNi — 
CHK 'bVRo 'cuNo hà'guro 
CHJ 'bVRo 'cuNo hà'guro 
DAR 'bVRo 'cuNo hà'guro 
TAN 'bVRo 'cuno hà'guro 
SAZ 'bVRo 'cuno hà'guro 
HAR 'bVRo 'cuno / 'lEko hà'guro 
JAL 'bVRo 'lEku0 hà'guro 
PAL 'bVRo 'lEku0 hà'guro 
KOL 'bVRo 'lEku0 hà'guro 
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 145. light 146. above 147. below 
GUP là'hUko à'jà khU'nà 
PUN 'loo5ko à'jà 'khIri 
HUN 'loo5ko à'jàh khi'ri 
NAG 'loo5ko à'ji 'khIri 
CLT 'loo5ko à'ji 'khIri 
GIL 'loo5ko à'{i / à'ji 'khIri 
SAS 'loo5ko à'je 'khIri 
BAG 'loo5ko à'je khI'ri 
BUN 'loo5ko à'ji 'khIri 
RON 'loo5ko V'jà 'khIri 
GOH 'loo5ko à'jà 'khirE 
DSH 'loo5ko à'jàh 'khVri 
AST 'loo5ko à'jàh 'khVri 
KAC 'loo5ko V'jV / V'je 'khVri 
SAT 'loo5ko V'Z7V 'khVri 
GUL 'loo5ko à'jàh 'khVri 
KRM 'looko à'jà 'khVri 
DRS 'loko à'jà 'khVri 
CHK là'hokhu à'jà 'khVri 
CHJ là'hokhu / loo5ko V'jà 'khVri 
DAR là'oko à'{à / à'jà 'khàri 
TAN là'huko à'jà 'khVri 
SAZ là'huko V'jV 'khVri 
HAR là'oko à'yà 'khàrE 
JAL là'hoku / là'hoku0 u'thàlo 'khEre / 'khVre 
PAL là'hoku 'Dogu / u'thàlo 'khVre / 'khEre 
KOL là'huko0 / là'huko0 'Dogo 'khVri 
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 148. white 149. black 150. red 
GUP '}eo 'kino lu'hilo 
PUN '}eo 'kino 'loo5lyo 
HUN '}eo 'kino lu'wo 
NAG '}eu 'kinu 'loilu / 'làilu 
CLT '}eo 'kIno lou 
GIL '}eo 'kino 'loo5lyo 
SAS '}eo 'kino loo / 'lolo / 'lowo 
BAG '}eo 'kino loo 
BUN }oo 'kINo loo 
RON '}eo 'kiNo loo 
GOH }o kiNo 'lolo 
DSH }eo 'kiNo 'loo5lo 
AST }eo 'kiNo 'loo5lo 
KAC }o 'kino 'lolo / 'lolyo 
SAT }o 'kiNo 'lolo 
GUL }Io 'kiNo 'loo5lo 
KRM }o 'kiNo 'lolo 
DRS }o 'kiNo 'lolo 
CHK }o 'kiNo 'lilo / 'lolo 
CHJ }o 'kiNo 'lilo / 'lolo / lI'hilo 
DAR }eo 'kINo 'liilo 
TAN '}Io 'kiNo lu'hilo 
SAZ '}io 'kiNo lu'hilo 
HAR '}io 'kiNo lu'elo / 'lolo 
JAL }eo / }io 'kiNo lI'hilo 
PAL '}eo / }Io 'kiNo li'hilu 
KOL }eo / }oo 'kiNo li'hIlo 
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 151. one 152. two 153. three 
GUP Ek du C7e 
PUN Ek du C7e 
HUN Ek du C7e 
NAG Ek du C7ee / C7uee 
CLT Ek du C7e 
GIL Ek du C7ee 
SAS Ek du C7e 
BAG Ek du C7e 
BUN Ek du C7uee / C7ee 
RON Ek du C7e 
GOH Ek du C7e 
DSH Ek du C7e 
AST Ek du C7e 
KAC Ek du C7e 
SAT Ek du C7e 
GUL Ek du C7e 
KRM Ek du C7e 
DRS Ek du C7e 
CHK Ek du C7e 
CHJ Ek du C7e 
DAR Ek du C7e 
TAN Ek du C7e 
SAZ Ek du C7e 
HAR Ek du C7e 
JAL Ek du C7e 
PAL Ek du C7ei 
KOL Ekh du C7ue 
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 154. four 155. five 156. six 
GUP càr† po} S7à 
PUN càr† po} S7à 
HUN 'càwu po3i S7à 
NAG càr po3i S7uà 
CLT càr† po3Œ† S7à 
GIL càr po} S7à 
SAS càr po} S7à 
BAG càr† po3Œ† S7à 
BUN càr po} S7uV 
RON càr† po3Œ† S7V 
GOH càr† po} S7V 
DSH càr po} S7à 
AST càr po} S7à 
KAC càr po} S7V 
SAT càr† po3} S7V 
GUL càr po} S7à 
KRM càr po} S7V 
DRS càr po3} S7V 
CHK càr† po} S7V 
CHJ càr† po} S7V 
DAR càr po} S7V 
TAN càr po} S7à 
SAZ càr po} S7V 
HAR càr† po} S7V 
JAL càr po} S7à 
PAL càr po} S7à 
KOL càr po} S7à / S7wà 
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 157. seven 158. eight 159. nine 
GUP sVt V3S7t nào3 
PUN sVt àS7 nVo3 
HUN sVt à3nC7 nu8u3 
NAG sVt à3C7h nVo 
CLT sVt à3C7 'nào 
GIL sVt à3S7 nàu 
SAS sVth à3} nà3u3 
BAG sVth à3C7 nà3u3 
BUN sVt à3S7 nVo3 
RON sVth VT nà3o3 
GOH sVth V3S7 nà3o3 
DSH sVt V3S7 nVo3 
AST sVt V3S7T nVo3 
KAC sVth à3S7 nà3o3 
SAT sVth à3S7T nà3o3 
GUL sVt à3S7T nVo3 
KRM sVt V3S7T nào 
DRS sVt à3S7T nàu 
CHK sVth à3S7 nà3o3 
CHJ sVth V3S7 nà3o3 
DAR sVth à3S7 nào3 
TAN sVth à3S7 nà3o3 
SAZ sVth V3S7 nào 
HAR sVth à3S7 nà3o3 
JAL sVth à3S7 nà3u3 
PAL sVth à3S7 nà3u3 
KOL sVth à3S7 nVu3 
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 160. ten 161. eleven 162. twelve 
GUP dài V'kài bài 
PUN dài E'kài bài 
HUN dài I'kài bài 
NAG dài I'kài 'bài 
CLT dài V'kài bài 
GIL 'dei / 'dài V'kài 'bài 
SAS 'dVi E'kài bài 
BAG dVi E'kài 'bài 
BUN dVi i'kài bài 
RON dVi I'kài bài 
GOH dVi Vkài bài 
DSH dài V'kài 'bài 
AST dài V'kài 'bài 
KAC dài V'kài bwài 
SAT dVi V'kài bwài 
GUL dài V'kài bwài / bwoi 
KRM dài V'kài bwoi 
DRS 'dài V'kài bwOi 
CHK dài V'kài bài 
CHJ dVi V'kài bài 
DAR dài V'kài bài 
TAN dài V'kài bài 
SAZ dVi V'kài bài 
HAR dài V'kài bài 
JAL dài V'kài bài 
PAL 'dài à'kài bài 
KOL dài à'kài bài 
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 163. twenty 164. one hundred 165. who 
GUP bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl ko8o5 
PUN bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl ko8o5 
HUN bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl ko8o5 
NAG bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl ko8o5 
CLT bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl ko8o5 
GIL bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl ko8o5 
SAS bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl ko8o5 
BAG bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl ko8o5 
BUN bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl ko8o5 
RON bii }Vl koo 
GOH bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl ko8Œ‡ 
DSH bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl koi 
AST bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl koi 
KAC bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl koi / koo 
SAT bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl koŒ‡ 
GUL bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl koi 
KRM biŒ‡ }Vl 'koi 
DRS bii }El koi 
CHK biŒ‡ }Vl koi 
CHJ biŒ‡ }Vl koi 
DAR biŒ‡ }Vl koe 
TAN biŒ‡ }Vl koe 
SAZ bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl koi 
HAR bii }Vl koi 
JAL bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl ko'ei / kwei 
PAL bŒŠŒ‡ }Vl 'koe / koi 
KOL bii }Vl ko'ei / kwei 
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 166. what 167. where 168. when 
GUP jek koo5ni kV'ree 
PUN jek koo5n kV're8e5 
HUN jek 'koo5ni kV're8e5 
NAG jek koo5nyi kà'rE8E5 
CLT jek ko8o5n kà're8e5 
GIL jek koo5N / koo5nTe kà're8e5 
SAS jek koo5n kà're8e5 
BAG jEk ko8o5ny / jà kà're8e5 
BUN jek ko8o5n kà're8e5 
RON jek 'jààTe kV'ree 
GOH jek koo5n kV're8e5 
DSH jok 'koo5nE kà'ree5 
AST yok 'koo5nE kà'ree5 
KAC yok / jek 'koo5nE / jà kV're8e5 
SAT yok 'koo5nE kV're8e5 
GUL jok 'koonE kà'ree 
KRM jok 'koo5nTe kà're 
DRS {ok 'kone 'kàre 
CHK jok 'koo5nV / 'kudi kV'rV 
CHJ jok 'koo5nV kV'rV / kV'ree5 
DAR je / jek 'koo5lE kà'rEE5 
TAN je koo5lE kV'ree5 
SAZ jok 'koodà kV'ree5 
HAR jok 'koodà kV'ree5 
JAL juk / joo ku'dŒŠŒ‡ / 'koRo kV'rV 
PAL jo / jok kooR kV'rV 
KOL jok / {ok / joo 'koRo / 'kooRo kV'rà 
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 169. how many 170. which 171. this 
GUP kV'cààk kV'yok 'ànu 
PUN kV'càk / kV'tàk ke8e5 / ko8o5 'ànu 
HUN kV'tyàk ko8o5 à'no 
NAG kà'cààk / kV'tyààk ko8o5 / kà'yek 'ànu 
CLT kV'cààk / kVtyàk ko8o5 / kà'yok à'nu 
GIL kV'càk ko8o5 / ko8o5k 'ànu / 'àne 
SAS kV'cààk ko8o5 / kei 'ànu 
BAG kà'cààk ko8o5 / ke8e5 'àno / 'àne 
BUN kà'càk ko8o5 / ke8e5 'ànu 
RON kV'cààk kook V'no 
GOH kV'cààk ko8Œ‡ Vno 
DSH kV'càk koi 'ànu / 'àni 
AST kV'càk koi 'ànu / 'àni 
KAC kV'càk ko8Œ‡ / ko8o5 'Vni / 'Vno 
SAT kV'cààk ko8Œ‡ 'Vni 
GUL kV'cààk kV'nàok / kV'nào 'ànu 
KRM kV'cà koi / kà'nu 'ànu 
DRS 'kVcV — 'àno 
CHK kV'cààk ko8Œ‡ 'àno 
CHJ kV'cààk ko8Œ‡ ài 
DAR kV'cààk koi 'ànu3 
TAN kV'cààk koi / kV'dào 'Vnu 
SAZ kV'cààk kV'do à'no 
HAR kV'cààk kV'do 'àno 
JAL kV'càk / kV'càà ko8Œ‡ / jo ài 
PAL kV'càà 'koe / kà3 ài 
KOL kV'càk kV'do ài 
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 172. that 173. these 174. those 
GUP à'lo 'àni 'àli 
PUN o8o5 'àni e8e5 
HUN o8o5 à'ni e8Œ‡ 
NAG oo5 / 'pàro 'àni ee / pà'rei 
CLT o8o5 'àni e8Œ‡ 
GIL oo5 / ro / ee5 'àni eŒ‡ 
SAS o8o5 à'ni ei 
BAG o8o5 'àni e8Œ‡ 
BUN o8o5 'àni e8e5 
RON àà  'Vni ee 
GOH àà5 Vni ài 
DSH àà5 'àni ài 
AST àà5 'àni àà5 
KAC à8à5 / o8o5 'Vni e8e5 / o8o5 
SAT à8o5 'Vni àà5 / ee5 
GUL ào 'àni àà 
KRM 'ào 'àni àà 
DRS 'àu — — 
CHK ài / pà'rài 'àni ài / pàrài 
CHJ ài / àà ài ee 
DAR 'àlo 'àni 'àle 
TAN 'VRo 'Vni à'Ri 
SAZ à'yo 'àni 'àde 
HAR E'à 'Vni 'àde 
JAL ài / à'sV ài / àà ài / àà 
PAL ài ài ài 
KOL à'so ài / àà à'so 
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 175. same 176. different 177. whole 
GUP pV'ruule 'mute 'mute 'purà / tà'zà 
PUN pV'r†uule / 'yuulE / 'chEle 'pu8uro 
 Ek 'kIsme 
HUN Ek pà'r†uule 'yuulE / 'VlVk 'VlVk Tok 
NAG 'EkE pà'rulà 'yule 'yule / muthe 'pu8uro / tUk 
CLT EkV pà'rolV 'mutE Tok 
GIL Ek pà'ruule / 'chEle 'chEle 'puro / 
 Ek }àn nE phu'Tulo 
SAS 'EkV 'poolo 'cVlo 'puuro 
BAG àkV'poolo 'cVlo / 'cElE nà phu'Tiyo 
BUN pà'ruule / 'VlVg / 'chElo / 'yulo 'pu8uro 
 'poo5lo 
RON pà'rulo àlVg àlVg 'puro / 'tàzà 
GOH Ek }àn àlVk àlVk puuro 
DSH pà'rulE 'VlVg 'VlVg / 'mUtho / 'puuro 
 'hurE / 'chElo 
AST pà'rulo / 'VlVg / 'mUtho / 'hurE 'puuro / 
 Ek }àn noo phu'Tilo 
KAC pà'rulE 'huro 'pu8uro 
SAT pà'rulo 'àlVk / 'huro — 
GUL pà'ruule 'VlVg 'VlVg 'puuNo 
KRM pà'rule VlVg VlVg 'tàzà 
DRS — — — 
CHK pà'rulo / Ek }àn 'muthV 'puuro 
CHJ Ek }àn ju'dà / àlVg àlVg 'puuro 
DAR Ek }àn ju'dà ju'dà / àlVk àlVk 'phuro / 'jiino 
TAN Ek }àn 'àlVg 'àlVg / chEle chEle sàf 
SAZ Ek }àn ju'dà ju'dà 'jino 
HAR Ek }àn ju'dà ju'dà 'sàf 
JAL Ek 'kIsVm ju'dà / 'muthu rVK 'sà8àro / 
 nV phu'Thilo 
PAL Ek 'kisVme / ju'dà / 'muthu 'sàro / roG 
 Ek '}ànyo 
KOL Ekh t_siz ju'dà puuro / roG 
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 178. broken 179. few 180. many 
GUP phu'Thilo 'àpo / kVm làu 
PUN phu'Thilo 'àpo / 'kVmEk làu / làà 
HUN TVq / phU'Tiido / 'kVmVk 'bodo 
 fU'Tiido 
NAG TVq 'kVmEk 'bode 
CLT phu'Tidu 'kVmVk 'bodu 
GIL phu'Tilo 'àpo / 'kVmEk 'bodo 
SAS phu'Tiiyo 'àpo / 'kVmVk 'bodo 
BAG phu'Tiyo 'àpo 'bodo 
BUN fu'tilo / fu'tido 'Vpo / 'kVmVk 'bodo 
RON phu'Tu 'àpo / kVmEk 'bodo 
GOH phuTilo kVmVkh là / 'bode 
DSH phu'Thilo 'àpo / 'kVmVk 'làu / 'lài / là 
AST phu'Thilo 'àpo / 'kVmVk 'làu / là 
KAC phu'Tito / phu'Tilo 'àpo / 'kVmVkh là / 'bodE 
SAT phu'Rilo 'àpho / kVm 'làu / là 
GUL phu'Rilo — 'làu 
KRM pho'Rilo 'kVmIk 'bodo 
DRS pho'Tyono zàsEk là 
CHK phu'Tilo 'àPo / 'kVmVkh là / 'bodo 
CHJ phu'Tilo 'àPo / 'kVmVkh là 
DAR phu'Tilo 'àpho / 'kVm 'làRo 
TAN phu'Tilo 'àpho 'làRo 
SAZ phu'Tilo 'àpo loo 
HAR phu'Tilo 'àpo lào 
JAL phu'Thilo 'àfo / kVm loo 
PAL phu'Thilo 'àfo 'lou 
KOL phu'ThIlo 'àpho 'loo 
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 181. all 182. you eat! 183. the dog bites 
GUP 'buTE tus khàh }us 'khVwVn 
PUN 'buTE tus khàh }o3 Z7Vn thEn 
HUN 'buTe tusV khàh }u3 se Z7Vn thu 
NAG 'pu8ure tus khàh }u3s JVn thuu 
CLT 'buTE / 'puure tus khàh }us Z7Vn thu 
GIL 'buTe tus khàh }u3s JVn thEn / Z7Vn 
SAS bu'Te / 'puure tus khàh }u3s JVn thEn / Z7Vn 
BAG 'buTe tus khàh }us Z7Vn thu 
BUN 'pu8ure / 'buTe tUs khà / xàh }us Z7Vn thUn 
RON 'buTe tusE khà }use Z7Vn tyun 
GOH buTE tus kàh }u3 càpo 
DSH 'buTE tus khàh }u3 se Z7Vn tho 
AST 'buTE tusE khàh }u3 se Z7Vn tho 
KAC 'buTE / 'puurE tus khàh }uK se Z7Vn tà3o3 
SAT buRo tusE khà }uKi Z7VK tào 
GUL 'buDe tusE khàh }u3i Z7Vn tho / thà3u3 
KRM 'buRe tusE khà '}uKi Z7Vn 'thà3o3 
DRS buDe khono — 
CHK 'buTo tus khà }u3s cà'po 
CHJ 'buTE tus khà }u3s cà'pin 
DAR 'buTe tuse khà }uwe3 cà'pho 
TAN 'buTe tuse khà }usE cV'pŒ† 
SAZ 'buTe tu khà }us cà'pe3 
HAR 'buTE tusE khà }usE cV'piK 
JAL 'buTE / 'buTV tus khàh }Œ† cV'pàu 
PAL 'buThE tus kàh }Œ† cV'pàu 
KOL 'buTE0 tu khàh }e3 cà'pàu 
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 184. you are hungry 185. you drink! 186. you are thirsty 
GUP tu ni'rolo hVno tus pih wei '}Uko 
PUN tu ni'rono hVn tus pih te wei 'kàididIn 
HUN tu o'yàno 'hVno / tusV pih tu o'yu3yo bi'yVno 
 bI'yàno 
NAG tu o'yàno 'bigàno tus pih tu o'yuyu bi'gVno / 
 tu wei '}UkUno 
CLT tu o'yVno bi'yVno / tus pih tu wei }u'khuno 
 bi'gVno 
GIL tu o'yàno 'bIgàno tus pih tuT wei'àl 'wVtin 
SAS tu o'yVno bi'yVno tus pih te we'yàl 'àlIn / 
 tu wà'yàl bi'gVno 
BAG tu o'yàno bi'gVno  tus pih tuT we'yàl S7à'tin / 
 wàyàl 'bigVno 
BUN tu nI'ràno hV'no / tUs pih tUT weiàl 'wàtin 
 o'yàno 
RON tu o'yàno hIno  tusE pih tu o3'yàlo hVno 
GOH tu nirono hVn / tus pih tu we'lilo 
 tu unilQn 
DSH tu on'yàlo / tus pih tu weili'là3u3 / 
 tu ni'rono hà3u3 tutE o'yà3l 'àlIK 
AST tu on'yàlo / tusE pih tutE on'yàl àlŒ† 
 no'rono hà3u3 
KAC tu ni'rono hà3u3 / tusE pih tu un'yàlo hVno 
 tu o'yVno hà3u3 
SAT tu nirono ho3Œ† / tusE pih tu kUm'}e ho3Œ† / 
 tu onyelo tu o'yà3l dŒ† 
GUL tu u'niye hà3u3 / tusE pih ture U'nyàl àli 
 ni'rono 
KRM tu u'nyiài tusE pi tu 'skom}i bà3Œ† 
DRS — pi — 
CHK tu nirono hVn / tus pih tu we'lilo 
 tu u'nilo e 
CHJ tu u'nilo nQ tus pih tu we'lilo nQ 
DAR nu'rono bIlos / tus pi tu we'lilo 
 tu nuru'elo 
TAN nI'rono tus pi wài'lilo 
SAZ ni'rolo tUsE pi weà'lilo 
HAR nI'rono tUsE pi tu wài'lilo 
JAL tu u'nilno'yQ3 tus pih tu u'lilono'yQ3 
PAL tu unilono'yQ3 / tus pih tu ulilono'yQ3 
 niro'noQ3 
KOL u'nilono'yQ / tus pih tu u'lilo'noyoQ3 
 tu nEron'no3i 
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 187. you sleep! 188. you lie down! 189. you sit down! 
GUP tu soh tu Z7ee5k boh tu bei 
PUN tu soh tu Z7ee5k boh tu be8Œ‡ 
HUN tu soh tu Z7ee5k boh tu be8Œ‡ 
NAG tu soh tu Jee5k boh tu be8Œ‡ 
CLT tu soh tu Z7eek boh tu bei 
GIL tu soh tu JEE5k boh / Z7EE5k boh tu be8Œ‡ 
SAS tu soh tu Jek boh / Z7eek boh tu be8Œ‡ 
BAG tu soh tu Z7eek boh tu be8Œ‡ 
BUN tu soh tu Tàà5m boh / {ee5k boh tu be8Œ‡ 
RON tu so tu Z7eek bo tu bei 
GOH tu soh tu {ee5k boh tu bài 
DSH tu soh tu Z7ee5k boh tu be8Œ‡ 
AST tu soh tu Z7ee5k boh tu be8Œ‡ 
KAC tu so tu Jeek boh / tu DIl boh / tu beŒ‡ 
 tààm 
SAT tu so tu {ek boh / tu tàm boh tu bei 
GUL tu soh tu Z7eŒ† bo tu bei 
KRM tu so tu DIl bo tu beŒ‡ 
DRS soi hà3Œ† / niS7 thEs — bi 
CHK tu soh / 'nI}tV tu tàm bo / tu jek bo tu bei 
CHJ tu soh / 'nI}tV0 tu tàm bo / tu jek bo tu bei 
DAR tu soh tu tàà5m bo tu bei 
TAN so / tus 'niS7TE tu tàà5m bo tu bei 
SAZ tu so tàà5m bo bei 
HAR tu so / tus 'ni}te tàà5m bo bei 
JAL tus 'ni}tà tu Z7eek boh tu bee 
PAL tu 'ni}tV tu Z7eek boh tu beŒ‡ 
KOL tu 'ni}tà tu {eek boh tu bee 
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 190. you give! 191. you burn the wood! 192. he died 
GUP tus dEh tus kàTV dEh ro 'muo 
PUN tus dEh tus juk dài oo5 mu8u3 
HUN tusV dEh tusV juk dài wo 'muo 
NAG tus dEh tus 'cuni dàe ro mu8u3 
CLT tus dEh tus 'cuni dài / tus juk dài o8o5 mu3u3 
GIL tus dEh tus juk dei / tus hà'gàr thEh oo5 mu8u3 
SAS tus dEh tus juk dài ro mu3o3 
BAG tus dEh tus juk dài ro mu3o3 
BUN tus dEh tus juk dàieh oo5 mu3u3 
RON tusE dEh tu ju'kuro Vgàr S7E ro 'mu3u3 
GOH tus deh tus 'kàRTe dVi so mu3 
DSH tus dEh 'kàTo dei / juk dàieh yo mu3u3 
AST tusE dEh 'kàTo dài àà mu3u3 
KAC tusE dEh tus juk dài / tus juk S7e oo 'muo 
SAT tusE dEh tusE 'kàTo dVi / tus juk dà'i Z7o 'muo 
GUL tusE dEh kààTE dàih Z7o 'muo 
KRM tuse dEh tuse 'kààRe phuS7 Z7o 'muwo 
DRS dE kàTo S7Em / fu thEm — 
CHK tus dVh tusE kàTo dVi so mu3 
CHJ tusV dVh tusE kàTo dVi so mu3 
DAR tus pà'le tus kàTe 'phu de mu3Ro3 
TAN tus dE 'kààTo phu de 'mu3Ro3 
SAZ 'tusE dEh 'phu de so muu 
HAR pV'le 'phu de so muu 
JAL tus dàh tus kààTh dV'hà sài mu3u3 
PAL tus dàh tus kàRT dV'hà so mu3u3 
KOL tus dàh / pV'làh tus kààTh dV'hà 'àso mu3 
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 193. you kill the bird! 194. the bird flies 195. you walk! 
GUP tus 'cài mà'rEh 'cài se tor din tu yài 
PUN tus 'cài mà'rEh 'cài se tor† din tu yà8Œ‡ 
HUN tus cài mV'rEh cài se tVr 'dàini tu 'yào 
NAG tus 'cà3Ek mà'rEh 'cà3e3 thàr dIn tu yàe 
CLT tus cà3i mà'rEh 'hàrVcEn 'tàr dàin tu yàe 
GIL tus cà'e3 mà'rEh cà'e3 se thàr† den tu 'yàe 
SAS tus cài 'mVrEh cài se 'tàr din / tu 'yài 
 cài 'uC7E thi 
BAG tus cài mV'rEh cà3i se thàr† dàin tu 'yài 
BUN mà'rEh bI'riK se thàr† dEEn tu 'yàe 
RON tuse càŒ† mà'rE càŒ† se tVl dEn tu yài 
GOH tus càe3 màrV cài se tàr digi tu yàs 
DSH tus cà3Œ† mV'rà brIK se tVl dŒ†u3K tu yàs 
AST tusE 'càe3 mà'rEh brIK sE 'tàli dŒ†u3 tu yàs 
KAC tus cà3i mV'rE cà3i se pur† de'gei tu yàs 
SAT tusE t_sài 'màrEh cài sV tVli di tu yàs 
GUL tusE 'càe3 mà'rEh cài se tà'li dà3Œ† tu yàs 
KRM tuse càe mà're cài 'phuri bEEn yàs 
DRS — — yàs 
CHK tus càe3 mà'rV cài tor dei tu yàs 
CHJ tus càe3 mà'rE cài sE thor tu yàs 
DAR tusE cVe3 mà'reh càe u'tile / thor dVi tu yàs 
TAN tUsE mà'rE càlis tor† dIgi tu yàs 
SAZ mà'rEh tor di tu yàs 
HAR tUsE mV'rEh tor din tu yàs 
JAL tus cài 'mVrE / 'mVrV càio 'thor dài / utilà tu yàs 
PAL tus cài 'mVrEh / 'màrV 'càià 'thor di / u'thŒ† tu yàs 
KOL tus cài 'mVrV cài u'tili / uthi tu yàs 
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 196. you run! 197. you go! 198. you come! 
GUP tus hE3E3 the tu boh tu wVs 
PUN tus hài thEh tu boh tu Eh / wàh 
HUN tu u'C7o tu boh tu wàh 
NAG tu u'C7ho tu boh tu wàh 
CLT tu u'C7o tu boh tu wàh 
GIL tus hài thEh tu boh tu wàh 
SAS tus 'hài thE / oC7o tu boh tu wàh / tu Eh 
BAG tus 'hài thE / 'oC7o tu boh tu wàh / Eh 
BUN tus hài thEh tu boh tu wàh 
RON tuse hài the tu boh tu Eh 
GOH tuse 'hài the tu boh tu Eh 
DSH tus hài thEh / u'C7o tu boh tu wàs / tu Eh 
AST tuse 'dàr†bVk thEh / tu boh tu wàs / tu Eh 
 tu u'C7o 
KAC tusE hài tEh / u'C7E tu boh tu Eh / tu wVs 
SAT tusE hài thE / uC7i / tu boh tu Eh / tu wàs 
 tusE dVrbVk the 
GUL tusE bVK wi tu boh tu Eh 
KRM hài thE / u'C7hi / tu bo tu Eh 
 tuse 'bà3o3 wŒ† 
DRS dàr'bVk thE bo e / wVs 
CHK tus hài thE / tu uC7o tu boh tu Eh / tu wàh 
CHJ tus hài thE tu boh tu Eh / tu wàs 
DAR tus hài the tu boh tu eh 
TAN tusE 'hE3 te tu boh tu Eh 
SAZ hài thE tu boh tu Eh 
HAR hE te tu boh tu Eh 
JAL tu hVt tà tu boh tu Eh 
PAL tu hài thV / tus hVt tV tu boh tu Eh 
KOL tu 'hVthV / hVI thV tu boh tu Eh 
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 199. you speak! 200. you listen! / hear! 201. you look! / see! 
GUP tus reh tu pà'ru} / tus 'koNDEh tus C7V'kE 
PUN tus r†àh tu pà'r†u} / tus 'koNDEh tus C7V'kE 
HUN tusV ràh tu pà'ruch tusV S7E'khEh 
NAG tus ràh tus pà'ruch / tus koNDEh tus C7V'kheh 
CLT tus ràh tu pà'ruch tus C7hVkE 
GIL tus ràh tu pà'ruch / tus koNDEh tus C7V'keh 
SAS tus ràh tu pà'ruc tus C7V'ke 
BAG tus ràh tu pà'ruch tus C7E'keh 
BUN tus r†àh tu pà'ruch / tus koN DEh tus C7V'kEh 
RON tusE ràh tu pà'ruc tusE C7V'kE 
GOH tusE rVs tu pà'ru} / tu koNDE tusE 'C7VkE 
DSH tus ràs tu pà'ru} / tus koN'DEh tus C7V'kE 
AST tusE ràs tu pà'ru} / tus koN'DEh tusE C7V'kEh 
KAC tusE rVs tu pà'ru} / tu 'koNDE tusE C7V'kE 
SAT tusE rVs tu pà'ru} / tusE koNDE tusE C7V'kE 
GUL tusE rVs tu pà'ru} C7V'kEh 
KRM tuse rVs tuse koNde C7V'ke 
DRS tusu rVs koN'Dye C7V'ke 
CHK tusE rVs tu pà'ru} / tus 'koNDE tus C7E'kE 
CHJ tusE rVs tu pà'ru} / tus 'koNDE tus C7V'kE 
DAR tusE rVs tus pà'ru} / koNDe tus C7V'keh 
TAN tusE rVs tu pà'ru} tus C7V'keh 
SAZ rVs pà'ru} C7V'ke 
HAR tusE rVs tu pà'ru} tusE C7V'ke 
JAL tus rVs tus 'koNdV / S7UN tus C7à'kàh / 'àC7ithà 
PAL tus rVs tus 'koNDV / tu S7uN tus C7à'kà / tus àC7ithV 
KOL tus rVs tus 'koNDV / tu 'S7oNo tus 'C7VkV / à'S7ith 
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 202. I 203. you 205. he 
GUP màh tu à'lo 
PUN màh tu oo5 
HUN mà3 tu wo / oo5 
NAG màh tu ro / pà'roo5 
CLT màh tu o8o5 
GIL màh tu à'nu / o8o5 / ro 
SAS mà tu o8o5 
BAG mà3 tu o8o5 
BUN màh tu oo5 
RON màh tu ro / oo 
GOH mà3 tu àà5 
DSH mu tu àà5 / yoh 
AST mu tu àà5 
KAC mO3 / mo3 / mà3 tu o8o5 
SAT mO3 tu o8o5 
GUL moh tu ào 
KRM mo tu ào 
DRS mu3 tu ro / so 
CHK mo3 tu ài / 'ànu 
CHJ mO3 tu ài / so 
DAR màh tu à'Ro / so 
TAN màh tu à'Ro 
SAZ mo tu à'yo 
HAR mà tu e'à 
JAL mo3 tu à'sà / àà 
PAL mo tu V'so / so 
KOL màh / mo3 tu 'àso 
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 206. she 207. we 209. you (plural) 210. they 
GUP à'là bEh t_sho ee / à'li 
PUN àà5 bEh t_sho ee5 
HUN ee5 bEh t_sho wi / eŒ‡ 
NAG re / pà'ree5 bEh t_sho re / pà'ree 
CLT e8e5 bEh t_sho e8e5 / e8Œ‡ 
GIL à'ne / re / e8e5 bEh t_sho ri / e8Œ‡ 
SAS e8e5 beh su ri / e8Œ‡ 
BAG e8e5 beh su e8e5 / e8Œ‡ 
BUN ee5 bEh suh ee5 
RON yei / re bEh t_sho ee 
GOH àà5 bEh t_sho ee5 
DSH àà5 bEh t_sho ài / yeh 
AST àà5 bEh t_sho àà5 
KAC e8e5 bEh t_sho e8e5 / à8à5 
SAT e8e5 bEh tho e8e5 / à8à5 
GUL àà5 bEh tho àà5 
KRM àà bEh tho3i ee 
DRS re be t_sho se / re 
CHK ài / 'ànu bEh t_sho ài / 'ànu 
CHJ ài bEh t_sho ài 
DAR à'là bEh so 'àle 
TAN à'RV bEh t_so à'Re 
SAZ 'àyà bEh yE / t_sho V'ye 
HAR à'E bEh so / t_so Qyà / e'à 
JAL 'àsE / 'àsV bEh t_sho se / à'sV 
PAL à'se / à'sV bEh t_sho à'sV / so 
KOL 'àso bEh t_sho à'sV 
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Shina Texts 

 

F.2.1 Gilgit Shina, Gilgit town 

Gilgit Hostel Story 

1. rààti ààS7 bV'}egIs yono ke }I'dàle rààtEr done DVk-DVk 
night eight o’clock-was winter of cold night-in teeth chatter 
It was eight o’clock at night. In the cold night of winter our teeth chattered. 

2. bEnEs. àsei hàstEl dumoKi mVnzVler à}Ili. [Question-1] hàstele 
happening. our hostel second floor-in was * hostel 
Our hostel was on the second floor. [Question-1] Below the hostel 

3. khIri kàlIj àsIli. }IdVli bee bElVkààle jo àki }o3o3dVu3 à}Ili.  
beneath college was cold being 3-4-o’clock from only no-one was 
was the college. Because of the cold, there was no one [around] since the 

4. à}iKàà5 à'ki roiki S7oKo konEr dito. [Question-2] mà sà3ti mei 
suddenly only weeping sound ear-in fell * me with my 
afternoon. Suddenly the sound of weeping fell on our ears. [Question-2] 

5. sàthi }udàre gà thVr† àr bei wei oo 
fellow boys and quite afraid becoming paid-attention-to-weeping that 
The other boys with me and I were quite frightened, and we listened 

6. mUS7o wàr kon di'ge. mVS7àle kVci jo àki wànVs. }udàre 
sound toward ear gave sounds near from only was-coming boys 
to the sound. The sounds were coming from just near. All the boys 

7. buTe Ek-nà'là àki hàstEl jo khIri ne poRi wàr Z7Vs bIge.  
all together only hostel from lower * stairs toward moved became 
came out from the hostel together down the lower stairs. 

8. C7VkegVs to di-bu gV dei bVreS7e àstàkàlIk-se 'poDio jo kuTe 
saw when forty and ten years old-man steps from knee 
We saw a man of some fifty years [crouched] with his knees 

9. VS7ee }àwà3ti'{i fVt àsul. bIrdi t_sEre oo }IdàlEr resei 
putting having-become-cold lying was earth bursting that cold-in his 
against the stairs, quite cold. In that humid cold, he only had 
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10. DImEc TVVm-TVk làK gVniti càdEre jo mUto {ek gV ne àsUl. 
body-on only-only dhoti wrap cover from more what also not was 
a dhoti wrapped around his body. Besides that covering, there was nothing 

11. }IdàlEr donI cimidItVs to-ne more thoikET gà dubes.  
cold-in teeth clenched-were as-well-as talking to-do also was-not-able 
else. His teeth were clenched in the cold so that he could not speak. 

12. khojEn-thoikEr ros rego àpe kàli yEr† ro Ek poyono mu}ààk 
questioning-in he said few years before he one rich man 
Upon questioning, he said that a few years before he was a rich man. 

13. àsUlo. màgVm àà}iKàà àki nUksàn wàyoik gInii àde bee 
was but suddenly only loss to-come having-taken that way 
But suddenly loss came to him and he was left 

14. ruk}uge phVt bulo. jàros rego mei Ek pUC7 à'sulo. rEsET màs 
very-poor left was old-man said my one son was to-him I 
such a pauper. The old man said, “I had one son. With all 

15. tom imànsààr thE sVbVk ràregusVs. màgàm puC7h-se gàr thee5 
own all-effort doing lesson teach-did but son marriage doing 
my effort I saw that he was educated. But after my son was married, 

16. phàtu jVmààtei 'morET kon-dee mà guTe jo dee dàruT 
after wife’s speech listening I house from throwing outside 
he listened to his wife and they threw me out of 

17. nIkhlegon. [Question-3] à} ziàdà }Idàlo boik-gInii ààn khIri 
took-out * today more cold being here below 
the house. [Question-3] Today it is very cold, so I have come down 

18. wei S7IS7 kolo thigànUs lUS7Tàk lo bu to bUjVm.  
coming head bowing I-did tomorrow light be then I-will-go 
here to find shelter. Tomorrow morning early I will go.” 

19. [Question-4] be }udàre buTo màferEc jàà5k àli. }udàres àko 
* we boys all old-man-on pity came boys selves 
[Question-4] We boys all felt pity for the old man. The boys decided 

20. mVjà fesVlà àni thige màfer à} rààti ààn }uree5 
among decision this did old-man today night here having-kept 
among themselves to keep the old man here tonight 

21. cVlbUc màferei pUC7VT ho-thà're kVNàu kE nà thonVs màfer 
morning old-man’s son-to calling advice why not we-do old-man 
and in the morning call his son and set him straight. Why shouldn’t we? 
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22. hàstElec }Uroiki-kààr thee subrIndVn-sààbe jo ijàzVt 
hostel-in to-leave-for doing superintendent from permission 
We called the Superintendent in order to ask permission 

23. lokhoiki-kààr thei rEsET ho-thigEs. subr†IndIn-sààbeT gà 
requesting-for doing him-to called superintendent-to also 
to keep the old man in the hostel. The Superintendent also felt pity 

24. màferEc jàà5k wei hàstelEr rààti lo-thàroiki ijàzVt degu.  
old-man-on pity coming hostel-in night passing permission gave 
for the old man and gave permission for him to spend the night in the hostel. 

25. [Question-5] buTe hàstElEr TVm-TVk àsei kàmràr àki Ek kVTVk 
* all hostel-in only-only our room-in only one bed 
[Question-5] In the whole hostel only in our room was there an empty bed. 

26. khàli à}Ili. ee gin-thei màfer àsei kàmràr sàregVs to nee 
extra was he taking old-man our room-in put-to-sleep so then 
Taking him, we put the old man to bed in our room 

27. thVr'màsEr cà kVcààk à}IlIk gV ThVk thee màferET 
thermos-in tea how-much was also full doing old-man-to 
and gave him all the tea that was left 

28. piàregVs. [Question-6] bài bV}osVK }udàre buTe Ek Ek 
caused-to-drink * twelve o’clock boys all one one 
in the thermos. [Question-6] By midnight all the boys had one by one 

29. bei sutE to nee mà Ek àki }oK àsulVs. bu}tà mei 
being slept so then I one only awake was I-don’t-know o-me 
gone to sleep, so then I was the only one awake. I don’t know why 

30. nir ke nà wài}V. r†ààti Ek bà}ee màs C7à'lo ni'}ee 
sleep why not came night one o’clock I light putting-out 
sleep wouldn’t come. At one o’clock I put out the light 

31. gIrgà'làà bigVsus to sVndu'kei cei vioikei mà'S7oo5k mei koNEr 
trying-to-sleep became so box’s key putting sound my ear-in 
and was trying to sleep, when the sound of the key in the storage box fell on 

32. dItu. màs càpos lààK-thEE niwVr†-rowVr† phiTà phuut thigVs. 
fell I quilt removing here-and-there looked around I-did 
my ears. I put off the quilt and looked all around, 

33. màgàm jek-gV nee pV}i. dugunà sutUs. gIrgà'là bigàsUs 
but nothing not saw second-time I-slept trying-to-sleep I-became 
but I didn’t see a thing. I went back to sleep. As I was trying to sleep 
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34. nee oo muS7oo konEr dito koo kVmVk sàt muC7o8o5 ditUs. màs 
again that sound ear-in fell which short time before fell I 
again, that sound fell on my ears which had come a bit before. Getting up, 

35. huN-bee C7à'lo lupoik cà'màT thigVs. màgàm lupoik dubei 
standing-up light to-light hurry did but to-light could-not 
I hurried to turn on the light. But I couldn’t, 

36. bVrQndàr bVlVb lupVm thee kVTe jo pIk-dVm-thee tàyàr 
veranda bulb I-will-light doing bed from jump-doing ready 
so I decided to turn on the veranda light, and got ready to jump down from 

37. bIgàsUs. àcààkET-àki phàtu'no koo5k-se mei S7ote pikdee àŒ†Vc 
became just-then behind someone my throat squeezing mouth 
the bed. Just then, grabbing my throat from behind, someone covered my 

38. hVt dige. màs àkoo phVt-thàroik tà'là}-thojà bVlVb lopoiki kààr 
hand gave I self to-be-left was-trying bulb to-light for 
mouth. To get myself free, I was pulling and pulling toward the lightswitch 

39. thee siwij-boD wàr Z7àS7-Z7V'kàlEn thigVs. àne khEnE ki nàà mVjà 
doing switchboard toward pull-pull I-did this time in ? in 
in order to turn on the light. In this puzzling state, my 

40. pà tVS7-bei-wVn phVt-bee ditUs. to nee mei S7oTo resei hàthe 
foot having-slipped crashing I-fell so then my throat his hand 
foot slipped and I fell with a crash. And so my throat came free 

41. jo fVt bUlo. [Question-7] mVT dI{oik gInii mei 
from left became * to-me to-fall having-taken my 
from his grasp. [Question-7] With my fall, all the boys 

42. sàthi }udàre buTe }oK bi'ge. àcàke-màjà curuto kàmràr 
companion boys all awake were just-in-that-time thief room-in 
with me woke up. At that point the thief fled 

43. jo uC7UtVs. [Question-8] bVlEb lupee5 }udàre buTEs khITE hài-thige 
from he-fled * bulb having-lit boys all down ran 
from the room. [Question-8] Turning on the light, the boys all ran down 

44. to nee hàstEl bUTi pàr-kVmVn thee màjVnVT wIgee tàki curuTo 
so then hostel all surround doing middle-to putting so-that thief 
and surrounded the hostel on all sides so that the thief could not flee. 

45. nee uC7oT. curuTo ee khen kuT 'dàji nIkoik kho}I} thEs }udàres 
not flee thief that time wall over to-get-out try did boys 
The thief then tried to get out over the wall. 
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46. gààNec làmi dVdVlà-phus-thee khIri wàle C7V'kobVl oo 
legs catching dragging-by-leg down bringing then-they-saw that 
They caught his legs and dragged him down. Then they saw 

47. mà'fer nIkàto koos bV'làT tom ji'lEc role-des.  
old-man turned-out who evening own hearts-from cried 
the old man who had been crying for his life that evening. 

48. [Question-9] }udàres rààto ro gàne churege cVlbUc ThVk }udàre 
* boys night he legs tied morning all boys 
[Question-9] The boys tied him up for the night. In the morning, all the boys 

49. gVTe-bee resei mUkhVT komoS7 pVlee Z7VkonEc phVl-thàree 
together his face lampblack applying donkey-on causing-to-ride 
got together and blackened his face and put him on a donkey 

50. buTe }àhreEr gàTVk pà-regie tàki (jVpok) jVgoT ànese 
all city-in around made-to-roam so-that from-it people-to this 
and took him all over the city, so that from this people 

51. jo sVbVk lei-jot [Question-10] 
from lesson should-get * 
would learn a lesson. [Question-10] 

Questions for Gilgit Hostel Story 
(English translations) 

  1. On which floor was their hostel? 
  2. What did they hear? 
  3. Why did the son throw his father out of the house? 
  4. When did the old man say that he would leave? 
  5. What did the boys ask permission for from the Superintendent? 
  6. Who took tea? 
  7. When he was trying to free himself what happened to him? 
  8. Who fled from the room? 
  9. Who was the thief? 
10. Why was the old man taken around in this way? 
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F.2.2 Hunza Shina, Nasirabad (Hini) Hunza Valley 

Hunza Battle story 

1. à'sei nEE hI'ni-ro sVt rom àse. yu rom rom thEnV. sVt rom 
our this Hini-in seven clan was separate clan clan were seven clan 
There were seven clans in our Hini. Between the seven clans 

2. àse. sVt rom-V-jo cVproTETe dopErei jVK à'si. dVne gV 
were seven clan-from Chaprot-to here-and-there war was here also 
and Chaprot there was war. 

3. '}ià Vse wVdi gV '}ià Vse. dopVrà jVK à'si. ei-jo 
Shia were there also Shia were here-and-there war was after-that 
On both sides there were Shias. Because of the mutual war, 

4. cVproTETe boon thee sŒ†Œ† boon thee thEtV ee sVt 
Chaprot-to we-will-go saying army we-will-go saying had-to those seven 
they wanted to go to Chaprot as a tribal troop, so all seven clans 

5. rom bUTEs Iti'fàk the. Itifàk thei àijo Ek romVk ne gie. kei 
clan all unite did unite doing after-that one clan not went who 
united. They gathered together, but one clan did not go from there. 

6. S7in rom VsE to ei nE gie. [Question-1] bàki ei S7V 
Shin clan were so those not go * remaining those six 
That was the Shins. [Question-1] The other six clans 

7. rom giE ànyo. S7V romojo popoŒ† mu}ee giE S7V romo 
clan went here-from six clans-from five-five men went six clans 
went from here. Five men went along from each of the [other] six 

8. phVtu. [Question-2] popoŒ† mu}ee giE. cVproTETE gIE. jVKi-Te 
after * five-five men went Chaprot-to went war-to 
clans. [Question-2] Five men from each clan decided to go to Chaprot 

9. boon thEE àT gen àto-àdi khIri àdE DukUràk Vro 
we-will-go saying there went there-from down such hut in 
for war. Down in Chaprot, they were gathered 

10. sŒ†à3kVl thei Vse wIse yàni huno hunjijo 
as-tribal-troops doing were they that-is upper(valley) Hunza-people 
as tribal troops at a hut. They said, “If the Hunza people come, we 

11. wàtV to àni rVthee màron thee sŒ†à3kVl the. [Question-3] 
came so here stopping we-will-kill saying as-troops did * 
will stop them here and kill them,” and gathered as tribal troops. [Question-3] 
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12. Vse to Esei dukure dàriJ khiKor wigVsE. [Question-4] oe àdi 
was so its hut-of door-on dry-leaves put * they there 
So they spread dry leaves in front of the hut’s door. [Question-4] There was 

13. gàliK àsi. àà gàliK ejo khiKor ETV drVK doik bi{oiki rosee 
steps were those steps from dry-leaves to descend to-do to-go they 
a steep road there and as the [Hini people] came down on the dry leaves, they 

14. kVlI oo-je gEV. [Question-5] kVli oo-je geV to S7V 
count there-from went * counting there-from went so six 
counted them as they went. [Question-5] There were five men from each 

15. romo3o3 popoi mVnu Vgii (tis bEnVn Vlà bii gV dài) 
clans’ five-five men went (thirty is friend twenty and 10) 
of the six clans, making thirty, that is, twenty and ten men altogether 

16. bii gV dài mu}ee giEse. Vi bii gV dài buTVk kVlii 
twenty and 10 men had-gone those twenty and ten all counting 
that passed by and they counted. Having counted thirty men, they 

17. àijo geà. àru bE Z7às gEEs Vto bVs nIkei. 
there-from went inside being departure went to-there finish came-out 
went from there. They set out from there and came out. 

18. koTE-jo gV nIkhVte om cVproTVi koTei-jo gV.  
village-from also came-out upper Chaprot’s village-from also 
More also came out from up in Chaprot village. 

19. [Question-6] khIri kei sŒ†Œ†àkVl thei bItesVTo wi gV 
* below who as-troops doing were-sitting they also 
[Question-6] Those waiting below as tribal troops also came out and 

20. nIkEi ei mVjà de rVThegVe. rVThee àde àni 
having-come-out those middle giving stopped stopping there this 
they surrounded the [Hini people] and stopped them. They stopped them 

21. jVKei sVkVrààt bi. jVKei sVkVrààt bee wi 
war-of preparation happened war-of preparation happening they 
and prepared to fight there. They prepared to fight and captured 

22. bVndi ee thigE. Ino sàti mukàbIlà thok dubàle, wi bode 
capture those did they with competition to-do could-not they many 
the people [from Hini]. The [Hini people] couldn’t compete with them because 

23. Vse, dVnyo ni kVm Vse. [Question-7] ààjo EcVk 
were here-from these few were * there-from one-day 
the [Chaprot people] were many and they were few. [Question-7] So for a 
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24. ducVk jese màroN jese biroN the C7VkegIn ààto jek 
two-days some we-will-kill some we-will-keep saying looked there any 
couple days, some said they should kill them; some said they should keep them 

25. mokà nV wàti. ye àjo wi màroki sVkVrààt thigE.  
opportunity not came this there-from they to-kill preparation did 
so they had no opportunity to do anything. Finally, they made preparation 

26. màroki sVkVrààt thoiki-ro VsVi Ek tàgVRV mu}ààk àsu. oos EE 
to-kill preparation to-do-in our one brave man was he those 
to kill them. During the preparation to kill them, there was one brave man 

27. Vkoo mVroki nV thu. [Question-8] EE kei buTVsE }àkià 
self to-kill not did * those who all arms 
[from Hini] who did not allow himself to be killed. [Question-8] The captors 

28. lVmii Vde thee Z7ààs the màjà DVfok the ne 
having-taken like-this doing pulled did between dafok doing that 
took the arms of all the others, pulled them, and beat on them with a 

29. kààtei dVfokVk the oo gite màregie. [Question-9] to wi buTEr 
wooden dafok did those also killed. A so they all-in 
wooden (mace) “dafok” and killed them. [Question-9] So they all 

30. Z7ààs thee biTEE eetho màregie. oo EksE bo3Œ†ye3 àdE 
pull doing continued in-this-way killed. that one sleeves like-this 
were pulled and killed in this way. But that one man didn’t give his arms, 

31. thee àku }ààki nV du. hVti InuTe nV du bo3ye3 àdE 
doing own arms not gave hands to-them not gave sleeves like-this 
just his sleeves. He gave just his sleeves to them, not his hands, 

32. thee moC7 Vsu moC7 dE khIri nVrVdu. [Question-10] nVrVdei 
doing gorge was gorge over down fell-over * having-fallen 
and he fell over into the gorge. [Question-10] Having fallen 

33. àjyo khIri wàlEE rààtyo buTV to VcVltio lo bilo bVs 
from-there down bringing night stayed so early dawn became then 
into the gorge, he spent the night there. Early in the morning, at dawn, 

34. àjyo hUn thee wàto. wei à-à-à surio 
there-from up having-become came having-come uh daytime 
he got up from there and came. He came—(that is) in the day he hid among 

35. kuno màjà lI}i bUTo. bVlàje }àm bo kIro 
dead-bodies among hidden remained evening-from evening been dark 
the dead bodies. In the evening, he came in the dark. He came and 
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36. ye wàto. wei, khIri cEltero drVK du to Vsei yàni tVgVRV 
in came having-come, down Chalt-in descend did so our that-is brave 
went down to Chalt and there was another one of our brave men [from Hini]. 

37. mu}ààk àsu. EE}-Te àde thee mV hVr mV Vdez }àn 
man was to-him like-this saying me take me like-this condition 
He told him the story that all this had been done to him, and said, “My feet 

38. thàree mVe pàià nIkhUtVne thei cVGV wigUn àto 
having-caused my feet dislocated saying discussion put from-there 
are dislocated. Please take me away from here, since my feet are dislocated.” 

39. Vni pài nIkUtVse ànyo. cVgV wigUn àto ààjyo ose 
these feet dislocated from-there discussion put to from-there he 
They discussed it and the other man brought him on his back. 

40. dààte wàlEE màine kooTejE hàwàlà thu. àde Vsei 
back-on having-brought Mayoon village-to delivered did like-this our 
He delivered him to Mayoon. That’s how our people were. 

41. jVk VsE. ye bVs VtàcIk bii ju. 
people were this enough this-much happen sir 
And that’s all that happened, sir. 

Questions for Hunza Battle Story 
(English translations) 

  1. Which clan did not go to war? 
  2. How many men went from each clan? 
  3. What did the Chaprot people say? 
  4. Where did they spread the dry leaves? 
  5. When the Hini people came down on the leaves, what did the Chaprot 

people do? 
  6. Where did more men also come from? 
  7. Why could the Hini men not compete with the Chaprot men? 
  8. Who did not allow himself to be killed? 
  9. What did they use to kill the men? 
10. Where did the man fall? 
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F.2.3 Astori Shina, Central Astor Valley 

 

Astor Horse Story 

1. mo dài sàl àsUlus or mo àinI khVri }VkVrVnEV Thope 
I  ten years was and I hear below polo-ground-in polo 
I was ten years old. Polo was being played in the polo ground, 

2. 'denVle, to 'TVm}V C7VkyonVi khVri be gyes. [Question-1] to Z7Vde 
being-played so play to-see below we went * so there 
so we went down to see it. [Question-1] We stayed there and watched the play. 

3. bei àsiles TVm}V C7Vkyo3 to ek wVkt geV. Thopeh yV thie. yV 
sitting were spectacle seeing so one time went polo not done not 
When the polo was finished, the Raja called me. 

4. thie no-pà'to moTe ho tho rà}-se. “ine eV” the. mo cuNo àsulos 
done after me-to call done Raja here come said I small was 
“Come here,” he said. I was small, only ten years old. 

5. dVi sàlo Umer àsili mei. to àno mejàr hàri guwV hàri phVt the 
ten years-of age was mine so this major take cows taking drop do 
The major said to me, “Take these cows to another place.” When he told me 

6. tho. phVt the tho-bVl, to mos ràjàs “mo nà bojmos” thVs. to 
said drop do said-while so I said I not going said so 
to take the cows I said, “I am not going.” Then (the Raja) said, “No, you 

7. “neyV, tu boje” tho. àxVri mo piVdVl muC7ot muC7ot yejo gàs. 
no you will-go said last I on-feet forwards forwards walk went 
should go.” Finally, I started walking on ahead, and the Major was coming 

8. Or mejàr 'pVto 'pVto à3}pi pVNe àlo. [Question-2] ee mo 
and major after after horse riding came * after-coming I 
behind, riding on a horse. [Question-2] There was almost a distance of one 

9. tVkribVn milo fàsIle 'bàimUlos. Z7os chut chut the à3}ip àDelo.  
nearly mile distance going-was he slowly slowly do horse bring 
mile between myself and the major. He brought the horse along very slowly. 

10. àxVri buje3i buje3i gowV gotVmVni gàs. gowV gotVmVni gàs to 
last going going Gorikot plain-slope went Gorikot Gotom went so 
At last, after walking and walking, I reached Gorikot Gatoom. It was evening 

11. }àm bulo. to 'àde S7u de gVTIk intVzàr the bETos, to 
evening became so there rest give sometime waiting done sit so 
when I reached Gorikot. So I sat resting there a while, waiting for the major, 
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12. lekin Z7o nà àlo. àxIri mo bI'zàr bVe, moC7ote gàs khVre 
but he not come last I disturb became forward went below 
but he did not come. At last I was disturbed and I went ahead on down to the 

13. cV'uNiV mI'siV ge bETos. gVNtV tVkribàn bei intVzàr the bETos. 
cantonment mess went sat hour almost sit waiting done sit 
cantonment mess. And I stayed there for nearly an hour waiting for him. 

14. to à'zànio wVkteV Z7o Vjà cokVe i'fàlo i'foi sVntVris ràjo mejàr 
so Azan time he above square arrived arrived guard said major 
At evening prayer call time, he reached above in the square. When he reached 

15. àlo the. àlo the ràjo-bVl to mo intVzàrei getei khVRV bETos 
came said came said said-while so I waiting gate standing sit 
the guard said that the major had arrived. The guard and I both waited 

16. sVntV'ri gà beŒ†. àxVri mejàr tVkribVn }àmo bàK khVtVm 
guard and both last major nearly evening prayer-call end 
for him. Finally the evening prayer-call was 

17. the po} minVTVk dVi minVTVk geVle to mejVr ifàlo gete. ifoi 
done five minutes ten minutes went so major reached gate came 
almost finished. After five to ten minutes, the major reached the gate. He told 

18. phVS7 the sVntV'riT ràjVo “ye à3}Ip TVk the niseT nV de” tho. 
finish done guard-to said this horse fasten do him-to not give said 
the guard to tie the horse and not to give it to him (the boy). 

19. [Question-3] nV de tho-bVl to sVntV'ris mVT à3}pIk jek nV 
* not give said-while so guard me-to horse-of any not 
[Question-3] The guard did not give me the horse at all, 

20. do, or làime mejVr-se VZ7ote giNe go à3}pei làime.  
gave and reins major inside taking went horse-of reins 
and the major took the reins (bridle) of the horse inside. 

21. [Question-4] bETos intVzàr the bETos bETos kàfi wVxVt go.  
* sit waiting doing sit sit much time went 
[Question-4] So I stayed there waiting for quite a long time. 

22. tVkribVn deD ghVNTV go. to àZ7o'No mejVr-se làime nV 
nearly one-and-one-half hour went so inside major reins not 
Nearly one-and-one-half hours passed. The major didn’t send the bridle out 

23. C7iKeo moTE. [Question-5] to sVntVriT ràjàs “mo bojImos thVp bulo, 
send me-to * so guard-to said I going dark become 
to me. [Question-5] I told the guard, “I am going. It is night now and dark; 
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24. ràti bili, or gee mài làime khVle.” [Question-6] thàs-bVl 
night become and going my reins bring-out * said-while 
you go and bring my reins out.” [Question-6] When I said so, the guard went 

25. to àZ7o ge sVntVris rVjo-bVl to làime khàlo. mejVr-se 
so inside went guard said-while so reins brought-out major 
in, requested, and brought the reins out. The major himself brought the reins 

26. à'ki giNe khVto, làime. [Question-7] làime khVle, moTe 
himself taking brought-out reins * reins brought-out me-to 
out. [Question-7] He gave the reins to me, and I put them on the horse. 

27. pV'lo. pVle phVS7 the mo-se làime à3}pVe wi'Vs. wi phVS7 the, 
gave giving finish did I reins horse-on put putting finish did 
When I put the bridle on the horse, the major said, “Don’t ride the horse.” 

28. àxVri moT ràjo mejVr-se ki “à3}pi nV pàNe tu-se” to mos ràjàs 
last me-to said major that horse not ride you so I said 
So I said, “Right, I won’t ride the horse.” 

29. “Thik hi à3}pi nV pàNVm”. dVrne khiNe gete khVle phVS7 the to 
right is horse-on not ride outside side gate bring finish did so 
I brought the horse outside the gate. The major and 

30. mejVr gà sVntV'ri coko be the màs à3}pi pàNàs. pVNe phVS7 
major and guard stand become did I horse rode rode finish 
guard were standing there and I rode the horse. When I got on the horse, I 

31. the à3icok à3}peTe S7Vo3 gi du pVliyàs. [Question-8] to 
did in-this-way horse-to whip with two applied * so 
beat it twice with the whip. [Question-8] So the horse galloped up the slope 

32. càRài-Te à3}Ip-se à'càk dàrbVk tho hVwàye phit bulo. or 
up-slope-to horse this-much run done air-in fit became and 
extremely fast. The major and the guard both wrung their hands and 

33. mejVr gà sVntVri bV3e3-se gà hàti mVr'kVyu3 beTe coko bo 
major and guard both and hands squeeze kept stand became 
stood and watched me. 

34. C7Vkyo. yun àsili. yun khVtIli. sVK àsulo bIlkul. or mo gVe, 
looking moon was moon come-out light was totally and I go 
The moon was out and it was very light/bright. And I went and turned at the 

35. gVtomei dàr màrVk bulos. màrVk bulos àcàke DVKe mos 
Gatom’s top turn became turn became until-now till I 
top of the Gatomo hill. When I turned, then I looked behind me again, 
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36. pVtoTe phiri C7Vkàs to sVntVri gà mejVr dVre khVRà be 
back-toward turn look so guard and major door stand became 
and I saw that the major and the guard both were standing at the door. 

37. 'àsile. àxir-kàr mo gye màrVk bulos pVtoTe moRe neo pVtoTe 
were at-last I went turn became back corner from back 
Finally, I turned back around the corner. 

38. màrVk bulos. màrVk bo u'tràie àistà àràmi wàlàs. 
turned became turned became descend-slope slowly restfully brought 
I brought (my horse) on the down slope slowly and easily. I came, riding, 

39. mos tom à3}Ip wàlee Ine kVdol àeV. kVdol C7V the to 'khàre 
 I own horse bring here bridge came bridge pass done so down 
to the bridge. I passed the bridge and, coming down, I came to lower Bolun. 

40. wàtVlos. to bo'lEn khV'rini bo'lEn wàtVlos. to à3}Ip-se bilkUl pe S7e 
came so Bolun below Bolun came so horse totally feet fixed 
The horse planted his feet and would not go forward. 

41. nà màno moC7oTe. lài ko}i} thàs, S7V3o3 gi dàs nee lekin 
not agreed forwards much struggle did whip with beat still but 
I tried and tried and even beat the horse with the whip, but it didn’t move. 

42. à3}Ip-se nà màno. khàri wàtos. khàri wàzi phVS7 the to à3}pei 
horse not agreed down came below come finished did so horse 
I dismounted and, catching the reins, I pulled. 

43. làimei lVmi àlyàs. àlyàs, àlyàs àxir-kàr à3}Ip-se no S7uNo bà 
reins caught pulled pulled pulled at-last horse not moved again 
I pulled and pulled. Finally, when the horse still would not move, I remounted. 

44. àje pàNàs. pàNe bà S7V3o3 gi dàs, to bà nà màno à3}Ip-se.  
above rode rode again whip with beat so again not agree horse 
I remounted and beat it with the whip, but again it would not move. 

45. nV màne to à3}Ip àxVri khVri wàzi à'li à'li màsà-màsà moC7oTV 
not agree so horse last down come pull pull just-now forwards 
Finally, I dismounted, and with much pulling, it moved forward a bit. 

46. gàs. gàs to C7Vkàs to Ek }ok bà'làik-Ek khVRV à'sUlo. Z7ek 
went went so saw when one white evil-one stand was lay 
Then I saw a white evil spirit standing there. Lying down, here and there, 

47. be nuwàri-Z7owàri sVRVkyo3 kinàrà à'jino kinàrà gà khVrino kinàrà 
became here-there road-on edge inner edge and edge edge 
from the near side to the far side, the road was filled by it. [Question-9] 
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48. be3V3 gà S7ek be à'sUlo. [Question-9] S7ek be àsUl to àxir-kàr 
both and full became was * full being was so at-last 
Finally, I said that maybe this incident must happen. 

49. ràjàs àno wàkiyVt hŒ† bei }àyVt. àno à3}Ip-se àge nà mànelo. 
said this incident is there perhaps this horse forward not agreed 
“This horse would not go forward since it saw the evil spirit 

50. nà mànàne wVjV gi àni bàlài nos pà}ào mo-se nà pà}àso the. 
not agree reason with this evil this seen I not seen ay 
and I had not seen it”, I said. 

51. [Question-10] mos khVriTe sVRVkinyo khVriTe prik dàs. prik 
* I down-wards road-from down-to jump gave jump 
[Question-10] I jumped down from the road. When I jumped, the horse also 

52. dàs to à3}Ip-se pVtno3 prik dVo3 prik de wàzi phVS7 the me 
gave so horse back jump gave jump giving came finish did my 
jumped back. Jumping and coming, it followed (scrambled) 

53. thUriV thUriV di'jo wàto, mo muS7oTe uC7o3e gàs khVri. khVri geV 
heels heels fell came I forward running went below below went 
on my heels as I went running on down (the slope). 

54. phVS7 the rVKmVt dàdo thVlo koci gye àde gye, mo-se 
finish did Rahmat grandfather them them gone there gone I 
I went down to Grandfather Rahmat’s place and 

55. à3}Ip dV'ro TVk thàs. 
horse outside fasten done 
tied the horse outside. 

Questions for the Astor Horse Story 
(English translations) 

  1. Why did they go to the polo ground? 
  2. How/in what manner was the major coming? 
  3. What did the major say when he arrived? 
  4. What did the major take inside? 
  5. What did the major not want to do? 
  6. What did he say to the sentry? 
  7. Who brought out the reins? 
  8. When he got on the horse what did he do? 
  9. What did the evil spirit/jinn do (in the road)? 
10. Why would the horse not go forward? 
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F.2.4 Satpara Shina, Satpara (Saspur) Valley 

 

Satpara Adventure Story 

1. às'toru3 bE 'àlos. kINo-wei 'àlos, kINo-weiV to hIn. 'rààtiyo 
Astor-from we came blackwater came blackwater so snow. night-at 
We came from Astor. We came to Kalapani, and there was snow. At night 

2. hIn 'dIto. 'ànà-'puro do hIn làà bI'lo. [Question-1] bE 
snow fell all-around this snow much happened * we 
all around us this much snow fell. [Question-1] We 

3. hE'ràni 'bIgIlVs kI mIrI'{InUs. 'S7àC7onos thEE to.  
astonished became that we-are-dying we-will-be-trapped said so 
were afraid that we would die. “We’ll be trapped”, we said. 

4. 'sàdà-dezi bVK'gàlà à'sulo kyà-à3i bVKgàloi bààs-beeTVs. dezi C7e 
in-those-days bungalow was at-that bungalow stayed-night days 3 
In those days there was a bungalow and we stayed there. We stayed 3 days. 

5. chVk beeTVs. 'sàdE bei tVto Ek 'àso 'wàlo bàà ni buTe to 
days we-stayed there being then one that * then these all so 
We stayed there and thought we would 

6. mI'rIjVnos. beŒ†. C7yà. 'ààde gye tVto chImoIk khàlon thà 
we-will-die * let’s-go there going then fish-one we-bring-out said 
all die. “Let’s go there [water] and catch some fish,” we 

7. tVto. [Question-2] dà'hoNE gyee tVto bE weiV gyee to du weiV 
then * shawl went then we water-in went so 2 water-in 
said. [Question-2] When we reached there at the water two of us went into 

8. dà'hoN gInes/gInigyEs. [Question-3] C7E weiV à{E'nu3 
shawl carried * 3 water-in from-upstream 
the water with a shawl. [Question-3] Three of us chased the fish into the shawl. 

9. chis thE wà'lyon. to bVRe bVRe àte'tE chIme pà3zI'le3k, lokà 
chase/herd did brought so big big this-big fish about-15 light 
Of the biggest fish we caught about 15 and about 

10. chIme dubik 'khàte. se khà'lee se khyu3 dezi du chVk 
fish about-40 came-out. these coming-out these eating days 2 days 
40 of the lighter fish. We stayed there two days 

11. be sàre beTeEs. C7e càr chVk. àyo chVk be Z7Vs-be khàtVs. kI 
we there stayed 3 4 days on-that day we starting came-out that 
eating these fish – 3-4 days. On that day we started out 
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12. sà'yo3 gà nU} je-gà-nU} nI'rone be ce mIrI'jonVs thE. 'oree 
flour also not nothing hungry we 3 we-are-dying saying little 
because we had no flour or food. “We will die of hunger,” we said. 

13. ee tàto bààs-beTVsIk be sàde bààs-bee tàto eVl lo bIlo 
coming then night-stay we there night-staying then soon dawn came 
After a little [distance], we stayed there. Soon the dawn came. 

14. lo-bI'lV to beŒ† Z7Vs be 'àlVs or'the 'oroK to 
dawn-morning-come then we started being come this-side came so 
With the dawn, we started to move. We continued 

15. 'rààti bV'gVe 'bIli. bEE Ek Eko3-Ek Ek bei tàto dii 
night midnight happened we 1 1-by-1 1 being then dispersed 
until midnight. One by one we dispersed/got separated 

16. bIlVs. dii bei tVto mo Z7àŒ† Ek bài Z7e-Z7eŒ† Ek-bei tàto 
happened dispersed became then I only 1 being they alone then 
and I was alone and they were alone. 

17. 'rààti bV'gVi to 'khàrE Ek bài 'kINu pV'}às. yà }UkUr 
night midnight so down one was black I-saw oh, thanks 
At midnight, suddenly I saw a dark thing. Then I said, “Oh, thanks to God. 

18. 'ààni-to jek 'bààzEk bei. thàto bo'{u3 to 'nIrIlIk 
this-would-be some staying-place be then reaching-there when pasture 
I think this would be a place to stay.” When I reached there, there was a 

19. à'sulo. se nIr'là3u dà'riV à'nà bei tVto 'kINUk à'sulo. sithE 
was-there that pasture-in door look like then black was carefully 
pasture. At that cattle yard it looked like something black. When I looked 

20. C7Vkyu3 tàto iC7Ik à'sulo [Question-4] yà C7ho ne3i IC7sE me3i khàu3. 
looking then bear was * oh oh this bear me will-eat 
carefully, I saw a bear. [Question-4] “Oh my! This bear will eat me. 

21. cho're nu} 'nu3se. cei yok thEm thE hE'ràniyà dilos.  
will-spare not this now what I-will-do I-said astonished became 
It will not spare me. Now what do I do,” I said. I became afraid. 

22. 'àse3i-to à'Z7o à'nVà3i be 'dukUrIk 'àsIli. sE Du'kIrI Te gye tàto 
nearby in that-sort was hut was that hut to went then 
Nearby was a hut. I went to that hut. 

23. à'no3 fu 'wVrE bE'{u3 thenV. [Question-5] à'Z7o bo'jVm tàto 'ààdi 
this fire toward fear it-is-said * in I-will-go then there 
People say bears are afraid of fire. [Question-5] “I will enter [the hut] 
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24. sà'làik wIm the to Z7o C7V'kyu3 tàto dUth pI'sVm khu3Kào3 
matches I-will-put said so that looking then milk soft-filter * 
and will [find] matches,” I said. Then I saw a dry juniper branch that is used as 

25. dEn chI'lik à'sIli se chI'li lup tàthE sE dà'ru khV'làs.  
* juniper was that wood in-flame doing that out I-brought-out 
a milk filter. I lit that wood and carried it outside. 

26. to iC7 'khVzi gVo. mi }UkVrIk }UkVrIk thà to 'sàde bee5-tUs. 
so bear ran-away went I thanks thanks did so there stayed 
So the bear ran away. I gave thanks to God. I stayed there. 

27. 'C7Vlto sE pur'ki{E 'bUTe oDo're. [Question-6] bes 
early-morning those Purki-people all we-searched * we 
First thing in the morning, I searched for all the Purki people. [Question-6] 

28. so chVk gà dezi C7eIk 'S7àtVs. 'sàre 'dezi du chVk 'S7àtVs 
that day also days 3 we-remained there days 2 days remained 
There we also stayed for 3 days. We stayed 2 days. On the 3rd day 

29. C7e'moKo chVk to rEsei 'ejik àsIli. se gà mà'reVs. [Question-7] 
3rd day so his sheep was that also we-killed * 
it happened that one of them had a sheep. We also killed it. [Question-7] 

30. mà're tVto 'hIsà thyes. hIsà the tàto khyes khye 
having-killed then share did share doing then we-ate having-eaten 
We shared it. We ate it. 

31. tàto 'sEse 'moRe fàtàlik do rEsei C7e thVo. muse à'nà 
then those to-me hind-leg gave they let-us-go said I this-side 
They gave me the hind leg. They said, “Let us go.” I said, 

32. fE're bo{umUs thàs. 'khàre bo{Un to Z7e 'pErte gye. mo 
from I-am-going I-said down we-go so they that-side went I 
“I am going this way.” When we came down, they went another way. 

33. khVr-bee-khVr-bee mà'yàre à'sIle pà3zi'le3k 'khVri sVrV'kVi 
towards-my-down-side markhor were 15 down on-the-road 
Below me were some markhors. About 15 had come down onto the road. 

34. wà'zi 'àsIle. sIz'de gi nigà'Tài gei sàdo to 
had-come there-were sun * setting went after-that so 
The sun was going down. 

35. wà'zi-bo 'bU{Um mVŒ† Ekbei ho3 thàs. to 'khàre wà'zi 
having-come-down I-will-go I only am I-said so down having-come 
I decided I had to go because I was alone. So I went down. 
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36. gàs. wà'ziu3 to à'nà-be 'bVRi dVri'à fVS7-be tàto so'ro3K Z7ek 
went come-down so this-being big river finished then hard-ice long 
When I reached the end of the big river, there was some ice. 

37. à'sIli. u'niTe-tà'ri 'bo{Um bà tàto 'bVRi Z7o 'gàsŒ† to à3}pos 'sàti 
was to-crossing-it I-shall-go * then big that went so horse with 
I thought that I will cross this ice. Suddenly I fell down 

38. wà'zi tàto DUp-'wàzi dàs 'khVri. [Question-8] Z7e su3 'weiV 
came-down then falling-down * down * that that water 
with my horse into the water. [Question-8] Suddenly 

39. 'sàdo3 kudVr'Vti }àn pVTàŒ† 'boreŒ†-'à{E 'khVtos yà }UkUrIk 
then grace-of-God grand jumped above came-out oh thanks 
I jumped out of that water by the grace of God. “Oh, thanks to God,” 

40. }UkUrIk the tàto mo wà'{i tàto 'khVri wà'zi bVrà DukVrIk à'sIli 
thanks saying then I come then down came again hut was 
I said. Then I came and there was a hut. 

41. se DukV'ri à'tà-be 'beTos beu3 to 'ràte 'bàkIk the to 
that hut condition-being I-stayed stayed so night part-of did so 
I stayed at that hut after I reached there in the night. 

42. 'ràte bV'GVe i'fàlolUs cV'tVk-bV'tVk gU tàto dà'ree coT jek 
night half I-reached big-necklace was then door terrible something 
At midnight, reaching the door, I saw something terrible had arrived. 

43. 'fàlo C7V'kyu3 to yà'lik yà'ni yok bà'làik 'àli mei 
reached when-I-saw so fairy that-is one monster came my 
Then I saw it was a fairy, that is, some monster had come. 

44. 'khoni 'àli 'bi'li 'bàkIk beTos à'sŒ to thàs tu 
funeral-feast/to-eat has-come happened part stayed then so I-said you 
This is the end for me. After a few moments I asked, “Why did 

45. ki 'àlIli [Question-9] thuu3 to thi hŒ†S7 gà ni-thi 'bVrà 
why have-come * told so told breath also not-did again 
you come here?” [Question-9] But it did not reply a thing. Again I asked, 

46. ke 'àlIli thàs bVrà hŒ†S7 gà ni-thi bVrà ke 'àlIli 
why have-come said again breath also did-not again why have-come 
“Why have you come?” Again nothing in reply. Again I asked, “Why have you 

47. thàs hŒ†S7 gà ni'thi. à'se3-to }ei DiKàrIk 'àsIli segi'gàto 
said breath also did-not in-that-time white stick was holding-that 
come?” And again no reply. Then there was a white stick. Holding it, I 
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48. lUp-'bUlàs yà. [Question-10] lUp-'bu to nV the ne the 
attacked (like-this) * when-attacked so not do not do 
jumped towards it. [Question-10] When I attacked, “Don’t, don’t do so. 

49. mo3 thà'ni 'ràC7hi bIlàs [Question-11] thi tà '}UkUrik 
I  your guarding-spirit became * she-said again thank 
I am your guarding spirit,” [Question-11] she said. Again I gave thanks 

50. '}UkUrik thàs toŒ† dVn à'ràm the soh thoŒ† 'ràC7hi 'àlI} 
thank I-said you here rest do sleep your guarding-spirit came 
to God. “Take rest. I am here to guard you,” she said. 

51. hiŒ†. cVl lo-'bIlo lo-bei tàto mo3 Z7Vs-bei 'wàtos. wà'zi 
I-am early dawned having-dawned then I started I-came by-coming 
Soon dawn came. With the dawn, I started my journey, 

52. à'cài-to 'goZ7e 'fàlos. 
meantime home-to reached 
and finally came to my home. 

 

Questions for Satpara Adventure Story 
(English translations) 

  1. What happened in the night? 
  2. What did they say? 
  3. What did the two men take into the water to catch the fish? 
  4. What did he see when he looked carefully? 
  5. What do people say about bears? 
  6. When did he search for the Purki people? 
  7. What did they do on the third day? 
  8. What happened to the man and his horse? 
  9. What did he say to the thing? 
10. What did he do with the white stick? 
11. What did the thing say? 
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F.2.5 Chilas Shina, Zichen village (near Chilas) 

 

Chilas Witch Story 

1. ek wVr Vde bIl keh beg beh Vse du C7e yVr dosI gV 
one time this happen that we we our 2 3 friends friends also 
Once it happened that we two or three friends went to Ges Nalah for hunting. 

2. Vs. be }IkVreT ges gIs nVlVh de. gIs nVlVh de sede }IkVre 
were we hunting-to went Ges Nalah to Ges Nalah to there hunting 
There in Ges Nalah for hunting, we walked for two, three, 

3. ker du C7e càr dez bus yàtes jok-gà pVtVk nV Vil 
for 2 3 4 days up-till walked nothing information not came 
days but found nothing to hunt. 

4. }ekVre. to àxIr yVzI yVzI kogo tVrVfke jok 
hunting-of so at-last walking walking all direction anything 
In the end, we walked in all directions but found 

5. buljEg ye leS7ekge jok pVtVk nV Vil. VxIrId 
hunting-birds that peacocks anything information not came finally 
no birds or peacocks to hunt. Finally, we came to 

6. gee5 ek ee bVc de gee5 Vse rVti bili. [Question-1] 
having-gone one ? cave in going we night happen * 
a cave, where we spent the night. [Question-1] 

7. rVti boI bese sVdI Vso dI} de hVgàr gV des Vso di} de 
night being we there that place at fire also burnt that place at 
Since it was night, we burnt a fire there. We had brought 

8. Vko sVt tik gV hVrese tik Vkot tom ono xVrI de nŒŠS7 
us with bread also taken bread us-to own pillow beneath put slept 
bread and other food there, so we each put the food under our pillows and 

9. thes. [Question-2] tik goli khee5 VrVm gI nŒŠS7 thes. to 
done * bread bread having-taken rest with slept done so 
slept. [Question-2] Having eaten, we took our rest and slept. 

10. yono vVx Vsulà bVRo hàgVr S7es S7eIdo Vsulà. [Question-3] 
winter time was big fire made having-made was * 
Since it was winter, we had made a big fire. [Question-3] 

11. to sedI VdeI bilI keh VsI meI sVtI bUte niS7 thegà lekin meI 
so there this happen that our my friends all slept done but my 
So there it happened that all of my friends slept except me. 
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12. nIS7 nV àlià. yVnI kih mo ko'}I} thVs meI niS7 eI the lekin 
sleep not came means that I tried done my sleep come to but 
I tried my best to sleep but couldn’t. 

13. mVRe e yVni kih niS7 àil ne Or bVqi sVthi koI 
me-to that means that sleep came not and remaining friends any 
My other friends were lying in the inner part 

14. Vsile VZ7e bVC7e bVt_sI VZ7In tVrVfej VsIlà mVI kVmVk dàro 
were in cave cave-of inside direction were I little outwards 
of the cave, and I was a little bit towards the outer part. 

15. Vsulos. bVt_seI bile tVrVfeRe Vsulos. VcVke mVjV C7VkVs to ek 
were cave-of gorge side-to was this-moment in saw so one 
I was on the side towards the gorge. Very suddenly I saw 

16. 'ruiEk nVmudVr bili. [Question-4] yVni kih bVt_seI dVrde xVre 
witch visible became * means that cave-of door-at down 
a witch appear. [Question-4] The witch came down at the entrance of the cave. 

17. nIlIh to sose C7VkVs to pVr so hàgVre sVt poS7tonI }uru 
came so it saw so there that fire with fumbling started 
I looked and saw that it started fumbling with the fire. 

18. thegih. pVr hVgàr sei poS7te pVto ide ei mei onoj 
did there fire with fumbling after here coming my pillow-from 
After fumbling with the fire, it came near me and snatched the bread 

19. wVlge tiki cVs thei lààK thei. [Question-5] tiki lààK 
with-trick bread snatched did pull did * bread away 
from under my pillow. [Question-5] It took the bread 

20. thee5 to so tiki hàri pVr bVtVkej bei so hVgVr 
having-done so that bread taking there stone-on having-sat that fire 
over and sat down on a stone near the fire 

21. de xVre yVni kih yo thee5 gVZ7Vm gVZ7Vm thee5 xoni 
at down means that that having-done gobble gobble doing eat-to 
and started to gobble up the bread. 

22. }uru thegi. tVqribVn dVs bài tiki Vsiliyà so buTe ek lVp-de 
start did nearly 10 12 bread were that all one mouthful 
There were nearly ten or twelve breads and it ate them all in one 

23. khegi. [Question-6] khee5 bà dubVrà so hVgVre sVti 
ate * having-eaten again 2nd-time there fire with 
bite. [Question-6] Having eaten the bread, it again 
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24. }uru thegi to mo ko}i} thVs kih bài mVse yVni kih tom 
started did so I try did that brother I means that own 
began fumbling with the fire, so I tried 

25. Vni sVti cel there. tàkih ni t_siz uC7VroN yà mVroN 
these friends wake do so-that this thing will-cause-to-flee or will-kill 
to wake up my friends so that we could either kill this thing or make it 

26. the. [Question-7] mos sVti t_sel thoNi ko}I} thVs. to sVti yVni 
said * I friends wake to-do try did so friends means 
flee. [Question-7] I tried to wake my friends, 

27. kih mo t_sel nV thobVlos. hVS7 be hVS7 boni mei himVt ne 
that I wake not was-able rise being rise to-be my courage not 
but I was unable to. I couldn’t get up the courage to wake them, but 

28. bili to to VcVke mVjà mo ko}I} thVs kIh mVs niseI fVire 
happened so so this-moment in I try did that I it-to shoot 
suddenly I decided that I would try to shoot it, 

29. thVm thee tVN thVm the ko}I} thVs lekIn Vde bil kIh 
will-do saying shoot will-do doing try did but this happen that 
and so I tried to do that very thing. It happened that 

30. soseI koI mVkEc tubVk VsIlI so tubVker mVi hVth nV àS7Vto. 
its any with-me rifle was that gun-on my hand not reached 
I had a rifle with me, but I could not reach it. 

31. hVth nV àS7jI yVni kIh mVs bVhàrhVl sosei fVir thubVlus.  
hand not reached means that I nevertheless its shoot not-able 
So, because I couldn’t reach the rifle, I could not shoot the witch. 

32. to VpI sVteI so t_sIz VkoRe VkI geI. tu}Vr sVtej pVto 
so a-little time-of that thing itself own went a-lot time-from after 
A little while later, that thing left on its own accord. A long time later, 

33. eI bà dubVrà so t_siz eI-xVs so hVgVreI khiKe de betI.  
come again 2nd-time that thing coming that fire-of beside on sat 
it came again and sat down beside the fire. 

34. [Question-8] to mo ko}I} thVs kIh bVI cen nIseI fVir thVm 
* so I try did that brother now it-to shoot will-do 
[Question-8] So I decided that now I would try to shoot it. 

35. the. to sVdIo muS7o VpI sVt muS7o mo tom sVtI gà cel 
said so there-from ahead little time ahead I own friends also wake 
A brief time before it returned, I had awakened my friends. 
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36. thVresà. sVtiT mo rVjVs kIh bVI VdeI wVqIV bilI, Vde 
did friends-to I said that brother this event happened this 
I said to them, “All this has happened, 

37. wVl bIlo àà t_siz àlI so utheI bià sos niS7 ne 
trick happened that thing came you-all awake sit you-all sleep not 
and in case that thing comes again, you must stay awake and not sleep”, I said. 

38. thIà the Vde rVjVs. to sVnà rVjege kIh bVi bes niS7 thones Or 
do do this said so they said that brother we sleep do and 
They said, “We will sleep and you stay awake 

39. tu mVtlVp uthI beI àn koI wVx de VIl to tus beh cel 
you meaning awake sit here any time at came so you we wake 
and when it comes, you wake us up 

40. thVre, to tVN thon the rVjegeh. [Question-9] to bVhVrhVl so 
cause so shoot will-do do said * so nevertheless that 
and we will shoot it”, they said. [Question-9] In spite of that, 

41. VlI vVx de mos yVnI kIh so t_sel nV thVriyVs. mos ek 
coming time on I means that that wake not caused-to-do I one 
when it came again I did not wake them. 

42. be yVni kIh sosje tVN thVs. [Question-10] tVN thVs to so 
being means that it-on shoot did * shoot did so that 
I shot at her all by myself. [Question-10] When I shot, 

43. t_siz huN bee5 bVRe Vvàz thegI. lVI bVRe yVnI kIh 
thing rising having-become big sound did very big means that 
that thing rose up and made a big sound. That is, a very big, 

44. xofnàk Vvàz thegi. Vvàz thee5 pik dee5 so bVzeje 
fearful sound did sound having-done jump doing that cave-from 
fearful noise. It made the noise and jumped up and went 

45. dVroRe geI. bVzeje dVroRe gee5 yVnI kIh dVr de xVre 
out-to went cave-from out-to having-gone means that door on down 
out of the cave. After it left the cave, that is, after it went down from the door 

46. gee5 bVRo yVni kIh Vvàz thegi. bVRi kIo the bVRe lVi 
having-gone big means that sound did big cry did big very 
of the cave, it again made a noise. It was a big cry, a very, very great noise that 

47. zVbVrdVs Vvàz thegih kIh sosei Vvàz mei xVyVl tVqribVn càr po} 
great sound did that its sound my thought nearly 4 5 
it gave. I think that the cry was so great that people four or five 
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48. mil bo} jVk pVrude bei VcVk mVtlVp in}Vllà Z7igo 
mile till people heard being this-much means God-willing long 
miles away could have heard it. It was that loud. 

49. Vvàz thegi. Vvàz thee5 so huN be. sVdiko to 
sound did sound having-done that rising became some-time-after so 
Having made that noise, it went up. Some time later, 

50. mVRe lVI mVRe lVI bVRi yVni kIh xof S7VtI mVRe lVI bVRI 
me-to very me-to very big means that fear put me-to very big 
I began to be very afraid. I became really terrified. 

51. yVni kIh bIl }VtI. mVs Vdio huN bo uthiŒ‡ kàre 
means that fear put I there-from rising been rising somewhere 
I got up from there and couldn’t decide where to go or 

52. bujoni yà muti jok thoni tVrtip nV bili. mV cup thee5 
to-go or other something to-do way not happen I quiet doing 
what to do. I then quietly 

53. so hVgVr ni}e sVdi bVTos to koI vVx de sVbVRe uthiŒ‡ 
that fire put-out there sat so some time on morning-in rising 
put out the fire and sat there for some time. In the morning, I got up and 

54. huN bee5 uthi C7Vkes to sVdi Vdei bIlI kIh Vso ciz perenI 
rising being rising saw so there this happen that that thing there 
looked and saw that that thing had 

55. cVrI thegIs, ultI thegIs. ulTi thee5 C7Vkes to miri 
vomit did vomit did vomit having-done saw so having-died 
vomited there. After vomiting, I saw that it had died. 

56. VsilIà. to Vso deze VsV VnI soc thes kIh bVi bes Vni di} 
was so that day we thus thought did that brother we this place 
So that day we thought that we should 

57. fVth thoN, VlàvVh muti koI di}VkeT boN thes. 
leave will-do other other some place-to will-go said 
leave this place and decided to go somewhere else. 
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Questions for Chilas Witch Story 
(English translations) 

  1. Where did they spend the night? 
  2. What did they put under their own pillow? 
  3. What season was it? 
  4. Just then what became visible? 
  5. What did the witch snatch from under the pillow? 
  6. What did the witch do with the 10-12 breads? 
  7. He tried to wake his friends so that they could do what to the witch? 
  8. When the witch came back, where did it sit? 
  9. What did his friends tell him to do? 
10. Who shot the witch? 
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F.2.6 Kolai Shina, Mahrin village (Kolai) 

 

Kolai Accident Story 

1. mo3 àdio likho àsilos mo3 àdio geàs kàrànciR to àsdi mi 
 I from-here small was I here-from went Karachi-to so there my 
When I was small, I went from here to Karachi. My 

2. Z7àroE du gà àsdi àsil. kàràncid bà}ànd às. mo3 gà 
brothers two also there were Karachi-in settlers were I also 
two brothers were also there. They were settled in Karachi. I also 

3. àdyukàr gàs khàràR. khàr buji tee5 sàbàq ràzon 
here-down went down-to down having-gone then education to-do 
went down to [Karachi]. I went to get education. 

4. gàsos ee5 càrmoKiƒ jàmààt dà dàxilàh àTàs. [Question-1] dàxilà 
went so fourth class in admission brought    * admission 
I got admission in fourth class. [Question-1] Having obtained 

5. àTee mo3 àsdi dàxil sUs sVbàq-mVbàq ràzVmsUs to 
having-brought I there admission was education used-to-read so 
admission, I was studying there and all. 

6. àsdi ek pVnjàbi mu}àk os sosei màik Z7àuli bIl, 
there one Panjabi man was with-him my-also brotherhood became, 
There was a Panjabi man. A strong friendship grew between us. 

7. dosti bili. to so Ek dezEk ee rozà às cuTi ho3N tom 
friendship became so he one day * fasting was holidays up own 
During the holidays of fasting, he went up to his 

8. goS7 okVT pVnjàb-eRV. to rozV mos sàbIt sos àsdi 
home went-up Panjab-to so fasting month complete he there 
own home in Panjab. He spent the whole month of fasting there [at his home]. 

9. lVgeo to lIkh idei dez os ee, àso lIkh idei dez khVro 
will-pass so little Eid’s days were * those small Eid’s days down 
After the days of little Eid, 

10. wàpàs khàroR kàrànci wàzo. kàrànci wVt khIN be sose 
returned down-to Karachi will-come-down Karachi down came we his 
he returned to Karachi. When he came down to Karachi, 

11. mUlàkàt thes. mUlàkàt thee5 tee hIlà sàt gVp}Vp 
meeting did meeting having-done then little-bit time chat 
we met. After meeting him and talking for a little while, 
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12. thee5 tee àsà rà'jes ce pàr ànà bàzàre wàr bujoN.  
having-done then we said now there this bazaar-of toward let’s-go 
we said, “Let’s go to the bazaar”. 

13. [Question-2] àsdi Ek sIrkVsEk khel S7VtIs. to àsdi-kVR buji 
  * there one circus game put-on so there having-gone 
[Question-2] They were putting on a circus game. We watched the show. 

14. tee tàmà}à-màmà}à thee5-kVTi tee àkoR àis thes.  
then spectacle having-watched then ourselves will-come said 
“We’ll come ourselves,” we said. 

15. àsdi thee5 bEgso bebe ges pàr àsdi sIrkVs khel gà C7Vkes 
there doing we-and-he both went over there circus game and watched 
We all went and watched the circus game. 

16. Or C7VkekVTi tee phEr bàzàrei wàriƒ ges. 'bErVm cà mà 
and having-watched then nearby bazaar-of toward went we-said tea etc.  
Having watched the game, we went towards the bazaar. We said, 

17. pis. àà bujikVTi tee à'is thes. to àsdàt be 
we-will-drink * having-gone then we-will-come said so like-that we 
“We’ll drink tea.” We went and said, “We will come”. So we went back 

18. phir bàzàreR àsdi be ges. bujikVTi àsdi Ek reRi wàlà 
again bazaar-to there we went having-gone there one pushcart man 
to the bazaar. There was a pushcart man there. 

19. os. àsdi àsà phVl-fUrUt hàk ginigyes. gINi ce àZ7o 
was there we fruit some bought having-bought now inside 
We bought some fruit. We bought it 

20. bu'ji hoTEl dà bee khois thes. jo àiz-dà-màjE roDEj 
having-gone hotel in sitting we-will-eat said * that-in road-from 
and went and sat in a hotel. “We will eat,” we said. Then from the other side 

21. pàr khIgER jo }or-}àràbà he bili. }or-}àràbà he bondVkàr jà 
over side-to * noise (em) became noise (em) on-being * 
of the road there was some noise. On hearing the noise 

22. mo3 lIkh sos, kIh mo oro hàthàs 'pErER [Question-3] mo3Rjo 
 I small was that to-me here ran there-to * to-me 
(I was just small), I ran here and there. [Question-3] To me 

23. nà'wà3S7 he lel bIl, C7VkV, oro mo3 'pere hàithàs. 
strange (em) knowing became you-see here I there ran 
it was strange, you see, and I ran here and there. 
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24. [Question-4] o'rin roD gà tV'ri pàr fUTpEri 
  * this-here road and having-crossed over median 
[Question-4] I crossed one road and the median and 

25. tV'ri pe'rin roDej sosmàr gàs. to àis-màje mi hub 
having-crossed over-there road’s center-in went so this-in my senses 
went in the center of the other road. So in this situation I lost my senses 

26. nà àis, pEro khVro trVk is. so trVk ei tee 
not came, over-there down truck came that truck having-come then 
and over there came a truck. The truck came 

27. EkdVm tee khVre mUj coT degi. [Question-5] coT-dee5 
at-once then down to-me injury/blow gave * having-hit 
and at once ran me down. [Question-5] The blow 

28. wàpàs mo3 phiri fUTbàreR phàl thegiƒ. fUTbàreR phàl-thee 
returned I again median-to throw was median-to being-thrown 
threw me back to the median. There on the median, 

29. kheNe mo3 àsdi mIlTe dài po}e mo3 bihu} àsUs [Question-6] 
* I there minutes 10 5 I unconscious was * 
I was unconscious for five to ten minutes. [Question-6] 

30. to mi àso dost hànok pàr tVrVfeR phVt bIlUs. to àsdi mute 
so my those friends * over side-to left became so there other 
So I was left on the other side from my friends. 

31. yàràn-dostàn mi àsil C7e càrEk. to so'Nà-so trVkwàlà pee 
friends my were 3 4 so they truckdriver having-grasped 
Three or four of my other friends were there, so they stopped the truckdriver. 

32. rVTegV0 pee-rVTe tee sog àsdi hIsàr thegà.  
stopped having-grasped-and-stopped then they-also there waiting caused 
They held him and made him wait. 

33. [Question-7] to mo3 hàS7-thee pàr teksid veg. to mo3-sesàt 
* so I having-pulled-up over-there taxi-in put so me-with 
[Question-7] They picked me up and put me in a taxi. 

34. mi so dost 'àlos so wàpàs goS7 dà gào Itlà don 
my that friend came he return home in went information to-give 
The friend who came with me went home to tell them 

35. e-kiryà the. [Question-8] khàre so C7e càrEk mo3-se àsil Vk 
for did * below those 3 4 me-with were one 
the news. [Question-8] The other three or four friends who were with me 
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36. teksiD wi mo3 àspVtàleR hàregE0. Or àso trVkwàlà gà àkosei 
taxi-in put me hospital-to took and that truckdriver also with-selves 
put me in a taxi and took me to a hospital, and they brought the truck driver 

37. pe-thee5 wàlegE0 so'Nà. khàr buji tee dàktàroR mo3 pà}egE0.  
holding took-down they down having-gone then doctor-to me showed 
along with them. Down [in the hospital] they showed me to the doctors. 

38. pV}i tee soNà mi màinà wàGErV thekVTi mi eksre 
having-seen then they my seeing etc. having-done my x-ray 
They saw me and took my x-ray. 

39. nikhlegE0. eksre nikhle-thee5 tee mo3 hàri wàD dà dàxil thegE0.  
took x-ray having-taken then me took ward in admission did 
Then I was admitted into the ward. 

40. dàxil thee tee5 pVTi wàGErV thegE0. às-màje pàto 
admission having-done then bandage etc. did this-in after 
They put bandages on me. Then 

41. bil'goNe mi Z7àroe gà àlE0. [Question-9] soNà3g mi 
late-afternoon my brothers also came * they-also my 
in the evening my brothers also came. [Question-9] They also saw my 

42. hàlàt à'C7i-thegE0. to mo3 àsdi àspVtàl-dà àsUs. tee cohondei ke 
condition looked so I there hospital-in was then 14 or 
condition. So I was there in the hospital. So like that I was there in the 

43. pànzilei dezi mo3 àsdàth mo3 àsdi àspVtàl-dà dàxil sos mi 
15 days I like-that I there hospital-in admission was my 
hospital for fourteen or fifteen days. 

44. àso pàTi àsdàth gà'rilis pàsgeg-nàn. [Question-10] to 
those bandage like-that were-fastened opened-not-was * so 
The bandages [on my wound] were not opened [in that time]. [Question-10] 

45. so pàTi gàRone wàjàgi gàr'mi gà mo'dàs àse gàrmi wàjàgi 
that bandage fastened due-to heat also time-was that heat due-to 
Due to the bandages being fastened (it was also the hot season), and due to 

46. so mi po3 kino. [Question-11] kI'ji ràge 
that my foot/leg black * having-decayed blood-vessel 
the heat, my foot became gangrenous. [Question-11] Due to the gangrene, the 

47. chIdi màjE zàhàr gà pedà bil to dàktàrànoj 
having-disintegrated in-them poison also born became so doctors 
blood vessels disintegrated and poison was produced. So the doctors 
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48. àpre}Vnei tàrix deg àpre}Vnei deze mo3 pereR hà'regE0, àpre}Vnei 
operation’s date gave operation’s day me to-there took operation 
set the date of the operation. On the day of the operation, they took me 

49. wàDeR. àsdi hàri-dee5 dàTàrànoj C7àke-tee rà{egE0 id ài ce 
ward-to there having-taken doctors having-seen they-said * * now 
to the operation ward. The doctors looked and said, “Now 

50. esei po3 'kidon àci'nuz thegE0 guc Isei Ilàj bi 
his foot decayed we-will-cut they-said otherwise his treatment be 
his foot is decayed, so we will cut it off,” they said, “Otherwise it is impossible 

51. nàin ee5 guc màje zVhàr pedà bilon es dez bà dez ho3N 
not-is * otherwise in poison born would-be it day by day above 
to treat [his wound] because of the poison. Day by day [the poison] endangers 

52. }àt din thegE0. to tee soNà mà}wàrà the mo3jEg 
pressure gives they-said so then they advice did me-also-from 
the whole body above,” they said. So then they conferred [among themselves] 

53. mà}wàrà hà'regE0. ee5 à'keg soNà IjàzVt deg dàktàren 
advice took * themselves-also they permission gave doctors 
and consulted me also. So they also themselves gave permission 

54. mi àso po3 cVs thegE0. po3 càs-thee5 tee àsdi pàTi 
my that foot pull did foot having-pulled then there bandage 
and the doctors cut off my foot. After they cut off my foot, 

55. wàgerV thànVs Or mos duk mi àsdi ge. du mos-oj bàd 
etc. used-to-do and month two my there passed 2 month after 
I spent two months there, and they used to put bandages on me. After two 

56. ee5 soNà mà}wàrà ài theg ce ee roG bilon Or ce 
* they advice this did now * whole has-become and now 
months, they advised, “Now [the leg] has become well, and now we will 

57. àspVtàlej dIscàrIj thuis theg, C7Vkà dIscàrIj thuis 
hospital-from discharge will-do they-said, you-see? discharge we-will-do 
discharge you from the hospital,” they said. They said, “We will discharge you, 

58. theg khiNi soNà rà{eg ce Thik En. to àsdi mo3 discàrIj 
they-said time they said now well is so there me discharge 
now [your leg] is okay.” So I was discharged from there 

59. thee tee mo3 wàpàs goS7 dà àTegE0. goS7tà 
having-done then I return house in was-brought house-in 
and was brought back to the house. 
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60. àTe àsdi tee Ek du mos phir mo3 pàTi 
having-been-brought there then 1 2 month again I bandage 
At home I put bandages [on my leg] for another couple months. 

61. wàGerV thVmsUs. ài thekVTi ho jo àxir pVr'hà mi 
etc. I-used-to-do that having-done * * in-the-end wound my 
After doing that, finally, the wound was 

62. ru àli. ru ài tee mo3 wàpàs àkoR phir tom 
healing came healing having-come then I return self-to again own 
fully healed. So since I was healed, I came back 

63. wVtVnERV àlos. bàs. 
homeland-to came finished 
to my own homeland. That’s all. 

 

Questions for Kolai Accident Story 
(English translations) 

  1. In what class did he get admission? 
  2. After meeting and talking for a little bit, what did they say? 
  3. Since he was a little boy, what did he do when he heard the noise? 
  4. How did the noise seem to him? 
  5. What happened when the truck came? 
  6. How long was he unconscious? 
  7. What did his friends make the truck driver do? 
  8. Where did one friend go? 
  9. When did his brothers come? 
10. What happened to the bandages in those 14 or 15 days? 
11. Because of the heat what happened to his foot? 
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Appendix F.3 
 

Shina Questionnaires 

 

F.3.1 Pre- and Post-Recorded Text Test Questionnaire 

1. Name 
2. Date of Interview 
3. What do you call your language? 
4. Education 
5. Age 
6. Where were you born? 

6b. Where did you grow up? 
6c. Where do you live now? 

7. What language did you speak in your home as a child? 
8. Where is your father from? 

8b. What is your father’s language? 
9. Where is your mother from? 

9b. What is your mother’s language? 
10. Where is your wife from? 

10b. What is your wife’s language? 
11. What language do you speak in your home now? 
12. Have you ever lived in another place?/stayed for a long time? 
13. Do you often travel outside this area? 

13b. What places do you go to? 
13c. How many times have you gone there? 
13d. For what purpose do you usually go there? 

14. Do you listen to the radio every day? 
14b. If not, how often do you listen? 
14c. What language do you listen to? 
14d. (Optional) What programs do you listen to? 
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The following questions were asked after each test story 
 
15. The man who told this story, where is he from do you think? 

15b. What helps you to know he is from that place? 
16. Does this man speak good Shina? 
17. How much of his speech did you understand? 
18. Is the way he speaks a little different or very different from the way you 

speak? 
18b. How is it different? 

19. How many times have you gone to the area where this man is from? 
19b. How long did you stay there? 

20. Do people from that area come here? 
20b. How many times have you talked with them? 

21. In your family or in this mohalla, are there women from there who are 
married here? 
21b. Do you often talk with them in Shina? 
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F.3.2 Sociolinguistic Questionnaire 

 
1. Name? Date? 
2. Age? 
3. Do you farm? If not, what profession? 
4. Education level? Medium of Instruction? 
5. Tribe? / Family? 
6. Where were you born? Where did you grow-up? 
7. Present Village / Tehsil / District 
8. What do you call your language? 
9. Does that have a special meaning? 

9b. Do you have other names for your language? 
10. Do other people have a different name for your language? 

10b. What do they call it? 
10c. Who calls it that? 
10d. Does that have a special meaning? 

11. Where else do people speak just the same way as you do? 
12. Where do people speak just a little bit differently? 

12b. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
12c. Do people from there also come here? 

13. Where do people speak very differently? 
13b. How much of it do you understand? 
 (few words, main ideas, most, all) 
13c. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
13d. Do people from there come here? 
13e. When you talk with a man from ———, how much do you 
 understand? 
13f. How do you know that he is from there? 
13g. In what way does he talk? 

14. Where do people speak your own language the most purely? 
14b. Why do you say that is the most pure? 

15. Where do people speak your own language the best? 
15b. Why do you say that is the best? 

16. Where is your language spoken badly? 
16b. Why do you say that is badly? 

17. Have you yourself gone to these places? 
17b. Do people from there come here? 
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18. Your language is spoken in many places, some places it is easy to 
understand and some more difficult. Is there some place where your 
language is spoken that people from most other places can understand? 

19. In which village in this area would you say your language is spoken the 
best? 

20. What do you call the language people speak in Gilgit? 
20b. What do you call the people who live in Gilgit? 

21. Do you go to Gilgit often? How many times in a month? 
21b. For what purpose do you go? 
21c. How long do you stay there? 
21d. Have you ever lived there? / stayed a long time? 
21e. What kind of people do you talk to / meet with there? 
21f. What language do you speak with them? 
21g. Do people understand you when you speak your own language 
 in Gilgit? 
21h. If you want to speak the same way they do in Gilgit, can you 
 change your way of speaking? 
21i. Do your women often go to Gilgit? 
21j. For what purpose do they go? 

22. Do people from Gilgit live here? 
22b. If a man from Gilgit comes here, can everybody understand his 
 speech? 
22c. Even the women and children? 
22d. How different is the Gilgit language from what you speak? 

23. What do you call the language people speak in Chilas? 
23b. What do you call the people who live in Chilas? 

24. Do you go to Chilas often? How many times in a month? 
24b. For what purpose do you go? 
24c. How long do you stay there? 
24d. Have you ever lived there? / stayed a long time? 
24e. What language do you speak with them? 
24f. Do people understand you when you speak your own language 
 in Chilas? 
24g. If you want to speak the same way they do in Chilas, can you 
 change your way of speaking? (Some were asked: Do you speak 
 the same way they speak in Chilas?) 
24h. Do your women often go to Chilas? 
24i. For what purpose do they go? 

25. Do people from Chilas live here? 
25b. If a man from Chilas comes here, can everybody understand his 
 speech? 
25c. Even the women and children? 
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26. What other places do you travel to? 
26b. Do you go often? 
26c. For what purpose do you go? 
26d. What language do you speak there? 

27. Do many people travel outside from here? 
27b. For what reason? 
27c. Do many people go outside for working? 
27d. Do you travel more than other men in your village or about the same? 

28. What do you call your own people? 
28b. Do all ——— people speak the same as you? 
28c. If not, what do they speak? 

29. Do all your own people live in the same area as you? 
29b. If not, where else do they live? 

30. Do other tribes/clans speak the same as your people? 
30b. Who are they? 
30c. Where do they live? 

31. What other languages are spoken in your area? 
31b. What name do you give the people who speak these languages? 

32. Where did your own tribe/clan come from? 
32b. When did they come? 
32c. Why did they come here? 

33. Do you speak the same language as your grandfather did? 
34. What is the name of your father’s language? 
35. What is the name of your mother’s language? 
36. What language did you speak in your home as a child with your parents? 
37. What language do you speak in your home now? 

37b. Is there someone else in your home who speaks a different language? 
37c. Then what language do you speak with them? 

38. What other languages do you speak? 
38b. Where do you speak them? 
38c. How well do you speak them? 
 (all things, simple things, understand only) 

39. What do you call the people who speak your own language? 
39b. What name do other people who don’t speak your language call you? 
39c. Who says that? 

40. Do people who speak your own language live only here? 
40b. Where else do they live? 
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41. Do all the people in your village speak the same as you? 
41b. What other groups are there? 
41c. Do you know these other languages? 
41d. Do your children know these other languages? 
41e. Do your children mix the other language with yours? 
41f. Do they speak your language purely? 
41g. If they mix the languages, what do you think about that? 

42. What language do you use for: 
42b. explaining things to women? always or usually? 
42c. to children? always or usually? 
42d. for singing? always or usually? 
42e. for jokes and stories? always or usually? 
42f. for religious teaching in the mosque? always or usually? 
42g. who does religious teaching? 
42h. for religious teaching at home? always or usually? 
42i. who does religious teaching? 
42j. for political talk? always or usually? 
42k. who do you discuss political things with? 
42l. for getting a job? always or usually? 

43. Do you speak Urdu? 
43b. Do you often speak Urdu? 
43c. Where do you usually speak Urdu? 
43d. With whom? 
43e. Do you find Urdu easy to speak? 
43f. Can you read Urdu? 
43g. Do you often read Urdu? 
43h. If not, if they had a class to teach you how to read Urdu, would 
 you go? 

44. How many of the people in your village speak Urdu? 
44b. How many of the people in your village read and write Urdu? 

45. How many of the children in your village speak Urdu? 
45b. How many of the children in your village read and write Urdu? 

46. How many of the women in your village speak Urdu? 
46b. How many of the women in your village read and write Urdu? 

47. Do you speak Pashto? (asked about Burushaski in Gilgit and Nasirabad) 
47b. Do you often speak Pashto? 
47c. Where do you usually speak Pashto? 
47d. With whom? 
47e. Do you find Pashto easy to speak? 
47f. Can you read Pashto? 
47g. Do you often read Pashto? 
47h. If not, if they had a class to teach you how to read Pashto, would 
 you go? 
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48. How many of the people in your village speak Pashto? (asked about 
 Burushaski in Gilgit and Nasirabad) 
48b. How many of the people in your village read and write Pashto? 

49. How many of the children in your village speak Pashto? (asked about 
 Burushaski in Gilgit and Nasirabad) 
49b. How many of the children in your village read and write Pashto? 

50. How many of the women in your village speak Pashto? (asked about 
 Burushaski in Gilgit and Nasirabad) 
50b. How many of the women in your village read and write Pashto? 

51. Do your people marry with Pashto-speakers? (asked about Burushaski 
 in Gilgit and Nasirabad) 
51b. If so, what language is spoken in home with children? 

52. Do you speak Balti? (asked about Burushaski in Gilgit and Nasirabad, 
 about Indus Kohistani in Diamer and Kohistan) 
52b. Do you often speak Balti? 
52c. Where do you usually speak Balti? 
52d. With whom? 
52e. Do you find Balti easy to speak? 
52f. Can you read Balti? 
52g. Do you often read Balti? 

53. How many of the people in your village speak Balti? (asked about 
Burushaski in Gilgit and Nasirabad, about Indus Kohistani in Diamer and 
Kohistan) 

54. How many of the children? (asked about Burushaski in Gilgit and 
Nasirabad, about Indus Kohistani in Diamer and Kohistan) 

55. How many of the women? (asked about Burushaski in Gilgit and 
Nasirabad, about Indus Kohistani in Diamer and Kohistan) 

56. Do your people marry with Balti-speakers? (asked about Burushaski in 
 Gilgit and Nasirabad, about Indus Kohistani in Diamer and Kohistan) 
56b. If so, what language is spoken in home with children? 

57. In what ways is it an advantage to speak Urdu? 
58. In what ways is it an advantage to speak Pashto? (asked about Burushaski 

in Nasirabad) 
59. In what ways is it an advantage to speak Balti? (asked about Burushaski in 

Gilgit) 
60. In what ways is it an advantage to speak your own language? 
61. Which languages do you want your children to learn? 
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62. When your children grow up, what language do you think they will use 
most? 

63. If there were schools in which your language was the medium of 
instruction, would you send your children? 

64. Are there books in your language? 
65. Have you tried to read them? 

65b. What did you read? 
65c. If not, do you think your language would be easy to read? 

66. Do you think people would buy books in your language? 
66b. Would you? 

67. What kind of things should be written in your language? 
68. Who should learn to read and write your language? 

68b. Is this something for women? 
69. If there were classes to teach men how to read and write your language, 

 would you go? 
69b. If there were classes to teach children how to read and write your 
 language, would you send your children? 
69c. If there were classes to teach women how to read your language,  
 would you send your women? 

70. What is the best language for writing things? 
70b. Why do you think so? 

71. Are there any of your own people who have stopped speaking your own 
language and started speaking another language? 

72. Do people marry outside your own language very often? 
72b. Are there people from other languages in your own family? 
72c. When your women marry men who speak another language, what 
 language do their children speak? 
72d. When your men marry women who speak another language, what  
 language do their children speak? 

73. Is your language broadcast on the radio? 
73b. Do you listen to it? 

74. Do you listen to the radio broadcast in Shina from Gilgit and Rawalpindi? 
74b. Which type of programs do you like the best? 
74c. What do you think about the Shina they use in broadcasts? 
74d. Do you understand it? 
74e. Can the women and children understand it? 
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